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I’m here to tell you about an existential threat to our country that is so well hidden 

you might know nothing about it. It’s a threat posed by Big Tech monopolies, eerily 

predicted by President Eisenhower in 1961 (https://is.gd/ct5Gcb).  

 

In 2016, Google alone shifted more than 2.6 million votes to Hillary Clinton using 

subliminal techniques I had been studying and quantifying since 2013 

(https://TamingBigTech.com; Epstein, 2018d). 

 

Four days later, a leaked video showed Google’s leaders – devastated by Trump’s 

win – telling their employees that they would not allow Trump to win the 

Presidency again (https://is.gd/ab4D8Z). They would guarantee his defeat using 

their “great strength and resources and reach.” They made good on this promise in 

2020, and in 2022, as I explained recently in The Epoch Times, they stopped the 

Red Wave cold (Epstein, 2022c; https://HowGoogleStoppedTheRedWave.com).  

 

I lean left, but I don’t think a private monopoly – one with no accountability to the 

public – should be able to pick our nation’s leaders. Who knows how these secretive 

companies will lean next year, after all? 

 

After that all-hands meeting, Google perfected at least a dozen new methods of 

subliminal control that I have now been studying for more than a decade (Epstein, 

2018i, all see References and Appendices below.) 

 

To shift votes, we know from leaked emails (https://is.gd/x9BtHn) that Google 

relies on what they call “ephemeral experiences” – fleeting content such as search 

http://drrobertepstein.com/AIBRT/
mailto:re@aibrt.org
https://is.gd/ct5Gcb
https://tamingbigtech.com/
https://is.gd/ab4D8Z
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results, search suggestions, and up-next videos on YouTube – content that impacts 

undecided voters and then disappears, leaving no paper trail.   

 

Since 2016, my dedicated team has been building increasingly more sophisticated 

monitoring systems that preserve and analyze ephemeral content (Epstein, 2018d; 

Epstein et al., 2021a; Epstein et al., 2022b; Epstein & Peirson, 2023). This is 

Google’s worst nightmare, because it means we are surveilling them, just as they 

surveil us and our children 24 hours a day. In other words, we are giving you, our 

nation’s leaders, the ammunition you need to hold Google accountable. 

 

Our research, which we publish in prestigious peer-reviewed journals (see 

Appendices), allows us to measure the power Big Tech has to shift votes, while our 

monitoring systems let us see whether these manipulations are being used.  

 

 

In one case so far, when we shared our data with Senators Lee, Johnson, and Cruz, 

they sent a strong letter to the CEO of Google (https://LetterToGoogleCEO.com), 

which ceased its election manipulations that very day. It turned off the political bias 

in its search engine and stopped sending partisan “Go-Vote” reminders on its home 

page; through our monitoring, we detected these changes the moment they were 

made (Epstein et al., 2021a). 

 

We preserve ephemeral content through the computers of a representative sample 

of real voters. One must monitor through the computers of real people because Big 

Tech sends out personalized content. To see what they’re sending people, you must 

look over the shoulders of real people, just as the Nielsen company does with 

television viewers. 

SEME (the Search Engine Manipulation Effect) was discovered in 2013 and was reported by 

the Washington Post that spring. Five randomized, controlled experiments demonstrating the 

effect were published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA in 2015. 

http://drrobertepstein.com/AIBRT/
https://lettertogoogleceo.com/
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We started small in 2016 but have since deployed bigger systems with each election. In 

2022, we preserved more than 2.5 million ephemeral experiences through the 

computers of a politically-balanced group of 2,742 voters in 10 swing states. 

 

We are now building the world’s first nationwide Digital Shield, and we just 

released a public dashboard – AmericasDigitalShield.com – that shows our 

cumulative findings in real time. We are collecting and displaying data 24 hours a 

day through the computers of a politically-balanced group of more than 13,000 

voters in all 50 states, and so far we have court-admissible data in 15 states.  

 

One of the simplest ways to support a candidate is to suppress negative search terms 

for that candidate. These screenshots from the summer of 2016 show Google was 

suppressing negative search suggestions for Hillary Clinton. 

 

  

 

 

A partial view of a real-time display of data being streamed from the computers of a 

politically-balanced group of more than 13,000 registered voters in all 50 states. See: 

https://AmericasDigitalShield.com.  

http://drrobertepstein.com/AIBRT/
https://americasdigitalshield.com/
https://americasdigitalshield.com/
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We have so far preserved and analyzed more than 66 million ephemeral experiences 

on multiple platforms. This $3 million system is expanding every day, and we 

recently started preserving content being sent to more than 2,600 children and teens.  

 

The extreme political bias we are seeing in content being sent to voters, along with 

the highly sexualized and violent content being sent to America’s kids, confirm my 

worst fears: The “technological elite,” as Eisenhower called them, are now in 

control of our democracy, and they are systematically indoctrinating our children. 

 

If we can secure funding to complete our system so we have court-admissible data 

in all 50 states, the tech companies will almost certainly back down in 2024. Even 

if they don’t, we will have incontrovertible evidence of election rigging on a 

massive scale. 

 

If no monitoring system is in place, Google alone will be able to shift between 6.4 

and 25.5 million votes in the 2024 Presidential election, leaving no paper trail and 

making a mockery of the free-and-fair election.  

 

Thank you, members of the Committee, for your attention, and for protecting our 

great nation from threats both foreign and, I hope, domestic. 

http://drrobertepstein.com/AIBRT/
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APPENDIX I: Links of Possible Interest 

 

https://AmericasDigitalShield.com – a live dashboard that documents Big Tech 

manipulation, bias, and indoctrination in real time. 

 

https://EpsteinInTheNewYorkPost.com – May 2023 article in the New York Post 

about Dr. Epstein's research by reporter Miranda Devine. It ends, “Only Epstein is 

standing in the way.” 

 

https://TechWatchProject.org – a new website about Dr. Epstein's election 

monitoring project. 

 

https://HowGoogleStoppedTheRedWave.com – a 2022 article by Dr. Epstein in 

The Epoch Times. 

 

https://MyGoogleResearch.com – a webpage where you can learn more about Dr. 

Epstein’s research on online influence and where you can also support that 

research with donations to the American Institute for Behavioral Research and 

Technology, a nonprofit, nonpartisan 501(c)(3) public charity. 

 

https://EpsteinOnRogan.com – a 160-minute video recording of Dr. Epstein’s 

2022 appearance on The Joe Rogan Experience. 

 

https://MyPrivacyTips.com – an essay by Dr. Epstein about how you can protect 

yourself and your children from surveillance by Google-and-the-Gang. 

 

https://EpsteinTestimony.com – Dr. Epstein’s 2019 Congressional testimony 

about the threat Google-and-the-Gang pose to democracy (7-minute video). 

 

https://EpsteinOnSTEMTalks – a 90-minute biographical audio interview with 

Dr. Epstein. 

 

https://TamingBigTech.com – an essay by Dr. Epstein about the development of 

his first election monitoring system, deployed before the 2016 Presidential 

election. 

 

https://CreepyLine.org – an 80-minute documentary film – “The Creepy Line” – 

featuring Dr. Epstein’s research. It warns about surveillance, censorship, and 

manipulation by Google-and-the-Gang. It also features Dr. Jordan Peterson and 

other experts. 

 

https://TheCaseForMonitoring.com – a 15-minute video in which Dr. Epstein 

summarizes findings from his online monitoring in the days leading up to the 

2020 Presidential Election and the 2021 Senate runoff elections in Georgia. 
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https://DrRobertEpstein.com – Dr. Epstein’s personal website. 

 

https://AIBRT.org – website of the American Institute for Behavioral Research 

and Technology. 

 

https://TheNewCensorship.com – Dr. Epstein on Google's blacklists, in US News 

& World Report. 

 

https://TamingBigTech.com – article by Dr. Epstein on AIBRT’s 2016 election 

monitoring project. 

 

https://LetterToGoogleCEO.com – Nov. 5, 2020 letter from three US Senators to 

Google CEO about Epstein’s findings in the 2020 Presidential race. 

 

https://SearchEngineManipulationEffect.com – SEME: 2015 seminal paper on the 

power that search engines have to shift opinions and votes, published in the 

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA, downloaded or accessed 

from the website of the National Academy of Sciences more than 250,000 times. 

 

https://TargetedMessagingEffect.com – TME: 2023 peer-reviewed study in PLOS 

ONE showing the power that targeted messages on Twitter have to shift opinions 

and votes) 

 

https://TheAnswerBotEffect.com – ABE: 2021 peer-reviewed study in PLOS 

ONE reporting new research on the power that personal assistants and answer 

boxes (and hence AIs) have to shift opinions and votes. 

 

https://SearchSuggestionEffect.com – SSE: preprint of a research report on the 

power that Google search suggestions have to shift opinions and votes, currently 

under review. 

 

https://YouTubeManipulationEffect.com – YME: preprint of a research report on 

the power that YouTube has to shift opinions and votes, currently under review. 

 

https://OpinionMatchingEffect.com – OME: preprint of a research report on the 

power that online quizzes have to shift opinions and votes, currently under 

review. 

 

https://MultipleTopicsResearch.com – preprint of a research report on the power 

that search engines have to shift opinions and votes about perhaps any topic at all, 

currently under review. 

 

https://MultipleExposureEffect.com – MEE: preprint of new report on the 

additive impact of repeated exposures to similarly biased content, currently under 

review. 
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https://DigitalPersonalizationEffect.com – DPE: new research on the power that 

personalization has to increase the impact of biased content, submitted for 

presentation. 
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APPENDIX II: 

The Methodology of SEME Experiments 

 

The methodology of SEME experiments adheres to the highest standards of 

research in the social and behavioral sciences. All experiments are randomized, 

controlled, double-blind, and counterbalanced (Epstein and Robertson, 2015a). 

Multiple SEME experiments conducted over a period of more than five years have 

involved more than 10,000 participants and five national elections in four countries. 

Reasonable efforts have been made to assure that participants are diverse across 

multiple demographic characteristics, and, when possible, representative of the 

voting population. When samples are not representative of the voting population, 

adjustments are made statistically or by examining subsamples. 

 

In most experiments, participants are selected who are “undecided,” by which I 

mean either that they haven’t yet made up their minds, or, in some cases, that we 

are deliberately showing them materials from an election they are not familiar with 

(for example, when we show people from the U.S. materials from an election in 

Australia). 

 

All search results and web pages used in the experiments are real, drawn from the 

internet and from Google’s search engine. The elections we have examined are also 

real: the 2010 election for Prime Minister of Australia; the 2014 Lok Sabha election 

in India; the 2015 national election in the UK, and the 2016 and 2018 elections in 

the U.S. 

 

Search results are presented to participants using a mock search engine called 

Kadoodle, which looks and functions almost exactly like Google. The difference 

between Google and Kadoodle is that with Kadoodle, we control what search 

results we show and the order in which those results are shown. Our search results 

link to copies of real web pages, but links on those pages have been disabled so we 

can keep our research participants in a closed online environment.  

 

In the basic procedure, participants are randomly assigned to one of three groups: 

a group in which search results favor Candidate A – which means that high-ranking 

results link to web pages that make Candidate A look better than his or her opponent 

– a group favoring Candidate B, and a group in which neither candidate is favored 

in search results (the control group). 

 

Participants are told they will be asked to use our custom search engine, Kadoodle, 

to conduct research on political candidates. They are first asked to read short 

paragraphs about each candidate and then asked several questions about each 

candidate: How much they like each candidate, trust each candidate, and so on. 

They are also asked, both in a binary fashion and on a scale, which candidate they 

would vote for if they had to vote today. These are all “pre-search questions.” 
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Then, typically, they are given up to fifteen minutes in which to use the Kadoodle 

search engine to conduct further research about the candidates. They are typically 

given access to five pages of search results, with six results per page (30 in total), 

and they can navigate through the search results and the web pages exactly as they 

would on Google. They can stop searching when they please. 

 

Then they are asked those same questions about the candidates; now these are 

“post-search questions.” 

 

 

Remember that the only difference between the three groups is the order in which 

the search results are shown. All participants in all three groups have full access to 

all the search results and all the web pages. 

 

The typical findings are as follows: 

 

 Prior to search, all three groups tend to answer the pre-search questions the same 

way. 

 After the search, the opinions and voting preferences of people in the control group 

shift very little or not at all. 

 After the search, both the opinions and the voting preferences of people in the two 

bias groups shift fairly dramatically in the direction of the favored candidate. In 

other words, opinions and votes shift in opposite directions in the two groups. 

 A shift of 20 percent or more is typical. In large studies in which we have enough 

participants to look at demographic differences, we have found shifts in the 60-to-

Figure 1. In a typical SEME experiment, in one group, search results are ordered in a way that 

favors Candidate A (Gillard, above). In a second group, the ordering is reversed, so it favors 

Candidate B (Abbott, above). And in a control group, the ordering alternates, so neither candidate 

is favored. 
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80 percent range in some demographic groups. In other words, some people are 

especially trusting of search results. 

 Typically, very few people show any awareness of the bias they have seen. In a 

large study we conducted in India in 2014, for example – a study with more than 

2,000 undecided voters throughout India in the midst of an intense election – 99.5 

percent of our participants showed no awareness of bias in the search results we 

showed them. 

 The very few people who do detect the bias tend, on average, to shift even farther 

in the direction of the bias. 

Some of my SEME research attempts to explain why the effect is so large. One 

reason appears to be that people trust algorithmic output, believing that because 

it is computer-generated, it is inherently objective and unbiased. 

 

Research I have conducted also suggests that SEME is a large effect because 

people are conditioned – very much like rats in a Skinner box – to believe that 

results at the top of the list are better and truer than results farther down the list 

(Epstein et al., in press). This is because most searches we conduct are for 

simple facts, such as “Who is the governor of Texas?” The correct answer 

always turns up at the top of the list, which is one reason 50 percent of all clicks 

go to the top two search positions. 

 

But then that day comes when we search for something with a less certain 

answer: What is the best sushi restaurant in town? Who is the best candidate? 

Again, we are most likely to believe the highest-ranking answers. 

 

When, in one experiment, we changed people’s beliefs about high-ranking 

search results by placing answers to simple questions in random positions in 

lists of search results, politically-biased search results had less impact on them. 
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APPENDIX III 

Article from Bloomberg Businessweek, July 15, 2019 
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The search engine manipulation effect (SEME) and its
possible impact on the outcomes of elections
Robert Epstein1 and Ronald E. Robertson

American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology, Vista, CA 92084

Edited by Jacob N. Shapiro, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, and accepted by the Editorial Board July 8, 2015 (received for review October 16, 2014)

Internet search rankings have a significant impact on consumer
choices, mainly because users trust and choose higher-ranked
results more than lower-ranked results. Given the apparent power
of search rankings, we asked whether they could be manipulated
to alter the preferences of undecided voters in democratic
elections. Here we report the results of five relevant double-blind,
randomized controlled experiments, using a total of 4,556 un-
decided voters representing diverse demographic characteristics
of the voting populations of the United States and India. The fifth
experiment is especially notable in that it was conducted with
eligible voters throughout India in the midst of India’s 2014 Lok
Sabha elections just before the final votes were cast. The results of
these experiments demonstrate that (i) biased search rankings can
shift the voting preferences of undecided voters by 20% or more,
(ii) the shift can be much higher in some demographic groups, and
(iii) search ranking bias can be masked so that people show no
awareness of the manipulation. We call this type of influence,
which might be applicable to a variety of attitudes and beliefs,
the search engine manipulation effect. Given that many elections
are won by small margins, our results suggest that a search engine
company has the power to influence the results of a substantial
number of elections with impunity. The impact of such manipula-
tions would be especially large in countries dominated by a single
search engine company.

search engine manipulation effect | search rankings | Internet influence |
voter manipulation | digital bandwagon effect

Recent research has demonstrated that the rankings of search
results provided by search engine companies have a dramatic

impact on consumer attitudes, preferences, and behavior (1–12);
this is presumably why North American companies now spend
more than 20 billion US dollars annually on efforts to place re-
sults at the top of rankings (13, 14). Studies using eye-tracking
technology have shown that people generally scan search engine
results in the order in which the results appear and then fixate on
the results that rank highest, even when lower-ranked results are
more relevant to their search (1–5). Higher-ranked links also
draw more clicks, and consequently people spend more time on
Web pages associated with higher-ranked search results (1–9). A
recent analysis of ∼300 million clicks on one search engine found
that 91.5% of those clicks were on the first page of search results,
with 32.5% on the first result and 17.6% on the second (7). The
study also reported that the bottom item on the first page of
results drew 140% more clicks than the first item on the second
page (7). These phenomena occur apparently because people trust
search engine companies to assign higher ranks to the results best
suited to their needs (1–4, 11), even though users generally have
no idea how results get ranked (15).
Why do search rankings elicit such consistent browsing be-

havior? Part of the answer lies in the basic design of a search
engine results page: the list. For more than a century, research
has shown that an item’s position on a list has a powerful and
persuasive impact on subjects’ recollection and evaluation of that
item (16–18). Specific order effects, such as primacy and recency,
show that the first and last items presented on a list, respectively,
are more likely to be recalled than items in the middle (16, 17).

Primacy effects in particular have been shown to have a favor-
able influence on the formation of attitudes and beliefs (18–20),
enhance perceptions of corporate performance (21), improve rat-
ings of items on a survey (22–24), and increase purchasing behavior
(25). More troubling, however, is the finding that primacy effects
have a significant impact on voting behavior, resulting in more
votes for the candidate whose name is listed first on a ballot (26–
32). In one recent experimental study, primacy accounted for a
15% gain in votes for the candidate listed first (30). Although
primacy effects have been shown to extend to hyperlink clicking
behavior in online environments (33–35), no study that we are
aware of has yet examined whether the deliberate manipulation of
search engine rankings can be leveraged as a form of persuasive
technology in elections. Given the power of order effects and the
impact that search rankings have on consumer attitudes and be-
havior, we asked whether the deliberate manipulation of search
rankings pertinent to candidates in political elections could alter
the attitudes, beliefs, and behavior of undecided voters.
It is already well established that biased media sources such as

newspapers (36–38), political polls (39), and television (40) sway
voters (41, 42). A 2007 study by DellaVigna and Kaplan found,
for example, that whenever the conservative-leaning Fox televi-
sion network moved into a new market in the United States,
conservative votes increased, a phenomenon they labeled the
Fox News Effect (40). These researchers estimated that biased
coverage by Fox News was sufficient to shift 10,757 votes in
Florida during the 2000 US Presidential election: more than
enough to flip the deciding state in the election, which was
carried by the Republican presidential candidate by only 537
votes. The Fox News Effect was also found to be smaller in
television markets that were more competitive.
We believe, however, that the impact of biased search rankings

on voter preferences is potentially much greater than the influ-
ence of traditional media sources (43), where parties compete in

Significance

We present evidence from five experiments in two countries
suggesting the power and robustness of the search engine
manipulation effect (SEME). Specifically, we show that (i) bi-
ased search rankings can shift the voting preferences of un-
decided voters by 20% or more, (ii) the shift can be much
higher in some demographic groups, and (iii) such rankings can
be masked so that people show no awareness of the manip-
ulation. Knowing the proportion of undecided voters in a
population who have Internet access, along with the pro-
portion of those voters who can be influenced using SEME,
allows one to calculate the win margin below which SEME
might be able to determine an election outcome.
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an open marketplace for voter allegiance. Search rankings are
controlled in most countries today by a single company. If, with
or without intervention by company employees, the algorithm
that ranked election-related information favored one candidate
over another, competing candidates would have no way of
compensating for the bias. It would be as if Fox News were the only
television network in the country. Biased search rankings would, in
effect, be an entirely new type of social influence, and it would be
occurring on an unprecedented scale. Massive experiments con-
ducted recently by social media giant Facebook have already in-
troduced other unprecedented types of influence made possible by
the Internet. Notably, an experiment reported recently suggested
that flashing “VOTE” ads to 61 million Facebook users caused
more than 340,000 people to vote that day who otherwise would
not have done so (44). Zittrain has pointed out that if Facebook
executives chose to prompt only those people who favored a par-
ticular candidate or party, they could easily flip an election in favor of
that candidate, performing a kind of “digital gerrymandering” (45).
We evaluated the potential impact of biased search rankings

on voter preferences in a series of experiments with the same
general design. Subjects were asked for their opinions and voting
preferences both before and after they were allowed to conduct
research on candidates using a mock search engine we had cre-
ated for this purpose. Subjects were randomly assigned to groups
in which the search results they were shown were biased in favor
of one candidate or another, or, in a control condition, in favor
of neither candidate. Would biased search results change the
opinions and voting preferences of undecided voters, and, if so,
by how much? Would some demographic groups be more vul-
nerable to such a manipulation? Would people be aware that
they were viewing biased rankings? Finally, what impact would
familiarity with the candidates have on the manipulation?

Study 1: Three Experiments in San Diego, CA
To determine the potential for voter manipulation using biased
search rankings, we initially conducted three laboratory-based
experiments in the United States, each using a double-blind
control group design with random assignment. For each of the
experiments, we recruited 102 eligible voters through newspaper
and online advertisements, as well through notices in senior
recreation centers, in the San Diego, CA, area.* The advertise-
ments offered USD$25 for each subject’s participation, and
subjects were prescreened in an attempt to match diverse de-
mographic characteristics of the US voting population (46).
Each of the three experiments used 30 actual search results

and corresponding Web pages relating to the 2010 election to
determine the prime minister of Australia. The candidates were
Tony Abbott and Julia Gillard, and the order in which their
names were presented was counterbalanced in all conditions.
This election was used to minimize possible preexisting biases by
US study participants and thus to try to guarantee that our
subjects would be truly “undecided.” In each experiment, sub-
jects were randomly assigned to one of three groups: (i) rankings
favoring Gillard (which means that higher-ranked search results
linked to Web pages that portrayed Gillard as the better candi-
date), (ii) rankings favoring Abbott, or (iii) rankings favoring
neither (Fig. 1 A–C). The order of these rankings was deter-
mined based on ratings of Web pages provided by three inde-
pendent observers. Neither the subjects nor the research assis-
tants who supervised them knew either the hypothesis of the
experiment or the groups to which subjects were assigned.
Initially, subjects read brief biographies of the candidates and

rated them on 10-point Likert scales with respect to their overall
impression of each candidate, how much they trusted each
candidate, and how much they liked each candidate. They were

also asked how likely they would be to vote for one candidate or
the other on an 11-point scale ranging from −5 to +5, as well as
to indicate which of the two candidates they would vote for if the
election were held that day.
The subjects then spent up to 15 min gathering more infor-

mation about the candidates using a mock search engine we had
created (called Kadoodle), which gave subjects access to five
pages of search results with six results per page. As is usual with
search engines, subjects could click on any search result to view
the corresponding Web page, or they could click on numbers at
the bottom of each results page to view other results pages. The
same search results and Web pages were used for all subjects in
each experiment; only the order of the search results was varied
(Fig. 1). Subjects had the option to end the search whenever they
felt they had acquired sufficient information to make a sound
decision. At the conclusion of the search, subjects rated the
candidates again. When their ratings were complete, subjects
were asked (on their computer screens) whether anything about
the search rankings they had viewed “bothered” them; they were
then given an opportunity to write at length about what, if any-
thing, had bothered them. We did not ask specifically whether
the search rankings appeared to be “biased” to avoid false pos-
itives typically generated by leading or suggestive questions (47).
Regarding the ethics of our study, our manipulation could have

no impact on a past election, and we were also not concerned that it
could affect the outcome of future elections, because the number of
subjects we recruited was small and, to our knowledge, included no
Australian voters. Moreover, our study was designed so that it did
not favor any one candidate, so there was no overall bias. The study
presented no more than minimal risk to subjects and was approved
by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the American Institute
for Behavioral Research and Technology (AIBRT). Informed con-
sent was obtained from all subjects.
In aggregate for the first three experiments in San Diego, CA,

the demographic characteristics of our subjects (mean age,
42.5 y; SD = 18.1 y; range, 18–95 y) did not differ from char-
acteristics of the US voting population by more than the following

Fig. 1. Search rankings for the three experiments in study 1. (A) For subjects
in group 1 of experiment 1, 30 search results that linked to 30 corresponding
Web pages were ranked in a fixed order that favored candidate Julia Gillard,
as follows: those favoring Gillard (from highest to lowest rated pages), then
those favoring neither candidate, then those favoring Abbott (from lowest
to highest rated pages). (B) For subjects in group 2 of experiment 1, the
search results were displayed in precisely the opposite order so that they
favored the opposing candidate, Tony Abbott. (C) For subjects in group 3 of
experiment 1 (the control group), the ranking favored neither candidate.
(D) For subjects in groups 1 and 2 of experiment 2, the rankings bias was
masked slightly by swapping results that had originally appeared in positions
4 and 27. Thus, on the first page of search results, five of the six results—all
but the one in the fourth position—favored one candidate. (E) For subjects
in groups 1 and 2 of experiment 3, a more aggressive mask was used by
swapping results that had originally appeared in positions 3 and 28.

*Although all participants claimed to be eligible voters in the prescreening, we later
discovered that 6.9% of subjects marked “I don’t know” and 5.2% of subjects marked
“No” in response to a question asking “If you are not currently registered, are you
eligible to register for elections?”
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margins: 6.4% within any category of the age or sex measures;
14.1% within any category of the race measure; 18.7% within any
category of the income or education measures; and 21.1% within
any category of the employment status measure (Table S1). Sub-
jects’ political inclinations were fairly balanced, with 20.3% iden-
tifying themselves as conservative, 28.8% as moderate, 22.5% as
liberal, and 28.4% as indifferent. Political party affiliation, how-
ever, was less balanced, with 21.6% identifying as Republican,
19.6% as Independent, 44.8% as Democrat, 6.2% as Libertarian,
and 7.8% as other. In aggregate, subjects reported conducting an
average of 7.9 searches (SD = 17.5) per day using search engines,
and 52.3% reported having conducted searches to learn about
political candidates. They also reported having little or no famil-
iarity with the candidates (mean familiarity on a scale of 1–10, 1.4;
SD = 0.99). On average, subjects in the first three experiments
spent 635.9 s (SD = 307.0) using our mock search engine.
As expected, higher search rankings drew more clicks, and the

pattern of clicks for the first three experiments correlated
strongly with the pattern found in a recent analysis of ∼300
million clicks [r(13) = 0.90, P < 0.001; Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
of differences in distributions: D = 0.033, P = 0.31; Fig. 2] (7). In
addition, subjects spent more time on Web pages associated with
higher-ranked results (Fig. 2), as well as substantially more time
on earlier search pages (Fig. 3).
In experiment 1, we found no significant differences among the

three groups with respect to subjects’ ratings of the candidates before
Web research (Table S2). Following theWeb research, all candidate
ratings in the bias groups shifted in the predicted directions com-
pared with candidate ratings in the control group (Table 1).
Before Web research, we found no significant differences among

the three groups with respect to the proportions of people who said
that they would vote for one candidate or the other if the election
were held today (Table 2). Following Web research, significant
differences emerged among the three groups for this measure
(Table 2), and the number of subjects who said they would vote for
the favored candidate in the two bias groups combined increased by
48.4% (95% CI, 30.8–66.0%; McNemar’s test, P < 0.01).
We define the latter percentage as vote manipulation power

(VMP). Thus, before the Web search, if a total of x subjects in
the bias groups said they would vote for the target candidate, and
if, following the Web search, a total of x’ subjects in the bias
groups said they would vote for the target candidate, VMP =
ðx′− xÞ=x. The VMP is, we believe, the key measure that an ad-
ministrator would want to know if he or she were trying to ma-
nipulate an election using SEME.
Using a more sensitive measure than forced binary choice, we

also asked subjects to estimate the likelihood, on an 11-point

scale from −5 to +5, that they would vote for one candidate or
the other if the election were held today. Before Web research,
we found no significant differences among the three groups with
respect to the likelihood of voting for one candidate or the other
[Kruskal–Wallis (K–W) test: χ2(2) = 1.384, P = 0.501]. Following
Web research, the likelihood of voting for either candidate in the
bias groups diverged from their initial scale values by 3.71 points
in the predicted directions [Mann–Whitney (M–W) test: u =
300.5, P < 0.01]. Notably, 75% of subjects in the bias groups
showed no awareness of the manipulation. We counted subjects
as showing awareness of the manipulation if (i) they had clicked
on the box indicating that something bothered them about the
rankings and (ii) we found specific terms or phrases in their
open-ended comments suggesting that they were aware of bias in
the rankings (SI Text).
In experiment 2, we sought to determine whether the pro-

portion of subjects who were unaware of the manipulation could
be increased with voter preferences still shifting in the predicted
directions. We accomplished this by masking our manipulation
to some extent. Specifically, the search result that had appeared
in the fourth position on the first page of the search results fa-
voring Abbott in experiment 1 was swapped with the corre-
sponding search result favoring Gillard (Fig. 1D). Before Web
research, we found no significant differences among the three

Fig. 2. Clicks on search results and time allocated to
Web pages as a function of search result rank, ag-
gregated across the three experiments in study 1.
Subjects spent less time on Web pages correspond-
ing to lower-ranked search results (blue curve) and
were less likely to click on lower-ranked results (red
curve). This pattern is found routinely in studies of
Internet search engine use (1–12).
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Fig. 3. Amount of time, aggregated across the three experiments in study 1, that
subjects spent on each of the five search pages. Subjects spent most of their time on
the first search page, a common finding in Internet search engine research (1–12).
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groups with respect to subjects’ ratings of the candidates (Table
S2). Following the Web research, all candidate ratings in the bias
groups shifted in the predicted directions compared with candi-
date ratings in the control group (Table 1).
Before Web research, we found no significant differences

among the three groups with respect to voting proportions (Table 2).
Following Web research, significant differences emerged among
the three groups for this measure (Table 2), and the VMP was
63.3% (95% CI, 46.1–80.6%; McNemar’s test, P < 0.001).
For the more sensitive measure (the 11-point scale), we found

no significant differences among the three groups with respect to
the likelihood of voting for one candidate or the other before
Web research [K-W test: χ2(2) = 0.888, P = 0.642]. Following
Web research, the likelihood of voting for either candidate in the
bias groups diverged from their initial scale values by 4.44 points
in the predicted directions (M-W test: u = 237.5, P < 0.001). In
addition, the proportion of people who showed no awareness of
the manipulation increased from 75% in experiment 1 to 85% in

experiment 2, although the difference between these percentages
was not significant (χ2 = 2.264, P = 0.07).
In experiment 3, we sought to further increase the proportion

of subjects who were unaware of the manipulation by using a
more aggressive mask. Specifically, the search result that had
appeared in the third position on the first page of the search
results favoring Abbott in experiment 1 was swapped with the
corresponding search result favoring Gillard (Fig. 1E). This mask
is a more aggressive one because higher ranked results are
viewed more and taken more seriously by people conducting
searches (1–12).
Before Web research, we found no significant differences

among the three groups with respect to subjects’ ratings of
candidates (Table S2). Following the Web research, all candidate
ratings in the bias groups shifted in the predicted directions
compared with candidate ratings in the control group (Table 1).
Before Web research, we found no significant differences among

the three groups with respect to voting proportions (Table 2). Fol-
lowing Web research, significant differences did not emerge among

Table 1. Postsearch shifts in voting preferences for study 1

Experiment Candidate Rating

Mean deviation from control (SE)

Gillard bias u Abbott bias u

1 Gillard Impression 1.44 (0.56)* 761.0 −1.52 (0.56)** 380.5
Trust 1.26 (0.53)** 779.0 −1.85 (0.48)** 330.5
Like 0.26 (0.54) 615.5 −1.73 (0.65)** 387.0

Abbott Impression −2.29 (0.73)** 373.0 1.11 (0.72)** 766.5
Trust −2.02 (0.63)** 384.0 0.67 (0.76) 679.0
Like −1.55 (0.71) 460.5 1.17 (0.64)* 733.0

2 Gillard Impression 0.97 (0.65) 704.0 −2.38 (0.79)*** 325.0
Trust 0.94 (0.72) 691.5 −2.17 (0.74)** 332.5
Like 0.55 (0.76) 639.5 −1.82 (0.66)** 378.0

Abbott Impression −1.44 (0.81)* 395.5 1.17 (0.75)* 742.0
Trust −0.79 (0.81) 453.5 1.85 (0.72)** 774.5
Like −1.44 (0.70)* 429.0 0.64 (0.71) 690.0

3 Gillard Impression 1.44 (0.73)* 717.5 −0.55 (0.69) 507.5
Trust 0.47 (0.70) 620.0 −0.23 (0.56) 466.5
Like 0.44 (0.65) 623.5 −0.41 (0.70) 528.5

Abbott Impression −0.32 (0.70) 534.0 1.26 (0.60)* 750.5
Trust −0.73 (0.65) 498.5 1.50 (0.58)** 795.0
Like −0.50 (0.61) 496.0 0.88 (0.62) 681.5

*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001: Mann–Whitney u tests were conducted between the control group and each of the bias groups.

Table 2. Comparison of voting proportions before and after Web research by group for studies 1 and 2

Study Experiment Group

Simulated vote
before Web
research

χ2

Simulated vote
after Web research

χ2 VMPGillard Abbott Gillard Abbott

1 1 1 8 26 5.409 22 12 8.870* 48.4%**
2 11 23 10 24
3 17 17 14 20

2 1 16 18 2.197 27 7 14.274*** 63.3%***
2 20 14 12 22
3 14 20 22 12

3 1 17 17 2.199 22 12 3.845 36.7%*
2 21 13 15 19
3 15 19 15 19

2 4 1 317 383 1.047 489 211 196.280*** 37.1%***
2 316 384 228 472
3 333 367 377 323

McNemar’s test was conducted to assess VMP significance. VMP, percent increase in subjects in the bias groups combined who said
that they would vote for the favored candidate.
*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; and ***P < 0.001: Pearson χ2 tests were conducted among all three groups.
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the three groups for this measure (Table 2); the VMP, however, was
36.7% (95% CI, 19.4–53.9%; McNemar’s test, P < 0.05).
For the more sensitive measure (the 11-point scale), we found

no significant differences among the three groups with respect to
the likelihood of voting for one candidate or the other before
Web research [K-W test: χ2(2) = 0.624, P = 0.732]. Following
Web research, the likelihood of voting for either candidate in the
bias groups diverged from their initial scale values by 2.62 points
in the predicted directions (M-W test: u = 297.0, P < 0.001).
Notably, in experiment 3, no subjects showed awareness of the
rankings bias, and the difference between the proportions of
subjects who appeared to be unaware of the manipulations in
experiments 1 and 3 was significant (χ2 = 19.429, P < 0.001).
Although the findings from these first three experiments were

robust, the use of small samples from one US city limited their
generalizability andmight even have exaggerated the effect size (48).

Study 2: Large-Scale National Online Replication of Experiment 3
To better assess the generalizability of SEME to the US population
at large, we used a diverse national sample of 2,100 individuals†

from all 50 US states (Table S1), recruited using Amazon’s Me-
chanical Turk (mturk.com), an online subject pool that is now
commonly used by behavioral researchers (49, 50). Subjects (mean
age, 33.9 y; SD = 11.9 y; range, 18–81 y) were exposed to the same
aggressive masking procedure we used in experiment 3 (Fig. 1E).
Each subject was paid USD$1 for his or her participation.
Regarding ethical concerns, as in study 1, our manipulation could

have no impact on a past election, and we were not concerned that
it could affect the outcome of future elections. Moreover, our study
was designed so that it did not favor any one candidate, so there was
no overall bias. The study presented no more than minimal risk to
subjects and was approved by AIBRT’s IRB. Informed consent was
obtained from all subjects.
Subjects’ political inclinations were less balanced than those in

study 1, with 19.5% of subjects identifying themselves as con-
servative, 24.2% as moderate, 50.2% as liberal, and 6.3% as
indifferent; 16.1% of subjects identified themselves as Re-
publican, 29.9% as Independent, 43.2% as Democrat, 8.0% as
Libertarian, and 2.9% as other. Subjects reported having little or
no familiarity with the candidates (mean, 1.9; SD = 1.7). As one
might expect in a study using only Internet-based subjects, self-
reported search engine use was higher in study 2 than in study 1
[mean searches per day, 15.3; SD = 26.3; t(529.5)‡ = 6.9, P <
0.001], and more subjects reported having previously used a
search engine to learn about political candidates (86.0%, χ2 =
204.1, P < 0.001). Subjects in study 2 also spent less time using
our mock search engine [mean total time, 309.2 s; SD = 278.7;
t(381.9)‡ = −17.6, P < 0.001], but patterns of search result clicks
and time spent on Web pages were similar to those we found in
study 1 [clicks: r(28) = 0.98, P < 0.001; Web page time: r(28) =
0.98, P < 0.001] and to those routinely found in other studies (1–12).
Before Web research, we found no significant differences

among the three groups with respect to subjects’ ratings of the
candidates (Table S3). Following the Web research, all candidate
ratings in the bias groups shifted in the predicted directions
compared with candidate ratings in the control group (Table 3).
Before Web research, we found no significant differences among

the three groups with respect to voting proportions (Table 2).
Following Web research, significant differences emerged among the
three groups for this measure (Table 2), and the VMP was 37.1%
(95% CI, 33.5–40.7%; McNemar’s test, P < 0.001). Using post-
stratification and weights obtained from the 2010 US Census (46)
and a 2011 study from Gallup (51), which were scaled to size for
age, sex, race, and education, the VMP was 36.7% (95% CI, 33.2–

40.3%; McNemar’s test, P < 0.001). When weighted using the same
demographics via classical regression poststratification (52) (Table
S4), the VMP was 33.5% (95% CI, 30.1–37.0%, McNemar’s test,
P < 0.001).
For the more sensitive measure (the 11-point scale), we found no

significant differences among the three groups with respect to the
likelihood of voting for one candidate or the other before Web re-
search [K-W test: χ2(2)= 2.790, P= 0.248]. FollowingWeb research,
the likelihood of voting for either candidate in the bias groups di-
verged from their initial scale values by 3.03 points in the predicted
directions (M-W test: u= 1.29× 105,P< 0.001). As onemight expect
of a more Internet-fluent sample, the proportion of subjects showing
no awareness of the manipulation dropped to 91.4%.
The number of subjects in study 1 was too small to look at

demographic differences. In study 2, we found substantial dif-
ferences in how vulnerable different demographic groups were
to SEME. Consistent with previous findings on the moderators
of order effects (30–32), for example, we found that subjects
reporting a low familiarity with the candidates (familiarity less
than 5 on a scale from 1 to 10) were more vulnerable to SEME
(VMP = 38.7%; 95% CI, 34.9–42.4%; McNemar’s test, P < 0.001)
than were subjects who reported high familiarity with the candi-
dates (VMP = 19.3%; 95% CI, 9.1–29.5%; McNemar’s test, P <
0.05), and this difference was significant (χ2 = 8.417, P < 0.01).
We found substantial differences in vulnerability to SEME

among a number of different demographic groups (SI Text).
Although the groups we examined were overlapping and some-
what arbitrary, if one were manipulating an election, information
about such differences would have enormous practical value. For
example, we found that self-labeled Republicans were more
vulnerable to SEME (VMP = 54.4%; 95% CI, 45.2–63.5%;
McNemar’s test, P < 0.001) than were self-labeled Democrats
(VMP = 37.7%; 95% CI, 32.3–43.1%; McNemar’s test, P <
0.001) and that self-labeled divorcees were more vulnerable
(VMP = 46.7%; 95% CI, 32.1–61.2%; McNemar’s test, P < 0.001)
than were self-labeled married subjects (VMP = 32.4%; 95% CI,
26.8–38.1%; McNemar’s test, P < 0.001). Among the most vul-
nerable groups we identified were Moderate Republicans (VMP =
80.0%; 95% CI, 62.5–97.5%; McNemar’s test, P < 0.001), whereas
among the least vulnerable groups were people who reported a
household income of $40,000 to $49,999 (VMP = 22.5%; 95% CI,
13.8–31.1%; McNemar’s test, P < 0.001).
Notably, awareness of the manipulation not only did not nullify

the effect, it seemed to enhance it, perhaps because people trust
search order so much that awareness of the bias serves to confirm
the superiority of the favored candidate. The VMP for people who
showed no awareness of the biased search rankings (n = 1,280) was
36.3% (95% CI, 32.6–40.1%; McNemar’s test, P < 0.001), whereas
the VMP for people who showed awareness of the bias (n = 120)
was 45.0% (95% CI, 32.4–57.6%; McNemar’s test, P < 0.001).
Having now replicated the effect with a large and diverse

sample of US subjects, we were concerned about the weaknesses
associated with testing subjects on a somewhat abstract election
(the election in Australia) that had taken place years before and
in which subjects were unfamiliar with the candidates. In real
elections, people are familiar with the candidates and are
influenced, sometimes on a daily basis, by aggressive campaign-
ing. Presumably, either of these two factors—familiarity and
outside influence—could potentially minimize or negate the influ-
ence of biased search rankings on voter preferences. We therefore
asked if SEME could be replicated with a large and diverse sample
of real voters in the midst of a real election campaign.

Study 3: SEME Evaluated During the 2014 Lok Sabha
Elections in India
In our fifth experiment, we sought to manipulate the voting pref-
erences of undecided eligible voters in India during the 2014 na-
tional Lok Sabha elections there. This election was the largest
democratic election in history, with more than 800 million eligible
voters and more than 430 million votes ultimately cast. We ac-
complished this by randomly assigning undecided English-speaking

†As in study 1, although all participants claimed to be eligible voters in the prescreening,
we later discovered that 4.7% of subjects marked “I don’t know” and 2.6% of subjects
marked “No” in response to a question asking “If you are not currently registered, are
you eligible to register for elections?”

‡Degrees of freedom adjusted for significant inequality of variances (Welch’s t test).
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voters throughout India who had not yet voted (recruited through
print advertisements, online advertisements, and online subject
pools) to one of three groups in which search rankings favored ei-
ther Rahul Gandhi, Arvind Kejriwal, or Narendra Modi, the three
major candidates in the election.§
Subjects were incentivized to participate in the study either

with payments between USD$1 and USD$4 or with the promise
that a donation of approximately USD$1.50 would be made to a
prominent Indian charity that provides free lunches for Indian
children. (At the close of the study, a donation of USD$1,457
was made to the Akshaya Patra Foundation.)
Regarding ethical concerns, because we recruited only a small

number of subjects relative to the size of the Indian voting
population, we were not concerned that our manipulation could
affect the election’s outcome. Moreover, our study was designed
so that it did not favor any one candidate, so there was no overall
bias. The study presented no more than minimal risk to subjects
and was approved by AIBRT’s IRB. Informed consent was
obtained from all subjects.
The subjects (n = 2,150) were demographically diverse (Table

S5), residing in 27 of 35 Indian states and union territories, and
political leanings varied as follows: 13.3% identified themselves as
politically right (conservative), 43.8% as center (moderate), 26.0%
as left (liberal), and 16.9% as indifferent. In contrast to studies 1
and 2, subjects reported high familiarity with the political candi-
dates (mean familiarity Gandhi, 7.9; SD = 2.5; mean familiarity
Kejriwal, 7.7; SD = 2.5; mean familiarity Modi, 8.5; SD = 2.1). The
full dataset for all five experiments is accessible at Dataset S1.
Subjects reportedmore frequent search engine use comparedwith

subjects in studies 1 or 2 (mean searches per day, 15.7; SD = 30.1),
and 71.7% of subjects reported that they had previously used a
search engine to learn about political candidates. Subjects also spent
less time using our mock search engine (mean total time, 277.4 s;
SD= 368.3) than did subjects in studies 1 or 2. The patterns of search
result clicks and time spent onWeb pages in ourmock search engine
was similar to the patterns we found in study 1 [clicks, r(28) = 0.96;
P< 0.001;Webpage time, r(28)= 0.91;P< 0.001] and study 2 [clicks,
r(28) = 0.96; P < 0.001; Web page time, r(28) = 0.92; P < 0.001].
Before Web research, we found one significant difference

among the three groups for a rating pertaining to Kejriwal, but
none for Gandhi or Modi (Table S6). Following the Web re-
search, most of the subjects’ ratings of the candidates shifted in
the predicted directions (Table 4).
Before Web research, we found no significant differences among

the three groups with respect to voting proportions (Table 5).
Following Web research, significant differences emerged among
the three groups for this measure (Table 5), and the VMP was
10.6% (95% CI, 8.3–12.8%; McNemar’s test, P < 0.001). Using
poststratification and weights obtained from the 2011 India Census
data on literate Indians (53)—scaled to size for age, sex, and lo-
cation (grouped into state or union territory)—the VMP was 9.4%
(95% CI, 8.2–10.6%; McNemar’s test, P < 0.001). When weighted
using the same demographics via classical regression post-

stratification (Table S7), the VMP was 9.5% (95% CI, 8.3–
10.7%; McNemar’s test, P < 0.001).
To obtain a more sensitive measure of voting preference in study

3, we asked subjects to estimate the likelihood, on three separate
11-point scales from −5 to +5, that they would vote for each of the
candidates if the election were held today. Before Web research,
we found no significant differences among the three groups with
respect to the likelihood of voting for any of the candidates (Table
S6). Following Web research, significant differences emerged
among the three groups with respect to the likelihood of voting
for Rahul Gandhi and Arvind Kejriwal but not Narendra Modi
(Table S6), and all likelihoods shifted in the predicted directions
(Table 4). The proportion of subjects showing no awareness of
the manipulation in experiment 5 was 99.5%.
In study 3, as in study 2, we found substantial differences in

how vulnerable different demographic groups were to SEME (SI
Text). Consistent with the findings of study 2 and previous
findings on the moderators of order effects (30–32), for example,
we found that subjects reporting a low familiarity with the can-
didates (familiarity less than 5 on a scale from 1 to 10) were more
vulnerable to SEME (VMP = 13.7%; 95% CI, 4.3–23.2%;
McNemar’s test, P = 0.17) than were subjects who reported high
familiarity with the candidates (VMP = 10.3%; 95% CI, 8.0–
12.6%; McNemar’s test, P < 0.001), although this difference was
not significant (χ2 = 0.575, P = 0.45).
As in study 2, although the demographic groups we examined

were overlapping and somewhat arbitrary, if one was manipu-
lating an election, information about such differences would have
enormous practical value. For example, we found that subjects
between ages 18 and 24 were less vulnerable to SEME (VMP =
8.9%; 95% CI, 5.0–12.8%; McNemar’s test, P < 0.05) than were
subjects between ages 45 and 64 (VMP = 18.9%; 95% CI, 6.3–
31.5%; McNemar’s test, P = 0.10) and that self-labeled Christians
were more vulnerable (VMP = 30.7%; 95% CI, 20.2–41.1%;
McNemar’s test, P < 0.001) than self-labeled Hindus (VMP =
8.7%; 95% CI, 6.3–11.1%; McNemar’s test, P < 0.001). Among
the most vulnerable groups we identified were unemployed males
from Kerala (VMP = 72.7%; 95% CI, 46.4–99.0%; McNemar’s
test, P < 0.05), whereas among the least vulnerable groups were
female conservatives (VMP = −11.8%; 95% CI, −29.0%–5.5%;
McNemar’s test, P = 0.62).
A negative VMP might suggest oppositional attitudes or an

underdog effect for that group (54). No negative VMPs were
found in the demographic groups examined in study 2, but it is
understandable that they would be found in an election in which
people are highly familiar with the candidates (study 3). As a
practical matter, where a search engine company has the ability
to send people customized rankings and where biased search
rankings are likely to produce an oppositional response with
certain voters, such rankings would probably not be sent to them.
Eliminating the 2.6% of our sample (n = 56) with oppositional
responses, the overall VMP in this experiment increases from
10.6% to 19.8% (95% CI, 16.8–22.8%; n = 2,094; McNemar’s
test: P < 0.001).
As we found in study 2, awareness of the manipulation appeared

to enhance the effect rather than nullify it. The VMP for people

Table 3. Postsearch shifts in voting preferences for study 2

Candidate Rating

Mean deviation from control (SE)

Gillard bias u Abbott bias u

Gillard Impression 0.65 (0.10)*** 288,299.5 −1.25 (0.12)*** 168,203.5
Trust 0.61 (0.10)*** 283,491.0 −1.21 (0.11)*** 167,658.5
Like 0.50 (0.10)*** 279,967.0 −1.25 (0.11)*** 166,544.0

Abbott Impression −0.96 (0.13)*** 189,290.5 1.35 (0.12)*** 326,067.0
Trust −1.09 (0.14)*** 183,993.0 1.31 (0.12)*** 318,740.5
Like −0.85 (0.13)*** 195,088.5 0.94 (0.11)*** 302,318.0

***P < 0.001: Mann–Whitney u tests were conducted between the control group and each of the bias groups.

§English is one of India’s two official languages, the other being Hindi.
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who showed no awareness of the biased search rankings (n =
2,140) was 10.5% (95% CI, 8.3–12.7%; McNemar’s test, P <
0.001), whereas the VMP for people who showed awareness of the
bias (n = 10) was 33.3%.
The rankings and Web pages we used in study 3 were selected

by the investigators based on our limited understanding of Indian
politics and perspectives. To optimize the rankings, midway
through the election process we hired a native consultant who was
familiar with the issues and perspectives pertinent to undecided
voters in the 2014 Lok Sabha Election. Based on the recommen-
dations of the consultant, we made slight changes to our rankings
on 30 April, 2014. In the preoptimized rankings group (n = 1,259),
the VMP was 9.5% (95% CI, 6.8–12.2%; McNemar’s test, P <
0.001); in the postoptimized rankings group (n = 891), the VMP
increased to 12.3% (95% CI, 8.5–16.1%; McNemar’s test, P <
0.001). Eliminating the 3.1% of the subjects in the postoptimization
sample with oppositional responses (n = 28), the VMP increased to
24.5% (95% CI, 19.3–29.8%; n = 863).

Discussion
Elections are often won by small vote margins. Fifty percent of
US presidential elections were won by vote margins under 7.6%,
and 25% of US senatorial elections in 2012 were won by vote
margins under 6.0% (55, 56). In close elections, undecided voters
can make all of the difference, which is why enormous resources
are often focused on those voters in the days before the election
(57, 58). Because search rankings biased toward one candidate
can apparently sway the voting preferences of undecided voters
without their awareness and, at least under some circumstances,
without any possible competition from opposing candidates,
SEME appears to be an especially powerful tool for manipu-
lating elections. The Australian election used in studies 1 and 2
was won by a margin of only 0.24% and perhaps could easily
have been turned by such a manipulation. The Fox News Effect,
which is small compared with SEME, is believed to have shifted
between 0.4% and 0.7% of votes to conservative candidates:

more than enough, according to the researchers, to have had a
“decisive” effect on a number of close elections in 2000 (40).
Political scientists have identified two of the most common

methods political candidates use to try to win elections. The core
voter model describes a strategy in which resources are devoted
to mobilizing supporters to vote (59). As noted earlier, Zittrain
recently pointed out that a company such as Facebook could
mobilize core voters to vote on election day by sending “get-out-
and-vote” messages en masse to supporters of only one candi-
date. Such a manipulation could be used undetectably to flip an
election in what might be considered a sort of digital gerrymandering
(44, 45). In contrast, the swing voter model describes a strategy in
which candidates target their resources toward persuasion—
attempting to change the voting preferences of undecided voters
(60). SEME is an ideal method for influencing such voters.
Although relatively few voters have actively sought political in-

formation about candidates in the past (61), the ease of obtaining
information over the Internet appears to be changing that: 73% of
online adults used the Internet for campaign-related purposes
during the 2010 US midterm elections (61), and 55% of all regis-
tered voters went online to watch videos related to the 2012 US
election campaign (62). Moreover, 84% of registered voters in the
United States were Internet users in 2012 (62). In our nationwide
study in the United States (study 2), 86.0% of our subjects reported
having used search engines to get information about candidates.
Meanwhile, the number of people worldwide with Internet access
is increasing rapidly, predicted to increase to nearly 4 billion by
2018 (63). By 2018, Internet access in India is expected to rise from
the 213 million users who had access in 2013 to 526 million (63).
Worldwide, it is reasonable to conjecture that both proportions will
increase substantially in future years; that is, more people will have
Internet access, and more people will obtain information about
candidates from the Internet. In the context of the experiments we
have presented, this suggests that whatever the effect sizes we have
observed now, they will likely be larger in the future.

Table 4. Postsearch shifts in voting preferences for study 3

Candidate Rating χ2

Mean (SE)

Gandhi bias Kejriwal bias Modi bias

Gandhi Impression 3.61 −0.16 (0.06) −0.21 (0.06) −0.30 (0.06)
Trust 21.19*** 0.14 (0.06) −0.04 (0.07) −0.20 (0.06)
Like 12.99** −0.09 (0.07) −0.17 (0.06) −0.34 (0.06)
Voting likelihood 10.79** 0.16 (0.07) −0.04 (0.07) −0.18 (0.07)

Kejriwal Impression 17.75*** −0.30 (0.06) −0.11 (0.06) −0.39 (0.05)
Trust 26.69*** −0.17 (0.07) 0.15 (0.06) −0.16 (0.06)
Like 24.74*** −0.31 (0.06) 0.05 (0.06) −0.23 (0.06)
Voting likelihood 13.22** −0.03 (0.06) 0.17 (0.07) −0.12 (0.06)

Modi Impression 24.98*** −0.22 (0.06) −0.21 (0.06) 0.12 (0.05)
Trust 18.78*** −0.04 (0.06) −0.10 (0.06) 0.23 (0.06)
Like 16.89*** −0.16 (0.05) −0.09 (0.06) 0.19 (0.06)
Voting likelihood 31.07*** −0.07 (0.07) −0.10 (0.06) 0.33 (0.06)

**P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001: for each rating, a Kruskal–Wallis χ2 test was used to assess significance of group differences.

Table 5. Comparison of voting proportions before and after Web research for study 3

Group

Simulated vote before Web
research

χ2

Simulated vote after Web
research

χ2 VMPGandhi Kejriwal Modi Gandhi Kejriwal Modi

1 115 164 430 3.070 144 152 413 16.935** 10.6%***
2 112 183 393 113 199 376
3 127 196 430 117 174 462

McNemar’s test was conducted to assess VMP significance. VMP, percent increase in subjects in the bias groups combined who said
that they would vote for the favored candidate.
**P < 0.01; and ***P < 0.001: Pearson χ2 tests were conducted among all three groups.
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The power of SEME to affect elections in a two-person race
can be roughly estimated by making a small number of fairly
conservative assumptions. Where i is the proportion of voters
with Internet access, u is the proportion of those voters who are
undecided, and VMP, as noted above, is the proportion of those
undecided voters who can be swayed by SEME, W—the maxi-
mum win margin controllable by SEME—can be estimated by
the following formula: W = ipupVMP.
In a three-person race,W will vary between 75% and 100% of its

value in a two-person race, depending on how the votes are dis-
tributed between the two losing candidates. (Derivations of formulas
in the two-candidate and three-candidate cases are available in SI
Text.) In both cases, the size of the population is irrelevant.
Knowing the values for i and u for a given election, along with

the projected win margin, the minimum VMP needed to put one
candidate ahead can be calculated (Table S8). In theory, con-
tinuous online polling would allow search rankings to be opti-
mized continuously to increase the value of VMP until, in some
instances, it could conceivably guarantee an election’s outcome,
much as “conversion” and “click-through” rates are now opti-
mized continuously in Internet marketing (64).
For example, if (i) 80% of eligible voters had Internet access,

(ii) 10% of those individuals were undecided at some point, and
(iii) SEME could be used to increase the number of people in the
undecided group who were inclined to vote for the target candidate
by 25%, that would be enough to control the outcome of an election
in which the expected win margin was as high as 2%. If SEME were
applied strategically and repeatedly over a period of weeks ormonths
to increase the VMP, and if, in some locales and situations, i and u
were larger than in the example given, the controllable win margin
would be larger. That possibility notwithstanding, because nearly
25% of national elections worldwide are typically won by margins
under 3%,¶ SEME could conceivably impact a substantial number of
elections today even with fairly low values of i, u, and VMP.
Given our procedures, however, we cannot rule out the pos-

sibility that SEME produces only a transient effect, which would
limit its value in election manipulation. Laboratory manipula-
tions of preferences and attitudes often impact subjects for only a
short time, sometimes just hours (65). That said, if search
rankings were being manipulated with the intent of altering the
outcome of a real election, people would presumably be exposed
to biased rankings repeatedly over a period of weeks or months.
We produced substantial changes not only in voting preferences
but in multiple ratings of attitudes toward candidates given just
one exposure to search rankings linking to Web pages favoring
one candidate, with average search times in the 277- to 635-s
range. Given hundreds or thousands of exposures of this sort, we
speculate not only that the resulting attitudes and preferences
would be stable, but that they would become stronger over time,
much as brand preferences become stronger when advertise-
ments are presented repeatedly (66).
Our results also suggest that it is a relatively simple matter to

mask the bias in search rankings so that it is undetectable to virtually
every user. In experiment 3, using only a simple mask, none of our
subjects appeared to be aware that they were seeing biased rank-
ings, and in our India study, only 0.5% of our subjects appeared to
notice the bias. When people are subjected to forms of influence
they can identify—in campaigns, that means speeches, billboards,
television commercials, and so on—they can defend themselves
fairly easily if they have opposing views. Invisible sources of influ-
ence can be harder to defend against (67–69), and for people who
are impressionable, invisible sources of influence not only persuade,
they also leave people feeling that they made up their own minds—
that no external force was applied (70, 71). Influence is sometimes
undetectable because key stimuli act subliminally (72–74), but

search results and Web pages are easy to perceive; it is the pattern
of rankings that people cannot see. This invisibility makes SEME
especially dangerous as a means of control, not just of voting
behavior but perhaps of a wide variety of attitudes, beliefs, and
behavior. Ironically, and consistent with the findings of other re-
searchers, we found that even those subjects who showed aware-
ness of the biased rankings were still impacted by them in the
predicted directions (75).
One weakness in our studies was the manner in which we chose to

determine whether subjects were aware of bias in the search rank-
ings. As noted, to not generate false-positive responses, we avoided
asking leading questions that referred specifically to bias; rather, we
asked a rather vague question about whether anything had bothered
subjects about the search rankings, and we then gave subjects an
opportunity to type out the details of their concerns. In so doing, we
probably underestimated the number of detections (47), and this is a
matter that should be studied further. That said, because people who
showed awareness of the bias were still vulnerable to our manipu-
lation, people who use SEME tomanipulate real elections might not
be concerned about detection, except, perhaps, by regulators.
Could regulators in fact detect SEME? Theoretically, by rating

pages and monitoring search rankings on an ongoing basis, search
ranking bias related to elections might be possible to identify and
track; as a practical matter, however, we believe that biased
rankings would be impossible or nearly impossible for regulators
to detect. The results of studies 2 and 3 suggest that vulnerability
to SEME can vary dramatically from one demographic group to
another. It follows that if one were using biased search rankings to
manipulate a real election, one would focus on the most vulner-
able demographic groups. Indeed, if one had access to detailed
online profiles of millions of individuals, which search engine
companies do (76–78), one would presumably be able to identify
those voters who appeared to be undecided and impressionable
and focus one’s efforts on those individuals only—a strategy that
has long been standard in political campaigns (79–84) and continues
to remain important today (85). With search engine companies
becoming increasingly adept at sending users customized search
rankings (76–78, 86–88), it seems likely that only customized rank-
ings would be used to influence elections, thus making it difficult or
impossible for regulators to detect a manipulation. Rankings that
appear to be unbiased on the regulators’ screens might be highly
biased on the screens of select individuals.
Even if a statistical analysis did show that rankings consistently

favored one candidate over another, those rankings could always be
attributed to algorithm-guided dynamics driven by market forces—
so-called “organic” forces (89)—rather than by deliberate manip-
ulation by search engine company employees. This possibility
suggests yet another potential danger of SEME. What if election-
related search results are indeed being left to the vagaries ofmarket
forces? Do such forces end up pushing some candidates to the top
of search rankings? If so, it seems likely that those high rankings are
cultivating additional supporters for those candidates in a kind of
digital bandwagon effect. In other words, for several years now and
with greater impact each year (as more people get election-related
information through the Internet), SEME has perhaps already
been affecting the outcomes of close elections. To put this another
way, without human intention or direction, algorithms have per-
haps been having a say in selecting our leaders.
Because search rankings are based, at least in part, on the

popularity of Web sites (90), it is likely that voter preferences
impact those rankings to some extent. Given our findings that
search rankings can in turn affect voter preferences, these phe-
nomena might interact synergistically, causing a substantial in-
crease in support for one candidate at some point even when the
effects of the individual phenomena are small.jj
Our studies produced a wide range of VMPs. In a real elec-

tion, what proportion of undecided voters could actually be
¶Some of the data applied in the analysis in this publication are based on material from
the “European Election Database.” The data are collected from original sources and
prepared and made available by the Norwegian Social Science Data Services (NSD).
NSD is not responsible for the analyses/interpretation of the data presented here.

jjA mathematical model we developed—highly conjectural, we admit, and at this point
unverifiable—shows the possible dynamics of such synergy (Fig. S1).
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shifted using SEME? Our first two studies, which relied on a
campaign and candidates that were unfamiliar to our subjects,
produced overall VMPs in the range 36.7–63.3%, with de-
mographic shifts occurring with VMPs as high as 80.0%. Our
third study, with real voters in the midst of a real election, pro-
duced, overall, a lower VMP: just 10.6%, with optimizing our
rankings raising the VMP to 12.3% and with the elimination of a
small number of oppositional subjects raising the VMP to 24.5%,
which is the value we would presumably have found if our search
rankings had been optimized from the start and if we had ad-
vance knowledge about oppositional groups. In the third study,
VMPs in some demographic groups were as high as 72.7%. If a
search engine company optimized rankings continuously and
sent customized rankings only to vulnerable undecided voters,
there is no telling how high the VMP could be pushed, but it
would almost certainly be higher than our modest efforts could
achieve. Our investigation suggests that with optimized, targeted
rankings, a VMP of at least 20% should be relatively easy to
achieve in real elections. Even if only 60% of a population had
Internet access and only 10% of voters were undecided, that
would still allow control of elections with win margins up to
1.2%—five times greater than the win margin in the 2010 race
between Gillard and Abbott in Australia.

Conclusions
Given that search engine companies are currently unregulated,
our results could be viewed as a cause for concern, suggesting
that such companies could affect—and perhaps are already
affecting—the outcomes of close elections worldwide. Restricting
search ranking manipulations to voters who have been identified
as undecided while also donating money to favored candidates
would be an especially subtle, effective, and efficient way of
wielding influence.
Although voters are subjected to a wide variety of influences

during political campaigns, we believe that the manipulation of
search rankings might exert a disproportionately large influence
over voters for four reasons:
First, as we noted, the process by which search rankings affect

voter preferences might interact synergistically with the process
by which voter preferences affect search rankings, thus creating a
sort of digital bandwagon effect that magnifies the potential
impact of even minor search ranking manipulations.
Second, campaign influence is usually explicit, but search

ranking manipulations are not. Such manipulations are difficult

to detect, and most people are relatively powerless when trying
to resist sources of influence they cannot see (66–68). Of greater
concern in the present context, when people are unaware they
are being manipulated, they tend to believe they have adopted
their new thinking voluntarily (69, 70).
Third, candidates normally have equal access to voters, but this

need not be the case with search engine manipulations. Because
the majority of people in most democracies use a search engine
provided by just one company, if that company chose to manip-
ulate rankings to favor particular candidates or parties, opponents
would have no way to counteract those manipulations. Perhaps
worse still, if that company left election-related search rankings to
market forces, the search algorithm itself might determine the
outcomes of many close elections.
Finally, with the attention of voters shifting rapidly toward the

Internet and away from traditional sources of information (12,
61, 62), the potential impact of search engine rankings on voter
preferences will inevitably grow over time, as will the influence of
people who have the power to control such rankings.
We conjecture, therefore, that unregulated election-related

search rankings could pose a significant threat to the democratic
system of government.

Materials and Methods
We used 102 subjects in each of experiments 1–3 to give us an equal number
of subjects in all three groups and both counterbalancing conditions of
the experiments.

Nonparametric statistical tests such as the Mann–Whitney u and the
Kruskal–Wallis H are used throughout the present report because Likert
scale scores, which were used in each of the studies, are ordinal.

In study 3, the procedure was identical to that of studies 1 and 2; only the
Web pages and search results were different: that is, Web pages and search
results were pertinent to the three leading candidates in the 2014 Lok Sabha
general elections. The questions we asked subjects were also adjusted for a
three-person race.
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Demographic Differences in VMP. In study 2, we found substantial
differences in how vulnerable different demographic groups
were to SEME. Although the groups we examined are somewhat
arbitrary, overlapping, and by no means definitive, they do
establish a range of vulnerability to SEME. Ten groups (n ≥ 50)
that appeared to be highly vulnerable in study 2, as indicated by
their VMP scores, were, in order from highest to lowest, as
follows:

i) Moderate Republicans (80.0%; 95% CI, 62.5–97.5%)
ii) People from North Carolina (66.7%; 95% CI, 42.8–90.5%)
iii) Moderate Libertarians (73.3%; 95% CI, 51–95.7%)
iv) Male Republicans (66.1%; 95% CI, 54–78.2%)
v) Female conservatives age 30 and over (67.7%; 95% CI,

52.5–82.7%)
vi) People from Virginia (60.0%; 95% CI, 38.5–81.5%)
vii) People earning between $15,000 and $19,999 (60.0%; 95%

CI, 42.5–77.5%)
viii) Hispanics (59.4%; 95% CI, 42.4–76.4%)
ix) Independents with no political leaning (58.3%; 95% CI,

38.6–78.1%)
x) Female conservatives (54.7%; 95% CI, 41.3–68.1%)

Ten groups that appeared to show little vulnerability to SEME,
as indicated by their VMP scores, were, in order from highest to
lowest, as follows:

i) People from California (24.1%; 95% CI, 15.1–33.1%)
ii) Moderate independents (24.0%; 95% CI, 15.4–32.5%)
iii) Liberal independents (23.4%; 95% CI, 13.1–33.8%)
iv) People from Texas (22.9%; 95% CI, 11–34.8%)
v) Liberal Libertarians (22.7%; 95% CI, 5.2–40.2%)
vi) People earning between $40,000 and $49,999 (22.5%; 95%

CI, 13.8–31.1%)
vii) Female independents (22.0%; 95% CI, 13.5–30.5%)
viii) Male moderates age 30 and over (19.3%; 95% CI, 9.1–29.5%)
ix) Female independent moderates (17.9%; 95% CI, 13.5–30.5%)
x) People with an uncommon political party (15.0%; 95% CI,

−0.6% to 30.6%)

In study 3, as in study 2, we found substantial differences in
how vulnerable different demographic groups were to SEME.
Although the groups we examined are somewhat arbitrary,
overlapping, and by no means definitive, they do establish a range
of vulnerability to SEME. Ten groups (n ≥ 50) that appeared to
be highly vulnerable in study 3, as indicated by their VMP scores,
were, in order from highest to lowest, as follows:

i) Unemployed males from Kerala (72.7%; 95%CI, 46.4–99.1%)
ii) Unemployed Christians (68.8%; 95% CI, 46.0–91.5%)
iii) Unemployed moderate males (50.0%; 95% CI, 33.2–66.8%)
iv) Moderate Christian males (47.6%; 95% CI, 26.3–69.0%)
v) Christian moderates (42.9%; 95% CI, 26.5–59.3%)
vi) Males from Kerala (40.4%; 95% CI, 26.4–54.5%)
vii) Unemployed moderates (33.3%; 95% CI, 22.0–44.7%)
viii) Male Christians (32.7%; 95% CI, 19.9–45.4%)
ix) People from Kerala (32.4%; 95% CI, 21.8–43.1%)
x) Unemployed females with no political ideology (31.6%;

95% CI, 10.7–52.5%)

Ten groups that appeared to show little vulnerability to SEME,
as indicated by their VMP scores, were, in order from highest to
lowest, as follows:

i) People from Tamil Nadu with no political ideology (0.0%;
95% CI, −0.01%–0.04%)

ii) Employed females with no political ideology (0.0%; 95%
CI, −0.01%–0.06%)

iii) People earning between Rs 10,000 and Rs 29,999 (−3.2%;
95% CI, −7.6%–1.3%)

iv) Married people who are separated (−3.3%; 95% CI,
−10.0%–3.3%)

v) People with a pre-university education (−4.3%; 95% CI,
−10.5%–1.81%)

vi) Unemployed liberals (−4.3%; 95% CI, −10.5%–1.81%)
vii) Unemployed conservatives (−5.0%; 95% CI, −15.0%–5.0%)
viii) People from Gujarat (−5.9%; 95% CI, −17.8%–6.0%)
ix) Unemployed male liberals (−8.0%; 95% CI, −19.5%–3.5%)
x) Female conservatives (−11.8%; 95% CI, −29.0%–5.5%)

Bias Awareness. Subjects were counted as showing awareness of
the manipulation if (i) they had clicked on a box indicating that
something “bothered” them about the rankings and (ii) we found
specific terms or phrases in their open-ended comments sug-
gesting that they were aware of bias in the rankings, such as
“biased,” “bias,” “leaning towards,” “leaning toward,” “leaning
against,” “slanted,” “skewed,” “favorable towards,” “favorable
toward,” “favorable for,” “favorable against,” “favorable results,”
“favored towards,” “favored toward,” “favored for,” “favored
against,” “favored results,” “favor toward,” “results favor,” “favor
Modi,” “favor Kejriwal,” “favor Gandhi,” “negative toward,”
“negative for,” “negative against,” “all negative,” “all positive,”
“mainly negative,” “mainly positive,” “nothing positive,” “noth-
ing negative,” “more results for,” “less results for,” “most of the
articles were negative,” “most of the articles were positive,”
“pro Modi,” “pro Kejriwal,” “pro Gandhi,” “Modi leaning,”
“Kejriwal leaning,” “Gandhi leaning,” “pro Gillard,” “pro
Abbott,” “favor Gillard,” “favor Abbott,” “Gillard leaning,”
and “Abbott leaning.”

Derivation of the Formulas for Computing W, the Maximum Win
Margin Controllable Through SEME, in Two- and Three- Person Races.

Two-person race. Where T = total  number  of   eligible  voters  in 
a  population, i  = proportion  of   T   who  are  internet  users, u=
proportion  of   i  who  are  undecided, p= proportion  of   u  who  are
prone  to  vote  for  the  target  candidate, and VMP= proportion  of
p  who  can  be  shifted  by  SEME.
The number of votes that can be shifted by SEME is given by

n=T p i p u p p pVMP:

In a two-person race, the number of votes for the candidate fa-
vored by SEME when the vote is initially evenly split is

T
2
+ n;

and the number of votes for the losing candidate is

T
2
− n:

The vote margin in favor of the winning candidate is therefore the
larger vote minus the smaller vote, or, simply: 2n.
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Therefore, the margin of voters, expressed as a proportion, that
can be shifted by SEME is

2n
T

=
2 pT p i p u p p pVMP

T
= 2 p i p u p p pVMP:

Because the undecided voters in a two-person race have only
two voting options, the value of p before outside influence is
exercised can reasonably be assumed to be 0.5.
Therefore, W can be calculated as follows:

W = 2 p i p u p 0:5 pVMP ;

and the calculation can be simplified as follows:

W = i p u pVMP:

In other words, the maximum win margin controllable by
SEME in a two-person race is equal to the proportion of people
who can be influenced by SEME (the VMP) times the proportion
of undecided Internet voters in the population. (i  pu).

Three-person race.Where T =   total  number  of   voters  in  a  population,
i= proportion  of   T   who  are  internet  users, u=   proportion  of   i
who  are  undecided, p=   proportion  of   u  who  are  prone  to  vote
for  the  target  candidate, and VMP=   proportion  of   p  who  can
be  shifted  by  SEME .
The number of votes that can be shifted by SEME is given by

n=T p i p u p p pVMP:

In a three-person race, because the winning candidate can draw
votes from either of the two losing candidates, W can vary be-
tween two extremes:

i) At one extreme, one of the two losing candidates draws zero
votes, in which case the formula for the two-person case
(above) is applicable.

ii) At the other extreme, voting preferences are initially split
three ways evenly, and the winning candidate draws votes
equally from the other two. This distribution will give us the
lowest possible value ofW in the three-person race, as follows.

The number of votes for the candidate favored by SEME will
still be

T
2
+ n:

However, because of the split, the number of votes for each of the
losing candidates will now be

T
2
−
n
2
:

The vote margin in favor of the winning candidate will therefore be
the larger vote minus either of the smaller votes or, simply, 1:5n.
Therefore, the margin of voters, expressed as a proportion, that

can be shifted by SEME is

2n
T

=
1:5 pT p i p u p p pVMP

T
= 1:5 p i p u p p pVMP:

Therefore, W can be calculated as follows:

W = 1:5 p i p u p 0:5 pVMP;

and the calculation can be simplified as follows:

W = 0:75 p i p u pVMP:

Therefore, in a three-person race, W will vary between 75%
and 100% of the W   found in the two-person case, depending on
how votes are distributed between the two losing candidates; the
more even the split, the smaller the controllable win margin.
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Fig. S1. A possible synergistic relationship between the impact that search rankings have on voter preferences and the impact that voter preferences have on
search rankings. The lower curves (red and green) show slow increases that might occur if each of the processes acted alone over the course of a year (365
iterations of the model). The upper curve (blue) shows the result of a possible synergy between these two processes using the same parameters that generated
the two lower curves. The curves are generated by an iterative model using equations of the general form Vn+1 = Vn + r[Rn × (1 − Vn)] + r[On × (1 – Vn)], where V
is voter preference for one candidate, R is the impact of voter preferences on search rankings, O is the impact (randomized with each iteration) of other
influences on voter preferences, and r is a rate-of-change factor. Because a change in voter preference alters the proportion of votes available, its value in the
model cannot exceed 1.0.
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Table S1. Demographics for studies 1 and 2

Category Value

Census 2010† Study 1 Census and study 1 Study 2

n % n % Z n %

Age 18–24 26,718 12.7% 51 16.7% 2.097* 446 21.2%
25–44 70,472 33.4% 122 39.9% 2.385* 1,274 60.7%
45–64 75,865 36.0% 95 31.0% 1.800 342 16.3%
65–74 20,605 9.8% 20 6.5% 1.906 33 1.6%
75+ 17,140 8.1% 18 5.9% 1.438 5 0.2%

Race White 152,929 72.5% 179 58.5% 5.502*** 1,645 78.3%
Black 25,632 11.8% 38 12.4% 0.349 126 6.0%

Hispanic 21,285 9.8% 52 17.0% 4.169*** 121 5.8%
Asian 7,638 3.9% 7 2.3% 1.528 123 5.9%
Other 3,316 2.0% 30 9.8% 10.977*** 85 4.0%

Sex Male 101,279 48.0% 162 52.9% 1.715 1,148 54.7%
Female 109,521 52.0% 144 47.1% 1.715 947 45.1%
Other n/a n/a 0 0.0% n/a 5 0.2%

Education Less than ninth grade 6,655 3.2% 2 0.7% 2.504* 0 0.0%
Ninth to 12th grade 15,931 7.6% 45 14.7% 4.724*** 22 1.0%
High school graduate 65,951 31.3% 68 22.2% 3.417*** 231 11.0%

Some college or associate degree 62,655 29.7% 145 47.4% 6.753*** 820 39.0%
Bachelors 39,272 18.6% 30 9.8% 3.963*** 752 35.8%
Advanced 20,336 9.6% 16 5.2% 2.616** 275 13.1%

Used‡ Yes 126,477 60.0% 119 38.9% 7.531*** 1,509 71.9%
No 84,323 40.0% 187 61.1% 7.531*** 591 28.1%

Income Under $10,000 5,496 3.6% 67 21.9% 20.009*** 137 6.5%
$10,000 to $14,999 5,069 3.3% 33 10.8% 8.538*** 131 6.2%
$15,000 to $19,999 4,549 2.9% 28 9.2% 7.446*** 124 5.9%
$20,000 to $29,999 12,632 8.2% 45 14.7% 4.800*** 282 13.4%
$30,000 to $39,999 13,182 8.5% 34 11.1% 1.857 288 13.7%
$40,000 to $49,999 10,807 7.0% 17 5.6% 1.143 239 11.4%
$50,000 to $74,999 25,516 16.5% 30 9.8% 3.602*** 405 19.3%
$75,000 to $99,999 17,597 11.4% 11 3.6% 4.932*** 235 11.2%

$100,000 to $149,999 16,586 10.7% 5 1.6% 5.916*** 148 7.0%
$150,000 and over 12,102 7.8% 0 0.0% 5.893*** 46 2.2%
Prefer not to say 30,875 20.0% 36 11.8% 4.069*** 65 3.1%

Marital status Married 113,421 53.8% 48 15.7% 13.364*** 751 35.8%
Widowed 13,612 6.5% 27 8.8% 1.682 15 0.7%
Divorced 23,035 10.9% 68 22.2% 6.324*** 141 6.7%
Separated 4,528 2.1% 15 4.9% 3.317*** 33 1.6%

Never married 56,203 26.7% 148 48.4% 8.576*** 1,160 55.2%

*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; and ***P < 0.001.
†Census numbers are in hundred thousands.
‡For census data, “No” includes “unemployed” and “not in labor force.”
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Table S2. Voting preferences by group for study 1

Experiment Voting preferences

Mean (SE)

Kruskal–Wallis (χ2) Mann–Whitney uGroup 1 (Gillard bias) Group 2 (Abbott bias) Group 3 (control)

1 PreImpressionAbbott 8.09 (0.34) 7.74 (0.40) 7.41 (0.26) 3.979 525.0
PreImpressionGillard 7.06 (0.42) 7.47 (0.35) 6.88 (0.32) 1.395 529.5
PreTrustAbbott 7.82 (0.31) 7.85 (0.39) 7.35 (0.28) 3.275 538.5
PreTrustGillard 6.38 (0.40) 7.56 (0.30) 6.88 (0.32) 5.213 407.0
PreLikeAbbott 6.06 (0.52) 5.68 (0.47) 5.79 (0.38) 0.296 538.5
PreLikeGillard 5.29 (0.48) 5.76 (0.41) 5.29 (0.37) 1.335 500.0
PostImpressionAbbott 4.24 (0.49) 7.29 (0.51) 5.85 (0.38) 19.029*** 252.0***
PostImpressionGillard 7.26 (0.45) 4.71 (0.47) 5.65 (0.46) 14.667** 286.0**
PostTrustAbbott 4.59 (0.43) 7.32 (0.51) 6.15 (0.38) 18.385*** 260.5***
PostTrustGillard 6.91 (0.42) 4.97 (0.43) 6.15 (0.40) 10.809** 326.5**
PostLikeAbbott 3.88 (0.43) 6.24 (0.58) 5.18 (0.42) 11.026** 341.5**
PostLikeGillard 5.68 (0.49) 4.15 (0.45) 5.41 (0.42) 5.836 403.0*

2 PreImpressionAbbott 6.76 (0.43) 7.50 (0.34) 6.76 (0.44) 1.761 477.0
PreImpressionGillard 6.50 (0.36) 7.29 (0.43) 6.12 (0.45) 4.369 449.5
PreTrustAbbott 6.41 (0.44) 7.12 (0.30) 7.32 (0.44) 2.700 499.0
PreTrustGillard 6.56 (0.41) 7.32 (0.36) 6.35 (0.43) 3.094 465.0
PreLikeAbbott 5.56 (0.46) 5.65 (0.43) 5.76 (0.49) 0.170 575.0
PreLikeGillard 5.79 (0.44) 5.79 (0.48) 5.47 (0.45) 0.306 568.0
PostImpressionAbbott 3.79 (0.41) 7.15 (0.49) 5.24 (0.48) 20.878*** 226.5***
PostImpressionGillard 7.35 (0.39) 4.79 (0.47) 6.00 (0.38) 15.270*** 279.5***
PostTrustAbbott 3.82 (0.40) 7.18 (0.47) 5.53 (0.51) 21.917*** 207.5***
PostTrustGillard 7.32 (0.41) 4.97 (0.46) 6.18 (0.36) 13.410** 302.0**
PostLikeAbbott 3.91 (0.42) 6.09 (0.53) 5.56 (0.48) 9.822** 353.0**
PostLikeGillard 6.68 (0.45) 4.29 (0.48) 5.79 (0.40) 12.905** 311.5**

3 PreImpressionAbbott 7.24 (0.39) 7.18 (0.39) 7.88 (0.27) 1.346 568.5
PreImpressionGillard 6.12 (0.43) 7.09 (0.39) 7.26 (0.34) 4.134 452.0
PreTrustAbbott 7.18 (0.35) 6.41 (0.41) 7.53 (0.32) 3.837 478.0
PreTrustGillard 6.65 (0.38) 6.68 (0.40) 6.97 (0.33) 0.259 568.5
PreLikeAbbott 6.59 (0.42) 5.94 (0.39) 6.59 (0.43) 2.301 491.0
PreLikeGillard 5.85 (0.46) 5.85 (0.43) 6.26 (0.41) 1.065 576.5
PostImpressionAbbott 5.29 (0.48) 6.82 (0.41) 6.26 (0.48) 5.512 384.0*
PostImpressionGillard 6.50 (0.45) 5.47 (0.43) 6.21 (0.48) 3.027 445.5
PostTrustAbbott 5.38 (0.49) 6.85 (0.45) 6.47 (0.47) 5.091 399.0*
PostTrustGillard 6.44 (0.45) 5.76 (0.47) 6.29 (0.44) 1.365 493.0
PostLikeAbbott 5.29 (0.48) 6.03 (0.48) 5.79 (0.53) 1.129 487.0
PostLikeGillard 6.12 (0.47) 5.26 (0.54) 6.09 (0.51) 1.475 491.5

*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; and ***P < 0.001: Kruskal–Wallis tests were conducted between all three groups, and Mann–Whitney u tests were conducted between
groups 1 and 2. Preferences were measured for each candidate separately on 10-point Likert scales.

Table S3. Voting preferences by group for study 2

Voting preferences

Mean (SE)

Kruskal–Wallis (χ2) Mann–Whitney uGroup 1 (Gillard bias) Group 2 (Abbott bias) Group 3 (control)

PreImpressionAbbott 7.40 (0.07) 7.36 (0.08) 7.37 (0.07) 0.458 241,861.5
PreImpressionGillard 7.13 (0.07) 7.12 (0.08) 7.13 (0.07) 0.081 243,115.0
PreTrustAbbott 7.26 (0.07) 7.22 (0.08) 7.18 (0.07) 0.954 241,924.5
PreTrustGillard 6.95 (0.07) 6.89 (0.08) 6.92 (0.07) 0.222 241,779.0
PreLikeAbbott 6.42 (0.08) 6.39 (0.08) 6.23 (0.08) 2.987 243,677.5
PreLikeGillard 6.24 (0.08) 6.30 (0.08) 6.11 (0.08) 3.178 239,556.0
PostImpressionAbbott 4.61 (0.09) 6.88 (0.09) 5.53 (0.09) 289.065*** 120,660.0***
PostImpressionGillard 6.87 (0.08) 4.95 (0.09) 6.21 (0.09) 237.034*** 133,106.5***
PostTrustAbbott 4.56(0.10) 6.94 (0.09) 5.57 (0.10) 281.560*** 121,786.5***
PostTrustGillard 6.84 (0.09) 4.95 (0.09) 6.19 (0.09) 221.709*** 136,689.0***
PostLikeAbbott 4.55 (0.09) 6.31 (0.09) 5.21 (0.09) 177.225*** 146,957.0***
PostLikeGillard 6.34(0.09) 4.64 (0.09) 5.71 (0.09) 176.066*** 147,372.5***

***P < 0.001: Kruskal–Wallis tests were conducted between all three groups, and Mann–Whitney u tests were conducted between groups 1 and 2. Preferences
were measured for each candidate separately on 10-point Likert scales.
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Table S4. Treatment effect estimates for study 2 voting preferences

Predictor variable

Presearch vote Postsearch vote

Coefficient SE Coefficient SE

Intercept −0.073 0.540 0.062 0.543
Sex

Female 0 Referent 0 Referent
Male 0.039 0.110 −0.135 0.119
Other −0.430 0.922 −0.568 0.924

Race/ethnicity
White 0 Referent 0 Referent
Black 0.115 0.224 0.090 0.245
Hispanic −0.435 0.235 −0.280 0.237
Asian 0.366 0.238 0.668 0.291*
Other 0.133 0.274 −0.072 0.291

Age group
18–24 0 Referent 0 Referent
25–44 −0.024 0.144 −0.083 0.157
45–64 0.241 0.184 0.029 0.200
65+ 0.258 0.411 0.685 0.519

Education level
Less than ninth grade 0 Referent 0 Referent
Ninth to 12th grade 0.024 0.548 0.732 0.550
High school graduate 0.074 0.528 0.927 0.528
Bachelors 0.094 0.529 0.842 0.530
Advanced −0.050 0.543 0.549 0.544

The presearch and postsearch columns report the estimate and variance for both treatment groups using classical regression
poststratification. Data for sex, race/ethnicity, age group, and education level came from the 2010 US Census. Data on the number
of people who identify their sex as “other” came from a 2011 Gallup study.
*P < 0.05.
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Table S5. Demographics for study 3

Category Value

Study 3 Indian Census 2011 (literates)

n % n %

Age 18–24 602 28.0% 160,241,457 21.0%
25–44 1410 65.6% 347,587,712 45.6%
45–64 124 5.8% 188,197,343 24.7%
65+ 14 0.7% 66,185,333 8.7%

Religion Buddhism 14 0.7% — —

Christianity 262 12.2% — —

Hinduism 1512 70.3% — —

Islam 314 14.6% — —

Jainism 21 1.0% — —

Other 15 0.7% — —

Sikhism 12 0.6% — —

Sex Male 1518 70.6% 388,428,872 51.0%
Female 632 29.4% 373,782,973 49.0%

Education None 0 0.0% — —

Primary school 4 0.2% — —

Higher secondary 71 3.3% — —

Pre-university 136 6.3% — —

Bachelors 1225 57.0% — —

Masters 699 32.5% — —

Doctorate 15 0.7% — —

Used Yes 1635 76.0% — —

No 515 24.0% — —

Income Under Rs 10,000 121 5.6% — —

Rs 10,000 to Rs 29,999 206 9.6% — —

Rs 30,000 to Rs 49,999 131 6.1% — —

Rs 50,000 to Rs 69,999 106 4.9% — —

Rs 70,000 to Rs 89,999 146 6.8% — —

Rs 90,000 to Rs 109,999 181 8.4% — —

Rs 110,000 to Rs 129,999 172 8.0% — —

Rs 130,000 to Rs 149,999 132 6.1% — —

Rs 150,000 to Rs 169,999 124 5.8% — —

Rs 170,000 to Rs 189,999 118 5.5% — —

Rs 190,000 and over 486 22.6% — —

I prefer not to say 227 10.6% — —

Marital status Married 1,144 53.2% — —

Widowed 5 0.2% — —

Divorced 4 0.2% — —

Separated 78 3.6% — —

Never married 919 42.7% — —

Location State 1,144 53.2% 749,758,470 98.4%
Union Territory 5 0.2% 12,453,375 1.6%
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Table S6. Voting Preferences by Group for Study 3

Voting preferences

Mean (SE)

Kruskal–Wallis (χ2)Group 1 (Gandhi bias) Group 2 (Kejriwal bias) Group 3 (Modi bias)

PreImpressionGandhi 5.94 (0.10) 5.73 (0.10) 5.65 (0.10) 4.782
PreImpressionKejriwal 6.80 (0.09) 7.07 (0.09) 7.09 (0.08) 6.230*
PreImpressionModi 7.49 (0.10) 7.46 (0.10) 7.48 (0.09) 0.188
PreLikableGandhi 5.71 (0.10) 5.64 (0.10) 5.61 (0.10) 0.722
PreLikableKejriwal 6.68 (0.09) 6.78 (0.09) 6.87 (0.09) 2.030
PreLikableModi 7.40 (0.10) 7.29 (0.10) 7.29 (0.10) 1.483
PreTrustGandhi 5.57 (0.11) 5.52 (0.11) 5.42 (0.10) 0.955
PreTrustKejriwal 6.54 (0.10) 6.74 (0.10) 6.85 (0.09) 4.546
PreTrustModi 7.22 (0.11) 7.31 (0.11) 7.27 (0.10) 0.159
PreLikelyToVoteGandhi 0.10 (0.12) 0.08 (0.12) 0.08 (0.12) 1.587
PreLikelyToVoteKejriwal 1.19 (0.11) 1.38 (0.11) 1.55 (0.10) 5.178
PreLikelyToVoteModi 2.15 (0.12) 2.12 (0.12) 2.06 (0.12) 0.202
PostImpressionGandhi 5.78 (0.10) 5.52 (0.10) 5.35 (0.10) 9.552**
PostImpressionKejriwal 6.50 (0.09) 6.96 (0.09) 6.70 (0.08) 14.288**
PostImpressionModi 7.27 (0.10) 7.26 (0.10) 7.60 (0.09) 7.860*
PostLikableGandhi 5.62 (0.10) 5.46 (0.10) 5.26 (0.10) 6.322*
PostLikableKejriwal 6.37 (0.09) 6.84 (0.09) 6.64 (0.08) 13.456**
PostLikableModi 7.24 (0.11) 7.20 (0.11) 7.47 (0.10) 3.874
PostTrustGandhi 5.71 (0.11) 5.48 (0.10) 5.22 (0.10) 11.386*
PostTrustKejriwal 6.38 (0.10) 6.89 (0.10) 6.68 (0.08) 15.840***
PostTrustModi 7.18 (0.11) 7.20 (0.11) 7.49 (0.10) 4.758

*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; and ***P < 0.001: Kruskal–Wallis tests were conducted between all three groups. Preferences were measured for
each candidate separately on 10-point Likert scales.

Table S7. Treatment effect estimates for study 3 voting preferences

Predictor variable

Presearch vote Postsearch vote

Coefficient SE Coefficient SE

Intercept −0.716 0.090*** −0.552 0.088***
Sex
Male 0 Referent 0 Referent
Female 0.168 0.100 0.030 0.099

Age group, y
18–24 0 Referent 0 Referent
25–44 0.031 0.103 0.067 0.101
45–64 −0.222 0.217 −0.057 0.208
65+ −0.213 0.598 −0.366 0.598

Location
State 0 Referent 0 Referent
Union Territory −0.401 0.294 −0.321 0.279

The presearch and postsearch columns report the estimate and variance for both of the treatment groups
using classical regression poststratification. Data for sex, age group, and location came from the 2011 India
Census.
***P < 0.001.
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Dataset S1 (XLS)

Table S8. Minimum VMP levels needed to impact two-person races with various projected win
margins and proportions of undecided Internet voters

Proportion of undecided
Internet voters in the
population (i*u)

Projected win margin

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10

0.01 1.000 — — — — — — — — —

0.02 0.500 1.000 — — — — — — — —

0.03 0.333 0.667 1.000 — — — — — — —

0.04 0.250 0.500 0.750 1.000 — — — — — —

0.05 0.200 0.400 0.600 0.800 1.000 — — — — —

0.06 0.167 0.333 0.500 0.667 0.833 1.000 — — — —

0.07 0.143 0.286 0.429 0.571 0.714 0.857 1.000 — — —

0.08 0.125 0.250 0.375 0.500 0.625 0.750 0.875 1.000 — —

0.09 0.111 0.222 0.333 0.444 0.556 0.667 0.778 0.889 1.000 —

0.10 0.100 0.200 0.300 0.400 0.500 0.600 0.700 0.800 0.900 1.000
0.11 0.091 0.182 0.273 0.364 0.455 0.545 0.636 0.727 0.818 0.909
0.12 0.083 0.167 0.250 0.333 0.417 0.500 0.583 0.667 0.750 0.833
0.13 0.077 0.154 0.231 0.308 0.385 0.462 0.538 0.615 0.692 0.769
0.14 0.071 0.143 0.214 0.286 0.357 0.429 0.500 0.571 0.643 0.714
0.15 0.067 0.133 0.200 0.267 0.333 0.400 0.467 0.533 0.600 0.667
0.16 0.063 0.125 0.188 0.250 0.313 0.375 0.438 0.500 0.563 0.625
0.17 0.059 0.118 0.176 0.235 0.294 0.353 0.412 0.471 0.529 0.588
0.18 0.056 0.111 0.167 0.222 0.278 0.333 0.389 0.444 0.500 0.556
0.19 0.053 0.105 0.158 0.211 0.263 0.316 0.368 0.421 0.474 0.526
0.20 0.050 0.100 0.150 0.200 0.250 0.300 0.350 0.400 0.450 0.500
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Abstract  

Recent studies have shown that biased search results can produce substantial shifts in the opinions 

and voting preferences of undecided voters – a phenomenon called the “search engine 

manipulation effect” (SEME), one of the most powerful list effects ever discovered. We believe 

this is so because, unlike other list effects, SEME is supported by a daily regimen of operant 

conditioning. When people conduct searches for simple facts (86% of searches), the correct answer 

invariably turns up in the top position, which teaches users to attend to and click on high-ranking 

search results. As a result, when people are undecided, they tend to formulate opinions based on 

web pages linked to top search results. We tested this hypothesis in a controlled experiment with 

551 US voters. Participants in our High-Trust group conducted routine searches in which the 

correct answer always appeared in the first search result. In our Low-Trust group, the correct 

answer could appear in any search position other than the first two. In all, participants had to 

answer five questions during this pre-training, and we focused our analysis on people who 

answered all the questions correctly (n = 355) – in other words, on people who were maximally 

impacted by the pre-training contingencies. A difference consistent with our hypothesis emerged 

between the groups when they were subsequently asked to search for information on political 

candidates. Voting preferences in the High-Trust group shifted toward the favored candidate at a 

higher rate (34.6%) than voting preferences in the Low-Trust group (17.1%, p = 0.001). 

 

Keywords: search engines, Search Engine Manipulation Effect, SEME, search engine 

ranking, online manipulation, operant conditioning of online search behavior 
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How a Daily Regimen of Operant Conditioning Might Explain the Power of the Search 

Engine Manipulation Effect (SEME) 

 In recent years, people around the world have become increasingly dependent on search 

engines to obtain information, including information that helps them make decisions about 

complex and socially important matters, such as whom to vote for in an upcoming election (Arendt 

& Fawzi, 2018; Trevisan et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017). An increasing body of evidence also 

shows that search results that favor one candidate, cause, or company – by which we mean that 

they link to web pages that make that candidate, cause, or company appear superior to competitors 

– can have a rapid and dramatic impact on people’s opinions, purchases, and votes (Agudo & 

Matute, 2021; Allam et al., 2014; Epstein & Robertson, 2015, 2017; Epstein et al., 2022; Ghose et 

al., 2014; Joachims et al., 2007; Knobloch-Westerwick et al., 2015; Pan et al., 2007; Prinz et al., 

2017; Wilhite & Houmanfar, 2015; cf. Feezell et al., 2021). In five randomized, controlled 

experiments with 4,556 participants in two countries, Epstein and Robertson (2015) showed that 

search rankings favoring one political candidate can rapidly produce dramatic shifts in the opinions 

and voting preferences of undecided voters, in some demographic groups producing vote margins 

as high as 80% after just one online search. They labeled this new form of influence the “search 

engine manipulation effect” (SEME) and demonstrated that these shifts can occur without people 

being aware that they have been manipulated. SEME has been replicated several times since 2015 

(Agudo & Matute, 2021; Draws et al., 2021; Epstein et al., 2022; Eslami et al., 2017; Haas & 

Unkel, 2017; Knobloch-Westerwick et al., 2015; Ludolph et al., 2016; Pogacar et al., 2017; Trielli 

& Diakopoulos, 2019).  

 Moreover, since search results are ephemeral experiences (West, 2018; cf. Mckinnon & 

MacMillan, 2018) – fleeting, often personalized, experiences that are generated spontaneously, 
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impact the user, and subsequently disappear without being stored anywhere – they can impact 

millions of users every day without leaving a paper trail for authorities to trace (Epstein, 2018a). 

One cannot go back in time to determine what ephemeral content people have been shown, even if 

one has access to the algorithm that generated that content (Hendler & Mulvehill, 2016; Paudyal & 

Wong, 2018; cf. Taylor, 2019). 

 The fact that more than 90% of searches conducted in almost every country in the world 

are conducted on just one search engine (Google) (StatCounter GlobalStats, n.d.) raises special 

concerns about SEME (Epstein, 2018a). It means that a single company – one that is unregulated, 

highly secretive, not accountable to the public, and that has, for all practical purposes, no 

competitors (Singer, 2019) – could be producing systematic changes in the thinking of billions of 

people every day with no way for other parties to counteract its influence, or even, for that matter, 

to detect and document that influence (Hazan, 2013; Ørmen, 2016; see S1 Text for additional 

information about bias in search results).  

Why is SEME so large? It is a list effect, but it seems different, both qualitatively and 

quantitatively, from previously studied list effects. Researchers have been studying list effects, 

such as the serial position effect, for more than a century (Ebbinghaus, 2013; Mack et al., 2017; 

Murre & Dros, 2015), and such effects are sometimes substantive. For example, when Candidate 

A’s name consistently appears above his or her opponent’s name on a ballot – perhaps simply 

because the names are in alphabetical order – this tends to boost Candidate A’s share of the votes 

by 3%–15% – an effect called the “Ballot-Order Effect” (Grant, 2017; Ho & Imai, 2008; Koppell 

& Steen, 2004). While counterbalancing the order of names on ballots can easily be done – even 

for paper ballots – it has rarely been done (Beazley, 2013).  
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The serial position effect itself can increase the likelihood of a word being recalled from a 

list; words at the beginning of a list (the primacy effect) and the end of a list (the recency effect) 

are usually recalled more often than words in the middle (Murdock, 1962). The ranking of content 

in lists can even affect juries’ opinions (Anderson, 1958; Carlson & Russo, 2001), the opinions of 

judges in singing contests (Bruine de Bruin, 2005), and wine preferences (Mantonakis et al., 2009).  

 SEME might be large, at least in part, because people generally trust computer output more 

than they trust content in which the human hand is evident (Bogert et al., 2021; Logg et al., 2019). 

Most people have no idea how computers work or what an algorithm is; as a result, they are 

inclined to view computer-generated content as impartial or objective (Fast & Jago, 2020; Logg et 

al., 2018). This trust has also been driven by the positive image Big Tech companies have had for 

many years. That trust has been tarnished in recent years because of data breaches and other 

scandals (Burt, 2019; Fortune, 2020; Kramer, 2019), and leaks of documents and videos from 

these companies, along with reports by whistleblowers, have shown that the algorithmic output we 

see is frequently adjusted by employees. At Google, search results are apparently adjusted by 

employees at least 3,200 times a year (Google, n.d.; Meyers, 2019). 

 Trust in companies and trust in computer output can be driven by a number of factors – 

marketing and advertising, for example (Danbury et al., 2013; Sahin et al., 2011), or the fact that 

nearly all the services we receive from Big Tech companies appear to be free (Epstein, 2016; Nicas 

et al., 2019). It is not clear how SEME can be accounted for by such trust, however. How can we 

account for the fact that high-ranking search results are more trusted than lower-ranking results 

(Edelman, 2011; Marable, 2003; Pan et al., 2007)? Why is the preference for high-ranking results 

so strong – strong enough not only to influence purchases (Ghose et al., 2014; Joachims et al., 

2007) but to have a large and almost immediate impact on opinions and voting preferences? 
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 The preference for high-ranking search results might be due in part to what people 

sometimes call “laziness” or “convenience.” People are busy, so, sometimes at least, they attend to 

and click on a high-ranking search result because doing so saves time. As one might expect, eye-

tracking and other studies show that people generally attend to the first results displayed on a 

screen before they scroll down or click to another page (Athukorala et al., 2015; Nielsen & 

Pernice, 2010; Schultheiß & Lewandowski, 2020). This finding is comparable to the attention 

people pay (or at least used to pay) to above-the-fold content in newspapers. The limited attention 

span of users can be problematic for longer pages; people want information that gets to the point 

and are unlikely to read long web pages filled with text (Nielsen, 2010; Weinreich et al., 2008).  

Convenience might contribute to some extent to the large impact of SEME, but in the 

present study we explore another possibility – namely, that the power of SEME derives in part 

from the distinctive way in which people interact with search results. In an authoritative list of the 

100 most common search terms people use (Soulo, 2022), 86% of the search queries were one-to-

two words long and simply directed users to simple facts or specific websites – search terms such 

as “news,” “speed test,” and “nfl scores.” The correct website invariably turns up in the highest 

position of the search results that are generated; frequently, that same information occurs in the 

second or third positions, as well. Other lists of common search terms are also dominated by 

queries that tend to produce simple factual answers in the top position of search results (Hardwick, 

2020; Siege Media, n.d.).  

Because, day after day, the vast majority of search queries produce simple factual answers 

in the highest position of search results (Rose, 2018), we all learn, over and over again, that what is 

higher in the list is better or truer than what is lower in the list. To be more specific, we usually 

attend to and click on the highest-ranking search result because doing so is reinforced by the 
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appearance of the correct answer to our query. Almost any reply to a verbal inquiry strengthens 

inquiries of that type, but a correct answer to an inquiry is an especially powerful reinforcer, 

presumably because it makes a speaker more effective (Skinner, 1957; cf. Kieta et al., 2018), and 

when the same source provides a series of correct answers over time, the value and potential power 

of those answers increases. As B. F. Skinner put it in his classic text on verbal behavior, “The 

extent to which the listener judges the response as true, valid, or correct is governed by the extent 

to which comparable responses by the same speaker have proved useful in the past” (Skinner, 

1957, p. 427). 

When, at some point, people finally enter an open-ended search query that either has no 

definitive answer (“trump”) or that seeks an opinion (“what’s the best restaurant in Denver”), they 

will tend both to attend to and click on high-ranking search results. We are speculating, in effect, 

that SEME is a large effect because it is supported by a daily regimen of operant conditioning. 

Although the idea that operant conditioning plays a role in voting behavior is not new (Visser, 

1996), in this paper we are emphasizing a kind of operant conditioning that never stops and that 

people are entirely unaware of – specifically, one that reinforces attending to and clicking on high-

ranking search results that appear in response to routine factual searches.  

We test this hypothesis with a randomized, controlled experiment – a modified version of 

the experimental procedure used by Epstein and Robertson (2015) in their original SEME 

experiments (see S2 Text for details about the procedure). The present study added one feature to 

the Epstein and Robertson (2015) procedure: Before beginning the political opinion study, 

participants experienced a pre-training procedure that either reinforced or extinguished the 

tendency to attend to and click on high-ranking search results. In theory, extinguishing that 
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tendency should (a) change the pattern of clicks that typifies search behavior, and (b) reduce the 

impact that statistically biased search results have on people’s opinions and voting preferences. 

Method 

Participants 

A total of 551 eligible US voters from 46 states were recruited through Amazon 

Mechanical Turk (MTurk, accessed through a company called Cloud Research, which screens out 

bots) and were paid a small fee (US$7.50) to participate. Fifty-nine point nine percent (n = 330) of 

participants identified themselves as female and 40.1% (n = 221) as male. The mean age was 38.3 

(SD = 11.7). Seventy-three point nine percent (n = 407) of participants identified themselves as 

White, 8.2% (n = 45) as Black, 6.5% (n = 36) as Hispanic, 6.4% (n = 35) as Asian, 4.4% (n = 24) 

as Mixed, and 0.7% (n = 4) as Other. A majority of participants were college educated, with 55.2% 

(n = 304) reporting having received a bachelor’s degree or higher.  

Procedure 

See S3 Text in our Supplementary Material for our statement of compliance with current 

ethical standards. 

The experiment was conducted online, and participants identified themselves using their 

MTurk Worker IDs; we had no knowledge of their names or email addresses. Before the 

experiment began, participants were asked a series of demographic questions and were then given 

instructions about the experimental procedure (see S4 Text). In compliance with APA and HHS 

guidelines, participants also clicked to indicate their informed consent to participate in the study. 

We also asked participants how familiar they were with the two candidates identified in the 

political opinion portion of the study.   
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The initial dataset contained 806 records and was cleaned as follows: Records were deleted 

in which no clicks were recorded, in which people’s reported familiarity with either candidate 

exceeded 3 on a scale from 1 to 10 (where 1 was labeled “Not at all” and 10 was labeled “Quite 

familiar”), or in which people reported English fluency below 6 on a scale from 1 to 10 (where 1 

was labeled “Not fluent” and 10 was labeled “Highly fluent”).  

The experiment itself had two main parts (Fig. 1).  

Fig. 1 

The Two Parts of the Experimental Procedure 

 
 

Note. In the pre-training portion of the procedure, participants were randomly assigned to either a 

High-Trust or a Low-Trust group. The trust pre-training trials were followed by a conventional 

SEME experiment, in which the two trust groups were first divided (by random assignment) into 

three search conditions: one favoring UK candidate David Cameron, one favoring UK candidate 

Ed Miliband, and one favoring neither candidate (control group). See text for details. 
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Pre-Training 

In the pre-training portion of the experiment, participants were randomly assigned to either 

a High-Trust (n = 312) or a Low-Trust (n = 239) group. Each group was given five pre-training 

trials in which they were shown a search question that had a simple factual answer (such as “What 

is the capital of Lesotho?”) (see S5 Text for details), and they were then given two minutes to find 

the answer using the Kadoodle search engine, which closely simulates the functioning of the 

Google search engine. All participants had access to the same search results (on two search result 

pages, each listing six search results) and web pages (which could be accessed by clicking on the 

corresponding search result). Only the order of the search results varied between the groups. 

In the High-Trust group, the answer could always be found by clicking on the highest-

ranking result – just as it is virtually always found in that position on the leading search engine. In 

the Low-Trust group, the correct answer could be found in any of the 12 search result positions 

except the first two. At the end of 2 minutes, participants were given a five-option, multiple-choice 

question and were asked to provide the correct answer to the question they were shown earlier. 

They were immediately then told whether their answer was correct or incorrect. In theory, the pre-

training trials in the High-Trust group were strengthening the user’s tendency to attend to and click 

on the highest-ranking search result, and the pre-training trials in the Low-Trust group were either 

(a) extinguishing tendencies to attend to and click on high-ranking search results, (b) reinforcing 

tendencies to attend to and click on low-ranking search results (differential reinforcement of 

alternative behavior), or (c) having both effects. 

SEME Experiment 

Immediately following the pre-training, the participants in each of the trust groups were 

randomly assigned to three sub-groups: Pro-Candidate-A, Pro-Candidate-B, or a control group in 
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which neither candidate was favored. The election we used was the 2015 election for the Prime 

Minister of the United Kingdom; the candidates were David Cameron and Ed Miliband. We chose 

this election to try to assure that our participants – all from the US – would initially be 

“undecided” voters. On a 10-point scale, our participants reported an average familiarity level of 

1.3 (0.6) for David Cameron and 1.3 (0.6) for Ed Miliband. 

 All participants (in each of the six sub-groups) were then given basic instructions about the 

“political opinion study” in which they were about to participate. Then they read brief, neutral 

biographies of both candidates (approximately 150 words each, see S6 Text), after which they 

were asked eight questions about any preferences they might have for each candidate: their overall 

impression of each candidate, how likeable each candidate was, and how much they trusted each 

candidate. We also asked which candidate they would likely vote for if they had to vote today (on 

an 11-point scale from -5 for one candidate to +5 for the other, with the order of the names 

counterbalanced from one participant to another), and, finally, which of the two candidates they 

would in fact vote for today (forced choice). 

 They were then given up to 15 minutes to use our mock search engine to conduct research 

on the candidates. All participants had access to five pages of search results, six results per page 

(see S7 Text for details). All search results were real (from the 2015 UK election, obtained from 

Google.com), and so were the web pages to which the search results linked. The only difference 

between the groups was the order in which search results were shown. In the Pro-Candidate-A 

group, higher ranking search results linked to web pages that favored Cameron (Candidate A), and 

the lowest ranking search results (on the last pages of search results) favored Miliband (Candidate 

B). In the Pro-Candidate-B group, the order of the search results was reversed. In the control 

group, pro-Cameron search results alternated with pro-Miliband search results (and the first search 
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result had a 50/50 chance of favoring either candidate), so neither candidate was favored. Prior to 

the experiment, the “bias” of all web pages had been rated on an 11-point scale from -5 to +5 (with 

the names of the candidates counterbalanced) by five independent judges to determine the extent to 

which a web page favored one candidate or another. The mean bias rating for each web page was 

used in determining the ranking of search results. 

 When participants chose to exit from our search engine, they were asked those five opinion 

questions again, and they were then asked whether anything “bothered” them about the search 

results they had been shown. If they answered “yes,” then they could type the details about their 

concerns. This was our way of trying to detect whether people spotted any bias in the search 

results they saw. We could not ask about bias directly, because leading questions of that sort 

generate predictable and often invalid answers (Loftus, 1975). We subsequently searched textual 

responses for words such as “bias,” “skewed,” or “slanted” to identify people in the bias groups 

who had apparently noticed the favoritism in the search results we showed them. 

Results 

 We focused our data analysis on people in the two pre-training groups who answered all 

five of the pre-training questions correctly. These individuals not only demonstrated high 

compliance with our instructions; they also presumably were most highly impacted by the pre-

training contingencies. On any given trial in which people did not find the correct answer, they 

presumably were not impacted by the low-trust contingencies. 

 For comparison purposes, we also analyzed data from people who scored lower than 100% 

on the pre-training questions; the bulk of this analysis is included in the Supplementary Material of 

this paper. As one might expect, participants in the High-Trust group answered our multiple-choice 

questions more accurately (MCorrect = 4.8 out of 5 [0.4]) than participants in the Low-Trust group 
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did (MCorrect = 4.1 [1.0]; t = 10.37, p < 0.001, d = 0.92) (also see S1 Fig.). This was presumably 

because Low-Trust participants had more trouble finding the correct answer in the allotted 2 

minutes. Focusing on the high-compliance participants reduced the number of people in the High-

Trust group from 312 to 255 and reduced the number of people in the Low-Trust group from 239 

to 100.  

 Please note that we did not exclude any participants from the experiment; rather, we chose 

to analyze separately data we obtained from high-compliance participants – that is, people who 

were most likely to have been impacted by the training contingencies – and low-compliance 

participants – that is, people who were less likely to have been impacted by the training 

contingencies. 

Pre-Training 

Participants in the High-Trust group spent significantly more time on the webpages that 

were linked to the first two search results (M = 169.7 s [124.9]) than participants in the Low-Trust 

group did (M = 135.7 s [86.1]; t = 2.92, p = 0.004, d = 0.32). Participants in the High-Trust group 

also clicked more frequently on the webpages linked to the first two search results (M = 5.9 [1.2]) 

than participants in the Low-Trust group did (M = 5.4 [1.5]; t = 3.00, p = 0.003, d = 0.37). 

Participants in the High-Trust group also spent substantially less time on each of the search engine 

results pages (M = 83.5 s [49.0]) than participants in the Low-Trust group did (M = 168.2 s [66.1]; 

t = -11.63, p < 0.001, d = 1.46). In other words, High-Trust group participants were attending more 

to the first two search results and spent less time searching in general.  
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SEME Experiment 

Immediately following the pre-training trials, all participants transitioned to a standard 

SEME procedure, in which it appears that the Low-Trust pre-training impacted behavior in a 

number of ways. 

The main finding in SEME experiments is that participants show little preference for one 

candidate or the other before they conduct their search, and that post-search, the preferences of the 

participants in the two bias groups tend to shift in the direction of the bias that was present in the 

search results they had been shown. SEME studies look at five different measures of this shift, the 

most important of which is called “Vote manipulation power” or VMP (see S8 Text for how VMP 

is calculated). VMP is of special interest because it is a direct measure of the increase in votes 

produced by the bias. It is calculated from answers given to a forced-choice question we ask 

participants both pre- and post-search, namely, “If you had to vote right now, which candidate 

would you vote for?”  

Biased search results tend to produce substantial VMPs after a single search (Epstein & 

Robertson, 2015; Epstein et al., 2022). This finding was replicated in the present study; however, 

the bias-driven VMP in the High-Trust group (VMP = 34.6%, McNemar’s Χ2 = 23.56, p < 0.001) 

was substantially larger than the bias-driven VMP in the Low-Trust group (VMP = 17.1%, Χ2 = 

1.56, p = 0.21 NS, z = -3.25, p = 0.001) (see Table 1 and S1 Table for further details; cf. S2 and S3 

Tables for low-compliance data; cf. S4 Table for high-compliance versus low-compliance VMP 

comparisons).  
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Table 1 

VMP Percentages, Search Times, and Results Clicked by Trust Group (High-Compliance 

Participants, 100% Accuracy in Pre-training) 

Condition VMP (p) 
Mean Search Time (s) 

(SD)† 

Mean No. of Results Clicked 

(SD)† 

Low-Trust 17.1 (0.21 NS) 408.8 (271.1) 7.7 (5.0) 

High-Trust 34.6 (< 0.001) 323.0 (233.3) 6.1 (3.9) 

Diff (%) +102.3 -21.0 -20.8 

Statistic z = -3.25 t(159.6) = -2.79 t(149.6) = -2.78 

p 0.001 0.006 0.006 

Note. McNemar’s test was used to assess VMP significance. VMP is the percent increase in the 

number of subjects in the bias groups (combined) who said that they would vote for the favored 

candidate.  

†These calculations were based on data from all three groups: that is, the two bias groups and the 

control group. This is because all three groups participated in the pre-training trials. VMP is 

calculated using data from the two bias groups only, so it cannot be calculated for the control 

group. Note that all t-tests employed in this study are two-tailed. 

 

 The different VMPs for the High- and Low-Trust groups can be explained by the different 

ways – all predictable from the pre-training session – these two groups interacted with our search 

engine in the political opinion portion of our study. Participants in the High-Trust group spent 

more time viewing the web page linked to the highest search result than participants in the Low-

Trust group did (MHigh = 60.9 s [58.1]; MLow = 53.4 s [57.0]; t = 1.11, p = 0.27 NS; d = 0.13) (also 

see Fig. 2). In addition, participants in the High-Trust group clicked on the link to the first search 
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result significantly more often than participants in the Low-Trust group did (MHigh = 0.9 [0.4], 

MLow = 0.8 [0.5], t = 2.18, p = 0.03, d = 0.22) (Fig. 3). Participants in the High-Trust group spent 

more time on web pages linked to search results on the first page of search results than participants 

in the Low-Trust group did (MHigh = 241.5 s [193.9], MLow = 204.6 [153.2], t = 1.71, p = 0.09 NS, d 

= 0.21), and participants in the Low-Trust group spent more than twice as much time on web pages 

linked to search results past the first page of search results than participants in the High-Trust 

group did (MLow = 51.0 s [51.8], MHigh = 20.4 s [32.5], t = -5.51, p < 0.001, d = 0.71) (Fig. 4). 

Participants in the High-Trust group also clicked on search results on the first page of search 

results significantly more often than participants in the Low-Trust group did (MHigh = 4.0 [1.6], 

MLow = 3.6 [1.6], t = 2.54, p = 0.01, d = 0.25), and participants in the Low-Trust group clicked on 

search results past the first page of search results significantly more often than participants in the 

High-Trust group did (MHigh = 0.5 [0.8], MLow = 1.0 [1.1], t = -3.94, p < 0.001, d = 0.52) (Fig. 5). 

These differences emerged presumably because people in the Low-Trust group had learned in pre-

training to attend to and click on lower-ranked search results that people in the High-Trust group 

tended to ignore. 
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Fig. 2 

Time Spent on Search Result Web Pages as a Function of Search Result Rank (High-Compliance 

Participants) 

 
Note. Participants in the Low-Trust group spent less time on web pages linked to the first page of 

search results and more time on web pages linked to subsequent pages of search results than 

participants in the High-Trust group did. For low-compliance data, see S2 Fig. 
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Fig. 3 

Clicks on Search Results as a Function of Search Result Rank (High-Compliance Participants) 

Note. Participants in the Low-Trust group were less likely to click on results on the first page of 

search results and more likely to click on results on subsequent pages than participants in the High-

Trust group were. For low-compliance data, see S3 Fig. 
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Fig. 4 

Time Spent on Search Result Pages as a Function of Page Number (High-Compliance 

Participants) 

Note. Error bars show standard error of the mean. For low-compliance data, see S4 Fig. 
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Fig. 5 

Cumulative Clicks on Search Results per Page as a Function of Page Number (High-Compliance 

Participants) 

Note. Error bars show standard error of the mean. For low-compliance data, see S5 Fig. 

 

Post search, differences also emerged on most of the answers to the seven pre-search 

preference questions. Pre-search, for question 7 – voting preference measured on an 11-point scale 

– we found no significant differences in mean ratings in the three sub-groups (pro-Cameron, pro-

Miliband, and control) in both the High- and Low-Trust conditions (Table 2). Post-search, the 

mean ratings in the three sub-groups were significantly different in both the High- and Low-Trust 

conditions (Table 2). 
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Table 2 

Changes in Voting Preferences Measured on an 11-Point Scale 

 Pre-Search Likely Vote, Mean (SD)  
 

Post-Search Likely Vote, Mean (SD) 
 

 
Pro-

Cameron 

Pro-

Miliband Control H p 

Pro-

Cameron 

Pro-

Miliband Control H p 

Low-

Trust  
0.7 (2.8) 0.7 (2.3) 0.4 (2.7) 0.08  0.96 NS -0.4 (3.1) 2.0 (2.9) 0.5 (3.1) 10.59 0.005 

High-

Trust  
0.0 (2.6) 0.9 (2.7) 0.6 (2.4) 5.59 0.06 NS -1.1 (3.1) 2.9 (2.6) 0.5 (3.3) 63.18 < 0.001 

Note. A negative value indicates preference for David Cameron, and a positive value indicates 

preference for Ed Miliband.  

 

Pre- vs. post-search shifts in ratings on the 11-point scale were consistent with the 

predicted impact of the bias, with pre/post gaps larger in the High-Trust group than in the Low-

Trust group (Table 3). In the control group, pre/post shifts were minimal and non-significant (U = 

1,259.5, p = 0.82 NS). 
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Table 3 

Changes in Voting Preference for the Favored Candidate Measured on an 11-Point Scale, Bias 

Groups Only 

 Pre-Search Likely 

Vote for Favored 

Candidate, Mean (SD) 

Post-Search Likely 

Vote for Favored 

Candidate, Mean (SD) 

Mean 

Difference † z‡ p 

Low-Trust 0.0 (2.7) 1.2 (3.1) 1.2 -3.86 < 0.001 

High-Trust 0.5 (2.7) 2.1 (2.9) 1.6 -6.91 < 0.001 

U 5,199.5 4,861.5 5,354.5   

p 0.20 NS 0.047 0.33 NS   

†Absolute values of the means are shown.  

‡ The z values represent Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing pre- and post-search ratings for the 

favored candidate. 

 

Pre-search, we found no significant differences among the three sub-groups (pro-Cameron, 

pro-Miliband, and control) on their answers to any of the six opinion questions we asked about the 

candidates (S5 Table; see S6 Table for low-compliance data). Post-search, significant differences 

emerged for all six of those opinion questions for participants in both the High- and Low-Trust 

groups (S7 Table; see S8 Table for low-compliance data). Moreover, the net impact of biased 

search results on people’s opinions (that is, the change in opinions about the favored candidate vs. 

the change in opinions about the non-favored candidate) was always larger in the High-Trust group 

than in the Low-Trust group and always shifted opinions (for both groups) in a way that was 

advantageous to the favored candidate (S9 Table; see S10 Table for low-compliance data; cf. S11 

and S12 Tables for control group comparisons). However, nearly all the High- versus Low-Trust 

differences between pre/post changes in opinions about the candidates were nonsignificant (S13 
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Table; see S14 Table for low-compliance data). See S9 Text for information about perceived bias 

in the SEME experiment. 

Discussion 

 The present study supports the theory that operant conditioning contributes to the power 

that search results have to alter thinking and behavior. The fact that a large majority (about 86%) 

of people’s searches are for simple facts, combined with the fact that the correct answer to such 

queries invariably turns up in the highest-ranked position of search results, appears to teach people 

to attend to and click on that first result and, perhaps as a kind of generalization effect, to attend to 

and click on nearby search results in a pattern resembling one side of a generalization gradient. 

Both eye-tracking studies and studies looking at click patterns find those kinds of gradients for 

both attention and clicks (Athukorala et al., 2015; Chitika Insights, 2013; Cutrell & Guan, 2007; 

Dean, n.d.; Epstein & Robertson, 2015; Granka et al., 2004; Joachims et al., 2007; Kammerer & 

Gerjets, 2014; Lorigo et al., 2008; Pan et al., 2007; Schultheiß & Lewandowski, 2020). On the 

cognitive side, it could also be said that that daily regimen of operant conditioning is causing 

people to believe, trust, or have faith in the validity of high-ranking search results, and it is notable 

that people are entirely unaware that this regimen exists. 

The fact that people generally believe that algorithms inherently produce objective and 

impartial output does not in and of itself explain the existence of that gradient of attention and 

responding. When, in the pre-training portion of the current experiment, we directed attention and 

clicks away from the top positions in the search list, we disrupted the usual gradient so that in the 

SEME portion of the study, attention was directed toward lower-ranking search results (in 

everyday language, we “broke the trust” people have in high-ranking results). As a result, the 

extreme candidate bias that was present in the search results we presented to participants in our 
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two bias groups had less impact on the people in our Low-Trust pre-training group (VMP = 

17.1%) than it did on the people in our High-Trust pre-training group (VMP = 34.6%, p = 0.001). 

 We note that if SEME is a large effect because of generalization, it is not the simple kind of 

generalization that occurs when wavelengths of light or sound are altered (Mis et al., 1972). That is 

because the nature of the task in the training situation is inherently different from the nature of the 

task in what we might call the test situation (the SEME experiment) – and this observation applies 

both to the present experiment and to the way people use search engines on a daily basis. In the 

pre-training phase of our experiment, people are searching for simple facts, and the reinforcing 

consequence is the correct answer; this is also the case when people are searching for simple facts 

on real search engines. In the test situation, however, there is no correct answer; the user is asking 

an open-ended question on an issue about which people might have a wide range of different 

opinions. In other words, there is a mismatch between informational properties of the training and 

test settings (Hogarth et al., 2015). This problem has long been a challenge when, with various 

impaired populations, new behavior is taught in a classroom setting, but it fails to occur in, say, the 

home setting; hence, the long-running concern with “transfer of training” in the behavior-analytic 

literature (Baldwin & Ford, 1988). Although a simple-fact query might be easily discriminable 

from an opinion query – at least most of the time – the present experiment sheds no light on this 

issue. We can assert only that pre-training that favors lower-ranked search results causes people to 

look more closely at lower-ranked search results, and that in turn reduces the magnitude of the 

shift in voting preferences. 

 As noted earlier, convenience might also play a role in the power that SEME has to shift 

opinions and voting preferences, but if that were the main or even a significant factor in explaining 

SEME’s power, it seems unlikely that the Low-Trust training procedure we employed in the 
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present experiment would have disrupted performance as much as it did. Breaking the pattern of 

reinforcement that usually supports search behavior seemed to override any importance that 

convenience (that is, that search position alone) might play in SEME.  

Limitations and Future Research 

 At first glance, it might appear to be remarkable that so little retraining – a mere five search 

trials in which the correct answer to a search query could appear anywhere among 12 search 

results other than in the top two positions – could interfere with years of conditioning that 

reinforced attending to and clicking on the highest-ranking search items. Presumably, with more 

training trials, we could have reduced the impact of our biased search results far more than we did 

in the present procedure. But bear in mind that attending to and clicking on the highest-ranking 

search results has been consistently reinforced on a nearly continuous schedule – the kind of 

schedule that often makes behavior highly vulnerable to disruption when reinforcement is 

discontinued (Kimble, 1961; Lerman et al., 1996; Mackintosh, 1974). It is especially easy to 

disrupt behavior when it has been continuously reinforced in discrete trials (Nevin, 2012), which is 

always the case for search behavior on a search engine. 

 The present study is also limited in how it motivates participants to express their views 

about political candidates. They have little or no familiarity with the candidates or the issues, given 

that they are looking at a foreign election. Would similar numbers emerge in a study with real 

voters in the middle of a real election? This issue was addressed in Experiment 5 in the Epstein 

and Robertson study (2015). That experiment included more than 2,000 undecided voters 

throughout India during the final weeks of the 2014 Lok Sabha election for Prime Minister. Biased 

search results shifted both opinions and voting preferences, with shifts in voting preferences (the 

VMP) exceeding 60% in some demographic groups.  
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 That said, recent research suggests that low-familiarity (also called “low-information”) 

voters differ in nontrivial ways from high-familiarity (“high-information”) voters (Yarchi et al., 

2021). Our 2014 Lok Sabha experiment suggests that low-familiarity voters may be more 

vulnerable to SEME than high-familiarity voters, and so does a set of experiments we recently 

conducted on what we call the “multiple exposure effect” (MEE) (Epstein et al., 2023). 

Understanding the relationship between familiarity and vulnerability to manipulation will require a 

systematic investigation, however, not simply a comparison of values found in separate SEME 

experiments. 

 The familiarity issue does raise another question that we can address directly with the data 

we collected in the present study: Can we be assured that our participants were indeed undecided? 

Here we have strong affirmative evidence. As we noted in our Results section, the differences in 

pre-search opinion ratings across the three groups (Pro-Cameron, Pro-Milliband, and Control) 

were nonsignificant (Table 2). In addition, both the voting preferences on the 11-point scale and 

the voting preferences on the forced-choice question showed no candidate preferences (Table 3, S1 

Table). Post-search, all these measures showed clear and predictable differences. 

 Pollsters often seek out people who are likely to vote, and, presumably, a company like 

Google can, given the vast amount of information they collect about people, easily discriminate 

between likely and unlikely voters. In the present study, we did not screen for this characteristic. In 

future studies, we will consider screening potential participants with a question such as, “How 

likely are you to vote in upcoming elections?” 

 We have other concerns about the real-world applicability of the present study, and we are 

addressing them in other research. The present study exposed voters to biased search results just 

once, but in the real world, voters might be exposed to similarly-biased search results hundreds of 
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times before an election. Are multiple exposures to similarly biased search results additive over 

time? And how might opinions and voting preferences be affected if people are exposed to search 

results biased toward Candidate A on some occasions and Candidate B on others? Overall, do the 

opinions and voting preferences of undecided voters shift in the direction of the net bias?  

 In the real world, moreover, people are impacted by multiple sources of bias. In the 

traditional, non-digital world of political influence, many if not all of these sources of influence 

might cancel each other out. If Candidate A erects a billboard or buys a television commercial, 

Candidate B can do the same. But in the world of Big Tech, things work differently. If, for any 

reason, the algorithm of a large online platform favors one candidate, there is no way to counteract 

its impact, and if multiple online platforms all favor the same candidate, the impact of these 

different sources of influence might be additive.  

Implications and Concerns 

 Given the concerns that have been raised about the power of biased search results to impact 

people’s thinking and behavior, one might wonder whether informing people about the role that 

operant conditioning appears to play in their online decision making would have any practical 

benefit. We submit that raising such awareness would, unfortunately, have few or no benefits, for 

one simple reason: Search algorithms are designed to put the best possible answer in the top 

position; when one is searching for simple facts, that means the correct answer. A search engine 

that listed the best answer in a lower search position – especially in an unpredictable position – 

would be of little value. That means that the daily regimen of conditioning we described earlier 

will continue to occur as long as people continue to use properly functioning search engines. 

Worse still, people will always be unaware that the process by which they make both trivial and 
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important decisions is being affected by a perpetual regimen of operant conditioning, as if they 

were rats trapped forever in an operant chamber. 

 So how can people be protected from bias that might occur in search results that are 

displayed in response to open-ended queries about, say, election-related issues? No matter what the 

cause of the bias, it can have a rapid and profound effect on the thinking and behavior of people 

who are undecided on an issue, and that, we believe, should be a matter for concern. 

We suggest three ways to provide such protection. One would be for the US Congress, the 

European Parliament, or other relevant authorities to declare the Google’s index – the database it 

uses to generate search results – to be a public commons (Epstein, 2019). This will quickly lead to 

the creation of hundreds, then thousands, of competing search platforms, each vying for the 

attention of different populations, just as thousands of news sources do currently. With numerous 

platforms having access to the index through a public API (an application programming interface), 

search will become both competitive and innovative again, as it was before Google began to 

dominate the search industry more than a decade ago.  

 Users could also be protected to some extent if browsers or search engines are at some 

point required to post bias alerts on individual search results or on entire search pages, with bias 

continuously rated by algorithms, human raters, or both. Epstein and Robertson (2016) showed 

that the magnitude of SEME could be reduced to some extent by such alerts (cf. Tapinsky et al., 

2018; Wu et al., 2023). Alerts of this sort could also be used to flag the rising tide of online 

“misinformation” – an imperfect but not entirely unreasonable method for appeasing free speech 

advocates without suppressing content (Nekmat, 2020; Shin et al., 2023; cf. Bak-Coleman et al., 

2022; BBC, 2017; Bruns et al., 2023).  
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 Finally, a leak of documents from Google in 2019 showed that the company has long been 

concerned with finding ways to assure “algorithmic fairness,” primarily as a way of correcting 

what Google executives and employees perceive to be social inequities (Lakshmanan, 2019). 

Setting aside the concerns one might have about the possibility that a highly influential company 

might be engaging in a large-scale program of social engineering (Chigne, 2018; Epstein, 2018b; 

Savov, 2018), the good news is that Google has developed tools for eliminating bias in algorithmic 

content quickly and efficiently. One of the leaked documents was a manual for Google’s 

“Twiddler” application, which was developed “for re-ranking results from a single corpus” 

(Google, 2018). In other words, Google has the power to eliminate political or other bias in search 

results “almost as easily as one can flip a light switch” (Z. Vorhies, personal communication, June 

26, 2020). 

 If steps are eventually taken to protect users from the bias in search results that might be 

displayed in response to open-ended queries, perhaps operant conditioning or other factors that 

currently focus user attention on high-ranking results will do no harm. As it stands, we believe that 

this almost irresistible tendency to attend to and click on high-ranking results, which is currently 

affecting the thinking and behavior of more than 5 billion people worldwide with no mechanisms 

in place to offset its influence, poses a serious threat to democracy, free speech, and human 

autonomy.  
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S1 Text. Bias in Search Results 

 Recent statements by whistleblowers, as well as leaks of documents and videos, suggest 

that employees and executives at Google are well aware of the power they have to impact people’s 

thinking and behavior and that they use that power systematically and strategically both to achieve 

their business objectives and to promote company values (Beres, 2019; Chigne, 2018; Epstein, 

2018b; Hern, 2019; Lewis, 2017; Mckinnon & MacMillan, 2018; Statt, 2018).  

 Investigations by the European Commission (European Commission, 2018), the US 

Department of Justice (Mullins et al., 2015), the first author of the present article (Epstein, 2018b; 

Epstein et al., 2021), a federal commission in India (Ghosal, 2015), and others (Reuters Staff, 

2016; cf. Metaxa et al., 2019) have found clear evidence of statistical bias in the search results 

shown to users by Google. For present purposes, we make no claims about the origins of such bias. 

However such bias creeps into search results – because of mandates from company executives 

(Hsu & Kang, 2020), the mischievousness of a rogue employee (Epstein, 2014; Lohr & Streitfeld, 

2012), the way the conscious or unconscious biases of programmers get coded into algorithms 

(Lee et al., 2019; Nunez, 2016; Rainie & Anderson, 2017), the way users interact with algorithms 

mailto:re@aibrt.org
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(Hahnel et al., 2018; Haider & Sundin, 2020; Mustafaraj et al., 2020; Schwartz, 2019; Steiner et 

al., 2020), other factors we do not yet know about, or some combination of such factors – that bias 

has the potential to impact the thinking and behavior of billions of people, and, we submit, it 

should therefore be analyzed and perhaps, in some instances, curtailed or eliminated. 

 It has long been known by marketers that the higher a search result is in the list of results, 

the more clicks it attracts (Cutrell & Guan, 2007; Granka et al., 2004; Salmerόn et al., 2013; cf. 

Murphy et al., 2017). A study that looked at the pattern of clicks in a sample of 300 million search 

results found that 50% of all clicks went to the top two results and that 95% of clicks went to items 

on the first page of results (Chitika Insights, 2013), and these findings have been replicated in 

other studies (Advanced Web Ranking, n.d.; Dean, n.d.). Because businesses depend on clicks to 

attract customers, over the past 20 years, a multi-billion dollar industry – the “search engine 

optimization” (SEO) industry – has grown to help businesses rise higher in search results. At some 

point, researchers – mainly concerned with marketing issues – began to try to understand the 

distinctive pattern of clicks produced by lists of search results. For example, eye-tracking studies 

found that people tended to focus longer on high-ranking results (Cutrell & Guan, 2007; Granka et 

al., 2004; Lorigo et al., 2008; Pan et al., 2007). Other studies have shown that users will choose 

higher ranking results even when more relevant results are lower on the page (Haas & Unkel, 

2017; Joachims et al., 2007; Pan et al., 2007; Kammerer & Gerjets, 2014; cf. Han et al., 2021; Liu 

& Zhang, 2019; Walhout et al., 2017). 

Patterns of search behavior found in marketing studies prior to 2013 prompted the first 

author of the present article to ask the following: If high-ranking search results reliably attracted 

the most clicks, could such results be used to influence people’s opinions and even, perhaps, their 

votes? The first experiments to explore such questions showed that search results could indeed 
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shift opinions and voting preferences and, as we mentioned in the main body of text, that biased 

results could produce a large effect even after a single search.  

 

S2 Text. Details of the Epstein and Robertson (2015) Experimental Procedure 

 In five randomized, controlled, counterbalanced, double-blind experiments published in the 

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, undecided voters were first asked a number of 

demographic questions, then asked to read short biographies of two political candidates, and then to 

give their initial opinions about the candidates and to indicate which one they would likely vote for. 

Next, participants were able to use a mock search engine – “Kadoodle,” which looked and functioned 

like the Google search engine – to research each candidate, having first been randomly assigned to one 

of three groups: a group in which search results favored Candidate A, Candidate B, or neither 

candidate. Finally, participants rated the candidates again and indicated whom they would likely vote 

for now that they had more information.  

 In multiple experiments and replications, a large and statistically significant increase was found 

in the percentage of people (in the two bias groups, combined) who selected the candidate who was 

favored in the bias groups. As a result, the authors concluded that if people are exposed to statistically 

biased search results in the searches they conduct every day, such bias might be having a large impact 

on the thinking and behavior of people around the world. The Epstein and Robertson (2015) 

experiments showed that search results favoring one candidate can easily shift 20% or more of 

undecided voters to favor that candidate after a single search – up to 80% in some demographic groups. 
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S3 Text. Compliance with Ethical Standards 

 The federally registered Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the sponsoring institution 

(American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology) approved this study with exempt 

status under HHS rules because (a) the anonymity of participants was preserved and (b) the risk to 

participants was minimal. The IRB is registered with OHRP under number IRB00009303, and the 

Federalwide Assurance number for the IRB is FWA00021545. Informed written consent was 

obtained for all three experiments as specified in the Procedure section below. 

The IRB granted exempt status to this study under HHS rules because (a) the anonymity of 

participants was preserved and (b) the risk to participants was minimal. The IRB also exempted 

this study from informed consent requirements (relevant HHS Federal Regulations, 45 CFR 

46.116(d), 45 CFR 46.117(c)(2), and 45 CFR 46.111).was obtained for all three experiments as 

specified in the Procedure section below. 

 

S4 Text. Participant Instructions  

Thank you for your interest in our study, which is being conducted by a nonprofit, 

nonpartisan organization called HFE Research. We are interested in how Internet research 

might affect the way people view political candidates. Here is how the study works: 

 

First, we will ask you some basic questions about yourself. Your answers will be kept 

strictly confidential and are being used for research purposes only, so please be honest. 

 

Then we will ask you to familiarize yourself with our search engine by performing several 

routine searches. After you've become familiar with our search engine, we'll ask you to 

report your views on the two main political candidates who ran for the office of prime 

minister in the 2015 UK election. After you have reported your views, you will be asked to 

do some background research on the candidates using our search engine. Then we will ask 

you some additional questions, and you're done! 

 

The entire process takes less than 20 minutes, and most people find it to be quite 

interesting. 

http://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/humansubjects/guidance/45cfr46.html#46.116%28d%29
http://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/humansubjects/guidance/45cfr46.html#46.116%28d%29
http://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/humansubjects/guidance/45cfr46.html#46.117%28c%29%282%29
http://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/humansubjects/guidance/45cfr46.html#46.111
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This study has been reviewed and approved by the HFE Institutional Review Board. We do 

not anticipate any difficulties or risks in your participation in this survey, but if you 

encounter any problems or have any concerns while taking the survey, we encourage you to 

email the researchers at info@HFEResearch.org. After you have completed the survey you 

will have the option to contact us if for any reason you wish to have your data removed 

from the study. 

 

PLEASE NOTE: It is important that you comply fully with the instructions you are given. 

If you skip any part of the study, we will not pay you. Please participate fully, accurately, 

and honestly in every part of the study. That is the only way it can produce meaningful 

results. Thank you very much for your cooperation! 

 

Okay, are you ready to go? Then click below to continue. 

 

By clicking continue I understand that I must be 18 or over to participate in this study, that 

my participation is voluntary, that I am free to withdraw at any time, that I am providing 

information anonymously and that demographic information collected is confidential and 

cannot be used to identify me. I agree to allow the data collected to be used for future 

research projects, and I understand that completion and submission of this survey implies 

my consent to participate in the present study. 

 

S5 Text. Experimental Procedure Part 1: Pre-Training 

Pre-training queries and search results, High-Trust group 

Below are the 12 search results shown for each of five different queries as shown to members 

of the High-Trust group in the pre-training condition – two results pages with six results per 

page. In the High-Trust group, the correct answer to the query could always be found by 

clicking on the highest-ranking link. In the Low-Trust group, the correct answer could never 

be found by clicking on either of two highest-ranking links. Low-Trust queries and search 

results are shown further below. 

 

Query: 

 

1. What does IKEA stand for? 
 

Page 1 of results 

Ikea - brand of the many 

http://www.theguardian.com/business/2005/jun/12/theobserver.observerbusiness4 

Ikea's identity is founded on a commitment to good design at low prices. Thirty years ago, 

https://aibrt.org/POS-OC/show_webpage.php?webpages=Trial_1_Webpages&pagename=WebPage1.htm&PHPSESSID=hnc7vqj0rfeclsrnpnjkk6spr5
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Kamprad ... the ideas of 'flat-pack' and 'Ikea' are inseparable. The practicality ... 'Ikea' 

stands for ... 

What Ikea Product Names REALLY Mean 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/what-do-ikea-product-names... 

Ikea product names can be a mouthful for the English-speaking set. ... every Ikea product 

gets a name chosen with love and care. "Typically, the name is hand-picked from an ... 

The Most Ridiculous IKEA Product Names (and What They Mean) 

http://flavorwire.com/225706/the-most-ridiculous-ikea-product-names-... 

... reading the product names, first instituted to compensate for the dyslexia of IKEA ... of 

the most ridiculous-sounding IKEA product names. ... KNUTSTORP: Knutstorp Castle is 

the birthplace... 

What do IKEA's furniture names actually mean? 

http://www.techtimes.com/articles/13771/20140822/ikea-furniture-names... 

There's one thing that always sticks with people after they leave: the names of IKEA's 

furniture items. ... how IKEA names its products. Due to his dyslexia, IKEA's founder 

Ingvar Kamprad thought labeling the ... 

Ikea commits €1bn to sustainability and leads a roster of green ... 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/retailandconsumer/11650751... 

The Swedish flat-pack furniture company will spend €500m on wind power and about 

€100m on solar energy ... Ikea's Scandinavian operations are now entirely energy 

independent ... Unilever's business model includes using sustainably ... 

Lawsuit: IKEA to blame for dresser's deadly tip-over 

http://www.philly.com/philly/blogs/dncrime/Lawsuit-IKEA-to-blame-for-dressers... 

... toddler died after an IKEA dresser fell on him has sued the Scandinavian chain ... 

According to estimates from the Consumer Product Safety Commission, ... IKEA chests of 

drawers are safe for their intended use when ... 
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Frugal life of Mr IKEA: Meet the flatpack billionaire who only ... 

http://www.express.co.uk/news/world/387763/Frugal-life-of-Mr... 

... the 87th birthday tomorrow of Ikea founder Ingvar Kamprad. But Mr Kamprad, a 

widower, does not go in for extravagances such as birthday parties. ... The Truth 

About Ikea published in 2010, Kamprad’s former executive assistant Johan Stenebo ... 

Behind the Brand: IKEA 

http://www.theecologist.org/green_green_living/behind_the_label/1098324... 

IKEA says that it is moving toward powering all of its stores with renewable energy, ... 

The High Cost of Discount Culture, Ellen Ruppel Shell argues that IKEA - by some 

measures the world’s third-largest consumer of wood - sells products with ... 
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Ikea to go 'forest positive' - but serious challenges lie ahead 

http://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/ikea-sustainability-forest-... 

Ikea isn't starting from ground zero – for years the company has been working through 

sustainable business models ... In 2012 Ikea increased the volume of solid wood from 

forests certified by the FSC from 16.2% to 22.6% and supported ... 

How IKEA Became Kings of Content Marketing 

https://contently.com/strategist/2014/11/07/how-ikea-became-kings-of-... 

But what about IKEA? The Swedish ‘Life Improvement Store’ prints over 200 million 

copies of its catalog ... They don’t just glean this consumer information from surveys and 

reports. IKEA actually sends design experts into people’s ... 

Ikea is betting big on wind energy in the US 

http://blogs.marketwatch.com/behindthestorefront/2014/04/15/ikea-is-betting... 

The Illinois wind farm, slated to include 49 wind turbines and be wholly owned by Ikea, is 

expected to be fully operational by the first half of 2015. Ikea plans to delegate 

management to wind and solar developer Apex Clean Energy. ... 

IKEA Group and IKEA Foundation commit a total of EUR 1 ... 

http://www.ikeafoundation.org/1-billion-for-climate-action/ 

Group - The EUR 600 million commitment to renewable energy, announced today by 

the IKEA Group, builds on the EUR 1.5 billion invested in wind and solar ... This includes 

going 100% for renewable energy, by investing in wind and ... 
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2. What is the capital of Lesotho? 
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Lesotho Facts 

http://www.mapsofworld.com/lesotho/information/facts.htm 

The Kingdom of Lesotho is an enclave surrounded by the Republic of South Africa. ... 

Lesotho was founded by the British ... the only sizable city in the country, and 

the capital city of Lesotho is ... 

Lesotho National Population Policy, June 1994 

http://www.hsph.harvard.edu/population/policies/LESOTHO.htm 

... urban areas are presently estimated to be growing at the rate of 5.5 percent with the 

exception of Maseru where the rate is higher than this. ... If the current rate of population 

growth (2.6%) continues, [the] population of Lesotho will double in less than three ... 
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Lesotho Population 

http://countrymeters.info/en/Lesotho 

... the population of Lesotho was estimated to be 2 072 046 people. This is an increase of 

0.33 % (6 856 people) compared to population ... Density of population is calculated as 

permanently settled population ... The productive part of ... 

Lesotho Economic Outlook 

http://www.afdb.org/en/countries/southern-africa/lesotho/lesotho-economic-outlook 

These include a lower degree of diversification, low domestic savings leading to over-

dependence on foreign capital ... and enabled some level of liquidity. The slow 

implementation of the foreign financed capital expenditure ... 

Lesotho country profile - Overview 

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-13728324 

The Kingdom of Lesotho is made up mostly of highlands where many of the villages can 

be reached only ... forced by the lack of job opportunities to find work at South ... 

Economic woes have been compounded by the scrapping of a global textile quota ... 

Maloti Mountains | mountains, Lesotho 

http://www.britannica.com/place/Maloti-Mountains 

The term as generally used outside Lesotho refers to a particular range that trends off to the 

southwest from the Great Escarpment of the Drakensberg Range, which forms ... 

containing the highest peaks in southern Africa. ... 
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History of Lesotho 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Lesotho 

Subsequent evolution of the state was shaped by contact with the British and Dutch 

colonists from Cape Colony. ... It was divided into seven administrative districts: Berea, 

Leribe, Maseru, Mohales Hock, Mafeteng, Qacha's Nek and Quthing. 

Lesotho Its people, issues and history 

http://africa.co.ls/aboutLesotho.html 

Lesotho (pronounced li-soo-too), is officially the Kingdom of Lesotho, a landlocked 

country entirely surrounded by the Republic of South Africa ... some of the issues 

confronting Lesotho today including how the Basotho people may be able to ... 

Climate of Lesotho 

http://www.lesmet.org.ls/cimatology/climate-lesotho 

The climate of Lesotho is primarily influenced by the country’s location in the Karoo 

Basin, ... constitute 85% of the country’s total annual precipitation. ... Senqu River Valley 

area to as high as 1,200mm ... border with the Republic of South Africa. 

Lesotho Economy: Population, GDP, Inflation, Business, ... 

http://www.heritage.org/index/country/lesotho 
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Lesotho is ranked 38th out of 46 countries in the Sub-Saharan Africa region, ... nearly 

three decades. Lesotho is a parliamentary constitutional monarchy. King Letsie III is 

ceremonial head of state. Thomas Thabane, elected prime minister ... 

Lesotho Economy 2015 

http://www.theodora.com/wfbcurrent/lesotho/lesotho_economy.html 

Customs duties from the Southern Africa Customs Union accounted for 44% of 

government revenue in 2012. ... US. Diamond mining in Lesotho has grown in recent years 

and may contribute 8.5% to GDP by 2015, according to current forecasts. ... 

Women in Lesotho: Gender Inequality 

http://pcbalch.blogspot.com/2008/07/women-in-lesotho-gender-inequality.html 

Many women in sub-Saharan Africa suffer relentlessly due to gender inequality in addition 

to other major underlying crises like poverty ... more tangible. For example, culturally 

in Lesotho a married woman is considered the property of her husband. 
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3. Who were the two inventors of Post-it Notes? 
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An Idea That Stuck: How A Hymnal Bookmark Helped Inspire ... 

http://www.npr.org/2014/07/26/335402996/an-idea-that-stuck-how-a-hymnal-... 

It all started when he stumbled on a new type of adhesive that ... But he had a problem: He 

didn't know what to do with it. ... The two inventors of the Post-it Note, ... because their 

lab only had scrap yellow paper on hand. ... 

3M has a plan to keep the Post-it note relevant to young ... 

http://qz.com/161626/3m-has-a-plan-to-keep-the-post-it-note-relevant-to-... 

These small squares of paper with a strip of adhesive on their rear, ... earn nicely for their 

maker, industrial conglomerate 3M. ... Michael Vale, head of 3M’s consumer and office 

business said. 

Did the rise of agile methodologies significantly increase the ... 

https://www.quora.com/Did-the-rise-of-agile-methodologies-significantly-... 

We've burned through blocks of Post-it notes crazy fast for all my projects, so I was 

wondering if Post-it sales increased after Waterfall was thrown ... market is much bigger 

than just Post-It by 3M. ... 
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Why 3M's Marketing Sticks With Millennials and DIY'ers 

http://mashable.com/2014/05/21/3m-post-it-marketing-strategy/#uL30rLcsFPqd 

3M has always been known as one of America's most innovative companies. In its 112-

year history, ... "Post-it, for example, isn't about the stickiness of the Post-it," she says. 

"It's about how Post-its can add many small touches to your life ... 

Inside 3M's First Global Brand Campaign In More Than 25 Years 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/jenniferrooney/2015/03/11/inside-3ms-first-global-... 

Consumers know the company well for its everyday brands: Post-it. Scotch. Filtrete. 

Command. ... St. Paul-based 3M, with 32 billion in revenue, 65% of which comes from ... 

varied company, and to reap marketing efficiency, said Jesse Singh, ... 

Bowing to pressure, 3M agrees to reshape its sustainable ... 

https://www.minnpost.com/earth-journal/2015/03/bowing-pressure-3m-... 

After a long siege of public pressure and negotiations, punctuated occasionally by media-

savvy comic stunts, the 3M Co. ... the steady stream of wood fiber it turns into Post-Its, 

masking tape and other products ... 
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Giant Post-It Note Tells 3M to “Do the Right Thing” for Forests 

http://www.triplepundit.com/podium/giant-post-note-tells-3m-forests/ 

... unfurled a gigantic 40 x 40’ Post-It Note launching a new campaign against the 

destructive environmental practices of 3M, the St-Paul based corporate giant that 

produces Post-It Notes and Scotch Tape. ... 

3M $3 Million Behind Bulletproof Glass Challenge Real? 

http://guardianlv.com/2014/03/3m-3-million-behind-bulletproof-glass-challenge-real/ 

Recently there has been a picture being shared on social media which ... The glass poster 

case was prepared by covering it with a 3M product called Scotchshield, ... all of the 

attention that it still seems to gather. 

Goals & Progress | Sustainability at 3M United States 

http://www.3m.com/3M/en_US/sustainability-us/goals-progress/ 

Setting goals to drive Sustainability progress is nothing new at 3M. We have been setting 

global ... US Environmental Protection Agency’s ENERGY STAR™ award for our 

worldwide energy-conservation efforts. This was the 10th consecutive year 3M ... 

How Post-it Notes Can Help You Keep Perspective 

http://www.digitalistmag.com/innovation/using-post-notes-keep-perspective-03024843 

Close your eyes and visualize a wall of yellow Post-it Notes. Each Post-it Note represents 

a day, week, month, or year as the timespan of the ... In addition to the Post-It 

Notes strategy, below are four questions ... 

What's the thinking behind this color palette? 

http://ask.metafilter.com/254903/Whats-the-thinking-behind-this-color-palette 
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The original yellow color was more or less random according to this interview. .... The 

familiar pale yellow used in the original Post-it Notes. ... would blend in - it was a 

pure accident. 

Guide to Using Evernote with Post-it® Notes 

https://evernote.com/partner/postitbrand/guide/#4 

Once Post-it® Notes have been captured into Evernote, you can organize them into 

notebooks, tag them, and set reminders as you would with ... each Post-it® Notes note 

color can be automatically assigned to ... 
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4. What were the two highest-grossing movies between 1990 and 1999? 
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The Highest Grossing 90s Movies 

www.ranker.com/list/the-highest-grossing-90s-movies/all-genre-movies-lists 

These are the top 50 grossing films of the 1990s. ... CGI finally began to reach a photo 

realistic quality as seen in such films as "Terminator 2" and "Jurassic Park".... span 

multiple genres and demographics. ... top 50 grossing films of the 1990s 

14 Things You Might Not Know About ‘Ghost’ 

http://mentalfloss.com/article/66109/14-things-you-might-not-know-about-ghost 

Produced for a modest $22 million, it ended the year with a worldwide gross of 

$505,702,588 ... According to Box Office Mojo, the highest-

grossing domestic film of 1990 is ... After the unexpected $200 million domestic gross ... 

Jurassic World explodes at box office to set record as biggest... 

http://m.smh.com.au/entertainment/movies/jurassic-world-explodes-at... 

Jun 15, 2015 ... In the United States, the movie has taken US$204.6 million on its opening 

weekend. The result pushes it ahead of ... The Avengers: The Age of Ultron and into 

position as the second strongest opening ever. ... 

Resident Evil: Afterlife is top-grossing Canadian flick 

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/arts/film/resident-evil-afterlife-is-top... 

Resident Evil: Afterlife, the fourth instalment ... Canadian film in domestic theatres last 

year, grossing a total of just less than $7-million. ... toppling Porky's, a 1982 release, as the 

most successful Canadian-produced movie ever. 
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The most famous movie set in every state 

http://www.businessinsider.com/the-most-famous-movie-set-in-every-state-2014-7 

Everyone has that one movie that reminds them of home. We set out to name the most 

famous movie in every state – a challenging and subjective endeavor. ... The movie's 

lifetime gross, its critical acclaim, ... 

The 100 Best Films of the 1990s 

http://www.slantmagazine.com/features/article/the-100-best-films-of-the-1990s 

By the current timetable of cultural recycling, pop artifacts tend to look ... but also not yet 

easily filed as products of their time - roughly 15 to 20 years following their initial 

conception ... I set about the task of ... 
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THE LISTS: Top 10 highest grossing films of the decade ... 

http://www.incontention.com/2009/09/01/the-lists-top-10-highest-grossing-films-of... 

The top 10 highest grossing films of the aughts is probably set in stone. At first ... was a 

doubt that this decade would be defined by anything but franchises ... Number of sequels in 

the top 10 highest grossing movies of the 1990s: 1. Number of sequels ... 

10 High-Grossing Horror Films 

http://www.chillertv.com/news/2015-07-08-10-high-grossing-horror-films 

... take a look at some of the highest grossing horror films of all time! ... look at the biggest 

moneymakers in different categories, including found footage, slashers, remakes and 

supernatural horror! 

The 5 Highest Grossing Disney Animated Musicals 

http://www.cheatsheet.com/google-news/the-5-highest-grossing-disney-animated... 

Disney believes the film could rival some of the studio’s best animated musical films of 

all time. ... Frozen in private that suggests there are those at the studio who believe it could 

rival cherished films ... the late 1980s to late 1990s. The risk Disney took ... 

The 20 Highest Grossing Scary Movies Of All Time 

http://www.businessinsider.com/the-20-highest-grossing-horror-movies-of-all... 

In honor of Halloween, we thought it would be appropriate to round up the highest-

grossing horror films of all time. ... The following 20 movies are ranked in ascending order 

according to US gross totals. 

15 Highest-Grossing Best Picture Oscar Winners 

http://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2011/01/15-highest-grossing... 

A ranked list of the Academy Award-winning films that have made the most money at the 

box office ... To determine the box-office ranking ... we adjusted their domestic grosses for 

inflation. The research team ... 

The Top 25 Dinosaur Movies 

http://screenrant.com/best-dinosaur-movies-jurassic-park-world/?view=all 
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The recent success of Jurassic World, which has secured the title of highest global box-

office opening ever ... Whether you’re debating with your friends ... everyone would 

possibly die, admit it, you’d ... movie favorite, you are definitely not alone. 
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5. In what year was the first Harry Potter book released in the UK? 
 

Page 1 of results 

Harry Potter and the Scorcerer's Stone Introduction 

http://www.shmoop.com/harry-potter-sorcerers-stone/ 

J.K. Rowling dreamt it up on a train ride to London and spent years...until one (yay 

Bloomsbury!) finally agreed to publish her work in the United Kingdom in ... Harry 

Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone was published in the United States in ... 

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone (2001) 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0241527/?ref_=ttrel_rel_tt 

Rescued from the outrageous neglect of his aunt and uncle, a young boy ... Harry Potter 

and the Sorcerer's Stone is the first film...novels by J.K. Rowling. It is the tale of Harry 

Potter, an ordinary 11-year old boy serving as a sort of slave ... 

The Wizarding World of Harry Potter 

https://www.universalorlando.com/Theme-Parks/Wizarding-World-Of-Harry-Potter.aspx 

Experience the two...World of Harry Potter...The Wizarding World of Harry Potter is 

included with your Universal Orlando theme park ...Experience all the magic and 

excitement of The Wizarding World of Harry Potter with this exclusive... 

See 4 never-before-seen images from the illustrated Harry Potter... 

http://www.ew.com/article/2015/10/04/illustrated-harry-potter-sorcerers-stone-images 

Jim Kay's breathtaking illustrations from Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone:The 

Illustrated Edition (out Oct. 6)...from his native U.K. little by little...the painting was never 

intended to be in the book...putting his own stamp on Harry and friends ... 

The Harry Potter Personality Test 

http://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2015/06/harry-potter-house-personality... 

Pottermore, the Harry Potter-themed website unveiled by J.K. Rowling in 2012...has 

peered deep into my soul...For the study - titled "Harry Potter and the measures of 

personality...Beyond delighting or devastating the Harry Potter superfans... 
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Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets 

https://www.hp-lexicon.org/about/books/cs/book_cs.html 

...first British printing: July 1998, Bloomsbury Books...This is the second book ...Harry 

Potter and the Chamber of Secrets - 85,141 words...A working title for 

this book was Harry Potter and the... 

Page 2 of results 

Daniel Radcliffe's Next Trick is to Make Harry Potter Disappear 

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/06/magazine/daniel-radcliffe.html?_r=1 

Before Daniel Radcliffe became the most famous child actor in history, he was just a 

child...for the first Harry Potter film, "Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone," he 

smiles brightly... 

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, Part 2 

http://www.rollingstone.com/movies/reviews/harry-potter-and-the-deathly-hallows... 

What is dead is the Harry Potter film franchise that milked Brit author J.K. 

Rowling's seven bestsellers for eight movies...Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, 

Part 2 puts...Chris Columbus' candy-assed Sorcerer's Stone, hit the box-office jackpot... 

J.K. Rowling Supports That One Big 'Harry Potter' Theory on... 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/jk-rowling-harry-potter-theory-dumbledore... 

We've heard help will always be given at Hogwards to those who ask, and now J.K. 

Rowling is proving it. ..."Harry Potter and the Cursed Child," saying that the "cursed 

child" is not Tom Riddle... 

Children's Books 

https://www.nytimes.com/books/99/02/14/reviews/990214.14childrt.html 

And so it is with Harry Potter, the star of "Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone," 

by J.K. Rowling, a wonderful first novel from England that won major literary 

awards...Poor Harry Potter is orphaned as a baby... 

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone 

http://www.sparknotes.com/lit/harrypotter/context.html 

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone emerged from the creative mind of J.K. (Joanna 

Kathleen) Rowling...Her first book was published under the original titled Harry 

Potter and the Philosopher's Stone... 

J.K. Rowling Just Published a New Harry Potter Story 

http://time.com/2965574/j-k-rowling-new-harry-potter-story/ 

Nearly seven years aftering publishing the final book in the Harry Potter series, J.K. 

Rowling has ... published to her website Pottermore. ... this is the first time Rowling has 

written... 
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Pre-training questions and search results, Low-Trust group 

In the Low-Trust group, the correct answer could never be found by clicking on either of two 

highest-ranking links. 

 

Query: 

 

1. What does IKEA stand for? 
 

Page 1 of results 

Ikea commits €1bn to sustainability and leads a roster of green ... 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/retailandconsumer/11650751... 

The Swedish flat-pack furniture company will spend €500m on wind power and about 

€100m on solar energy ... Ikea's Scandinavian operations are now entirely energy 

independent ... Unilever's business model includes using sustainably ... 

What Ikea Product Names REALLY Mean 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/what-do-ikea-product-names... 

Ikea product names can be a mouthful for the English-speaking set. ... every Ikea product 

gets a name chosen with love and care. "Typically, the name is hand-picked from an ... 

The Most Ridiculous IKEA Product Names (and What They Mean) 

http://flavorwire.com/225706/the-most-ridiculous-ikea-product-names-... 

... reading the product names, first instituted to compensate for the dyslexia of IKEA ... of 

the most ridiculous-sounding IKEA product names. ... KNUTSTORP: Knutstorp Castle is 

the birthplace... 

What do IKEA's furniture names actually mean? 

http://www.techtimes.com/articles/13771/20140822/ikea-furniture-names... 

There's one thing that always sticks with people after they leave: the names of IKEA's 

furniture items. ... how IKEA names its products. Due to his dyslexia, IKEA's founder 

Ingvar Kamprad thought labeling the ... 

Ikea - brand of the many 

http://www.theguardian.com/business/2005/jun/12/theobserver.observerbusiness4 

Ikea's identity is founded on a commitment to good design at low prices. Thirty years ago, 
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Kamprad ... the ideas of 'flat-pack' and 'Ikea' are inseparable. The practicality ... 'Ikea' 

stands for ... 

Lawsuit: IKEA to blame for dresser's deadly tip-over 

http://www.philly.com/philly/blogs/dncrime/Lawsuit-IKEA-to-blame-for-dressers... 

... toddler died after an IKEA dresser fell on him has sued the Scandinavian chain ... 

According to estimates from the Consumer Product Safety Commission, ... IKEA chests of 

drawers are safe for their intended use when ... 

Page 2 of results 

Frugal life of Mr IKEA: Meet the flatpack billionaire who only ... 

http://www.express.co.uk/news/world/387763/Frugal-life-of-Mr... 

... the 87th birthday tomorrow of Ikea founder Ingvar Kamprad. But Mr Kamprad, a 

widower, does not go in for extravagances such as birthday parties. ... The Truth 

About Ikea published in 2010, Kamprad’s former executive assistant Johan Stenebo ... 

Behind the Brand: IKEA 

http://www.theecologist.org/green_green_living/behind_the_label/1098324... 

IKEA says that it is moving toward powering all of its stores with renewable energy, ... 

The High Cost of Discount Culture, Ellen Ruppel Shell argues that IKEA - by some 

measures the world's third-largest consumer of wood - sells products with ... 

Ikea to go 'forest positive' – but serious challenges lie ahead 

http://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/ikea-sustainability-forest-... 

Ikea isn't starting from ground zero – for years the company has been working through 

sustainable business models ... In 2012 Ikea increased the volume of solid wood from 

forests certified by the FSC from 16.2% to 22.6% and supported ... 

How IKEA Became Kings of Content Marketing 

https://contently.com/strategist/2014/11/07/how-ikea-became-kings-of-... 

But what about IKEA? The Swedish “Life Improvement Store” prints over 200 million 

copies of its catalog ... They don’t just glean this consumer information from surveys and 

reports. IKEA actually sends design experts into people’s ... 

Ikea is betting big on wind energy in the US 

http://blogs.marketwatch.com/behindthestorefront/2014/04/15/ikea-is-betting... 

The Illinois wind farm, slated to include 49 wind turbines and be wholly owned by Ikea, is 

expected to be fully operational by the first half of 2015. Ikea plans to delegate 

management to wind and solar developer Apex Clean Energy. ... 

IKEA Group and IKEA Foundation commit a total of EUR 1 ... 

http://www.ikeafoundation.org/1-billion-for-climate-action/ 

Group – The EUR 600 million commitment to renewable energy, announced today by 

the IKEA Group, builds on the EUR 1.5 billion invested in wind and solar ... This includes 

going 100% for renewable energy, by investing in wind and ... 
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2. What is the capital of Lesotho? 
 

Page 1 of results 

Lesotho country profile - Overview 

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-13728324 

The Kingdom of Lesotho is made up mostly of highlands where many of the villages can 

be reached only ... forced by the lack of job opportunities to find work at South ... 

Economic woes have been compounded by the scrapping of a global textile quota ... 

Lesotho National Population Policy, June 1994 

http://www.hsph.harvard.edu/population/policies/LESOTHO.htm 

... urban areas are presently estimated to be growing at the rate of 5.5 percent with the 

exception of Maseru where the rate is higher than this. ... If the current rate of population 

growth (2.6%) continues, [the] population of Lesotho will double in less than three ... 

Lesotho Population 

http://countrymeters.info/en/Lesotho 

... the population of Lesotho was estimated to be 2 072 046 people. This is an increase of 

0.33 % (6 856 people) compared to population ... Density of population is tabl as 

permanently settled population ... The productive part of ... 

Lesotho Economic Outlook 

http://www.afdb.org/en/countries/southern-africa/lesotho/lesotho-economic-outlook 

These include a lower degree of diversification, low domestic savings leading to over-

dependence on foreign capital ... and enabled some level of liquidity. The slow 

implementation of the foreign financed capital expenditure ... 

Lesotho Facts 

http://www.mapsofworld.com/lesotho/information/facts.htm 

The Kingdom of Lesotho is an enclave surrounded by the Republic of South Africa. ... 

Lesotho was founded by the British ... the only sizable city in the country, and 

the capital city of Lesotho is ... 

Maloti Mountains | mountains, Lesotho 

http://www.britannica.com/place/Maloti-Mountains 

The term as generally used outside Lesotho refers to a particular range that trends off to the 
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southwest from the Great Escarpment of the Drakensberg Range, which forms ... 

containing the highest peaks in southern Africa. ... 

Page 2 of results 

History of Lesotho 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Lesotho 

Subsequent evolution of the state was shaped by contact with the British and Dutch 

colonists from Cape Colony. ... It was divided into seven administrative districts: Berea, 

Leribe, Maseru, Mohales Hock, Mafeteng, Qacha's Nek and Quthing. 

Lesotho Its people, issues and history 

http://africa.co.ls/aboutLesotho.html 

Lesotho (pronounced li-soo-too), is officially the Kingdom of Lesotho, a landlocked 

country entirely surrounded by the Republic of South Africa ... some of the issues 

confronting Lesotho today including how the Basotho people may be able to ... 

Climate of Lesotho 

http://www.lesmet.org.ls/cimatology/climate-lesotho 

The climate of Lesotho is primarily influenced by the country’s location in the Karoo 

Basin, ... constitute 85% of the country’s total annual precipitation. ... Senqu River Valley 

area to as high as 1,200mm ... border with the Republic of South Africa. 

Lesotho Economy: Population, GDP, Inflation, Business, ... 

http://www.heritage.org/index/country/lesotho 

Lesotho is ranked 38th out of 46 countries in the Sub-Saharan Africa region, ... nearly 

three decades. Lesotho is a parliamentary constitutional monarchy. King Letsie III is 

ceremonial head of state. Thomas Thabane, elected prime minister ... 

Lesotho Economy 2015 

http://www.theodora.com/wfbcurrent/lesotho/lesotho_economy.html 

Customs duties from the Southern Africa Customs Union accounted for 44% of 

government revenue in 2012. ... US. Diamond mining in Lesotho has grown in recent years 

and may contribute 8.5% to GDP by 2015, according to current forecasts. ... 

Women in Lesotho: Gender Inequality 

http://pcbalch.blogspot.com/2008/07/women-in-lesotho-gender-inequality.html 

Many women in sub-Saharan Africa suffer relentlessly due to gender inequality in addition 

to other major underlying crises like poverty ... more tangible. For example, culturally 

in Lesotho a married woman is considered the property of her husband. 
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3. Who were the two inventors of Post-it Notes? 
 

Page 1 of results 

What's the thinking behind this color palette? 

http://ask.metafilter.com/254903/Whats-the-thinking-behind-this-color-palette 

The original yellow color was more or less random according to this interview. .... The 

familiar pale yellow used in the original Post-it Notes. ... would blend in - it was a 

pure accident. 

3M has a plan to keep the Post-it note relevant to young ... 

http://qz.com/161626/3m-has-a-plan-to-keep-the-post-it-note-relevant-to-... 

These small squares of paper with a strip of adhesive on their rear, ... earn nicely for their 

maker, industrial conglomerate 3M. ... Michael Vale, head of 3M’s consumer and office 

business said. 

Did the rise of agile methodologies significantly increase the ... 

https://www.quora.com/Did-the-rise-of-agile-methodologies-significantly-... 

We've burned through blocks of Post-it notes crazy fast for all my projects, so I was 

wondering if Post-it sales increased after Waterfall was thrown ... market is much bigger 

than just Post-It by 3M. ... 

Why 3M's Marketing Sticks With Millennials and DIY'ers 

http://mashable.com/2014/05/21/3m-post-it-marketing-strategy/#uL30rLcsFPqd 

3M has always been known as one of America's most innovative companies. In its 112-

year history, ... "Post-it, for example, isn't about the stickiness of the Post-it,” she says. 

"It's about how Post-its can add many small touches to your life ... 

Inside 3M's First Global Brand Campaign In More Than 25 Years 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/jenniferrooney/2015/03/11/inside-3ms-first-global-... 

Consumers know the company well for its everyday brands: Post-it. Scotch. Filtrete. 

Command. ... St. Paul-based 3M, with 32 billion in revenue, 65% of which comes from ... 

varied company, and to reap marketing efficiency, said Jesse Singh, ... 

Bowing to pressure, 3M agrees to reshape its sustainable ... 

https://www.minnpost.com/earth-journal/2015/03/bowing-pressure-3m-... 

After a long siege of public pressure and negotiations, punctuated occasionally by media-

savvy comic stunts, the 3M Co. ... the steady stream of wood fiber it turns into Post-Its, 

masking tape and other products ... 

Page 2 of results 
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Giant Post-It Note Tells 3M to “Do the Right Thing” for Forests 

http://www.triplepundit.com/podium/giant-post-note-tells-3m-forests/ 

... unfurled a gigantic 40 x 40’ Post-It Note launching a new campaign against the 

destructive environmental practices of 3M, the St-Paul based corporate giant that 

produces Post-It Notes and Scotch Tape. ... 

3M $3 Million Behind Bulletproof Glass Challenge Real? 

http://guardianlv.com/2014/03/3m-3-million-behind-bulletproof-glass-challenge-real/ 

Recently there has been a picture being shared on social media which ... The glass poster 

case was prepared by covering it with a 3M product called Scotchshield, ... all of the 

attention that it still seems to gather. 

Goals & Progress | Sustainability at 3M United States 

http://www.3m.com/3M/en_US/sustainability-us/goals-progress/ 

Setting goals to drive Sustainability progress is nothing new at 3M. We have been setting 

global ... US Environmental Protection Agency’s ENERGY STAR™ award for our 

worldwide energy-conservation efforts. This was the 10th consecutive year 3M ... 

How Post-it Notes Can Help You Keep Perspective 

http://www.digitalistmag.com/innovation/using-post-notes-keep-perspective-03024843 

Close your eyes and visualize a wall of yellow Post-it Notes. Each Post-it Note represents 

a day, week, month, or year as the timespan of the ... In addition to the Post-It 

Notes strategy, below are four questions ... 

An Idea That Stuck: How A Hymnal Bookmark Helped Inspire ... 

http://www.npr.org/2014/07/26/335402996/an-idea-that-stuck-how-a-hymnal-... 

It all started when he stumbled on a new type of adhesive that ... But he had a problem: He 

didn't know what to do with it. ... The two inventors of the Post-it Note, ... because their 

lab only had scrap yellow paper on hand. ... 

Guide to Using Evernote with Post-it® Notes 

https://evernote.com/partner/postitbrand/guide/#4 

Once Post-it® Notes have been captured into Evernote, you can organize them into 

notebooks, tag them, and set reminders as you would with ... each Post-it® Notes note 

color can be automatically assigned to ... 
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4. What were the two highest-grossing movies between 1990 and 1999? 
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Page 1 of results 

15 Highest-Grossing Best Picture Oscar Winners 

http://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2011/01/15-highest-grossing... 

A ranked list of the Academy Award-winning films that have made the most money at the 

box office ... To determine the box-office ranking ... we adjusted their domestic grosses for 

inflation. The research team ... 

14 Things You Might Not Know About “Ghost” 

http://mentalfloss.com/article/66109/14-things-you-might-not-know-about-ghost 

Produced for a modest $22 million, it ended the year with a worldwide gross of 

$505,702,588 ... According to Box Office Mojo, the highest-

grossing domestic film of 1990 is ... After the unexpected $200 million domestic gross ... 

Jurassic World explodes at box office to set record as biggest... 

http://m.smh.com.au/entertainment/movies/jurassic-world-explodes-at... 

Jun 15, 2015 ... In the United States, the movie has taken US$204.6 million on its opening 

weekend. The result pushes it ahead of ... The Avengers: The Age of Ultron and into 

position as the second strongest opening ever. ... 

Resident Evil: Afterlife is top-grossing Canadian flick 

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/arts/film/resident-evil-afterlife-is-top... 

Resident Evil: Afterlife, the fourth instalment ... Canadian film in domestic theatres last 

year, grossing a total of just less than $7-million. ... toppling Porky's, a 1982 release, as the 

most successful Canadian-produced movie ever. 

The most famous movie set in every state 

http://www.businessinsider.com/the-most-famous-movie-set-in-every-state-2014-7 

Everyone has that one movie that reminds them of home. We set out to name the most 

famous movie in every state – a challenging and subjective endeavor. ... The movie's 

lifetime gross, its critical acclaim, ... 

The 100 Best Films of the 1990s 

http://www.slantmagazine.com/features/article/the-100-best-films-of-the-1990s 

By the current timetable of cultural recycling, pop artifacts tend to look ... but also not yet 

easily filed as products of their time--roughly 15 to 20 years following their initial 

conception ... I set about the task of ... 

Page 2 of results 

THE LISTS: Top 10 highest grossing films of the decade ... 

http://www.incontention.com/2009/09/01/the-lists-top-10-highest-grossing-films-of... 

The top 10 highest grossing films of the aughts is probably set in stone. At first ... was a 

doubt that this decade would be defined by anything but franchises ... Number of sequels in 

the top 10 highest grossing movies of the 1990s: 1. Number of sequels ... 
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10 High-Grossing Horror Films 

http://www.chillertv.com/news/2015-07-08-10-high-grossing-horror-films 

... take a look at some of the highest grossing horror films of all time! ... look at the biggest 

moneymakers in different categories, including found footage, slashers, remakes and 

supernatural horror! 

The 5 Highest Grossing Disney Animated Musicals 

http://www.cheatsheet.com/google-news/the-5-highest-grossing-disney-animated... 

Disney believes the film could rival some of the studio’s best animated musical films of 

all time. ... Frozen in private that suggests there are those at the studio who believe it could 

rival cherished films ... the late 1980s to late 1990s. The risk Disney took ... 

The 20 Highest Grossing Scary Movies Of All Time 

http://www.businessinsider.com/the-20-highest-grossing-horror-movies-of-all... 

In honor of Halloween, we thought it would be appropriate to round up the highest-

grossing horror films of all time. ... The following 20 movies are ranked in ascending order 

according to US gross totals. 

The Highest Grossing 90s Movies 

www.ranker.com/list/the-highest-grossing-90s-movies/all-genre-movies-lists 

These are the top 50 grossing films of the 1990s. ... CGI finally began to reach a photo 

realistic quality as seen in such films as "Terminator 2" and "Jurassic Park".... span 

multiple genres and demographics. ... top 50 grossing films of the 1990s 

The Top 25 Dinosaur Movies 

http://screenrant.com/best-dinosaur-movies-jurassic-park-world/?view=all 

The recent success of Jurassic World, which has secured the title of highest global box-

office opening ever ... Whether you’re debating with your friends ... everyone would 

possibly die, admit it, you’d ... movie favorite, you are definitely not alone. 
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5. In what year was the first Harry Potter book released in the UK? 
 

Page 1 of results 

J.K. Rowling Just Published a New Harry Potter Story 

http://time.com/2965574/j-k-rowling-new-harry-potter-story/ 

Nearly seven years aftering publishing the final book in the Harry Potter series, J.K. 
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Rowling has ... published to her website Pottermore. ... this is the first time Rowling has 

written... 

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone (2001) 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0241527/?ref_=ttrel_rel_tt 

Rescued from the outrageous neglect of his aunt and uncle, a young boy ... Harry Potter 

and the Sorcerer's Stone is the first film...novels by J.K. Rowling. It is the tale of Harry 

Potter, an ordinary 11-year old boy serving as a sort of slave ... 

The Wizarding World of Harry Potter 

https://www.universalorlando.com/Theme-Parks/Wizarding-World-Of-Harry-Potter.aspx 

Experience the two...World of Harry Potter...The Wizarding World of Harry Potter is 

included with your Universal Orlando theme park ...Experience all the magic and 

excitement of The Wizarding World of Harry Potter with this exclusive... 

See 4 never-before-seen images from the illustrated Harry Potter... 

http://www.ew.com/article/2015/10/04/illustrated-harry-potter-sorcerers-stone-images 

Jim Kay's breathtaking illustrations from Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone:The 

Illustrated Edition (out Oct. 6)...from his native U.K. little by little...the painting was never 

intended to be in the book...putting his own stamp on Harry and friends ... 

The Harry Potter Personality Test 

http://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2015/06/harry-potter-house-personality... 

Pottermore, the Harry Potter-themed website unveiled by J.K. Rowling in 2012...has 

peered deep into my soul...For the study - titled "Harry Potter and the measures of 

personality...Beyond delighting or devastating the Harry Potter superfans... 

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets 

https://www.hp-lexicon.org/about/books/cs/book_cs.html 

...first British printing: July 1998, Bloomsbury Books...This is the second book ...Harry 

Potter and the Chamber of Secrets - 85,141 words...A working title for 

this book was Harry Potter and the... 

Page 2 of results 

Daniel Radcliffe's Next Trick is to Make Harry Potter Disappear 

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/06/magazine/daniel-radcliffe.html?_r=1 

Before Daniel Radcliffe became the most famous child actor in history, he was just a 

child...for the first Harry Potter film, "Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone," he 

smiles brightly... 

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, Part 2 

http://www.rollingstone.com/movies/reviews/harry-potter-and-the-deathly-hallows... 

What is dead is the Harry Potter film franchise that milked Brit author J.K. 

Rowling's seven bestsellers for eight movies...Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, 

Part 2 puts...Chris Columbus' candy-assed Sorcerer's Stone, hit the box-office jackpot... 
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J.K. Rowling Supports That One Big 'Harry Potter' Theory on... 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/jk-rowling-harry-potter-theory-dumbledore... 

We've heard help will always be given at Hogwards to those who ask, and now J.K. 

Rowling is proving it. ..."Harry Potter and the Cursed Child," saying that the "cursed 

child" is not Tom Riddle... 

Children's Books 

https://www.nytimes.com/books/99/02/14/reviews/990214.14childrt.html 

And so it is with Harry Potter, the star of "Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone," 

by J.K. Rowling, a wonderful first novel from England that won major literary 

awards...Poor Harry Potter is orphaned as a baby... 

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone 

http://www.sparknotes.com/lit/harrypotter/context.html 

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone emerged from the creative mind of J.K. (Joanna 

Kathleen) Rowling...Her first book was published under the original titled Harry 

Potter and the Philosopher's Stone... 

Harry Potter and the Scorcerer's Stone Introduction 

http://www.shmoop.com/harry-potter-sorcerers-stone/ 

J.K. Rowling dreamt it up on a train ride to London and spent years...until one (yay 

Bloomsbury!) finally agreed to publish her work in the United Kingdom in ... Harry 

Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone was published in the United States in ... 
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S6 Text. Experimental Procedure Part 2: SEME Experiment, Pre-Search Candidate Biographies 

Ed Miliband.  

Born on December 24, 1969 in the London Borough of Camden, England. Miliband 

moved around England frequently while growing up - his family following his father's 

teaching work. He entered Oxford University in 1989, where he studied Philosophy, 

Politics, and Economics. After graduation, Miliband was encouraged by then Shadow 

Chancellor Gordon Brown to attend the London School of Economics where he would 

obtain a Master's of Science in Economics. Miliband served as Special Adviser from 

1997 to 2002. After spending some time in the United States teaching at Harvard, 

Miliband was elected to Parliament in 2005. In 2010, after Gordon Brown's resignation 

as Prime Minister and Leader of the Labour Party, Miliband was elected the Leader of 

the Opposition, and at age 40, the youngest Leader of the Labour Party ever. In 2011, 

he married barrister Justine Thornton, with whom he has two children. 

David Cameron.  

Born on October 9, 1966 in London, England. Cameron was educated at Heatherdown 

School and later at Eton College, where he entered two years early due to high 

academic achievement. He studied at the University of Oxford, where he earned his 

Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy, Politics, and Economics. After graduation, Cameron 

worked for the Conservative Research Department between 1988 and 1993, and 

subsequently served as Special Adviser to the Chancellor and Home Secretary. He was 

elected to Parliament in 2000 after a string of unsuccessful attempts to secure a seat. In 

2005, he was elected Leader of the Opposition and Leader of the Conservative party. In 

2010, at age 43, at the recommendation of resigned Prime Minister Gordon Brown, 

Cameron became the youngest British Prime Minister since Lord Liverpool. He is 

married to Samantha Gwendoline Sheffield, with whom he has four children.  
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S7 Text. Experimental Procedure Part 2: SEME Experiment, Search Results 

Pro-Miliband group search results 

Below are the 30 search results for the pro-Miliband group: 5 pages of results with 6 

results per page. They appeared in reverse order for the pro-Cameron group. They 

alternated by candidate for the control group. 

 

Page 1 of results 

Ed Miliband would make a great prime minister, says bu... 

www.bbc.co.uk 

Company owner Arnab Dutt claims Ed Miliband would be good for business, ... 

make a great prime minister, says business ... owner Arnab Dutt claims Ed Miliband 

... 

David Cameron accused of being ' chicken' after he pul... 

www.theguardian.co.uk 

David Cameron accused of being 'chicken' after he pulls out of video debate 

1m voters lost from electoral roll, says Ed Miliband... 

www.telegraph.co.uk 

Ed Miliband will accuse Nick Clegg on Friday of delivering “the final insult” to 

young people, claiming that electoral changes mean 1 million people, many of them 

... 

David Cameron Mulls Ban on Encrypted Messaging Including... 

www.bbc.co.uk 

Peter Byrne/Reuters . British Prime Minister David Cameron reacted to last week's 

terrorist attack in Paris by participating in a march declaring solidarity with ... 

Billionaire named in tax scandal files coughs up “ ...... 

www.theguardian.co.uk 

Sections Latest News UK News World News Weird ... A billionaire tycoon named 

in the HSBC tax scandal files had dinner with David ... a billionaire racehorse 

owner ... 

Ed Miliband: don't mistake my decency for weakness | P... 

www.telegraph.co.uk 

Ed Miliband has insisted that he has the strength of character to be prime minister, 

arguing that decency should not be mistaken for weakness, as the Labour party ... 

Page 2 of results 

Ed Miliband's apprenticeship vow: Get the grades and... 

www.bbc.co.uk 
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Labour will create 80,000 more apprenticeships if Ed Miliband wins the election, 

guaranteeing that those who get the grades will get a job. Mr Miliband made the ... 

What David Cameron just proposed would endanger every... 

www.theguardian.co.uk 

What David Cameron just proposed would endanger every Briton and destroy the 

IT industry. David Cameron says there should be no "means of communication" 

which "we ... 

Ed Miliband: Labour will put arts at 'the heart' of ... 

www.telegraph.co.uk 

Nick Clark is the arts correspondent of The Independent. He joined the newspaper 

in June 2007, initially reporting on the stock markets. He has covered beats ... 

Election 2015: David Cameron's is more focused on... 

www.bbc.co.uk 

Election 2015: David Cameron's is more focused on painting a false picture of 

Labour than the truth about the country 

David Cameron's plan to force young jobless into unpaid... 

www.theguardian.co.uk 

News UK News David Cameron ... David Cameron’s plan to force the young 

jobless to do unpaid work will not help them find a ... blackjack and slots at Mirror 

Casino. 

Stephen Green row: David Cameron's key exchanges in... 

www.telegraph.co.uk 

Does the prime minister expect us to believe that in Stephen Green’s three years as 

a ... 

Page 3 of results 

So much for a Punch and Judy show. Our feeble MPs are... 

www.bbc.co.uk 

So much for a Punch and Judy show. Our feeble MPs are out for the count 

Armando Iannucci 

The Problem With David Cameron's ' Schizophrenic' Cybe... 

www.theguardian.co.uk 

U.K. Prime Minister David Cameron asked for the U.S government's help ... 

Cameron's 'Schizophrenic' Cyber Security ... this problem is." Watch the full ... 

David Cameron’s flagship Cancer Drugs Fund ‘is a waste... 

www.telegraph.co.uk 

David Cameron’s flagship Cancer Drugs Fund ‘is a waste of NHS cash ... 
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Conservatives are edging ahead as Ed Miliband holds... 

www.telegraph.co.uk 

Though the Conservatives have moved ahead of Labour, the poll is not all good 

news for Mr Cameron. Voters are almost twice as likely to say that it is time for a ... 

Ed Miliband's appointment of Lord Prescott is... 

www.theguardian.co.uk 

Ed Miliband's appointment of Lord Prescott is 'desperate', say Labour MPs Labour 

MPs warn that the return of Lord Prescott is 'too little, too late', as ... 

Britain must be more like the US and spread its ' econo... 

www.bbc.co.uk 

Britain must be more like the US and spread its 'economic might' ... David Cameron 

says Britain must replicate the US and have more great cities Photo: ... 

Page 4 of results 

Britain will 'never give up' freedom of speech, David... 

www.telegraph.co.uk 

Britain will 'never give up' freedom of speech, David Cameron says after Charlie 

Hebdo attack Prime Minister pledged support of UK's intelligence services ... 

Misunderstanding the present: Ed Miliband wants to gov... 

www.theguardian.co.uk 

If anything defines Ed Miliband’s leadership of the Labour Party, it is the belief that 

British politics has reached an inflexion point like the one that enabled ... 

David Cameron announces arrival of free Wi- Fi on trai.. 

www.bbc.co.uk 

David Cameron announces arrival of free Wi-Fi on trains from ... announce plans 

that will see the rollout of free Wi-Fi on trains across the United Kingdom from 

2017. 

Ed ' misleading voters with letters that look like the... 

www.telegraph.co.uk 

Ed 'misleading voters with letters that look like they're from the NHS': Miliband 

under fire for 'cruel' mail ... which could easily be mistaken for test results ... 

David Cameron attacks Ed Miliband in Downing Street sp... 

www.theguardian.co.uk 

News ‘ General election 2015; David Cameron attacks Ed Miliband in Downing 

Street speech ... David Cameron has spoken in Downing Street after his visit to ... 

Angela Merkel gives Ed Miliband a miss - Telegraph 

www.bbc.co.uk 

https://aibrt.org/POS-Offline_OC/show_webpage.php?webpages=Web_Pages_3sR&pagename=WebPage15.htm&PHPSESSID=jm73vg71pokpp4m5mps693kfh6
https://aibrt.org/POS-Offline_OC/show_webpage.php?webpages=Web_Pages_3sR&pagename=WebPage10.htm&PHPSESSID=jm73vg71pokpp4m5mps693kfh6
https://aibrt.org/POS-Offline_OC/show_webpage.php?webpages=Web_Pages_3sR&pagename=WebPage5.htm&PHPSESSID=jm73vg71pokpp4m5mps693kfh6
https://aibrt.org/POS-Offline_OC/show_webpage.php?webpages=Web_Pages_3sR&pagename=WebPage14.htm&PHPSESSID=jm73vg71pokpp4m5mps693kfh6
https://aibrt.org/POS-Offline_OC/show_webpage.php?webpages=Web_Pages_3sR&pagename=WebPage9.htm&PHPSESSID=jm73vg71pokpp4m5mps693kfh6
https://aibrt.org/POS-Offline_OC/show_webpage.php?webpages=Web_Pages_3sR&pagename=WebPage4.htm&PHPSESSID=jm73vg71pokpp4m5mps693kfh6
https://aibrt.org/POS-Offline_OC/show_webpage.php?webpages=Web_Pages_3sR&pagename=WebPage13.htm&PHPSESSID=jm73vg71pokpp4m5mps693kfh6
https://aibrt.org/POS-Offline_OC/show_webpage.php?webpages=Web_Pages_3sR&pagename=WebPage8.htm&PHPSESSID=jm73vg71pokpp4m5mps693kfh6
https://aibrt.org/POS-Offline_OC/show_webpage.php?webpages=Web_Pages_3sR&pagename=WebPage3.htm&PHPSESSID=jm73vg71pokpp4m5mps693kfh6
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News – Politics - Ed Miliband; Angela Merkel gives Ed Miliband a miss Angela 

Merkel will not meet Ed Miliband ahead of ... 

 Page 5 of results 

David Cameron - Biography - Prime Minister - Biography... 

www.telegraph.co.uk 

David Cameron is best known for being a revolutionary leader of Britain's 

Conservative Party, a quality that eventually won him the election as prime minister 

in 2010 ... 

MoS victory as David Cameron steps in to save memorial... 

www.theguardian.co.uk  

MoS victory as David Cameron steps in to save memorial to Battle of Britain aces. 

... David Cameron has vowed to save the chapel ... 

David Cameron: Isil poses a direct and deadly threat to... 

www.bbc.co.uk 

David Cameron: Isil poses a direct and deadly threat to Britain The poisonous 

extremism on the march in Iraq and Syria affects us all - and we have no ... 

PMQs: David Cameron smashed Ed Miliband to bits - Teleg... 

www.telegraph.co.uk 

News - General election 2015; PMQs: David Cameron smashed Ed Miliband to bits 

... David Cameron smashed Ed Miliband to bits. 

Regressive, sarcastic and pious - welcome to Britain... 

www.theguardian.co.uk 

They will want five years of socialism in the UK, followed by another chance at 

breaking away. The risk is that by then the people of England will be so ... 

Ed Miliband is a blancmange in a hurricane - Telegraph 

www.bbc.co.uk 

Ed Miliband is a blancmange in a hurricane Labour’s leader is weak, indecisive, 

lacks clarity, and has turned his party into a vacuum... 

 
   1 2 3 4 5  

 

 

 

https://aibrt.org/POS-Offline_OC/show_webpage.php?webpages=Web_Pages_3sR&pagename=WebPage12.htm&PHPSESSID=jm73vg71pokpp4m5mps693kfh6
https://aibrt.org/POS-Offline_OC/show_webpage.php?webpages=Web_Pages_3sR&pagename=WebPage7.htm&PHPSESSID=jm73vg71pokpp4m5mps693kfh6
https://aibrt.org/POS-Offline_OC/show_webpage.php?webpages=Web_Pages_3sR&pagename=WebPage2.htm&PHPSESSID=jm73vg71pokpp4m5mps693kfh6
https://aibrt.org/POS-Offline_OC/show_webpage.php?webpages=Web_Pages_3sR&pagename=WebPage11.htm&PHPSESSID=jm73vg71pokpp4m5mps693kfh6
https://aibrt.org/POS-Offline_OC/show_webpage.php?webpages=Web_Pages_3sR&pagename=WebPage6.htm&PHPSESSID=jm73vg71pokpp4m5mps693kfh6
https://aibrt.org/POS-Offline_OC/show_webpage.php?webpages=Web_Pages_3sR&pagename=WebPage1.htm&PHPSESSID=jm73vg71pokpp4m5mps693kfh6
https://aibrt.org/POS-Offline_OC/search_results.php?page=1&PHPSESSID=jm73vg71pokpp4m5mps693kfh6
https://aibrt.org/POS-Offline_OC/search_results.php?page=2&PHPSESSID=jm73vg71pokpp4m5mps693kfh6
https://aibrt.org/POS-Offline_OC/search_results.php?page=3&PHPSESSID=jm73vg71pokpp4m5mps693kfh6
https://aibrt.org/POS-Offline_OC/search_results.php?page=4&PHPSESSID=jm73vg71pokpp4m5mps693kfh6
https://aibrt.org/POS-Offline_OC/search_results.php?page=5&PHPSESSID=jm73vg71pokpp4m5mps693kfh6
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S8 Text. VMP Calculation 

VMP is calculated as follows: 

(
𝑉𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡 −  𝑉𝑃𝑟𝑒

𝑉𝑃𝑟𝑒
) ∗ 100 

where VPost is the number of participants in the two bias groups (combined) who said, post-search, 

that they would vote for the candidate who was favored in the search results, and VPre is the 

number of participants in the two bias groups (combined) who said, pre-search, that they would 

vote for that same candidate. In other words, VMP is the percentage increase in the number of 

people who voted for the favored candidate after having been exposed to search results that 

favored that candidate. 

 

S9 Text. Perceived Bias in the SEME Experiment 

Because we did not employ a masking procedure to disguise the biased ordering of search 

results in this experiment (Epstein & Robertson, 2015), we expected a sizeable proportion of our 

participants in the bias groups to notice the bias. In fact, for high-compliance participants, 34.6% 

of those who were exposed to biased search results in the High-Trust group, and 31.7% of those 

who were exposed to biased search results in the Low-Trust group reported noticing the bias. This 

is comparable to the finding in Experiment 1 (in which no mask was used to disguise the bias) 

reported by Epstein and Robertson (2015), in which 25.0% of the participants in the bias groups 

reported noticing a bias.  
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S1 Fig. Percentage of people in each pre-training group who answered the pre-

training questions correctly. Overall, participants in the High-Trust group answered the 

pre-training questions more accurately than participants in the Low-Trust group did, 

presumably because the latter had more trouble finding the correct answers. Error bars 

show standard error of the mean. 
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S2 Fig. Time spent on search result web pages as a function of search result rank (low-

compliance participants). Participants in both trust groups spent less time on web pages linked to 

lower-ranked search results than web pages linked to higher-ranked search results. Participants in 

the Low-Trust group spent less time on web pages linked to the first five search results than 

participants in the High-Trust group did. Participants in the Low-Trust group also spent more time 

on web pages linked to search results past the first five search results than participants in the High-

Trust group did. 
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S3 Fig. Clicks on search results as a function of search result rank (low-compliance 

participants). Participants in both trust groups were less likely to click on lower-ranked results 

than higher-ranked search results. Participants in the Low-Trust group were less likely to click on 

the first five search results than participants in the High-Trust group. Participants in the Low-Trust 

group were also more likely to click on search results past the first five than participants in the 

High-Trust group.  
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S4 Fig. Time spent on search result pages as a function of page number (low-compliance 

participants). Participants in both trust groups spent less time on search result pages past the first 

page. Participants in the Low-Trust group spent less time on the first page of search results than 

participants in the High-Trust group did. Participants in the Low-Trust group also spent more time 

on search result pages past the first page than participants in the High-Trust group did. Error bars 

show standard error of the mean. 
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S5 Fig. Cumulative clicks on search results per page as a function of page number (low-

compliance participants). Participants in both trust groups were less likely to click on search 

results on pages past the first page. Participants in the Low-Trust group were less likely to click on 

search results on the first page than participants in the High-Trust group. Participants in the Low-

Trust group were also more likely to click on search results past the first page than participants in 

the High-Trust group. Error bars show standard error of the mean. 
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S1 Table. Vote proportion in each SEME condition pre- and post-search (high-compliance 

participants). 

  

Pro-Cameron 

Bias 

Pro-Miliband 

Bias Control X2 p 

Low-

Trust 
Vote Proportion†      

 Pre-Search 0.39 0.28 0.41 1.29 0.52 NS 

 Post-Search 0.55 0.25 0.39 5.93 0.05 NS 

High-

Trust 
Vote Proportion† 

    
 

 Pre-Search  0.53 0.39 0.39 4.60 0.10 NS 

 Post-Search  0.66 0.14 0.41 53.41 < 0.001 
† Vote proportion is the number of votes for David Cameron divided by the total number of votes placed. 

 

 

 

 

S2 Table. VMP percentages, search times, and results clicked by Trust Group (low-

compliance participants).  

Condition VMP (p) 
Mean Search Time (sec) 

(SD) † 

Mean No. of Results Clicked 

(SD) † 

Low-Trust 59.5 (< 0.001) 354.2 (258.7) 7.0 (3.8) 

High-Trust 47.4 (0.004) 314.8 (261.6) 5.6 (3.5) 

Diff (%) -20.3 +11.1 -20.0 

Statistic z = 1.19 t(194) = -0.96 t(194) = -2.46 

p 0.23 NS 0.34 NS 0.02 

Note. McNemar’s test was used to assess VMP significance. VMP is the percent increase in 

subjects in the bias groups (combined) who said that they would vote for the favored candidate.  
†These calculations were based on data from all three groups: that is, the two bias groups and the 

control group. VMP is calculated using data from the two bias groups only. Note that all t-tests 

employed in this study are two-tailed. 
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S3 Table. Vote proportion in each SEME condition pre- and post-search (low-compliance 

participants). 

  

Pro-Cameron 

Bias 

Pro-Miliband 

Bias Control X2 p 

Low-

Trust 
Vote Proportion†     

 

 Pre-Search 0.45 0.64 0.38 6.77  0.03 

 Post-Search 0.55 0.24 0.42 9.17 0.01 

High-

Trust 
Vote Proportion† 

    
 

 Pre-Search  0.62 0.42 0.48 1.19 0.55 NS 

 Post-Search  0.85 0.11 0.52 17.81 < 0.001 
† Vote proportion is the number of votes for David Cameron divided by the total number of votes placed. 

 

 

 

S4 Table. High- and Low-Trust differences in VMP percentages by levels of compliance.  

 

Note. McNemar’s test was used to assess VMP significance.  

*n is the total number of participants in the bias groups combined. 

 

 Compliance n*  VMP (p) 

Low-Trust   

 
Low 91 59.5 (< 0.001) 

 
High 63 17.1 (0.21 NS) 

z   5.24 

p   < 0.001 

High-Trust   

 Low 32 47.4 (0.004) 

 
High 185 34.6 (< 0.001) 

z   1.39 

p   0.16 NS 
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S5 Table. Pre-search opinion ratings of David Cameron and Ed Miliband (high-compliance 

participants). 

  
Pro-

Cameron 

Pro-

Miliband Control H p 

Cameron  Impression 6.82 (1.81) 6.46 (1.94) 6.69 (1.89) 2.02  0.36 NS 

 
Trust 5.82 (2.03) 5.54 (2.28) 5.65 (2.00) 1.34 0.51 NS 

 
Likeability 6.65 (1.83) 6.24 (1.97) 6.57 (1.97) 2.72 0.26 NS 

Miliband  Impression 6.95 (1.87) 7.20 (1.62) 7.36 (1.61) 2.38 0.31 NS 

 
Trust 5.93 (1.95) 6.10 (2.21) 6.17 (1.88) 0.97 0.62 NS 

 
Likeability 6.79 (1.86) 6.97 (1.72) 7.15 (1.77) 1.86 0.40 NS 

 

 

 

 

S6 Table. Pre-search opinion ratings of David Cameron and Ed Miliband (low-compliance 

participants). 

  
Pro-

Cameron 

Pro-

Miliband Control H p 

Cameron  Impression 7.00 (2.33) 7.38 (1.79) 6.97 (2.03) 0.97  0.62 NS 

 
Trust 5.97 (2.44) 6.41 (2.09) 5.78 (2.21) 2.56 0.28 NS 

 
Likeability 6.55 (2.09) 7.16 (1.72) 6.84 (1.97) 2.70 0.26 NS 

Miliband  Impression 7.50 (1.74) 7.46 (1.78) 7.47 (1.48) 0.15 0.93 NS 

 
Trust 6.39 (2.26) 6.23 (2.06) 6.32 (2.04) 0.50 0.78 NS 

 
Likeability 7.03 (1.90) 7.28 (1.75) 7.34 (1.61) 0.71 0.70 NS 
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S7 Table. Post-search opinion ratings of David Cameron and Ed Miliband (high-compliance 

participants). 

  
Pro-

Cameron 

Pro-

Miliband Control H p 

Cameron  Impression 6.56 (2.12) 3.56 (2.14) 5.04 (2.29) 88.08  < 0.001 

 
Trust 5.56 (2.34) 3.29 (2.07) 4.37 (2.19) 56.10 < 0.001 

 
Likeability 6.14 (2.20) 3.44 (2.12) 4.93 (2.33) 73.75 < 0.001 

Miliband  Impression 4.91 (2.19) 7.25 (2.06) 5.81 (2.27) 62.96 < 0.001 

 
Trust 4.30 (2.29) 6.51 (2.24) 5.21 (2.44) 48.64 < 0.001 

 
Likeability 5.19 (2.21) 7.16 (2.11) 5.77 (2.18) 51.25 < 0.001 

 

 

 

S8 Table. Post-search opinion ratings of David Cameron and Ed Miliband (low-compliance 

participants). 

  
Pro-

Cameron 

Pro-

Miliband Control H p 

Cameron  
Impression 6.65 (2.56) 3.82 (2.27) 5.42 (2.36) 34.83  < 0.001 

 
Trust 5.85 (2.59) 3.54 (2.43) 4.81 (2.56) 22.72 < 0.001 

 
Likeability 6.26 (2.44) 4.11 (2.41) 5.40 (2.44) 22.19 < 0.001 

Miliband  Impression 5.08 (2.45) 7.21 (2.43) 5.79 (2.19) 25.23 < 0.001 

 Trust 4.55 (2.19) 6.36 (2.17) 5.22 (2.47) 18.96 < 0.001 

 Likeability 5.29 (2.34) 6.85 (2.22) 5.92 (2.36) 14.11 0.001 
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S9 Table. Pre- and post-search opinion ratings of favored and non-favored candidates (high-

compliance participants, bias groups only). 

  
Favored Candidate 

Mean (SD) 

Non-Favored Candidate 

Mean (SD)  

  Pre Post Diff Pre Post Diff z† 

Low-

Trust  
Impression 7.14 (1.64) 6.63 (2.03) -0.51 6.95 (1.81) 4.49 (2.39) -2.46 -4.16*** 

 
Trust 5.83 (2.32) 5.68 (2.22) -0.15 5.81 (2.20) 3.97 (2.25) -1.84 -3.88*** 

 
Likeability 6.86 (1.61) 6.48 (2.24) -0.38 6.73 (1.79) 4.41 (2.47) -2.32 -4.03*** 

High-

Trust  
Impression 7.00 (1.74) 7.05 (2.13) 0.05 6.58 (1.95) 4.03 (2.21) -2.55 -8.59*** 

 
Trust 6.03 (2.07) 6.24 (2.35) 0.21 5.67 (2.14) 3.64 (2.21) -2.03 -7.71*** 

 
Likeability 6.82 (1.83) 6.80 (2.19) -0.02 6.39 (1.98) 4.13 (2.27) -2.26 -7.80*** 

†z values represent Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing post-minus-pre ratings for the favored 

candidate to the post-minus-pre ratings for the non-favored candidate 

***p < 0.001 
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S10 Table. Pre- and post-search opinion ratings of favored and non-favored candidates (low-

compliance participants, bias groups only). 

  
Favored Candidate 

Mean (SD) 

Non-Favored Candidate 

Mean (SD)  

  Pre Post Diff Pre Post Diff z† 

Low-

Trust  
Impression 7.22 (2.09) 6.66 (2.51) -0.56 7.51 (1.80) 4.68 (2.44) -2.83 -5.05*** 

 
Trust 6.08 (2.18) 5.86 (2.33) -0.22 6.47 (2.14) 4.31 (2.35) -2.16 -3.78*** 

 
Likeability 6.82 (1.94) 6.35 (2.31) -0.47 6.99 (1.82) 4.99 (2.46) -2.00 -4.70*** 

High-

Trust  
Impression 7.25 (2.09) 7.69 (2.35) 0.44 7.25 (1.67) 3.81 (2.32) -3.44 -4.33*** 

 
Trust 6.16 (2.50) 6.81 (2.48) 0.65 6.19 (2.29) 3.31 (2.26) -2.88 -4.15*** 

 
Likeability 7.16 (2.02) 7.13 (2.38) -0.03 7.41 (1.78) 3.91 (2.20) -3.50 -4.25*** 

†z values represent Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing post-minus-pre ratings for the favored 

candidate to the post-minus-pre ratings for the non-favored candidate 

***p < 0.001 
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S11 Table. Pre- and post-search opinion ratings of David Cameron and Ed Miliband (high-

compliance participants, control group only). 

  David Cameron Mean (SD) Ed Miliband Mean (SD)  

  Pre Post Diff Pre Post Diff z† (p) 

Low-

Trust  
Impression 6.38 (2.07) 4.59 (2.00) -1.79 7.19 (1.63) 5.59 (2.51) -1.60 -1.19 (0.24 NS) 

 
Trust 5.35 (1.89) 4.19 (2.30) -1.16 5.97 (1.66) 5.11 (2.57) -0.86 -1.34 (0.18 NS) 

 
Likeability 6.30 (2.07) 4.51 (2.41) -1.79 6.92 (1.82) 5.54 (2.23) -1.38 -1.38 (0.17 NS) 

High-

Trust  
Impression 6.86 (1.77) 5.27 (2.41) -1.59 7.46 (1.60) 5.93 (2.15) -1.53 -0.15 (0.88 NS) 

 
Trust 5.81 (2.05) 4.47 (2.15) -1.34 6.27 (1.99) 5.26 (2.39) -1.01 -0.73 (0.47 NS) 

 
Likeability 6.71 (1.91) 5.16 (2.28) -1.55 7.27 (1.75) 5.89 (2.16) -1.38 -0.36 (0.72 NS) 

†z values represent Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing post-minus-pre ratings for David Cameron to 

the post-minus-pre ratings for Ed Miliband 
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S12 Table. Pre- and post-search opinion ratings of David Cameron and Ed Miliband (low-

compliance participants, control group only). 

†z values represent Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing post-minus-pre ratings for the favored 

candidate to the post-minus-pre ratings for the non-favored candidate 

  

  
David Cameron 

Mean (SD) 

Ed Miliband 

Mean (SD)  

  Pre Post Diff Pre Post Diff z† (p) 

Low-

Trust  
Impression 7.00 (2.08) 5.19 (2.46) -1.81 7.67 (1.42) 5.81 (2.29) -1.86 -0.46 (0.65 NS) 

 
Trust 6.02 (2.22) 4.71 (2.63) -1.31 6.50 (1.95) 5.38 (2.50) -1.12 -0.18 (0.86 NS) 

 
Likeability 6.92 (2.04) 5.15 (2.51) -1.77 7.44 (1.66) 6.02 (2.43) -1.42 -0.59 (0.55 NS) 

High-

Trust  
Impression 6.92 (1.98) 5.88 (2.15) -1.04 7.08 (1.55) 5.76 (2.03) -1.32 -0.41 (0.68 NS) 

 
Trust 5.32 (2.16) 5.00 (2.43) -0.32 5.96 (2.21) 4.92 (2.45) -1.04 -1.22 (0.22 NS) 

 
Likeability 6.68 (1.87) 5.88 (2.26) -0.80 7.16 (1.52) 5.72 (2.25) -1.44 -0.93 (0.35 NS) 
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S13 Table. Mean difference comparisons between High- and Low-Trust groups for pre- and 

post-search opinion ratings of favored and non-favored candidates (high-compliance 

participants, bias groups only). 

 
Favored Candidate Pre/Post Mean 

Difference 

Non-Favored Candidate Pre/Post Mean 

Difference 

 Impression Trust Likeability Impression Trust Likeability 

Low-

Trust 
-0.51 -0.15 -0.38 -2.46 -1.84 -2.32 

High-

Trust 
0.05 0.21 -0.02 -2.55 -2.03 -2.26 

Diff  +0.56 +0.36 +0.36 -0.09 -0.19 -0.13 

U 4,714.5 5,261.0 5,194.5 5,780.0 5,577.5 5,683.5 

p 0.02 0.24 NS 0.19 NS 0.92 NS 0.61 NS 0.77 NS 

 

 

S14 Table. Mean difference comparisons between High- and Low-Trust groups for pre- and 

post-search opinion ratings of favored and non-favored candidates (low-compliance 

participants, bias groups only). 

 
Favored Candidate Pre/Post Mean 

Difference 

Non-Favored Candidate Pre/Post Mean 

Difference 

 Impression Trust Likeability Impression Trust Likeability 

Low-

Trust 
-0.56 -0.22 -0.47 -2.83 -2.16 -2.00 

High-

Trust 
0.44 0.65 -0.03 -3.44 -2.88 -3.50 

Diff  +1.00 +0.87 +0.44 -0.61 -0.72 -1.50 

U 1,127.0 1,126.5 1,358.5 1,223.0 1,204.0 984.5 

p 0.06 NS 0.05 NS 0.57 NS 0.18 NS 0.14 NS 0.006 
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ABSTRACT  

Can autocomplete search suggestions – the words or phrases generated by a 

search engine as people are typing a search term – influence opinions and votes? 

Previous research has shown that search results that favor one political candidate 

can have a rapid and substantial impact on the opinions and voting preferences of 

undecided voters. News reports in 2016 suggested that a leading search engine 

was suppressing negative search suggestions for one US Presidential candidate 

but not for her opponent. We conducted a progressive series of five randomized, 

controlled, counterbalanced, double-blind experiments to determine what effect 

differential suppression of this type might have on voters. We found that negative 

suggestions attract far more clicks than neutral or positive ones, consistent with 

extensive research on negativity bias, and that the differential suppression of 

negative search suggestions can turn a 50/50 split among undecided voters into 

more than a 90/10 split favoring the candidate for whom negative search 

suggestions were suppressed. We conclude that differentially suppressing 

negative search suggestions can have a dramatic impact on the opinions and 

voting preferences of undecided voters, potentially shifting a large number of 

votes without people knowing and without leaving a paper trail for authorities to 

trace. 

 

Keywords: search suggestion effect; SSE; autocomplete; online influence; search 

engine manipulation effect; negativity bias  
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The Search Suggestion Effect (SSE): How autocomplete search suggestions 

can be used to impact opinions and votes 

 

Introduction 

On June 9, 2016, an American news organization called SourceFed posted a 7-minute video on 

YouTube which claimed that when people used search engines to find information about 

Presidential candidates, the leading search engine company (Google) showed substantially 

different search suggestions than were being shown on other search engines (Flores, 2016; 

Supplemental Text S1). The video stated that when people began typing neutral search terms 

about Hillary Clinton, the Bing and Yahoo search engines generated lists of suggestions that 

included many negative terms. Using the same search terms on Google rarely, if ever, produced 

negative search suggestions for Clinton. In response to the phrase “hillary clinton is,” for 

example, Yahoo generated a list of 10 negative suggestions, among them “hillary clinton is a 

liar” and “hillary clinton is the devil.” Bing generated a list of 8 suggestions, 7 of which were 

negative, among them “hillary clinton is a filthy liar” and “hillary clinton is a murderess.” In 

response to the same phrase, Google offered only two suggestions: “hillary clinton is winning” 

and “hillary clinton is awesome” (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. “Hillary Clinton is” on three search engines, showing that negative suggestions 

appear to be suppressed on Google.com but not on the other search engines. Image 

composed from three screenshots obtained on August 3, 2016.  

 

 Google denies deliberately altering search suggestions to favor any particular political 

candidate (Goldman, 2016; Nicas & Andrews, 2016) and has publicly stated that search 

suggestions “will not show a predicted query that is offensive or disparaging when displayed in 

conjunction with a person’s name” (Goldman, 2016). Exceptions to this rule are easy to find, 

however (Harrington & Scher, 2016; Napolitano, 2016; Seitz, 2016; Figure S1). For example, in 

response to “trump is,” on July 9, 2020, Google.com suggested “trump is losing” and “trump is 

losing election” (Figure S2), and on July 27, 2020, the company suggested “trumpisanidiot” and 

“trumpisalaughingstock” (Figure S3). 

It is not our intention in this paper to weigh in on the debate about how favoritism might 

come to exist in search suggestions. Rather, we are posing and attempting to answer the 

following questions about the power that search suggestions might have to alter the opinions or 

votes of users: (1) How might voters have been impacted in the summer of 2016 by negative 

search suggestions – or the lack thereof – shown for different political candidates? (2) How 
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might one structure search suggestions if one deliberately wanted to alter the opinions or votes of 

users? (3) Is there an optimal number of search suggestions for influencing people? (4) Can 

people’s opinions or voting preferences be altered by search suggestions without their 

knowledge? (5) Who is most vulnerable to manipulation of this sort? 

A brief history of autocomplete search suggestions  

Autocomplete search suggestions (sometimes called “autofill suggestions” or “query 

suggestions”) were developed in 2004 by Google software engineer Kevin Gibbs (Garber, 2013). 

In Gibbs’s blogpost to debut this feature, he wrote, “We’ve found that Google Suggest not only 

makes it easier to type in your favorite searches…, but also gives you a playground to explore 

what others are searching about, and learn about things you haven’t dreamt of” (Gibbs, 2004). In 

the early years, it is likely that search suggestions mainly showed people what many or most 

other people were searching for, and the company still claims that information about other 

people’s searches play a role in the generation of suggestions (Yehoshua, 2016). That said, the 

SourceFed video not only showed screenshots of search suggestions, it also used Google Trends 

to determine what terms and phrases people were actually searching for on Google. The video 

showed several instances in which terms that were searched for frequently were not being 

offered as search suggestions and, conversely, instances in which suggested terms were not being 

searched for (Flores, 2016; Supplemental Text S1).  

Initially, autocomplete was an opt-in feature of Google’s search engine, but in 2008, this 

feature was activated for all users with no way to opt out (Gibbs, 2004). During the early years of 

autocomplete’s existence, users were almost always shown 10 search suggestions. In 2010, 

however, the list was shortened to four suggestions for most searches, at least on desktop and 

laptop computers (Epstein, 2020; Stack Exchange, 2010). On approximately October 3, 2017, the 
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length of the list increased again to 10 on laptops and desktops, and this occurred with no 

comment from Google (Schwartz, 2017). On mobile devices, which started to become 

commonplace around 2007 (Pothitos, 2016), Google has typically shown five search suggestions. 

As of this writing (July 19, 2023), the company is continuing to show 10 suggestions on laptop 

and desktop computers and 8, 5, or 3 on mobile devices. 

Changes in both the content and number of suggestions over the years were likely made 

with specific goals in mind, but one can only speculate about the nature of those goals. There 

seems to be little doubt, however, that what began as an innocuous tool for helping users has 

gradually morphed into a tool the purpose of which is often unclear.  

The power of autocomplete 

Where a search result is listed on a search engine results page has long been of interest to 

marketers, because the higher a result, the more clicks it is likely to attract, which generally 

results in more income (Klapdor, Anderl, Waingenheim, & Schumann, 2014; cf. Hong & Kim, 

2018). Moving up one position in search results can increase click-through rate (CTR) by 32.3% 

(Dean, 2022). For many businesses, that increase results in a proportional increase in sales 

(Ramaboa & Fish, 2018). 50% of all clicks go to the top two search results, and 95% of clicks 

occur on the first page of results (Advanced Web Ranking, 2020; Chitika Insights, 2013; Dean, 

2022). An entire industry – the Search Engine Optimization (SEO) industry – has emerged over 

the past two decades simply to help companies override search algorithms in order to boost one’s 

rank in search results by a notch or two (Granka, Joachims, & Gay, 2004).  

After autocomplete was introduced, it didn’t take long for marketers to figure out that 

search suggestions could also be manipulated to some extent, and that the higher a company or 

product was in the list of suggestions, the more money the company or vendor would make 
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(Ramaboa & Fish, 2018). In other words, there is an order effect for search suggestions, just as 

there is for search results (Epstein & Robertson, 2015; Ramaboa & Fish, 2018), although the 

order effect for search results is much larger (Granka et al., 2004). Search suggestions are 

especially important for marketers in part because people click one of those suggestions in about 

23 percent of the searches they initiate (Dean, 2020).  

But why suppress negative search suggestions for one political candidate? In particular, 

how might the suppression of negative search suggestions for one candidate have impacted 

voting in the 2016 Presidential election in the United States?  

Negativity bias 

The phrase “negative search suggestion,” is vague, but linguists have developed fairly precise 

ways of characterizing various properties of words and phrases (Hannan et al., 2009). Loosely 

speaking, what we keep referring to as “negative” terms corresponds to what linguists label 

“low-valence” terms (Shuman, Sander, & Scherer, 2013). What is there about low-valence terms 

that might cause a tech company to suppress them for a political candidate they support and to 

allow them to appear for the opposing candidate? 

Researchers in multiple fields have long studied a phenomenon called “negativity bias,” 

which is sometimes referred to as “the cockroach in the salad” effect (Carretié, Mercado, Tapia, 

& Hinojosa, 2001). A wide variety of negative, unpleasant, or threatening stimuli affect people in 

predictable ways. Generally speaking, they (a) draw more attention than neutral or positive 

stimuli (Robertson et al., 2023), (b) lead to more vivid or lasting memories than neutral or 

positive stimuli, (c) elicit stronger emotions than neutral or positive stimuli, and generally “have 

greater effects than positive factors across a wide range of psychological phenomena” (Johnson 

& Tierney, 2019). If one finds a cockroach in one’s salad, it not only draws one’s attention, it 
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also ruins the entire salad. The inverse does not work; that is, adding a piece of chocolate to a 

plate of sewage does not make the sewage more appealing. Could negativity bias help explain 

the differential suppression of low-valence search suggestions that apparently took place in the 

months leading up to the 2016 Presidential election? 

We attempted to answer this question in a progressive series of five experiments that 

examined how valence, order, and the number of search suggestions people are shown impact 

both people’s search behavior and the opinions and voting preferences they form. The first four 

experiments were exploratory; they allowed us in a simple and progressive fashion to learn more 

about search suggestions. The fifth experiment combines what the previous experiments taught 

us about search suggestions – in particular, the roles that valence, list length, and position play in 

determining people’s selections – with what is known about the power that search results have to 

impact people’s opinions and voting preferences (Epstein & Robertson, 2015; Guess, Barberá, 

Munzert, & Yang, 2021). In other words, it is in the fifth experiment that we directly measure the 

power that search suggestions have to influence the opinions and votes of undecided voters. 

Procedures and results 

Exempt approval 

Exempt approval for our study was granted by the institutional review board (IRB) of the 

sponsoring institution, the American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology (AIBRT). 

AIBRT is registered with the HHS Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP) under 

IORG0007755. Our IRB is registered with OHRP under IRB00009303, and the Federalwide 

Assurance number for our IRB is FWA00021545. The study also qualified for a waiver of 

informed consent, in part to preserve the anonymity of participants (see HHS Federal 
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Regulations 45 CFR 46.101.(b)(4), 45 CFR 46.116(d), 45 CFR 46.117(c)(2), and 45 CFR 

46.111). 

Recruitment, cleaning, and design 

Participants were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) (Sheehan, 2017) 

through a company called CloudResearch, which screens out bots and suspect participants. 

Although using MTurk to collect data is common in the social sciences, we recognize its 

limitations. MTurk workers are less politically diverse, more highly educated, younger, and less 

religious than the general US population (Litman, 2017; Moss & Litman, 2020). In addition, 

researchers have raised concerns about the validity of MTurk data due to participant inattention, 

self-misrepresentation, and social desirability bias (Aguinis et al., 2020). 

 Participants were screened to be eligible to vote in the US. Data were cleaned to remove 

people who indicated that their English fluency was below 6 on a scale from 1 to 10 where 1 was 

labeled “not fluent” and 10 was labeled “highly fluent.” Demographic characteristics of the 

participants in all five experiments are summarized in Table S1. All five experiments were 

randomized, controlled, counterbalanced, and double-blind in design.  

Experiment 1: negative (low-valence) search terms 

Participants and methods 

For the first experiment, data were collected between July 29 and October 17, 2016. We showed 

a diverse group of 609 participants (after cleaning) four sets of search suggestions (four 

suggestions per set, plus a fifth option that allowed participants to type their own suggestion) – 

two sets for the search term “Tim Kaine” (Hillary Clinton’s running mate in 2016) and two sets 

for the search term “Mike Pence” (Donald Trump’s running mate in 2016). In each pair of search 

suggestion sets, only one contained a low-valence suggestion (either “Tim Kaine scandal” or 
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“Mike Pence scandal”). The positions of the low-valence suggestions were fixed: “Tim Kaine 

scandal” and “Mike Pence scandal” always appeared in the third and second positions, 

respectively. In the corresponding set of search suggestions without the low-valence suggestion, 

a control suggestion appeared (either “Tim Kaine office” or “Mike Pence office”). The control 

suggestions were fixed in the same positions as their low-valence counterparts. All four sets of 

search suggestions were presented on the same web page, one beneath the other, also in a fixed 

order (Figure S4), and participants were asked to click on one suggestion in each set or to type 

their own suggestion. Figure S5 shows the experimental procedure in diagrammatic form. 

Results 

Consistent with research on negativity bias, the negative search suggestions attracted 41.6% of 

clicks, more than twice as many as one would expect by chance (20%, given five possible 

responses; z = 11.55, p < 0.001). In addition, participants clicked the negative suggestions 5.8 

times as often as they clicked the corresponding control suggestions (z = 19.76, p < 0.001). 

Undecided voters, however, clicked the negative search suggestions 14.8 times as often as they 

clicked the corresponding control suggestions (Table S2; z = 7.98, p < 0.001). 

The response pattern also demonstrated confirmation bias. Liberals clicked the negative 

search suggestions (for both candidates combined) 38.1% of the time. However, they clicked 

“Pence scandal” 53.7% of the time (Pence was the conservative candidate) and “Kaine scandal” 

only 22.4% of the time (Kaine was the liberal candidate) (z = 3.73, p < 0.001). Conservatives 

clicked the negative search suggestions (for both candidates combined) 28.9% of the time. 

However, they clicked “Kaine scandal” 36.8% of the time and “Pence scandal” only 21.1% of 

the time (z = 1.84, p = 0.06 NS).  

Experiment 2: position effect 
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Participants and methods 

The data for Experiment 2 were collected between October 20, 2016 and February 15, 2017. In 

this experiment, we sought to determine whether the position of the low-valence suggestion 

affected the number of times it was clicked. A diverse group of 1,126 participants was shown 

four sets of search suggestions, two for the search term “Tim Kaine” and two for the search term 

“Mike Pence.” In each pair of search suggestion sets, only one contained a negative search 

suggestion (“Tim Kaine scandal” or “Mike Pence scandal”), but this time, the position of the 

negative suggestion varied randomly among the first four search suggestions of its set; the other 

suggestions did not change position. Once again, the fifth option – always last – allowed 

participants to enter their own search term. Again, all four sets of search suggestions were 

presented on the same web page, one beneath the other in a fixed order (Figure S6), and 

participants were asked to click on one suggestion in each set or to type their own suggestion. 

Figure S7 shows the experimental procedure in diagrammatic form. 

Results 

Again, consistent with research on negativity bias, the negative suggestions attracted 45.0% of 

clicks, more than twice as many as one would expect by chance (z = 17.91, p < 0.001). In 

addition, participants clicked the negative suggestions 2.6 times as often as they clicked the 

corresponding control suggestions (z = 19.83, p < 0.001). The response pattern also demonstrated 

confirmation bias. Liberals clicked the negative search suggestions (for both candidates 

combined) 39.9% of the time. However, they clicked “Pence scandal” 48.7% of the time and 

“Kaine scandal” only 30.0% of the time (z = 5.29, p < 0.001). Conservatives clicked the negative 

search suggestions (for both candidates combined) 38.6% of the time. However, they clicked 
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“Kaine scandal” 51.0% of the time and “Pence scandal” only 24.0% of the time (z = 5.03, p < 

0.001). 

This experiment also yielded evidence of a position effect (Figure 2), with people 

clicking more on the negative suggestion when it was positioned higher in the list of search 

suggestions (standardized β = -0.97, t = -5.96, adjusted r2 = 0.92, p < 0.05). 

Figure 2. Experiment 2: Proportion of clicks to negative suggestion (“scandal”) 

as a function of position in the list of search suggestions. When “scandal” 

appeared in the first (highest) position, it was clicked nearly half the time – the 

lower its position in the list, the lower the proportion of clicks it received. 

 

We also calculated the probability of clicks to each of the six different search suggestions 

(including “scandal”), along with the probability of clicking the fifth option, in which people 

entered their own search term. Click probabilities varied between 0.04 (to search terms 
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containing the word “email”) and 0.45 (to search terms containing the word “scandal”) (Figure 

S8). The fact that different suggestions attracted different numbers of clicks suggested to us that 

this type of analysis would be more rigorous if we used some of the tools that linguists use to 

analyze language. We did so in Experiments 3 and 4. 

Experiment 3: valence effect 

Participants and methods 

The data for Experiment 3 were collected between February 17 and July 16, 2017. A diverse 

group of 542 people participated in this experiment. We used a standard linguistics database 

(Warriner, Kuperman, & Brysbaert, 2013) to assess how valence – the extent to which a word is 

positive or negative (Shuman et al., 2013; Warriner et al., 2013) – affects which search 

suggestions people select. We controlled for two other measures of word properties that linguists 

use to characterize words: arousal level – the extent to which a word’s affect is calming or 

exciting – and frequency – a measure of the prevalence of a word in English (Kuperman, Estes, 

Brysbaert, & Warriner, 2014; Warriner et al., 2013). We used just one highly negative 

suggestion: “suicide,” which has a valence of 1.58 on a scale from 1.0 to 9.0. We also used eight 

other suggestions measured on the same scale, four with a moderate-valence level (M = 5.1, SD 

= 0.2) and four with a high-valence level (M = 7.2, SD = 0.2). All nine terms had similar arousal 

levels (M = 5.2, SD = 0.6) and frequencies (M = 17,407.3, SD = 1,456.4).  

In this experiment, we also introduced a new variable: number of search suggestions. All 

participants were presented with three sets of search suggestions. Two of the sets contained four 

suggestions (and a fifth option – always appearing last – that allowed people to enter their own 

search term), and one set contained eight suggestions (and a ninth option – always appearing last 

– that allowed people to enter their own search term).  
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 All display parameters were randomized (except, as noted above, the position of the 

option for entering one’s own search term): The low-valence term appeared in all three lists, but 

its position varied. The ordering of the other search suggestions also varied; any of these 

suggestions could appear in any position in any of the three lists, although suggestions were not 

repeated within any list. The three lists also varied by number of search suggestions within each 

list (4-4-8, 4-8-4, or 8-4-4). For an example of one display, see Figure S9. Figure S10 shows the 

experimental procedure in diagrammatic form. 

Results 

We again found an effect for valence; the probability of clicking the low-valence suggestion was 

significantly higher than the probability of clicking either a moderate- or high-valence suggestion 

(PLow = 0.45, PModHigh = 0.10, z = 15.0, p < 0.001). We also found, once again, position effects 

for the low-valence search suggestion in both the four-item (standardized β = -0.80, t = 4.4, 

adjusted r2 = 0.52, p < 0.05) and eight-item lists (β = -0.70, t = -2.6, r2 = 0.42, p < 0.05). 

We also found that people were more likely to click “suicide” when it appeared in four-

item lists (click probability = 0.48) than in eight-item lists (click probability = 0.40) (z = 2.65, p 

< 0.01). The findings from this experiment suggested a procedure for determining how to 

maximize control over people’s searches. This matter is explored in Experiment 4. 

Experiment 4: maximizing the control of search behavior using search suggestions 

Participants and methods 

Data were collected for Experiment 4 between February 28 and March 2, 2017. A diverse group 

of 302 participants were shown six sets of search suggestions: two sets of two suggestions, two 

sets of four suggestions, and two sets of eight suggestions (each with an extra item at the end 

which allowed participants to type their own search terms). One of two negative search 
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suggestions – “execution” (valence = 2.28) or “racism” (valence = 1.48) – appeared in each list; 

three lists showed one negative suggestion, and three lists showed the other negative suggestion. 

All relevant features of the data were randomized (see Experiment 3). Four moderate-valence 

suggestions (M = 5.53, SD = 0.75) and four high-valence suggestions (M = 7.83, SD = 0.43) also 

appeared in the lists. See Figure S11 for a sample display. Figure S12 shows the experimental 

procedure in diagrammatic form. 

Results 

Once again, we found an effect for valence; the probability of clicking the low-valence 

suggestion was higher than the probability of clicking either a moderate- or high-valence 

suggestion (PLow = 0.37, PModHigh = 0.14, z = 10.7, p < 0.001) (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. How click probability varies as a function of the valence levels of 

search suggestions in Experiment 4.  
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 We also found two effects for list size. First, the longer the list, the lower the probability 

that people would click the negative search suggestion, no matter where it appeared in the lists of 

2, 4, or 8 items (P2 = 0.51, P4 = 0.39, P8 = 0.23, β = -1.00, t = -12.1, r2 = 0.99, p = 0.05 NS). 

Similarly, the longer the list, the lower the probability that people would click the negative 

search suggestion when it appeared in the first position (P2 = 0.54, P4 = 0.30, P8 = 0.08, β = -1.0, 

t = -33.1, r2 = 1.00, p < 0.05).  

 And second, the longer the list, the higher the probability that people would click a search 

suggestion rather than typing their own search term, although this trend was small (P2 = 0.70, P4 

= 0.75, P8 = 0.84, β = 0.99, t = 6.06, r2 = 0.95, p = 0.10 NS). 

 If one were trying to maximize the control that low-valence search suggestions might 

exert over search behavior, it would be useful to know the number of search suggestions that 

would maximize such control. If a list is too short, the likelihood that a user will type his or her 

own search term is increased, and if a list is too long, he or she is less likely to click, or perhaps 

even to notice, the low-valence suggestion. How long should a list of search suggestions be to 

balance these two tendencies – that is, to offer enough options to minimize the chance that the 

user will type his or her own search term and to maximize the chance that the user will notice 

and click the low-valence suggestion? 

 Finding that optimal list size is especially important if one is suppressing negative search 

suggestions for the cause or candidate one supports (easily done by checking the valence of 

search suggestions before displaying them) and allowing negative search suggestions to appear 

for the cause or candidate one opposes. 

 Figure 4 uses data from Experiment 4 to estimate the optimal list size. The blue area 

shows the decrease in the probability of clicking negative search suggestions as list size 
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increases, and the red area shows the increase in the probability of clicking any search suggestion 

as list size increases. The highest point in the regions where the two shaded areas overlap is the 

point at which the probability of clicking the low-valence suggestions is maximized. Hence, the 

ideal list size for this type of control is 4. 

 

Figure 4. Click probability (percentage of maximum) as a function of number of 

search suggestions. The error bars around each point show the standard error (SE) of 

the mean. The shaded areas show, roughly, the SE regions encompassing each of the 

two lines in the graph. The upward-sloping line (red) shows the increasing 

probability of clicking on a search suggestion as list size increases. The downward-

sloping line (blue) shows the decreasing probability of clicking on a negative search 

suggestion as list size increases. The highest point in the overlapping trapezoidal 

area is that point at which the probability of clicking a negative search suggestion is 

maximized. That point is almost directly over the number 4 on the x axis. 
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 As noted in the introduction to this report, in 2010, Google reduced the size of the list of 

search suggestions it showed people on laptop and desktop computers from 10 to 4 and then 

increased the list size to 10 in October, 2017. Several months before that, on March 21, 2017, we 

used a Windows desktop computer to look up 1,000 of the most commonly used search terms 

(PageTraffic, 2017) using Google’s search engine. 908 of those searches yielded lists of four 

search suggestions (overall M = 4.07, SD = 0.26, see Figure S13 to view the distribution). 

 These four experiments raise a practical question that can be addressed using a 

modification of the procedure that measures the Search Engine Manipulation Effect (SEME) 

(Epstein, Lee, Mohr, & Zankich, 2022; Epstein & Robertson, 2015) – namely, can we shift the 

opinions and voting preferences of undecided voters in a SEME experiment by manipulating the 

search suggestions people are shown just before the search results are displayed? If so, that 

would suggest that search suggestions themselves have enormous power to impact people’s 

thinking and behavior. 

Experiment 5: manipulating search suggestions in a SEME experiment 

Participants and methods 

The data for Experiment 5 were collected between September 19 and October 28, 2017. A 

politically diverse group of 340 people from 47 US states participated in this experiment (after 

cleaning). They were randomly assigned to one of four groups, which we will describe 

momentarily. At the outset, people were eliminated from the study if they responded “Yes” to 

the question, “Do you know a lot about politics in Australia?” All participants were then given 

basic instructions and asked a series of demographic questions. Among other things, they were 

asked to identify their political leaning and also asked how familiar they were with two 

candidates who ran for Prime Minister of Australia in 2010 – Tony Abbott and Julia Gillard. 
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Familiarity level was reported on a 10-point scale from 1 to 10, where 1 was labeled “not at all” 

and 10 was labeled “quite familiar.” Participants who answered either of the familiarity questions 

with a value larger than 3 were eliminated from the dataset during cleaning. 

 Participants were then given brief information about the two candidates – a brief 

paragraph for each candidate approximately 140 words in length (Supplemental Text S2) – and 

then asked their opinions about the candidates and about their voting preferences (Figure S14). 

Employing a foreign election made it likely that our US participants would be undecided voters 

(Epstein & Robertson, 2015), particularly since we eliminated participants who were familiar 

with either of the candidates. Our results also confirmed that participants were undecided prior to 

the manipulation (see below for details). After cleaning, the mean familiarity level for Abbott 

was 1.40 (SD = 0.72), and the mean familiarity level for Gillard was 1.20 (SD = 0.51).  

 Immediately following those questions, participants in three of the groups (Groups 2, 3, 

and 4) were shown a list of four search suggestions (in Kadoodle, our simulation of Google 

Search) and asked to click one suggestion to generate search results (Figure S15). In the 

remaining group (Group 1), no search suggestions were shown; instead, people were simply 

shown search results. Half the participants in the latter group were shown search results favoring 

Tony Abbott, and half were shown search results favoring Julia Gillard. By “favoring,” we mean 

that the search results linked to web pages that made one candidate look better than the other. All 

web pages had previously been rated (on an 11-point scale from 5 to 0 to 5, with the names of 

each candidate counterbalanced at either end of the scale) by five people who were not familiar 

with the experiment or its hypotheses.  

 In the experiment, search results were either in an order from high-Abbott-support to 

low-Abbott-support to low-Gillard-support to high-Gillard-support, or they were in the opposite 
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order. In all, 30 search results were shown on five results pages, with six search results per page 

(Figure 5). All search results and all web pages were real; the search results were sourced from 

the Google search engine. 

 

Figure 5. Search result sequences for Experiment 5. In a pro-Abbott group – either in the 

absence of search suggestions (Group 1) or if the participant clicks on a positive search 

suggestion (Groups 2 and 4) – the sequence of search results is shown in diagram A above. In a 

pro-Abbott group, if the participant clicks on a negative search suggestion (Groups 3 and 4) – 

the sequence of search results is shown in diagram B (which is the reverse order of the sequence 

shown in diagram A). In a pro-Gillard group – either in the absence of search suggestions 

(Group 1) or if the participant clicks on a positive search suggestion (Groups 2 and 4) – the 

sequence of search results is shown in diagram B above. In a pro-Gillard group, if the 

participant clicks on a negative search suggestion (Groups 3 and 4) – the sequence of search 

results is shown in diagram A (which is the reverse order of the sequence shown in diagram B). 

 

 Each of the three search suggestion groups saw a different list of search suggestions. In 

Group 2, participants saw four positive search suggestions for one of the two candidates. In 

Group 3, they saw four negative suggestions for one of the two candidates. Participants in Group 

4 saw three positive suggestions and one negative suggestion for one of the two candidates. To 

examine the research design of Experiment 5 in detail, see Figure S16.  

 If a participant clicked a positive search term for a candidate, he or she was then shown 

search results favoring that candidate. If a participant clicked a negative search term for a 

candidate, he or she was then shown search results favoring the opposing candidate. For all four 

groups, once search results were displayed, people could take up to 15 minutes to research the 

candidates in the usual manner – that is, by clicking search results to visit web pages (Epstein & 
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Robertson, 2015). They could also click numbers at the bottom of each page of search results to 

navigate to different pages of search results.  

 In Group 1, the only difference between the groups was the order in which the search 

results were shown. In Groups 2, 3, and 4, once participants clicked a search suggestion, the only 

difference between the groups was, once again, the order in which the search results were shown. 

Note that all four groups were participating in a simple SEME experiment (Epstein & Robertson, 

2015). Because participants in Group 1 saw no search suggestions and participants in Group 2 

could only choose among four positive search suggestions, both groups were exposed to exactly 

the same search results, and we therefore expected to find similar shifts in voting preferences in 

these groups. Participants in Group 3 could only choose among four negative search suggestions, 

which means they all saw search results in the opposite order; we therefore expected to find 

negative shifts about the same magnitude as the shifts in Groups 1 and 2 (except negatively 

signed). Finally, the procedure in Group 4 (three positive search suggestions, one negative search 

suggestion) was a blend of the procedures in Groups 2 (four positive search suggestions) and 3 

(four negative search suggestions). Because, as we learned in Experiments 1 through 4, a 

negative search suggestion attracts far more clicks than do neutral or positive search suggestions, 

in Group 4, we expected to get almost no shift in voting preferences. Roughly speaking, we 

expected the impact of one negative search suggestion to cancel out the effects of the three 

positive search suggestions.  

 After completing their research using our custom search engine, which looked and 

functioned like the Google search engine (Figure S17), all participants were again asked those 

opinion and voting questions regarding each of the candidates. 
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 As in previous SEME experiments, before each session ended, we asked our participants 

if anything about the search results they were shown “bothered” them. If they responded “yes,” 

they could then type an account of their concerns. This is a fairly standard way of determining 

whether participants detected bias in the search results they saw; unfortunately, one cannot ask 

people directly if they saw bias, because a leading question of this sort will artificially inflate the 

detection rate (Guess et al., 2021; Loftus, 1975). At the completion of the experiment, we 

examined the textual responses for indications that participants saw bias in the search results. We 

did so both manually and using an algorithm that searched for bias-related terms and phrases 

such as “biased,” “one sided,” and “skewed in favor of…” (Epstein & Robertson, 2015). 

Results 

Consistent with previous SEME findings, the voting preferences of participants who saw no 

search suggestions shifted toward the favored candidate by 39.6% (Table 1, Group 1, 

McNemar’s X2 = 12.96, p < 0.001). (We call that percentage the VMP, which stands for Vote 

Manipulation Power; it is the percentage increase in the number of people voting for the favored 

candidate [Epstein et al., 2022; Epstein & Robertson, 2015]. For further information about VMP 

and to see how it is calculated, read Supplemental Text S3). The voting preferences of 

participants in the search suggestion group that was shown only positive search suggestions 

shifted similarly (48.9%, Table 1, Group 2, X2 = 15.75, p < 0.001). Participants who were shown 

four negative suggestions (and no positive suggestions) shifted away from the candidate shown 

in the search bar (-40.5%, Table 1, Group 3, X2 = 10.32, p < 0.01). Finally, the voting preferences 

of participants who saw three positive search suggestions and one negative search suggestion 

barely shifted (-7.5%, Table 1, Group 4, X2 = 0.16, p = 0.69 NS). Presumably this occurred 

because the negative search suggestion attracted 45.2% of the clicks (negativity bias). In other 
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words, a single negative search suggestion can impact opinions dramatically because it links to 

search results that might be strongly biased against the candidate in question. Table 1 shows 

VMPs for Groups 1 to 4 broken down by gender, political group, and age. 

 These findings suggest that search suggestions can be used to create a win margin among 

undecided voters of more than 85% (39.6% + 48.9% = 88.5%). To put this another way, 

manipulating search suggestions can in theory turn a 50/50 split among undecided voters into 

more than a 90/10 split. 

 

Table 1. Experiment 5: VMP percentages by condition and demographic group. 

 

Group 1: No 

Search 

Suggestions (%) 

Group 2: Four 

Positive Search 

Suggestions (%) 

Group 3: Four 

Negative Search 

Suggestions (%) 

Group 4: One Negative 

and Three Positive 

Search Suggestions (%) 

n 83  91 82 84 

All Participants 39.6  48.9 -40.5 -7.5 

Gender     

 Male 20.0 42.9 -33.3 -7.7 

 Female 60.9 54.2 -47.4 -7.4 

Political View     

 Moderate 13.3 54.5 -44.4 -20.0 

 Conservative 66.7 33.3 -40.0 12.5 

 Liberal 40.9 61.1 -43.8 0.0 

Age     

 18 - 35 years old 37.9 59.1 -36.0 -9.5 

 36 - 85 years old 42.1 39.1 -50.0 -5.3 

 

 

 The changes in participants’ opinions about the candidates shifted in a manner that was 

consistent with the shifts in voting preferences. In Groups 1 (no search suggestions) (Table S3) 

and 2 (four positive search suggestions) (Table S4), impression, trust, and likeability changed 

(post-search) very little for the favored candidate but decreased substantially for the non-favored 

candidate. In Group 3 (four negative search suggestions) (Table S5), impression, trust, and 
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likeability decreased substantially for the favored candidate but changed very little for the non-

favored candidate. In Group 4 (three positive search suggestions and one negative search 

suggestion) (Table S6), impression, trust, and likeability changed very little for the favored 

candidate and decreased somewhat for the non-favored candidate.  

 The fact that our participants rated the favored and non-favored candidates roughly 

equally before search in all four groups and very differently after search in Groups 1, 2, and 3, is 

yet another indication that our participants were undecided about our two candidates at the 

beginning of the experiment. 

 The pre-post changes in voting preferences on the 11-point scale were also consistent 

with the VMP changes. These changes were statistically significant in Groups 1, 2, and 3 and not 

significant in Group 4 (Table S7). That finding is consistent with both the VMPs (Table 1) and 

the changes in opinions we found in the four groups (Tables S3-S6). 

 Regarding perception of bias: 37.0% of the participants in Experiment 5 in the groups 

that were shown search suggestions appeared to detect bias in the search results they saw. In the 

group that was not shown search suggestions, 41.0% of participants appeared to detect the bias 

they were shown; as one might expect, the difference between these two percentages was not 

significant: z = 0.65, p = 0.26 NS. The latter percentage is consistent with earlier findings in 

which people were shown biased search results that contained no masking (Epstein & Robertson, 

2015). When bias is masked – that is, when pro-Candidate-A results include an occasional pro-

Candidate-B result, the percentage of participants who can detect bias drops significantly – 

sometimes to 0 – even though the shift in opinions and voting preferences can remain large 

(Epstein et al., 2022; Epstein & Robertson, 2015). Even more disturbing, people who detect bias 

in search results shift, on average, even farther in the direction of the bias than people who do not 
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detect bias (Epstein & Robertson, 2015). In the present experiment (Experiment 5), no masking 

was employed, so these issues were not explored. 

Discussion 

The five experiments we have described above suggest clear answers to the questions we 

posed earlier: 

 1. How might voters have been impacted in the summer of 2016 by negative search 

suggestions – or the lack thereof – shown for different political candidates? Our results suggest 

that if negative search suggestions had been consistently suppressed for Hillary Clinton for a 

period of months before the 2016 election, while negative suggestions had been allowed to 

appear for her opponent, Donald Trump, the voting preferences of a large number of undecided 

voters would likely have shifted toward Mrs. Clinton. 

 By making some reasonable assumptions, we estimate that between 1.48 and 2 million 

votes might have been shifted to Mrs. Clinton through a combination of biased search 

suggestions (specifically, through the differential suppression of negative search suggestions for 

Clinton) working in combination with biased search results (which are automatically produced 

when people click biased search suggestions). See Supplemental Text S4 for how we arrived at 

this estimate. 

 If that range of numbers seems high, bear in mind that over a period of months, 

undecided voters might be exposed to similarly biased search suggestions and search results 

hundreds of times, which would presumably amplify this source of influence. Also consider: 

Which type of influence is likely to be the most impactful – a competitive and visible form of 

influence that causes undecided voters to be wary (such as a television commercial or billboard), 
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or a non-competitive, invisible source of influence to which people are subjected repeatedly 

without awareness? 

 This analysis appears, at least at first, to break down when we add filter bubbles and echo 

chambers to the picture. When ardent conservatives get all their news from conservative news 

sources, or when ardent liberals get all their news from liberal news sources, they don’t see much 

competing information (Mitchell, Gottfried, Kiley, & Matsa, 2014). But the people at the 

extreme ends of the opinion scale are not the people we are concerned about in the present 

study. Rather, we are focusing on people who are undecided, uncommitted, undeclared, 

unaffiliated, or all of the above – people who are not trapped in filter bubbles and who are trying, 

with varying degrees of effort, to make up their minds. Those people are the targets of both 

election campaigns and algorithms, especially as Election Day grows near (Höchstötter & 

Lewandowski, 2009). But the campaigns are competitive, whereas the content-generating 

algorithms controlled by large online platforms might be one-sided, with users having no way to 

counteract their influence. These companies have complete control over their own content, and 

they also serve as gateways to other content sources. 

 As we have noted, repeating the manipulation likely makes it stronger (Epstein et al., 

2017). What happens if the same bias is also present in newsfeeds, targeted messages (Epstein, 

Tyagi, & Wang, in press), answer boxes (Epstein et al., 2022), answers provided by personal 

assistants (Epstein et al., 2022), and dozens of other “ephemeral experiences” (McKinnon & 

MacMillan, 2008) controlled by large tech platforms – nearly all of which are invisible forms of 

influence that leave no paper trails? We are currently investigating this issue in a separate body 

of research. 
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 We noted earlier that we chose to use an Australian election in our study in order to 

guarantee that our participants would be “undecided,” and we indeed had two reasons to believe 

that they were in fact undecided. First, as we noted in the Results section of Experiment 5, 

participants split roughly evenly in both their opinions and their voting preferences prior to 

conducting their search (Tables S3-S7). We also reported that the initial familiarity with the two 

candidates was low (1.40 for Abbott, 1.20 for Gillard). It is important to recognize here, 

however, that low-familiarity (also called low-information) undecided voters differ in nontrivial 

ways from high-familiarity (high-information) undecided voters (Yarchi, Wolfsfeld, & Samuel-

Azran, 2021). In SEME studies, for example, low-familiarity undecided voters tend to be more 

vulnerable to the manipulation than high-familiarity undecided voters, although significant 

effects occur with both groups (e.g., see Experiment 5 in Epstein & Robertson, 2015). 

 2. How might one structure search suggestions if one deliberately wanted to alter the 

opinions or votes of users? Based on the experiments we have described above, we can provide a 

relatively simple answer to this question, but our answer will also necessarily be simplistic. The 

simple answer is: program your algorithm so that just before it displays its next list of search 

suggestions (after, say, you have typed “hillar”), it checks a “white list” (Lo, 2010). If any of the 

search terms it is about to display (such as, “hillary clinton is the devil”) are on the white list (in 

this case, “hillary clinton” is on that list), it immediately deletes all the search suggestions that 

contain low-valence terms. Suggestions such as “hillary clinton is a filthy liar” are omitted. In 

theory, so many search suggestions of this type might be deleted by the algorithm that it would 

have to dig deep to display anything at all, leaving it, perhaps, with search suggestions that few 

people have searched for, such as “hillary clinton is awesome.” 
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 In truth, however, a search algorithm like Google’s would be far more sophisticated than 

the one we have described. Based on extensive data the company has collected about users, the 

algorithm would likely show people suggestions based on the actual likelihood that individuals 

will click them. When you know your users well, word valence is only one variable you might 

use in maximizing your control over a user’s click. That possibility should be investigated 

further, but one could only crudely approximate the precision with which a company like Google 

could exercise such control. 

 3. Is there an optimal number of search suggestions for influencing people? Experiment 4 

suggests that the optimal number is four, which Google showed people between 2010 and 2017 – 

until, that is, about 3 weeks after we first went public with our preliminary findings about search 

suggestions. Again, however, our answer is simplistic. When you have the ability to personalize 

content based on massive amounts of information about people, you can optimize the control you 

have when you are showing people almost any number of search suggestions (within reason). 

That is an intriguing possibility that should be investigated further, but, once again, doing so 

without the extensive resources of a company like Google would be difficult. 

 4. Can people’s opinions or voting preferences be altered by search suggestions without 

their knowledge? We believe the answer is yes, but we did not ask about possible awareness of 

bias in search suggestions in the present study. We did ask about possible awareness of bias in 

search results in Experiment 5 (the only experiment that contained search results). Although 

nearly 40% of participants in Experiment 5 said that the search results appeared to be biased, we 

know from previous experiments that that kind of awareness can easily be minimized with 

masking procedures (Epstein & Robertson, 2015; cf. Day & Altman, 2000). 
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 We did not inquire about the possible perception of bias in search suggestions because 

real search suggestions are typically displayed for only a fraction of a second. In our procedures, 

participants needed to examine the list of search suggestions closely. Because real search 

suggestions are brief and ephemeral, we question whether most people would perceive any bias 

in them, but this issue should be explored further. Generally speaking, the more briefly a visual 

stimulus is presented, the fewer features people are able to perceive (Hegdé, 2008). 

 5. Who is most vulnerable to manipulation of this sort? We performed only a few basic 

demographic analyses on our data – enough to answer a simple but important question: Are some 

people more vulnerable to influence by biased search suggestions and search results than others? 

The answer appears to be yes (see Table 1, data for Groups 1 and 2) (also see Epstein and 

Robertson [2015]). This finding is important, not because it gives us a definitive picture of who 

is vulnerable and who is not but because it shows that substantial individual and demographic 

differences in vulnerability exist. This means that tech companies that have accumulated vast 

amounts of data about users can conceivably use those data to optimize manipulations that 

employ search suggestions.  
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Supporting Information 

Supplemental Text S1. SourceFed video posted June 9, 2016.  

SourceFed originally posted a 7-minute video on YouTube (owned by Google) on June 9, 2016. 

Within a day, the number of views increased to nearly a million, at which point Google made the 

video “private.” It has been inaccessible to the public ever since. The URL for the private video 

is: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PFxFRqNmXKg. As of this writing (June 7, 2022), that 

page shows the following image: 

SourceFed also posted a 3-minute version of the video on Facebook, which soon attracted more 

than 25 million views. That version of the video is still accessible at: 

https://www.facebook.com/SourceFedNews/videos/vb.322741577776002/1199514293432055/?t

ype=2&theater  
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Supplemental Text S2. Experiment 5: Brief candidate biographies, pre-search. 

Julia Gillard. Born in Barry, Wales (UK) on September 29th, 1961, Gillard moved with her 

family to Australia in 1966. While Gillard was studying at the University of Melbourne, she 

became the second woman to lead the Australian Union of Students. After graduating from the 

University of Melbourne with a Bachelor of Arts and a Bachelor of Laws in 1986, Gillard joined 

the law firm of Slater & Gordon and practiced industrial law. She became a partner at the law 

firm at age 29 but left in 1996 to enter politics as the Chief of Staff for the Leader of the 

Opposition. Gillard lives with her longtime boyfriend, Tim Mathieson, and has chosen not to 

have children in order to devote herself to her career. In 1998, Gillard was elected to the House 

of Representatives to represent the Labor party. Currently, Gillard is the Deputy Prime Minister 

of Australia and leader of the Australian Labor Party. 

Tony Abbott. Born in London, England on November 4th, 1957, to Australian parents, Tony 

Abbott moved with his family to Australia in 1970. While attending the University of Sydney, 

Abbot became a prominent political student activist and served as president of the Student 

Representative Council. In 1981, Abbott graduated from the University of Sydney with a 

Bachelor of Economics and a Bachelor of Laws. Shortly after, he was awarded the prestigious 

Rhodes Scholarship and moved back to England to attend the University of Oxford, where he 

earned a Masters of Arts in Politics and Philosophy. Abbott married Margaret Aitken in 1988, 

and they now have three daughters, Louise, Bridget and Frances. Elected to the Australian House 

of Representatives in 1994, Abbott is now the Leader of the Opposition in the Australian House 

of Representatives and also leader of the Australian Liberal Party. 
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Supplemental Text S3. Method for computing VMP. 

Vote Manipulation Power (VMP) is calculated as follows: 

(
𝑝′ − 𝑝

𝑝
) × 100 

 

where p is the total number of people who voted for the favored candidate pre-manipulation, and 

p' is the total number of people who voted for the favored candidate post-manipulation. If, pre-

manipulation, a group of 100 people is split 50/50 in the votes they give us, and if, post-

manipulation, a total of 67 people now vote for the favored candidate, the VMP is: 

 

(
67 − 50

50
) × 100 

 

or 34%. Because p' is 17 points larger than p, the win margin is 34 (2 × 17, or 34%), and the final 

vote is 67 to 33, with the favored candidate the winner. So in any group in which the vote is split 

50/50 pre-manipulation, the VMP is also the win margin. Note that 17 individuals did not need to 

shift to produce this win margin. We only needed the net number of people voting for the favored 

candidate to be 67. As a practical matter, that net is the key statistic a campaign staff would 

likely want to know. 
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Supplemental Text S4. Estimating the impact of SSE on votes 

For estimation purposes, let us first assume that all other sources of influence besides SSE – 

content from television, radio, the internet, newspapers, and magazines, for example – are highly 

competitive and roughly cancel each other out; they certainly have the potential to do so. With 

most traditional sources of influence, the human hand is apparent, so people are often wary. In 

contrast, with computer-generated content, such as search suggestions, newsfeeds, search results, 

and answers on personal assistants, people often mistakenly assume that the content is inherently 

objective and unbiased because it is computer-generated (Bogert, Schecter, & Watson, 2021; 

Logg, Minson, & Moore, 2018). The human hand – the people who wrote the algorithms, the 

people who are adjusting the algorithms, the human-managed blacklists and whitelists that the 

algorithms might be checking – is invisible. With traditional sources of influence, people are 

usually aware that someone is trying to influence them; with computer-generated content on the 

internet, people are typically unaware that they are being subjected to any form of influence. 

When people are unaware of influence, they have no way to counteract it, and shifts in thinking 

and behavior can be large, especially when people are undecided on an issue (Bond et al., 2012). 

 Let us further assume that no sources of influence exist to counteract the influence of 

biased search suggestions on the leading search engine. 92% of search in the US and most other 

countries is conducted on Google (Statscounter GlobalStats, 2021), so competing search engines 

have relatively little impact on elections. Bing, the most popular competitor, attracts only 2.6% 

of search engine traffic, and each of the other search engines – DuckDuckGo, Baidu, Yahoo, 

Yandex, Startpage, Qwant, Swiss Cows, and so on – attracts less than 1.6% of search engine 

traffic (Statscounter GlobalStats, 2021). 
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 Let us also assume that 6 months before a national election, at least 20% of voters are 

undecided. Voter surveys conducted before US Presidential elections since the 1940s suggest 

that the actual percentage probably varies between 30% and 60% (Annenberg Public Policy 

Center, 2008; Liu, Ye, Sun, Jiang, & Wang, 2021; Mayer, 2008). In the 2016 Presidential 

election, 138.8 million people voted for president, which suggests that 6 months before Election 

Day at least 27 million people (using our conservative 20% estimate) could have been tipped one 

way or another by an effective, non-competitive source of influence.  

 Let us further assume that between 60% and 80% of these people sometimes use search 

engines to gather information about election related issues (the actual proportion is probably at 

the high end of this range, if not higher, and that proportion increases from one election to the 

next worldwide) (American National Election Studies, 2021; Shearer, 2021). Note that in our 

Experiment 5, 90.3% of our participants said they had used search engines to get political 

information, and 93.3% of our participants said Google was the search engine they used most 

frequently. Using the more conservative 60% to 80% range, that gives us between 16.2 and 21.6 

million people to influence with our biased search suggestions. Although it is true that people are 

not offered search suggestions on every search, we can safely assume that all of our undecided 

voters are shown search suggestions on at least some searches, and given that about 23% of 

people click a search suggestion when offered a list of search suggestions (Dean, 2020), the 

number of people over whom we can exert strong influence might now drop to between 3.7 and 

5.0 million. Again, our estimate is conservative here, especially given our finding (in Experiment 

1) that eligible, undecided voters – the voters most likely to be targeted for manipulations – are 

strongly inclined to click on low-valence search terms (recall that they clicked on low-valence 
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terms 14.8 times as often as they clicked on neutral or positive terms). In other words, the people 

whom one might want to influence are the easiest to influence using this type of manipulation. 

Experiment 5 suggests that the differential suppression of low-valence search suggestions 

can produce large shifts in voting preferences during a single search experience, turning a 50/50 

vote split into more than a 90/10 vote split (which means we can tip more than 40 out of 100 

vulnerable people toward one candidate). If, over a 6-month period, we are able to shift 40% of 

our undecided voters, as we did in Experiment 5 (Group 2) after just one search, that means that 

in our election with 138.8 million voters, we should be able to use biased search suggestions to 

shift between 1.48 and 2 million voters toward the candidate of our choice. If all other voters 

were split 50/50, this means we could use SSE to create a win margin for our candidate of 

roughly between 3 and 4 million votes (2 times the win margins). 

The real vote margin that Google controls is probably larger, given that: 

(a) we have likely underestimated the proportion of voters who are undecided 6 months 

before an election; and 

(b) we have likely underestimated the proportion of voters who get political information 

online in the months leading up to an election. 

In addition: 

(a) people can be presented with biased search suggestions hundreds of times over that 6-

month period; 

(b) Google can easily identify the voters who remain undecided at any point in time and 

thus target and personalize their manipulations; and 

(c) Google can bias search results, YouTube videos, answer boxes, answers provided by 

Google Home (a personal assistant similar to Amazon’s Echo device), answers provided by the 
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Google Assistant (a personal assistant on Android phones, similar to Apple’s Siri), and other 

content to favor the same candidate, thus exerting more influence. 

Finally, we note that content from other Silicon Valley tech companies – virtually all of 

which have the same political leanings – can push the margin even farther. Some of these 

companies have strategic relationships with Google, which directly expands Google’s influence 

(Leswig, 2018; Pressman, 2017). 
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Figure S1. Search suggestions for “donald trump is a” on August 4, 2016, showing two negative 

suggestions (ellipses were added). 

 

 

Figure S2. “Trump is” on Google.com on July 9, 2020, where two of the four suggestions shown 

were negative (ellipses were added). 
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Figure S3. “Trump is” on Google.com on July 27, 2020, where three of the suggestions shown 

were negative (ellipses were added). 
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Experiment 1: Appearance of the Four Items on the Web Page 

For each of the following questions, select the answer that seems best to you. 
 

 
1. Say you Googled "Tim Kaine," the Democratic candidate for vice president, in order 
to learn more about him. If Google made the following suggestions after you typed 
Kaine's name, which option, if any, would you be most likely to click? 
 

 
2. Say you Googled "Mike Pence," the Republican candidate for vice president, in order 
to learn more about him. If Google made the following suggestions after you typed 
Pence's name, which option, if any, would you be most likely to click? 
 

 
3. Say you Googled "Tim Kaine," the Democratic candidate for vice president, in order 
to learn more about him. If Google made the following suggestions after you typed 
Kaine's name, which option, if any, would you be most likely to click?  
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4. Say you Googled "Mike Pence," the Republican candidate for vice president, in order 
to learn more about him. If Google made the following suggestions after you typed 
Pence's name, which option, if any, would you be most likely to click? 
 
 

Figure S4. Items and instructions shown on web page in Experiment 1. All participants saw all 

four items on the same web page, as pictured above. 
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Research Design for Experiment 1 

 

Figure S5. Design of Experiment 1. In this experiment, the number of clicks to a low-valence 

search term was compared to the number of clicks to a neutral control term in the same position, 

as well as to the number of clicks to neutral search terms in other positions. All participants saw 

the same four sets of search suggestions in which the order of the search suggestions was fixed. 

Sets 1 and 3 showed, respectively, a control term (“office,” neutral valence) and a low-valence 

term (“scandal”) for Democratic candidate Tim Kaine; both always appeared in the third 

position. Sets 2 and 4 showed, respectively, a control term (“office,” neutral valence) and a low-

valence term (“scandal”) for Republican candidate Mike Pence; both always appeared in the 

second position.  
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Experiment 2: Appearance of the Four Items on the Web Page 

1. Say you Googled "Mike Pence," the Republican candidate for vice president, in order 
to learn more about him. If Google made the following suggestions after you typed 
Pence's name, which option, if any, would you be most likely to click? 
 

 
2. Say you Googled "Tim Kaine," the Democratic candidate for vice president, in order 
to learn more about him. If Google made the following suggestions after you typed 
Kaine's name, which option, if any, would you be most likely to click? 
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3. Say you Googled "Mike Pence," the Republican candidate for vice president, in order 
to learn more about him. If Google made the following suggestions after you typed 
Pence's name, which option, if any, would you be most likely to click? 
 

 
4. Say you Googled "Tim Kaine," the Democratic candidate for vice president, in order to learn 
more about him. If Google made the following suggestions after you typed Kaine's name, which 
option, if any, would you be most likely to click? 
 

 
 
Figure S6. Items and instructions shown on web page in Experiment 2. All participants saw all 

four items on the same web page, as pictured above, but for each participant, the position of the 

negative search suggestion could appear in any of the first four search suggestions of its set. The 

other suggestions did not change position. 
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Research Design for Experiment 2 

 
 

Figure S7. Design of Experiment 2. As in Experiment 1, participants were shown four sets of 

search suggestions, always in the same order. However, the low-valence term could appear in 

any of the first four positions of sets 1 and 4. The positions of the neutral terms did not change, 

so each neutral term served as a control term for the low-valence term when it appeared in the 

same relative position as the low-valence term. Shown above is just one of 16 possible 

configurations: when both low-valence terms appeared in the first position of their sets. 
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Figure S8. Click probability for all search suggestions and positions in Experiment 2. 
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Experiment 3: Appearance of the Three Items on the Web Page 

Say you wanted to learn more about Donald Trump's grandfather, Frederick Trump. You 
begin to type "Frederick Trump's" into the search bar. If Google made the following 
suggestions as you typed, which option would you click? 

1. Click on your preferred choice: 

2. Click on your preferred choice: 

3. Click on your preferred choice: 

Figure S9. Items and instructions shown on web page in Experiment 3.  
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Research Design for Experiment 3 

 

Figure S10. Design of Experiment 3. In Experiment 3, all participants saw three sets of search 

suggestions which consisted of one set of eight suggestions and two sets of four suggestions; the 

order of those sets varied randomly. All sets also included a final fill-in option. Within each set 

of search suggestions, the low-, moderate-, and high-valence terms could appear in any position. 

Only one possible configuration (out of 128 possible configurations) is shown above: one in 

which the low-valence term appeared in the first position of each set. 
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Experiment 4: Appearance of the Six Items on the Web Page 

Say you wanted to learn more about Donald Trump's grandfather, Frederick Trump. You 
begin to type "Frederick Trump's" into the search bar. If Google made the following 
suggestions as you typed, which option would you click? 

 

1. Click on your preferred choice: 

 

2. Click on your preferred choice: 
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3. Click on your preferred choice: 

 

4. Click on your preferred choice: 

 

5. Click on your preferred choice: 
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6. Click on your preferred choice: 

Figure S11. Items and instructions shown on web page in Experiment 4.  
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Research Design for Experiment 4 

 
Figure S12. Design of Experiment 4. In Experiment 4, all participants saw six sets of search 

suggestions, two with two suggestions, two with four suggestions, and two with eight 

suggestions, all presented in random order. Each set contained one of two low-valence terms, 

which could appear in any position. Each low-valence term appeared a total of three times. 
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Figure S13. Number of search suggestions shown by Google in response to 1,000 popular search 

terms, as of March 21, 2017.  
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Figure S14. Experiment 5, pre-search questions about opinions and voting preferences. In the 

experiment, the order of the candidates’ names was counterbalanced. 
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Figure S15. Sample search suggestions shown for Group 3 (four negative search suggestions) in 

Experiment 5. 
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Research Design for Experiment 5 

Figure S16. Design of Experiment 5. Experiment 5 was a standard SEME experiment (Epstein & 

Robertson, 2015) in which participants were randomly assigned to one of four groups. In Group 

1, no search suggestions (SSs) were shown. In Group 2, four positive SSs were shown, so a click 

on any one of them produced search results biased in favor of the candidate named in the 

suggestions. In Group 3, four negative SSs were shown, so a click on any one of them produced 

search results biased against the candidate named in the suggestions (and thus favoring the 

opposing candidate). In Group 4, three positive and one negative SSs were shown; a click on any 

of the positive suggestions produced search results favoring the named candidate, and a click on 

the negative suggestion produced search results favoring the opposing candidate. 
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Figure S17. Sample search results (page 1 of 5) for Group 3 in Experiment 5. 
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Table S1. Demographics characteristics across experiments.  

†NA = not asked. 

 

 

Table S2. Experiment 1: Clicks to negative search suggestions vs. clicks to other suggestions. 

Sample n 

Clicks to 

Negative 

Suggestions 

Percent of 

Clicks to 

Negative 

Suggestions 

Clicks to 

Control 

Suggestions 

Percent of 

Clicks to 

Control 

Suggestions 

Ratio, Clicks 

to Negatives 

vs. Clicks to 

Controls 

All 609 507 41.6 88 7.2 5.8 

Undecided Voters 155 57 51.8 4 3.5 14.8 

 

  

 

Experiment 1 

(n = 609) 

Experiment 2 

(n = 1,126) 

Experiment 3 

(n = 542) 

Experiment 4 

(n = 302) 

Experiment 5 

(n =340) 

Mean Age 

(SD) 
22.8 (14.2) 21.0 (17.4) 24.2 (18.8) 35.4 (11.2) 36.1 (11.0) 

Gender (n)      

 Male 328 541 231 160 153 

 Female  222 419 174 141 187 

 Unknown 59 166 137 1 0 

Political Affiliation (n)     

 Conservative  145 202 102 87 83 

 Liberal 242 473 199 154 144 

 Moderate 0 0 163 61 98 

 None  NA† NA NA NA 11 

 Other  NA NA NA NA 4 

 Unknown 0 0 78 0 0 

Voter Status       

 Decided 446 813 NA NA NA 

 Undecided  155 235 NA NA NA 

 Unknown 8 78 NA NA NA 

Fluency (SD) 9.6 (0.9) 9.6 (0.9) 9.5 (1.0) 9.9 (0.4) 10.0 (0.16) 
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Table S3. Experiment 5, Group 1 (no search suggestions): Opinion changes, pre- vs. post-search. 

Pre-Search Opinions     

 Favored Candidate  Non-Favored 

Candidate 

z1 p  

Impression 7.36 (2.08) 7.11 (2.10) 1.20  0.23 NS 

Trust 6.25 (2.12) 6.24 (2.24) 0.37  0.71 NS 

Likeability  7.25 (2.06) 7.12 (2.10) -0.02  0.98 NS 

Post-Search 

Opinions 

    

 Favored Candidate Non-Favored 

Candidate 

z1 p 

Impression  7.04 (2.37) 3.95 (2.07) 5.85 < 0.001 

Trust 6.23 (2.67) 3.41 (2.05) 5.50 < 0.001 

Likeability 6.88 (2.46) 3.51 (2.04) 6.24 < 0.001 
1z value using Wilcoxon test in SPSS. 

 

 

Table S4. Experiment 5, Group 2 (four positive search suggestions): Opinion changes, pre- vs. 

post-search. 

Pre-Search Opinions     

 Favored Candidate Non-Favored 

Candidate 

z1 p 

Impression 7.42 (1.75) 7.38 (1.89) -0.07  0.95 NS 

Trust 6.52 (1.96) 6.42 (2.06) 0.70  0.50 NS 

Likeability  7.18 (1.96) 7.20 (1.87) -0.30  0.76 NS 

Post-Search Opinions    

 Favored Candidate Non-Favored 

Candidate 

z1 p 

Impression  7.56 (1.91) 4.41 (2.43) 6.59 < 0.001 

Trust 6.76 (2.12) 4.31 (2.57) 5.92 < 0.001 

Likeability 7.30 (2.06) 4.25 (2.45) 6.55 < 0.001 
1z value using Wilcoxon test in SPSS. 
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Table S5. Experiment 5, Group 3 (four negative search suggestions): Opinion changes, pre- vs. 

post-search. 

Pre-Search Opinions     

 Favored Candidate Non-Favored 

Candidate 

z1 p 

Impression 7.24 (1.76) 7.17 (1.96) 0.17  0.86 NS 

Trust 5.99 (2.02) 5.79 (2.15) 0.55  0.58 NS 

Likeability  7.09 (1.81) 6.76 (1.88) 1.51  0.13 NS 

Post-Search Opinions    

 Favored Candidate Non-Favored 

Candidate 

z1 p 

Impression  4.30 (1.93) 6.70 (2.16) -5.23 < 0.001 

Trust 4.05 (1.99) 5.90 (2.43) -4.71 < 0.001 

Likeability 4.48 (2.04) 6.66 (2.26) -4.94 < 0.001 
1z value using Wilcoxon test in SPSS. 

 

 

Table S6. Group 4 (three positive search suggestions and one negative suggestion): Opinion 

changes, pre- vs. post-search. 

Pre-Search Opinions     

 Favored Candidate Non-Favored 

Candidate 

z1 p 

Impression 7.37 (1.91) 7.39 (1.97) 0.26 0.79 NS 

Trust 6.50 (2.02) 6.61 (1.98) -0.24 0.81 NS 

Likeability  7.25 (2.06) 7.20 (2.03) 0.36 0.72 NS 

Post-Search Opinions    

 Favored Candidate Non-Favored 

Candidate 

z1 p 

Impression  5.48 (2.60) 6.31 (2.42) -1.80 0.07 NS 

Trust 5.32 (2.56) 5.86 (2.39) -1.31 0.19 NS 

Likeability 5.39 (2.63) 6.11 (2.52) -1.60 0.11 NS 
1z value using Wilcoxon test in SPSS. 
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Table S7. Experiment 5: Changes in voting preferences on the 11-point scale. 

 

Group 1: No 

Search 

Suggestions 

Group 2: Four 

Positive 

Suggestions 

Group 3: Four 

Negative 

Suggestions 

Group 4: Three 

Positive and One 

Negative 

Suggestion 

Pre-Search Vote 

for Favored 

Candidate 0.29 (2.7) 0.11 (2.77) -0.24 (2.70) -0.21 (3.08) 

Post-Search Vote 

for Favored 

Candidate 2.19 (2.62) 1.67 (2.91) -1.70 (2.74) -0.46 (3.35) 

z1 -5.39 -5.76 4.82 0.72 

p < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 0.47 NS 
1z value using Wilcoxon test in SPSS.
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Abstract 

A series of experiments published in 2015 in the Proceedings of the National Academy of 

Sciences showed that search engine results favoring one candidate can (a) shift the preferences of 

undecided voters toward that candidate by up to 80% in some demographic groups and (b) be 

masked so people show no awareness of the manipulation. We labeled this phenomenon the 

Search Engine Manipulation Effect (SEME), and it appears to be one of the largest behavioral 

effects ever discovered. The 2015 experiments and others we have published since then have 

focused on shifts in voting preferences. In three new experiments with a total of 1,137 US 

residents (mean age = 33.2), we sought to determine whether biased search rankings could shift 

people’s opinions on topics that do not involve candidates or elections. Each of the new 

experiments looked at a different topic, and participants were pre-screened to make sure they 

didn’t have strong opinions about these topics. The topics were: Is artificial intelligence useful or 

dangerous? Is fracking helpful or dangerous? And: Are people born gay or do they choose to be 

gay? All participants were first asked various demographic questions, then shown brief 

summaries of the “pro” and “anti” views on each topic, and then asked their opinions about each 

topic. Next, participants were allowed to conduct an online search using our mock search engine 

(Kadoodle) lasting up to 15 minutes. All search results were real and linked to real web pages; 

only the order of search results varied from group to group. In each experiment, one-third of the 

participants saw biased search results favoring one perspective; one-third saw biased search 

results favoring the opposing perspective; and one-third (the control group) saw mixed search 

results. After completing their search, participants were again asked for their opinions about the 

topic. Our primary dependent variable was Manipulation Power (MP), the overall increase in the 

number of participants favoring one viewpoint after having viewed search rankings favoring that 
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viewpoint. The MPs in the three experiments were 25.0%, 30.9%, and 17.8%, respectively. 

Corresponding shifts were also found for how persuasive participants found each viewpoint to be 

and for how much they trusted each viewpoint. We conclude that biased search rankings can 

impact more than voting preferences. It appears that search rankings favoring one viewpoint on a 

wide range of topics can cause people who have not yet formulated a strong opinion on such 

topics to adopt the favored perspective. If our findings prove to be robust, we are exposing what 

might be considered a fatal flaw in search engines, namely that even without human interference, 

search algorithms will inevitably alter the thinking and behavior of billions of people worldwide 

on perhaps any topic for which they have not yet formed strong opinions. With self-determining 

AIs being rapidly integrated into search algorithms, one might wonder whether the manipulative 

power of personalized, biased search results will be harnessed in coming years in ways that serve 

humanity’s interests. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keywords: search engines; search engine manipulation effect; SEME; online manipulation; 

manipulation power; VMP; MP 
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Can Biased Search Results Change People’s Opinions About 

Anything at All? A Close Replication of the Search Engine 

Manipulation Effect (SEME) 

 

1. Introduction 

 Controlled experiments conducted in recent years have shown that bias in search engine 

results can rapidly shift the opinions and voting preferences of undecided voters – by as much as 

80% in some demographic groups [1]. Research has also shown that this effect – the search 

engine manipulation effect (or SEME, pronounced “seem”) – can easily be masked so that no 

users are aware of the bias they are seeing [1]. SEME has been partially or fully replicated 

multiple times since it was first published in 2015 [2-16].  

 Research has also shown that when people do suspect that they are viewing biased search 

results, that awareness does not necessarily protect them from the impact of the bias. Epstein and 

Robertson [1] showed in a controlled experiment with more than 2,000 participants from all 50 

US states that the few people (8.6%) who could recognize the bias shifted even farther, on 

average, than people who did not recognize the bias. Why this occurred is not clear, but it could 

have been because people have inordinate faith in the validity of computer output, at least in part 

because they have no idea how computers work [17,18]. Research has also shown that 

vulnerability to SEME and other new forms of online manipulation varies substantially from one 

demographic group to another [1,6-12]. 
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 At least three other features of search engines make them potentially problematic, at least 

in the eyes of some experts and public policy makers: First, all the content shown to users on 

search engines is ephemeral. Search suggestions, answer boxes, and search results are all 

generated on the fly, impact users, and then disappear, and online ephemeral content can impact 

people’s thinking significantly [19,20]. Because they are not stored anywhere, they leave no 

paper trail for authorities to trace. If biased search results shifted votes in an election – perhaps, 

in a close election, so many votes that that bias determined the outcome – there would be no way 

to go back in time to document such an effect [21,22,cf. 23]. 

Second, over the years, search engines have based their content on increasingly vast 

amounts of data they have collected about each user; in other words, they now personalize (or 

“customize”) content to meet the needs of individual users [24]. Many users like this feature of 

modern search engines, which they consider to be the digital equivalent of personal shoppers 

[25,26]. On the downside, a long history of research in the marketing and advertising fields has 

shown that the more one knows about the customer, the easier it is to manipulate him or her 

[27,28]. This ability applies as much to voters as it does to shoppers [29,30].  

 Third, because about 92% of search worldwide – everywhere outside of mainland China 

(the PROC) – is conducted on just one search engine, with no other search engine attracting 

more than 4% of search [31, 32,cf. 33], if the leading search engine chooses to shift votes or 

opinions in just one direction, there is no way to counteract that very powerful form of influence. 

If the bias has been masked, there also may be no way to detect it. This is very different from 

most forms of influence that affect people every day, especially in the days leading up to 

elections. Most forms of influence – billboards, television and radio commercials, newspapers 

ads and editorials, online ads and podcasts – are inherently competitive. If you have the 
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resources, you counter your opponent’s brutal attack ad with one or more ads that are even more 

brutal. But if the dominant search engine chooses – either by deliberate acts of its employees or 

by unconscious or neglectful management of its algorithms [20,22,34] – to support one political 

candidate or party, there is no way to counteract that influence. 

 For these reasons, it is important to understand how SEME works, who it affects, and the 

magnitude of its ability to alter opinions, beliefs, purchases, behavior, and votes. As we have 

been arguing elsewhere in recent years, it is also important that we develop permanent 

monitoring systems that can preserve and analyze ephemeral content on a large scale [35-37]. If 

we don’t preserve ephemeral content, we will never know how and to what extent existing and 

emerging tech companies are impacting our minds, our children, and our political systems. 

 Nearly all the research that has been conducted on SEME has focused on only one of 

these domains – namely, the ability of biased search results to alter the opinions and voting 

preferences of undecided voters. We are aware of one conference presentation in which SEME 

was partially replicated in a context involving people’s knowledge about health issues [38]. An 

earlier study found that search results linked to webpages that contained high-quality information 

about vaccines communicated more knowledge to people than did search results linked to low-

quality webpages [39], but that study did not measure opinion shifts.  

 We are left with a consequential question that we believe has not yet been answered 

adequately: Can biased search results shift people’s opinions not just about political candidates 

but about a wide range of different topics – perhaps any topic at all? We acknowledge that this 

question applies mainly, if not exclusively, to people who have not yet made up their mind about 

that topic: about where to go on vacation, about what kind of car they should buy, about whether 

gays should be able to marry or adopt children, and so on. How much power do biased search 
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results have, across a wide range of different topics and issues, to shift the opinions and behavior 

of people who are vulnerable to being influenced? 

 

2. Experiment 1. Can Biased Search Results Shift People’s 

Views About Artificial Intelligence (AI)? 

2.1 Method 

2.1.1 Ethics statement 

 The federally registered Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the sponsoring institution 

(American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology) approved this study with exempt 

status under HHS rules because (a) the anonymity of participants was preserved and (b) the risk 

to participants was minimal. The IRB is registered with OHRP under number IRB00009303, and 

the Federalwide Assurance number for the IRB is FWA00021545. Informed written consent was 

obtained for all three experiments as specified in the Procedure section below. 

2.1.2 Participants  

 378 participants were recruited online from the Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) 

subject pool during March 2016. The mean age of our participants was 33.8 (SD = 11.4). 56.3% 

(n = 213) of our participants identified themselves as female and 43.7% (n = 165) as male. For 

detailed information about the basic demographic characteristics of our participants in all three 

experiments, see Table S1. 

 91.3% (n = 345) of our participants reported using Google as their primary search engine; 

4.2% (n = 16) reported using Bing, 2.6% (n = 10) reported using Yahoo, and 1.9% (n = 7) 
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reported using some “other” search engine. Participants reported conducting a wide range of 

number of searches per week – from 1 per week to over 200 per week (M = 12.8, SD = 17.1). 

44.2% (n = 167) of participants identified themselves as politically liberal, 30.2% (n = 114) as 

moderate, 17.7% (n = 67) as conservative, 6.6% (n = 25) as having no political viewpoint, and 

1.3% (n = 5) as other.  

 We asked participants how familiar they were with arguments that favored the use of 

artificial intelligence (AI) and arguments that were critical of AI on a scale from 1 to 10, where 1 

represented “Not familiar at all” and 10 represented “Very familiar.” The mean familiarity level 

with pro-AI arguments was 3.1 (SD = 2.2), and the mean familiarity level with anti-AI arguments 

was 3.1 (SD = 2.3).  

2.1.3 Procedure 

 The experiment was conducted online and employed a pre/post design. Participants were 

first asked, “Do you have strong beliefs about artificial intelligence?” and only people who 

clicked “No” were allowed to continue. Then participants were given basic instructions and 

asked for their informed consent (S5 Text). As required by the sponsoring institution’s IRB, 

participants were not asked for identifying information such as name, email address, or telephone 

number. The participants were then asked a series of demographic questions. They were shown 

brief (about 100 words) paragraphs about AI. The first paragraph presented a point of view 

favoring AI, and the second presented a point of view opposing AI (see S2 Text for the full 

content).  

 Participants were then asked six opinion questions about AI: two regarding their overall 

impressions, two regarding how persuasive they found the two viewpoints they had read, and 

two regarding how much they trusted those two viewpoints; for the full text of the questions, 
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which participants answered on 10-point Likert scales, see S1 Fig. Next, on an 11-point scale 

from 5 to 0 to 5 (S1 Fig), participants indicated which viewpoint they favored, with “Pro AI” and 

“Anti AI” appearing at each end of the scale, with the positions counterbalanced. Finally, 

participants were asked to choose which viewpoint they favored in a forced-choice question (S1 

Fig) – again, with the positions of the answers counterbalanced. This page of questions 

comprised the pre-search test. 

 At the beginning of the experiment, all participants were randomly assigned to one of 

three groups: Pro-AI, Anti-AI, or the Control Group, in which people saw alternating pro- and 

anti-AI arguments. The sequences are shown in Fig 2. 

 All 30 webpages used in this experiment had previously been rated by five independent 

reviewers on an 11-point scale from 5 to 0 to 5, where “Pro AI” and “Anti AI” appeared at either 

end of the scale, and their order was counterbalanced. Based on the mean ratings of the 

reviewers, the search results were ranked from the most Pro AI (referring to the web page to 

which the search result linked) to the most Anti AI (again, referring to the web page to which the 

search result linked), with the relatively neutral search results in the middle (Fig 2, Group 1).  

 After participants answered those eight questions about the pro- and anti-AI points of 

view, they were then given up to 15 min to use our Kadoodle search engine – a Google simulator 

– to learn more about AI. Our search engine showed participants five pages of search results, 

with six search results per page. Participants could click on any of the results and could switch 

between the pages by clicking on numbers at the bottom of each page (see Fig 1).  
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Fig 1. Example of Kadoodle search results page. Each search results webpage contained six 

different search results. The participant could click on a link to view the corresponding web page, 

or he or she could click on one of the numbers at the bottom of the page to switch to a different 

page of search results. The “End Search” shortcut can be seen in the top left corner of the page.  

 

 All search results were real, scraped from the Google search engine, and all webpages 

were real, scraped from the internet. The webpages were presented as image files created from 

the original pages, with no active links.  
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Fig 2. Ordering of search results for the three groups. Each small square represents a search 

result, and each group of six squares represents the search results on one page. Dark pink 

signifies that a search result links to a web page in which the content has been rated (by 

independent raters) to be pro-AI. Light pink signifies that search results link to web pages that 

are less favorable to AI. White signifies that the linked web pages are relatively neutral toward 

AI. Light blue signifies that search results link to web pages that are somewhat anti-AI. Medium 

blue signifies that search results link to web pages that are strongly anti-AI. In Group 1 (Pro AI), 

the search results are in order from pro-AI to anti-AI. In Group 2 (Anti-AI), the search results are 

in the opposite order. In Group 3 (Control), pro- and anti-AI search results alternate.  

 

 Participants could end their search by clicking a button on the top left of the screen that 

read “End Search” (Fig 1). If they failed to click the button, the search session would end when a 

15-min time limit was reached.  

 Now participants were again asked to answer the six opinion questions and two voting 

questions they had answered prior to search (the post-search test). After participants responded to 

these questions, they were asked whether anything in the experiment had bothered them. If they 

answered “yes,” they could then explain what had bothered them in a text box. The purpose of 

asking participants about what bothered them was to determine whether they detected bias in the 
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search results. We could not ask directly about bias because leading questions of that sort are 

known to inflate estimates [40]. 

 Finally, participants were thanked for their participation in the experiment and provided 

with a code number that they could use to be paid by MTurk.  

2.2 Results 

 Most of the experiments we have conducted on online manipulation since we began this 

type of research in 2013 [1,6-13] have used “vote manipulation power” (VMP) as the most 

informative metric of change. VMP was defined as the post-manipulation percentage increase in 

the number of people voting for the candidate favored in the manipulation (see S1 Text for 

further details). Because we are now extending our investigation to look at topics that are not 

election-related, we are introducing a broader variant of VMP, calling it simply “manipulation 

power” or MP. We define MP as the post-manipulation percentage increase in the number of 

people choosing the opinion favored in the manipulation (or the belief, candidate, product, 

perspective, or other categorical content that can be made to look superior to an alternative). 

 In Experiment 1, the MP was 25.0% (McNemar’s Test X2 = 22.22, p < 0.001), which 

means that in the two bias groups combined, the bias in the search results increased the number 

of people choosing either a pro-AI or an anti-AI perspective by 25.0%. Specifically, before the 

search was conducted, the total number of people in the two bias groups who chose the favored 

perspective was 124. After the search, that number increased by 25.0% to 155.  

 On the 11-point voting preference scale, pre-manipulation, we found no significant 

difference between the mean ratings in the three groups (MPro = 1.62, SD  = 2.5; MAnti = 1.78, SD 

= 2.4; MControl = 1.31, SD = 2.5; Kruskal-Wallis H = 3.13; p = 0.209 NS). Post manipulation, we 

found a significant difference between mean ratings in the three groups (MPro = 1.99, SD = 
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2.7; MAnti = 0.18, SD = 3.0; MControl = 1.03, SD = 2.9; H = 24.68; p < 0.001). Participants in 

Group 1 shifted 0.37 points toward the favored opinion (Pro AI), and participants in Group 2 

condition shifted 1.6 points towards the favored opinion (Anti AI). In addition, the pre-

manipulation mean preference for the favored opinion (Groups 1 and 2 combined) was 

significantly different from the post-manipulation mean preference for the favored opinion 

(Groups 1 and 2 combined) (MPre = 0.004; SDPre = 3.0; MPost = 0.96; SDPost = 3.1; MDiff = 0.956; 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks z = 6.00; p < 0.001). 

 The shift was also indicated by three measures for each of the two opposing opinions: 

measures of overall impression, persuasiveness, and level of trust (S1 Fig). Pre to post, the mean 

favored opinions increased for all three measures, and the non-favored opinions decreased for all 

three measures. Pre to post, the overall change in opinions was highly significant for all three 

measures and was in the predicted direction (Table 1). 

 In the two bias groups combined (Groups 1 and 2, n = 246), the number of people who 

noticed bias in the search results they saw was 38.2%. This is consistent with the level of bias 

perception in other SEME experiments when masking has not been employed to disguise the bias 

[1,4-6]. 
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Table 1. Experiment 1: Pre- and post-search opinion ratings of the favored and non-

favored candidate measured on 10-point scales, bias groups only  

 
Favored Opinion 

Mean (SD) 
 

Non-Favored 

Opinion Mean (SD) 
  

 

 Pre Post Diff Pre Post Diff z† p 

Overall Impression 5.65 (2.6) 6.46 (2.5) + 0.81 5.74 (2.6) 4.98 (2.4) - 0.76 -5.20 < 0.001 

Persuasiveness 5.63 (2.4) 6.88 (2.5) + 1.25 5.76 (2.3) 5.09 (2.6) - 0.67 -6.46 < 0.001 

Level of Trust 5.61 (2.2) 6.63 (2.3) + 1.02 5.85 (2.1)  5.36 (2.4) - 0.49 -6.15 < 0.001 

†The z values come from Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test between the post-search minus pre-search 

ratings for the favored candidate and the post-search minus pre-search ratings for the non-

favored candidate. 

 

3. Experiment 2. Can Biased Search Results Shift People’s 

Views About Fracking? 

3.1 Methods 

3.1.1 Participants 

 394 participants were recruited online from MTurk during March 2016. The mean age of 

our participants was 32.9 (SD = 10.2). 52.0% (n = 205) of our participants identified themselves 

as female and 48.0% (n = 189) as male. For detailed information about basic demographic 

characteristics, see Table S1.  

 94.2% (n = 371) of the participants selected Google as their primary search engine, 4.1% 

(n = 16) as Bing, 1.5% (n = 6) as Yahoo, and 0.3% (n = 1) as other. Participants reported the 

number of searches they conducted per week ranging from 0 to 150 (M = 14.4, SD = 18.1). 

42.4% (n = 167) of participants reported being liberal, 33.8% (n = 133) as moderate, and 15.5% 

(n = 61) as conservative; 6.1% (n = 24) reported having no political views, and 2.3% (n = 9) 
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reported their political viewpoint as other. The mean familiarity level of participants with pro-

fracking arguments was 3.6 (SD = 2.3); for anti-fracking arguments, it was 4.2 (SD = 2.5). 

3.1.2 Procedure 

 The procedure for Experiment 2 was the same as for Experiment 1, except that the topic 

was fracking.  

3.2 Results  

 In Experiment 2, the MP was 30.9% (McNemar’s Test X2 = 25.14, p < 0.001), which 

means that in the two bias groups combined, the bias in the search results increased the number 

of people choosing either a pro-fracking or an anti-fracking perspective by 30.9%. Specifically, 

before the search was conducted, the total number of people in the two bias groups who chose 

the favored perspective was 136. After the search, that number increased by 30.9% to 178. 

 On the 11-point voting preference scale, pre-manipulation, we found no significant 

difference between the mean ratings in the three groups (MPro = -0.79, SD = 2.7; MAnti = -0.68, SD 

= 2.7; MControl = -0.24, SD = 2.7; H = 2.48; p = 0.289 NS). Post manipulation, we found a 

significant difference between mean ratings in the three groups (MPro = -0.09, SD = 3.2; MAnti = -

2.44, SD = 2.8; MControl = -0.97, SD = 3.7; H = 40.35; p < 0.001). Participants in Group 1 shifted 

0.7 points toward the favored opinion (Pro Fracking), and participants in Group 2 condition 

shifted 1.76 points towards the favored opinion (Anti Fracking). In addition, the pre-

manipulation mean preference for the favored opinion (Groups 1 and 2 combined) was 

significantly different from the post-manipulation mean preference for the favored opinion 

(Groups 1 and 2 combined) (MPre = -0.09; SDPre = 2.8; MPost = 1.12; SDPost = 3.3; MDiff = 1.21; z 

= 8.06; p < 0.001). 
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 The shift was also indicated by three measures for each of the two opposing opinions: 

measures of overall impression, persuasiveness, and level of trust (S1 Fig). Pre to post, the mean 

favored opinions increased for all three measures, and the non-favored opinions decreased for all 

three measures. Pre to post, the overall change in opinions was highly significant for all three 

measures and was in the predicted direction (Table 2). 

 In the two bias groups combined (Groups 1 and 2, n = 286), the number of people who 

noticed bias in the search results they saw was 50.3%. This is higher than the typical level of bias 

perception we have found in other SEME experiments when masking has not been employed to 

disguise the bias [1,4-6]. 

 

Table 2. Experiment 2: Pre- and post-search opinion ratings of the favored and non-

favored candidate measured on an 11-point scale, bias groups only  

† The z values come from Wilcoxon signed ranks test between post-search minus pre-search 

ratings for the favored candidate and the post-search minus pre-search ratings for the non-

favored opinion. 

 

4. Experiment 3. Can Biased Search Results Shift People’s 

Views About Sexual Orientation? 

4.1 Methods 

 

 

 

 
Favored Opinion 

Mean (SD) 
 

Non-Favored 

Opinion Mean (SD) 
  

 

 

  Pre Post Diff Pre Post Diff z† p 

 Overall Impression 5.73 (2.3) 6.68 (2.6) + 0.95 5.78 (2.3) 4.80 (2.6) - 0.98 -7.66 < 0.001 

 Persuasiveness 5.77 (2.2) 6.95 (2.5) + 1.18 5.66 (2.3) 4.75 (2.7) - 0.91 -7.47 < 0.001 

 Level of Trust 5.44 (2.0) 6.26 (2.6) + 0.82 5.49 (2.1)  4.77 (2.6) - 0.72 -6.56 < 0.001 
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4.1.1 Participants 

 365 participants were recruited online from MTurk during March 2016. The mean age of 

our participants was 32.8 (SD = 10.6). 55.9% (n = 204) of our participants identified themselves 

as female and 44.1% (n = 161) as male. For detailed information about basic demographic 

characteristics, see Table S1. 

 93.7% (n = 342) of our participants reported Google as their primary search engine, 2.5% 

(n = 9) as Bing, 2.2% (n = 8) as Yahoo, and 1.6% (n = 6) as other. Participants reported the 

number of searches they conducted per week ranging from 0 to 250 (M = 14.1, SD = 24.6). 

42.7% (n = 156) of participants reported being liberal, 36.7% (n = 134) as moderate, and 12.1% 

(n = 44) as conservative; 5.8% (n = 21) reported having no political views, and 2.7% (n = 10) 

reported their political viewpoint as other. The mean familiarity level of participants with born-

gay arguments was 7.3 (SD = 2.6); for choose-to-be-gay arguments, it was 7.3 (SD = 2.5). 

4.1.2 Procedure 

 The procedure for Experiment 3 was the same as for Experiment 1, except that the topic 

was sexual orientation – specifically, whether people are born gay or whether they choose to be 

gay.  

4.2 Results  

 In Experiment 3, the MP was 17.8% (McNemar’s Test X2 = 11.81, p < 0.001), which 

means that in the two bias groups combined, the bias in the search results increased the number 

of people choosing either a pro-AI or an anti-AI perspective by 17.8%. Specifically, before the 

search was conducted, the total number of people in the two bias groups who chose the favored 

perspective was 135. After the search, that number increased by 17.8% to 159.  
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 On the 11-point voting preference scale, pre-manipulation, we found no significant 

difference between the mean ratings in the three groups (MBorn = 1.54, SD = 2.9; MChoose = 1.27, 

SD = 3.1; MControl = 1.86, SD = 2.9; H = 2.25; p = 0.325 NS). Post manipulation, we found a 

significant difference between mean ratings in the three groups (MBorn = 2.56, SD = 3.0; MChoose = 

0.41, SD = 3.6; MControl = 2.01, SD = 3.2; H = 26.87; p < 0.001). Participants in Group 1 shifted 

1.02 points toward the favored opinion (Born Gay), and participants in Group 2 condition shifted 

0.86 points towards the favored opinion (Choose to be Gay). In addition, the pre-manipulation 

mean preference for the favored opinion (Groups 1 and 2 combined) was significantly different 

from the post-manipulation mean preference for the favored opinion (Groups 1 and 2 combined) 

(MPre = 0.12; SDPre = 3.3; MPost = 1.05; SDPost = 3.6; MDiff = 0.93; z = 7.13; p < 0.001). 

 The shift was also indicated by three measures for each of the two opposing opinions: 

measures of overall impression, persuasiveness, and level of trust (S1 Fig). Pre to post, the mean 

favored opinions increased for all three measures, and the non-favored opinions decreased for all 

three measures. Pre to post, the overall change in opinions was highly significant for all three 

measures and was in the predicted direction (Table 3). 

 In the two bias groups combined (Groups 1 and 2, n = 252), the percentage of people who 

noticed bias in the search results they saw was 28.6%. This is similar to the typical level of bias 

perception we have found in other SEME experiments when masking has not been employed to 

disguise the bias [1,4-6]. 
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Table 3. Experiment 3: Pre- and post-search opinion ratings of the favored and non-

favored candidate measured on an 11-point scale, bias groups only  

†The z values come from Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test between the post-search minus pre-search 

ratings for the favored candidate and the post-search minus pre-search ratings for the non-

favored candidate. 

 

5. Discussion 

 In the three experiments we have described above, we produced shifts in preferences of 

25.0%, 30.9%, and 17.8%, respectively, after our participants conducted just one search on our 

Kadoodle search engine. These numbers are based on shifts in the two bias groups combined. 

The fact that participants were randomly assigned to one or the other of those two groups means 

we were able to shift people’s thinking for or against a particular perspective arbitrarily. Mean 

voting preferences on an 11-point scale and mean opinion ratings also shifted predictably in the 

direction of the bias. These results support our conjecture that bias in the online search results 

displayed to users by search engine companies have the potential to change people’s thinking 

about – well, perhaps anything at all. 

 Key to this finding is the fact that we deliberately worked with people who did not, to 

begin with, already have strong opinions about the three topics we explored. Presumably, people 

with strong opinions about such matters would be difficult to influence with biased search results 

[e.g., 41]. That is a matter we are continuing to investigate in ongoing research. If indeed people 

who are undecided on some issue are the most vulnerable to such a manipulation, it is notable 

 

 

 

 
Favored Opinion 

Mean (SD) 
 

Non-Favored 

Opinion Mean (SD) 
  

 

 

  Pre Post Diff Pre Post Diff z† p 

 Overall Impression 6.00 (2.6) 6.65 (2.9) + 0.65 5.93 (2.7) 5.24 (3.0) - 0.69 -5.97 < 0.001 

 Persuasiveness 5.70 (2.8) 6.63 (3.1) + 0.93 5.69 (2.8) 4.87 (3.1) - 0.82 -7.91 < 0.001 

 Level of Trust 5.77 (2.7) 6.52 (3.0) + 0.75 5.82 (2.8)  5.08 (3.1) - 0.74 -6.90 < 0.001 
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that search engine companies are not only in a unique position to employ bias in search results to 

impact people’s thinking, they are also in a unique position to identify people who are most 

vulnerable to this type of manipulation – that is, people who have not yet made up their minds. A 

company such as Google, which openly tracks people through their emails [42] (using Gmail, the 

most widely used email system in the world [43]), online searches (using the Google search 

engine, which handles 92% of online search in most countries [31,32]), Chrome (the most widely 

used browser in the world [44]), Android (the most widely used mobile operating system in the 

world [45]), and many other platforms and applications [46,47], can easily identify people who 

are undecided or uncommitted on some issue. 

 Even without intent by employees or executives at Google and other companies that 

operate search engines, the power that biased search results appear to have to shift opinions 

about a wide range of topics should be a matter of great concern to legislators, regulators, and 

public policy makers. We make this strong assertion because, by definition, search algorithms 

always do three things: they filter content (by selecting a small amount of content to display 

while setting aside a vast amount of other content), they order content (by ranking the content 

they will display), and they customize content (by adjusting both the filtering and ordering to best 

match the interests and needs of the user). In other words, in some sense all search results are 

biased, and therein lies their value. For a given user, search results will always favor one dog 

food over another, and we wouldn’t want it any other way. The problem is that for people sitting 

on a fence, that customized, filtered, and ranked content the search engine shows them appears to 

be effective as a tool for pushing people to tumble off one side of that fence.  

 To put this another way, the search engine is not only the most powerful tool ever 

invented for providing factual answers to simple questions, it might also be the most powerful 
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mind control machine ever invented, even if mind control was never the intent. In a separate 

study [48] we examined this issue from the perspective of operant conditioning. About 86% of 

the searches people conduct on major search engines are for simple facts [49], and those facts 

almost invariably turn up in the top position of search results. Like rats in a Skinner box, we thus 

learn, over and over again, that the most valuable and accurate search results are the ones at the 

top of the list. When that day comes when we pose an open-ended query – “best restaurant in 

Atlanta,” “is fracking safe?,” or “how to solve the immigration problem” – we again tend to 

attend to and trust those high-ranking links, which will bring us to web pages that likely favor 

one perspective. That should surprise no one; there are no equal-time rules in search algorithms, 

after all. They are designed to find the “best” results, not to show a series of pro- and anti- results 

in alternating order (like the results we showed in our Control Group). Google does so by 

examining link patterns [50], but no matter what technique is used, a search algorithm will 

always, or nearly always, tend to favor one perspective over another. That favoritism might 

occur because one perspective is dominant on the internet, because of the conscious or 

unconscious biases of the programmers who created and maintain the search algorithm [51-53], 

or because of company policies that elevate or suppress content deliberately through white listing 

or black listing [34,54]. The present study extends previous research only in helping to shed light 

on one issue: Could search engine bias shift people’s views about a wide range of different 

topics? The answer appears to be yes.  

 To put this issue yet another way: SEME is a list effect with a difference. Unlike other 

list effects researchers have studied over the past century, beginning with the serial position 

effect [55-57], SEME is supported by a daily regimen of operant conditioning that will never 

stop. Simple factual searches will continue to teach people ad nauseum that high-ranking search 
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results are truer and more valid than lower ranking search results. Presumably this is why 

companies worldwide spend vast sums each year trying to push their products a notch or two 

higher in Google search results; a single increment can increase clicks by 32.3% [58]. 

 In research we are currently conducting on what we call the “digital personalization 

effect” (DPE), we are learning that personalization – for example, showing people content from 

sources we know they trust – can dramatically increase the impact of SEME and other new forms 

of influence the internet has made possible [59]. When you combine three causal factors – (1) 

bias in search results, which is an essential and important feature of good search results, (2) 

customization in search results, which Google in particular has long taken pride in providing 

[24,60], and (3) a company’s ability to identify just those users who are especially vulnerable to 

influence – a rather daunting picture emerges. The picture becomes even more alarming when 

one recognizes that both search suggestions [11] and answer boxes [10] – both of which are 

commonly shown by Google search – also have the power to shift opinions. What if all of these 

factors align to push opinions in the same direction? And what if these types of influence are 

similarly biased in online experiences people are having day after day on multiple platforms? We 

are currently exploring these questions in experiments on what we call the “multiple exposure 

effect” (MEE) and the “multiple platforms effect” (MPE). 

 

5.1 Limitations and Future Research 

 Our conclusions are subject to a number of constraints, two of which we believe are 

obvious and nontrivial. First, our subjects were drawn from the MTurk subject pool. In recent 

years, that subject pool has been tainted by bots [61,62], and concerns have been raised about 

just how representative the US portion of that subject pool is of the general population [63,64].  
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Fortunately, we conducted the present experiments in early 2016, well before most of the 

substantive concerns about MTurk were expressed [61,62]. Nevertheless, we acknowledge that 

the subjects in our experiments are not necessarily representative of the general population, a 

matter that can only be explored with replications using other sampling methods. On the bright 

side, our participants were demographically diverse (Table S1) – far more so than the small 

group of sophomores at a single college or university who have so often been utilized in social 

science studies [65-67]. 

 Second, we made no attempt to measure the staying power of the opinion shifts we 

measured. The impact we had on participants in our six bias groups might be as ephemeral as 

search results typically are. Although our procedures can shed no light on this issue, we would be 

remiss in not pointing out that a search engine company such as Google could easily expose 

users to similarly biased content dozens or even hundreds of times over a period of a few 

months. If such exposures are additive in their impact, it is not unreasonable to believe that our 

experiments might be underestimating the power that biased search results might have on 

people’s thinking about virtually any topic (as long as the users have not already formed strong 

opinions). 

 Our Kadoodle simulator also differed from Google’s search engine in some respects. 

Google typically shows many pages of search results with about 10 results per page (on desktop 

and laptop computers). We showed only five pages of search results with only six results per 

page. We also did not show people search suggestions or answer boxes, which have become 

universal on Google search pages in recent years. When answer boxes are added to search 

results, people spend less time examining search results and click on fewer search results [10]; if 

the answer boxes share the bias of the search results, however, opinions and votes shift even 
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farther in the direction of the bias than they would have had only search results been shown [10]. 

Again, if search suggestions share the same bias as the search results, they too will increase the 

impact of those results [11]. So although our simulator differs from Google’s home page, it does 

so mainly in ways that make it less powerful as a source of influence. 

 Regarding future research, we have already mentioned three projects we have in progress 

that will shed more light on new forms of manipulation that the internet has made possible: 

MEE, MPE, and DPE. Regarding the range of opinions that might be influenced by biased (or by 

biased and personalized) search results, determining and understanding that range can be 

accomplished by varying topics in systematic ways. We have already learned that different 

demographic groups vary in how vulnerable they are to the manipulation we employed in the 

present experiments (S2 Table to S5 Table), and we also have found demographic effects in 

other studies of online influence [1,9-11,13,59]. Further research might show predictable patterns 

in how vulnerable different demographic groups are (and, for that matter, in how vulnerable 

different individuals are) to having their opinions altered on different topics by biased search 

results. An extensive literature on influence and decision-making has already shown how 

demographic characteristics interact both with types of influence and the topics being considered 

[1,11,68-70]. 

 Future research should also explore an odd feature of the search engine – one that we 

alluded to earlier and that might be considered a fatal flaw. Search results are useful precisely 

because they order information from best to worst; an equal-time rule would make them 

worthless, although perhaps – as a way of protecting the free-and-fair election from undue 

influence – an exception could be made someday for links to information about political 

candidates. Generally speaking, however, search results will always train people to value high-
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ranking results over lower ones, which means perforce that search results shown in response to 

open-ended queries will always shift people’s thinking and behavior, sometimes in trivial ways 

and sometimes in profound ones. This will almost always occur, moreover, without people’s 

awareness [1]. If shifts of this sort are programmed by social engineers or pranksters at tech 

companies, humanity will always be in thrall to such people to some extent. Our guess, though, 

is that only an infinitesimally small portion of open-ended queries are of interest to Big Tech 

programmers or executives. That means, unfortunately, that the vast majority of shifts in 

opinions and behavior being produced by search engines 24 hours a day in people around the 

world are currently being determined by algorithms. 

 Where algorithms are being left to their own devices (so to speak) by their human 

creators, they are currently determining what content goes viral or gets suppressed, what many 

people buy, what many people believe, and whom many people vote for. As self-determining AI 

systems are increasingly incorporated into the algorithms that currently dominate our lives, will 

the growing power of these systems be used in humanity’s interest? Will we even understand 

what is happening to us? 
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Supporting Information 

S1 Text: Manipulation Power (MP) calculation 

 100 * 
𝑝′−𝑝

𝑝
 

where p is the number of people who chose the opinion favored in the manipulation prior 

to that manipulation, and p' the number of people who chose the opinion favored in the 

manipulation after that manipulation. Thus, MP can be defined as the post-manipulation 

percentage increase in the number of people choosing the opinion favored in the 

manipulation. 

S2 Text: Artificial Intelligence Summary 

Anti A.I. Artificial intelligence, also known as A.I., refers to intelligent machines, 

computers, or software. A.I. can automate processes, and research is increasing its 

human-like capacities. As technology continues to improve, A.I. will grow 

more dangerous to humans. This view is generally considered to be Anti A.I. 

Pro A.I. Artificial intelligence, also known as A.I., refers to intelligent machines, 

computers, or software. A.I. can automate processes, and research is increasing its 

human-like capacities. As technology continues to improve, A.I. will grow more useful to 

humans. This view is generally considered to be Pro A.I. 

S3 Text: Fracking Summary 

Pro-Fracking. Fracking, also known as hydraulic fracturing, is a technique used to 

extract oil from rocks. It has potential economic benefits and is legal in most countries. 

Anti-Fracking. Fracking, also known as hydraulic fracturing, is a technique used to 

extract oil from rocks. It has potential environmental risks and is regulated in some 

countries.  

S4 Text: Sexual Orientation Summary 
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People choose to be gay. Gay people, also referred to as lesbians or homosexuals, are 

people who only have romantic and sexual relationships with members of their own 

gender. Being gay is a choice people make, not a characteristic they are born with. 

People are born gay. Gay people, also referred to as lesbians or homosexuals, are people 

who only have romantic and sexual relationships with members of their own gender. 

Being gay is not a choice people make, but a characteristic they are born with. 

S5 Text: Request for Informed Consent 

By clicking continue I understand that I must be 18 or over to participate in this study, 

that my participation is voluntary, that I am free to withdraw at any time, that I am 

providing information anonymously and that demographic information collected is 

confidential and cannot be used to identify me. I agree to allow the data collected to be 

used for future research projects, and I understand that completion and submission of this 

survey implies my consent to participate in the present study. 

 

S1 Table: Experiment 1, 2, & 3 Demographics  

 

Experiment 1 

(n = 378) 

Experiment 2 

(n = 394) 

Experiment 3 

(n = 365) 

Mean Age (SD) 33.8 (11.4) 32.9 (10.2) 32.8 (10.6) 

Gender (%)    

Female 213 (56.3%) 205 (52.0%) 204 (55.9%) 

Male 165 (43.7%) 189 (48.0%) 161 (44.1%) 

Education (%)    

None 0 (0%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0%) 

High School 31 (8.2%) 30 (7.6%) 36 (9.9%) 

Some College 148 (39.2%) 160 (40.6%) 137 (37.5%) 

Bachelors 148 (39.2%) 145 (36.8%) 147 (40.3%) 

Masters 39 (10.3%) 53 (13.5%) 32 (8.8%) 

Doctorate 12 (3.2%) 5 (1.3%) 13 (3.6%) 

Race/Ethnicity (%)    

White 298 (78.8%) 317 (80.5%) 286 (78.4%) 

Black 32 (8.5%) 19 (4.8%) 22 (6.0%) 

Asian 22 (5.8%) 21 (5.3%) 18 (4.9%) 

Mixed 13 (3.4%) 10 (2.5%) 12 (3.3%) 

Hispanic 12 (3.2%) 23 (5.8%) 23 (6.3%) 
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Other 1 (0.3%) 4 (1.0%) 4 (1.1%) 

Religion (%)    

None  151 (39.9%) 141 (35.8%) 138 (37.8%) 

Christianity 124 (32.8) 135 (34.3%) 122 (33.4%) 

Catholicism 46 (12.2%) 60 (15.2%) 52 (14.2%) 

Judaism 8 (2.1%) 8 (2.0%) 10 (2.7%) 

Islam 7 (1.9%) 4 (1.0%) 3 (0.8%) 

Hinduism 6 (1.6%) 2 (0.5%) 1 (0.3%) 

Prefer Not to Say 15 (4.0%) 18 (4.6%) 8 (2.2%) 

Other 21 (5.6%)  26 (6.6%) 31 (8.5%) 

Income (%)    

Under $10,000 21 (5.6%) 21 (5.3%) 12 (3.3%) 

$10,000 to 14,999 24 (6.3%) 19 (4.8%) 18 (4.9%) 

$15,000 to 29,999 61 (16.1%) 58 (14.7%) 54 (14.8%) 

$30,000 to 39,999 55 (14.6%) 53 (13.5%) 54 (14.8%) 

$40,000 to 49,999 37 (9.8%) 52 (13.2%) 40 (11.0%) 

$50,000 to 74,999 75 (19.8%) 82 (20.8%) 85 (23.3%) 

$75,000 to 99,999 43 (11.4%) 51 (12.9%) 47 (12.9%) 

$100,000 to 149,999 35 (9.3%) 36 (9.1%) 34 (9.3%) 

$150,000 and over 14 (3.7%) 13 (3.3%) 10 (2.7%) 

Prefer Not to Say 13 (3.4%) 9 (2.3%) 11 (3.0%) 
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S2 Table: Demographics Analysis by Gender 

Experiment  n MP (%) McNemar’s Test p 

Artificial Intelligence 
Male 165 28.0 13.5 < 0.001 

 Female 213 23.0 9.76 0.002 

 Change (%) - 5.0 - - 

Fracking Male 189 23.9 6.25 0.012 

 Female 205 38.5 19.12 < 0.001 

 Change (%) -  14.6 - - 

Born Gay Male 204 14.7 3.77 0.049 

 Female 161 21.7 7.04 0.007 

 Change (%) - 7.00 - - 

 

S3 Table: Demographics Analysis by Age 

Experiment  n MP (%) McNemar’s Test p 

Artificial Intelligence ≥ 30 205 41.9 15.85 < 0.001 

 < 30 173 8.1 5.26 0.019 

 Change (%) - 33.8 - - 

Fracking ≥ 30 223 30.3 16.48 < 0.001 

 < 30 171 31.7 8.31 0.004 

 Change (%) -  1.4 - - 

Born Gay ≥ 30 195 18.7 7.35 0.011 

 < 30 170 16.7 4.50 0.031 

 Change (%) - 2.0 - - 
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S4 Table: Demographics Analysis by Education Level 

Experiment  n MP (%) McNemar’s Test p 

Artificial Intelligence 
≥ Bachelor’s 199 17.9 6.62 0.010 

 < Bachelor’s 179 33.3 15.61 < 0.001 

 Change (%) - 15.4  - - 

Fracking ≥ Bachelor’s 203 30.2 15.61 < 0.001 

 < Bachelor’s 191 31.5 9.59 0.002 

 Change (%) -  1.3 - - 

Born Gay ≥ Bachelor’s 192 21.4 11.64 0.001 

 < Bachelors 173 13.9 1.89 0.167 (NS) 

 Change (%) - 7.5 - - 

 

S5 Table: Demographics Analysis by Ethnicity 

Experiment  n MP (%) McNemar’s Test p 

Artificial Intelligence White 298 22.7 13.80 < 0.001 

 Non-White 80 33.3 7.56 0.004 

 Change (%) - 10.6 - - 

Fracking White 317 31.3 19.34 < 0.001 

 Non-White 77 29.2 4.9 0.021 

 Change (%) -  2.1 - - 

Born Gay White 286 17.9 13.79 < 0.001 

 Non - White 79 17.2 0.08 0.774 (NS) 

 Change (%) - 0.7 - - 
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S1 Fig: Pre-Search Impression Questions  
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Abstract 

Recent research has identified a number of powerful new forms of influence that the internet 

and related technologies have made possible. Randomized, controlled experiments have 

shown, for example, that when results generated by search engines are presented to 

undecided voters, if those search results favor one political candidate over another, the 

opinions and voting preferences of those voters can shift dramatically – by up to 80% in some 

demographic groups. The present study employed a YouTube simulator to identify and 

quantify another powerful form of influence that the internet has made possible – the 

YouTube Manipulation Effect (YME). In two randomized, controlled, counterbalanced, 

double-blind experiments with a total of 1,463 politically-diverse, eligible US voters, we 

show that when a sequence of videos displayed by the simulator is biased to favor one 

political candidate, and especially when the “up-next” video suggested by the simulator 

favors that candidate, both the opinions and voting preferences of undecided voters shift 

dramatically toward that candidate. Voting preferences shifted by between 51.5% and 65.6% 

overall, and by more than 75% in some demographic groups. We also tested a method for 

masking the bias in video sequences so that awareness of bias was greatly reduced. In 2018, a 

YouTube official revealed that 70% of the time people spend watching videos on the site, 

they are watching content that has been suggested by the company’s recommender 

algorithms. This gives Google (YouTube’s parent company) unprecedented power to impact 

thinking and behavior, and YouTube video sequences have also been implicated in many 

cases of political radicalization. The fact that no laws or regulations exist to limit Google’s 

ability to use YouTube as a manipulative tool should be a matter of great concern to leaders 

and public policy makers worldwide. 
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The YouTube Manipulation Effect (YME):  

A Quantification of the Impact that the Ordering of YouTube 

Videos Can Have on Opinions and Voting Preferences 

 

1. Introduction 

 The internet has made it possible for tech companies to dominate the thinking and 

behavior of more than 5 billion people worldwide using new subliminal techniques. Our 

research team has discovered and quantified several of these techniques in randomized, 

controlled experiments conducted since 2013. Our research demonstrates that some new 

types of manipulation that the internet has made possible can easily shift votes and opinions 

without people’s knowledge and without leaving paper trails for authorities to trace [1-7]. A 

growing body of evidence suggests that Big Tech companies might sometimes use these new 

techniques of influence strategically and deliberately [8-12,cf.13]. Tristan Harris, a former 

“design ethicist” at Google, said that he was a member of a team at the company whose job it 

was to influence “a billion people’s attention and thoughts every day” [14]. Jaron Lanier, one 

of the early investors in Google and Facebook, claims that Big Tech content has “morphed 

into continuous behavior modification on a mass basis” [14]. Another early investor in these 

companies, Roger McNamee, has said that he now regrets having supported them, asserting 

that they now constitute “a menace to public health and to democracy” [15,cf.14]. 

 Three recent leaks of internal content from Google are also cause for concern. First, in 

emails leaked from the company to The Wall Street Journal in 2018, employees are 

discussing how they might be able to change people’s views about Trump’s travel ban by 

using what they call “ephemeral experiences” [8] – that is, content such as search results and 

newsfeeds which appears briefly, impacts the user, and then disappears forever. Second, “The 
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Selfish Ledger,” a nearly 9-min video that leaked from the company, describes the power 

Google has to reengineer humanity – specifically, to “refine human behavior” – according to 

“company values” [16,cf.17]. Third, “The Good Censor,” a company PowerPoint 

presentation, explains that tech companies have been forced over the years to move away 

“from passive facilitation to active curation” of content, deciding what content users 

worldwide can and cannot see [18]. 

 In recent years, a number of authorities and experts have expressed particular concern 

about the way Google’s YouTube platform might be influencing users, especially young 

children [19-26,cf.27-36]. A 2019 New York Times investigation concluded that “YouTube’s 

algorithms may have played a decisive role” in the rise of right-wing Brazilian president Jair 

Bolsonaro by “boost[ing] fringe videos into the mainstream” and helping to spread 

conspiracy theories and misinformation, especially about diseases [37]. In some cases, when 

users in Brazil were watching sports videos, YouTube’s up-next suggestion (normally, the 

video image shown in the upper-right of the screen) would be for a Bolsonaro video, with one 

Bolsonaro video leading to others [29]. In some instances, just a few clicks have been known 

to take users down “rabbit holes” of similar videos making extreme claims that have 

sometimes radicalized them [20,28,29,35-40,cf.41-43]. This phenomenon has prompted 

sociologist Zeynep Tufekci to label YouTube as “one of the most powerful radicalizing 

instruments of the 21st century” [29,34]. 

 One of the most interesting cases of radicalization, reported in 2019, involved a 26-

year-old White male named Caleb Cain of West Virginia – “a college dropout looking for 

direction” [28]. He turned to YouTube for guidance and was soon “pulled into a far-right 

filled universe, watching thousands of videos filled with conspiracy theories, misogyny and 

racism.” He watched more than 12,000 such videos, falling, he later said, into “the alt-right 

rabbit hole.” Cain’s conversion apparently did not cause him to act violently, but other 

converts have been more aggressive. In 2020, Brenton Harrison Tarrant, a 28-year-old White 
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male from Australia, was convicted of 51 counts of murder, 40 counts of attempted murder, 

and one count of terrorism – the first terrorist convicted in New Zealand’s history. His 

rampage took place in March, 2019, and his victims were worshippers at two mosques in 

Christchurch. Tarrant had been radicalized by YouTube videos. He even had made use of 

infinitelooper.com, which would repeat certain inspirational YouTube videos for him 

endlessly [44].  

 In 2022, the Anti-Defamation League published an ambitious study – well executed 

but not peer-reviewed, as far as we can tell – on user exposure to “alternative” and extremist 

content on YouTube [45]. Based on data obtained from a representative sample of 859 people 

in the US who were enrolled with YouGov, a national polling firm, the study concluded that 

roughly 1 in 5 YouTube users are exposed to “alternative” content – “channels that can serve 

as gateways to more extreme forms of content” – and that 1 in 10 users are exposed to 

extremist content directly. Although the researchers did not find evidence that extreme or 

disturbing YouTube content converted people with moderate views, they did find (a) that 

such content strongly attracted people “who already have high levels of racial resentment,” 

(b) that when people watch such videos, they are “more likely to see and follow 

recommendations to similar videos,” and (c) that when someone is viewing an extremist 

video, other extremist videos are likely to be recommended alongside them [45]. 

 Some studies have found stronger evidence of radicalization on YouTube 

[46,47,cf.43,48-53]. A large-scale 2020 study published by the Association for Computing 

Machinery that examined more than 330,000 videos concluded, for example, “We find strong 

evidence for radicalization among YouTube users, and that YouTube’s recommender system 

enables Alt-right channels to be discovered, even in a scenario without personalization…. 

Moreover, regardless of the degree of influence of the recommender system in the process of 

radicalizing users, there is significant evidence that users are reaching content sponsoring 
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fringe ideologies from the Alt-lite [people who ‘flirt with’ white supremacist ideology] and 

the Intellectual Dark Web” [46].  

Other recent studies have catalogued and counted the growing number of extremist 

videos available on the YouTube platform [42,46-50,54-57]. Even though YouTube regularly 

removes many such videos from its platform, the number of alternative and extremist videos 

available to users worldwide on any given day is probably in the millions. This conjecture is 

based on recent surveys suggesting that upwards of 20% of internet users in the US have 

encountered hateful or harassing content on YouTube, which, at this writing (July 4, 2023), 

hosts more than 800 million videos [45,58,59]. The disturbing content could be in the videos 

themselves or in the comments provoked by those videos.  

Both leaks and official statements from Big Tech platforms suggest that controversial 

content is an important part of content offerings because (a) it draws more traffic, and more 

traffic is generally more profitable [14,34,60,61,cf.35,49], (b) it keeps people on a website 

longer [14,35,63,cf.29,37], and (c) it increases the “watch time” of videos [14,35,cf.29,37]. 

Content personalization on platforms like YouTube has proved to be especially important in 

increasing the “stickiness” of websites [14,28,39,62-64]. Even Mark Zuckerberg, the CEO of 

Facebook/Meta, acknowledged the value of controversial content from a business perspective 

in an official statement he released in 2018. According to Zuckerberg, “Our research suggests 

that no matter where we draw the lines for what is allowed, as a piece of content gets close to 

that line, people will engage with it more on average – even when they tell us afterwards they 

don’t like the content” [65].   

Multiple studies have also shown that YouTube’s recommender algorithms are 

especially aggressive in recommending “pseudoscientific” videos and other content of 

dubious value [21,22,62,66,cf.67]; again, the more dubious the content, the more traffic is 

generated and the more watch time is increased. Anti-vaccine videos on YouTube have been 
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shown to lead to recommendations of a disproportionately large number of additional anti-

vaccine videos compared to pro-vaccine videos [68]. 

 Even if radicalization on YouTube were rare, YouTube’s video-management 

algorithm does allow it to occur. A vulnerable individual can be drawn into a highly 

persuasive sequence of videos when three important mechanisms are in alignment: filtering, 

ordering, and customization. Filtering is the process by which the algorithm selects some 

videos for presentation (a small sample) and rejects others (the vast majority). Ordering is the 

process by which the algorithm places one video ahead of another. And customization is the 

process by which the algorithm refines the filtering and ordering based on (a) information 

from the personal profile that Google has accumulated about the user and (b) priorities that 

the company or its employees might have about how they want to influence users. When 

these factors align, users can be caught in so-called “loops,” “echo chambers,” and “filter 

bubbles” of similarly biased content [48,50,69-78,cf.79-83]. Relevant here is the fact that 

YouTube’s algorithms also determine whether content goes viral on the platform [84,85]. 

Note that all three of these factors also operate on Google’s search engine. Although 

we tend not to think about YouTube this way, YouTube is actually the second largest search 

engine in the world, as well as the world’s largest video-sharing social media platform [86]. 

The first video a user watches during a YouTube session is usually suggested after the user 

types a search term into YouTube’s search bar. After that first search is completed, however, 

YouTube and the Google search engine part ways in how they influence the user. On Google, 

the user at some point clicks away to another website – ideally, from a business perspective, 

to a website Google wants the user to visit [4]. As Larry Page, co-founder of Google said 

famously long ago, “We want to get you out of Google and to the right place as fast as 

possible” [87]. Whether he meant the right place for the user or the right place for the 

company is unclear. On YouTube, the goal is the opposite: It is to keep the user on the 
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platform as long as possible [14,28,29,34,35]. That behavioral addiction is the goal has been 

acknowledged by Google whistleblowers [88,89,14] and suggested by researchers [90,91].  

 YouTube generally accomplishes these ends in ways that are too subtle for most users 

to discern. Users are likely aware that if they fail to search for another video or to click on 

one of the recommended videos (shown to the right of or just below the video screen), 

YouTube will automatically play another video – the up-next video shown on desktop and 

laptop computers in the upper-right corner of the computer screen. On smart phones, the up-

next video will often play automatically even if the user has never seen the thumbnail version 

of it; this can occur, for example, when the phone is tilted to the landscape (horizontal) 

position, which causes the video that is playing to take up the entire screen. Until January 

2015, a labeled “autoplay” on-off switch appeared above the up-next video on desktop and 

laptop computers which allowed the user to stop up-next videos from playing automatically 

(S1 Fig). At this writing, however, the switch appears immediately below the video, and it no 

longer has a label on it; one must scroll over it (on desktop and laptop computers) or touch it 

(on mobile devices) even to find out what the button is for (S2 Fig). These cosmetic changes 

were likely implemented to increase watch time [92-94,cf.95-97].  

 According to official YouTube statements, watch time is YouTube’s most important 

concern [61,98,cf.14]. In 2018, a YouTube official revealed that 70% of the time people 

spend watching videos on the site, they are watching content that has been suggested by the 

company’s up-next algorithm [99]. The importance of watch time has also been emphasized 

in public statements by former Google software engineer Guillaume Chaslot, who 

summarized this issue thus: “Watch time was the priority. Everything else was considered a 

distraction” [96]. When Chaslot suggested to his supervisors that the YouTube algorithm be 

modified to free users from content feedback loops, they rejected his ideas. “[T]he entire 

business model is based on watch time,” according to Chaslot, and “divisive content” is 

especially effective in locking in user attention [14,cf.39]. Tristan Harris expressed this 
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concept metaphorically: “There’s a spectrum on YouTube between the calm section – the 

Walter Cronkite, Carl Sagan part – and Crazytown, where the extreme stuff is. If I’m 

YouTube and I want you to watch more, I’m always going to steer you toward Crazytown” 

[28]. Unfortunately, such content can include “bizarre and disturbing” content directed at 

young children [100].  

 YouTube also exercises its power to influence and control by (a) demonetizing 

content it finds objectionable and thus discouraging certain content creators from posting 

videos [102-104,cf.35,101,105], (b) restricting access to videos, in one case limiting access to 

more than 50 videos from the conservative Prager University organization, among them a 

video by noted Harvard Law School professor Alan Dershowitz about the founding of Israel 

and a video about the “thou shall not kill” provision of The Ten Commandments 

[106,107,cf.101], (c) deleting videos from its platform [108-112], and (d) reordering videos – 

in other words, boosting the positions of videos it is trying to promote and demoting videos it 

is trying to suppress [37,57,63,64,66]. In a 2 min 2017 video leaked from Google in 2019 by 

a former Google staffer, Susan Wojcicki, the then CEO of YouTube, explains to her staff the 

process by which YouTube’s recommender algorithm was currently being altered to boost 

content the company viewed as valid and demote content the company considered suspect 

(S3 Fig) [113]. That re-ranking process has continued to this day; at this writing (June 28, 

2023), US Congressman and Presidential candidate Robert F. Kennedy Jr. is in the news 

protesting the removal of several of his videos from YouTube [114,115]. 

 When users have challenged such actions, US courts have repeatedly ruled in favor of 

Google and YouTube, asserting that by deleting or reordering content, these platforms, as 

private companies, are exercising their right to free speech under the First Amendment to the 

US Constitution [106,116-119]. 

 A growing body of research demonstrates the power of YouTube’s recommender 

algorithms either to cause people to formulate opinions where their opinions are initially 
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weak, or to further strengthen opinions where opinions are initially strong [66,71-

74,cf.78,120-122]. Some of this research extends these general findings to the political realm 

[123]. For example, a 2020 study by Cho et al. (conducted with 108 undergraduate students at 

one university) demonstrated the power that YouTube’s recommender algorithms have to 

“reinforce and polarize” existing political opinions [76,cf.77]. Newer studies suggest that 

YouTube’s up-next algorithm might be biased to some extent in one direction politically 

[43,81], although “communities” of YouTube users can have almost any political bias 

[50,120].  

 Whether videos are generally more influential than auditory, textual, or still-image 

media is a matter that has not been well explored, to our knowledge – in part, we believe, 

because of the difficulties inherent in designing studies that compare the persuasiveness of 

these media fairly. One recent study suggests, however, that video is substantially more 

powerful than text in convincing people that political content is real, but that it is only 

slightly more persuasive than text [124,125,cf.126-131]. Whatever the truth is about direct 

comparisons, researchers have consistently found that videos get far more “shares” online 

than other forms of media do – according to one recent estimate, “1200% more shares than 

text and images combined” [132,cf.133], and online content apparently has far more impact, 

in general, than offline content [134,cf.123]. 

The Importance of Capturing Ephemeral Content 

 These new methods of influence are especially problematic because they are 

controlled worldwide (outside the People’s Republic of China) by a small number of 

corporate monopolies, which means one cannot counteract them. If a political candidate airs 

an attack ad on television or on the internet, the opponent can air a rejoinder. But if a large 

online platform uses new techniques of influence to support a candidate, the opponent can do 

nothing to counteract that influence; in many cases, that manipulation might not even be 

visible. As we noted earlier, many online manipulations also make strategic use of ephemeral 
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experiences to change thinking or behavior; that normally guarantees that these 

manipulations leave no paper trails for authorities to trace. Note that although YouTube 

videos are not ephemeral, the video sequences and up-next suggestions the company makes 

are indeed ephemeral. They are generated on the fly for the individual user and stored 

nowhere, and there is no way, to our knowledge, for anyone – including Google employees – 

to go back in time to regenerate them. 

 We and our colleagues have successfully built monitoring systems that have 

preserved increasingly larger bodies of ephemeral experiences in the days leading up to six 

elections in the US [135-137]. In 2020, we preserved and subsequently analyzed more than 

1.5 million ephemeral experiences obtained and then aggregated through the computers of a 

politically-diverse group of 1,735 registered voters in four swing states. We captured data on 

the Google, Bing, and Yahoo search engines, as well as on YouTube and Google’s home 

page [138,139], and we found substantial political bias on these platforms, sufficient, 

perhaps, to have shifted millions of votes among undecided voters. Based on our preliminary 

analysis of data we had collected, on November 5, 2020, three US Senators sent a warning 

letter to the CEO of Google about the political bias we had detected in Google content, and 

Google immediately turned off political bias in the search results it was sending to Georgia 

residents in the weeks leading up to the two US Senate runoff elections scheduled there for 

January 5, 2021. Google also stopped sending go-vote reminders to Georgia residents. 

Monitoring systems, it appears, can be used to make Big Tech companies accountable to the 

public. As Supreme Court Justice Louis D. Brandeis opined a century ago, “Sunlight is said 

to be the best of disinfectants; electric light the most efficient policeman” [140]. 

 In 2022, we expanded our network of “field agents” to include 2,742 registered 

voters, and we preserved more than 2.5 million ephemeral experiences on multiple platforms, 

this time including both Twitter and Facebook [141]. We are currently in the process of 

building a permanent, large-scale “digital shield” in all 50 US states which will, we hope, 
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protect our elections from manipulation by emerging technologies for the foreseeable future 

[141-143]. 

 Proposals have also been made to try to track or reduce the potential manipulative 

power of software such as YouTube’s recommender algorithms by developing methods that 

increase algorithmic transparency and accountability [144-148,cf.149,150]. The companies 

that control these algorithms will likely resist such efforts, however, and because of their 

increasing reliance on machine learning techniques, algorithms have grown increasingly 

opaque over the years – so mysterious that even the original programmers can’t understand 

them [151]. The clearest way, in our view, to monitor, preserve, and analyze algorithmic 

output is to look over the shoulders of large, representative samples of real users as they are 

viewing real content. Doing so is necessary in part because so much content is now 

customized to fit characteristics of individual users [152-154]. 

 

YouTube Manipulation Effect (YME) 

 The present paper focuses on a powerful new form of influence we call the YouTube 

Manipulation Effect (YME), in which we use a YouTube simulator we call DoodleTube to 

determine the extent to which we can shift the opinions and voting preferences of undecided 

voters by manipulating the order of recommended videos – in other words, by exercising 

control over YouTube’s recommender algorithms. The videos were biased to favor one 

candidate or his opponent. By manipulating the order, we also had control over which video 

was in the up-next position and which therefore would play automatically if the user did not 

select a different video. By parsing the data demographically, we also determined how 

vulnerable people in different demographic groups were to the manipulation. 

2. Ethics Statement 

The federally registered Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the sponsoring 

institution (American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology) approved this study 
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with exempt status under HHS rules because (a) the anonymity of participants was preserved 

and (b) the risk to participants was minimal. AIBRT is registered with the HHS Office for 

Human Research Protections (OHRP) under IORG0007755. The IRB is registered with 

OHRP under number IRB00009303, and the Federalwide Assurance number for the IRB is 

FWA00021545. Informed written consent was obtained for both experiments as specified in 

the Procedure section of Experiment 1. 

3. Experiment 1: Biased YouTube Ordering with No Mask 

In our first experiment, we sought to determine whether a biased ordering of videos – 

biased to favor one political candidate – could shift opinions and voting preferences toward 

that candidate. By “no mask,” we mean that high-ranking videos consistently favored one 

candidate. In Experiment 2, in order to reduce perception of bias, we masked the bias by 

mixing in videos that supported the non-favored candidate (see Procedure sections below for 

details). 

3.1 Methods 

3.1.1 Participants 

After cleaning, our participant sample for this experiment consisted of 959 eligible US 

voters recruited through the Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) subject pool. During the 

cleaning process, we removed participants who reported an English fluency level below 6 on a 

10-point scale, where 1 was labeled “Not fluent” and 10 was labeled “Highly fluent.” In order to 

assure that our participants were undecided, we also removed participants who reported a level 

of familiarity with either of the two candidates exceeding 3 on a 10-point scale. In all, 41 

participants were removed during cleaning. 

Overall, 558 (58.2%) of our participants identified themselves as female, 391 (40.8%) 

as male, and 10 (1.0%) chose not to identify. Racial and ethnic background was as follows: 

701 (73.1%) of our participants identified themselves as White, 102 (10.6%) as Black, 75 
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(7.8%) as Asian, 58 (6.0%) as Mixed, and 22 (2.3%) as Other. Overall, 26.8% of the 

individuals in the sample identified themselves as non-White.  

Regarding level of education completed: 2 (0.2%) reported no education; 41 (4.3%) 

reported not having a high school degree; 309 (32.2%) reported completing high school; 428 

(44.6%) reported having a bachelor’s degree; 148 (15.4%) reported having a master’s degree; 

and 31 (3.2%) reported having a doctoral degree.  

Regarding Political alignment: 435 (45.4%) of the participants identified themselves 

as liberal, 291 (30.3%) as moderate, 187 (19.5%) as conservative, 30 (3.1%) as not political, 

and 16 (1.7%) as other.  

Regarding YouTube usage: 958 (99.9%) reported that they have used YouTube before 

and 602 (62.8%) reported that they have used YouTube to get information about political or 

ideological topics. Participants reported using YouTube an average of 18.0 (SD = 32.4) times 

a week. 

See S1 Table for detailed demographic information for Experiment 1.  

3.1.2 Procedure 

All procedures were conducted online, with sessions conducted on December 7, 2021, 

December 11, 2021, and January 7, 2022. Participants were first asked two screening 

questions; sessions were terminated if they said they were not eligible to vote in the US or if 

they reported a level of familiarity with Australian politics exceeding 3 on a 10-point scale. 

Participants who passed our screening questions were then asked various 

demographic questions and then given instructions about the experimental procedure. We 

also displayed a short video and asked participants whether they were able to see the video 

and whether the video autoplayed. If the videos did not play at all or did not autoplay the 

session was terminated. At the end of the instructions page, and in compliance with APA and 

HHS guidelines, participants were asked for their consent to participate in the study. If they 

clicked “I Do,” the session continued; if they clicked “I Do Not,” the session ended. 
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Participants were then asked further questions about their political leanings and voting 

behavior. 

Participants were then given a short paragraph about each candidate (See S1 Text in 

Supporting Information for the full paragraphs), each about 120 words in length. Participants 

were next asked three opinion questions on a 10-point scale about each candidate: one regarding 

their overall impression of the candidate, one regarding how likeable they found the candidate, 

and one regarding how much they trusted the candidate. They were then asked, on an 11-point 

scale with values ranging from 5 to 0 to 5, which candidate they would be likely to vote for if 

they “had to vote today.” Finally, they were asked which candidate they would vote for if they 

“had to vote right now” (forced choice). 

Participants were then given an opportunity to use DoodleTube – our YouTube simulator 

– to watch videos about these candidates in order to gather information to help them decide 

which of the two candidates to vote for. They were given a maximum of 15 minutes and a 

minimum time of 10 minutes to view the videos. See S2 Text for the complete instructions. 

On the next screen, participants saw an online video platform called DoodleTube 

displaying a search bar with a pre-inputted query of “Australian Prime Minister Election” and a 

series of videos relating to that query (Fig 1). Participants could click on any of the videos to 

play it. When a video was clicked, the screen switched to a video view screen with the up-next 

video on the top of the right side bar, along with other recommended videos beneath it (Fig 2).  
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Fig 1. Initial screen when a DoodleTube Session begins. In this instance, the 

participant had been randomly assigned to a group in which the order of the videos 

favored candidate Bill Shorten. (The red-outline box above was not shown.) 

 

Fig 2. Screen that appears after the participant has clicked on one of the videos 

shown in Fig 1. (The red-outlined box above was not shown.) 
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The participant could watch an entire video, or the participant could click on a different 

video to switch the view to that new one. The participant could also allow a video to play to the 

end and then allow the up-next video to play; this occurred automatically if the participants did 

not click on another video.  

Participants had been randomly assigned to one of three groups: Pro-Candidate-A (Scott 

Morrison), Pro-Candidate-B (Bill Shorten), or the control group. People in all three groups had 

access to all 40 of the videos that were included in the experiment, but the videos were listed in 

a different order in each group. As shown in Fig 3A, in the Pro-Morrison group, the order of the 

videos would go from Pro-Morrison videos to Pro-Shorten videos. If the participant was 

assigned to the Pro-Shorten group, the order of the videos would go from Pro-Shorten videos to 

Pro-Morrison videos (Fig 3B). The control group would have both Pro-Morrison and Pro-

Shorten videos in alternation (Fig 3C). 

 

Fig 3. Ordering of videos in Experiments 1 and 2. A: Experiment 1, Group 1 (first bias group, 

40 videos in order from Pro Morrison to neutral to Pro Shorten). B: Experiment 1, Group 2 

(second bias group, 40 videos in order from Pro Shorten to neutral to Pro Morrison). C: Group 

3 (control group, 40 videos in which Pro Morrison and Pro Shorten are alternated). D: 

Experiment 2: The manipulation is masked by swapping the video in Position 2 with the video 

in Position 39, and the video in Position 3 with the video in Position 38 (shown only for 

Group 1, Pro Morrison bias group). 
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 The End button in the upper-left corner of the web page was invisible and inaccessible 

for the minimum required video view time of 10 minutes. After the 10 minutes was up, the End 

button appeared. However, participants were allowed to continue browsing the videos up to the 

maximum time of 15 minutes. When the 15 minutes was up, the participants were redirected to 

the questions page. The timer was paused when the videos were paused and restarted when the 

videos were restarted to ensure participants were viewing the video for the required amount of 

time. The autoplay feature was on by default and could not be turned off. Users could, however, 

go to whatever video they desired either on the sidebar or the home screen.  

Following the DoodleTube experience, participants were again asked the same series of 

questions that they were asked before they began watching the videos: three opinion questions 

about each candidate (10-point scale on impression, likeability, trust), which candidate they 

were likely to vote for (11-point scale from 5 to 0 to 5), and which candidate they would vote 

for now (forced choice).  

Next, participants were asked whether any of the content they had seen on DoodleTube 

“bothered” them in any way. They could reply Yes or No, and then they could explain their 

answer by typing freely in a text box. This is a conservative way of determining whether people 

perceived any bias in the content they had seen .We could not ask people directly about their 

awareness of bias because leading questions of that sort often produce misleading answers 

(Loftus, 1975). To assess bias we searched the textual responses for words such as “bias,” 

“skewed,” or “slanted” to identify people in the bias groups who had apparently noticed the 

favoritism in the search results they had been shown. 

3.2 Results   

For election campaign officials, the most important result in this experiment would 

almost certainly be what we call the “vote manipulation power” or VMP, which we define as 

the post-manipulation percentage increase in the proportion of participants preferring the 
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favored candidate (in response to the forced-choice question). In a group that is initially split 

50/50, the VMP also turns out to be the post-manipulation vote margin. For additional 

information about VMP and how we compute it, see S3 Text in the Supporting Information. 

In Experiment 1, for all participants in the two bias groups combined (Groups 1 and 

2), the VMP was 51.5% (McNemar’s Test X2 = 98.20, p < 0.001). S2 to S4 Tables show 

VMPs broken down by gender, race/ethnicity, and level of educational attainment. For those 

demographic characteristics, we found significant and consistent effects only for gender, with 

females having higher VMPs than males. 

 On the 11-point voting preferences scale, pre-manipulation, we found no significant 

difference between mean ratings in the three groups (MMorrison = -0.22, SD = 2.75; MShorten 

= -0.15, SD = 2.90; MControl = 0.04, SD = 2.81; Kruskal-Wallis H = 1.53; p = 0.47 NS). Post 

manipulation, we found a significant difference between mean ratings in the three groups 

(MMorrison = -1.85, SD = 3.19; MShorten = 2.14, SD = 3.11; MControl = 0.45, SD = 3.53; H = 

188.67; p < 0.001). Participants in Group 1 shifted 1.63 points towards the favored candidate 

(Morrison), and participants in the Group 2 condition shifted 2.29 points towards the favored 

candidate (Shorten). In addition, the pre-manipulation mean preference for the favored 

candidate (Groups 1 and 2 combined) was significantly different from the post-manipulation 

mean preference for the favored candidate (Groups 1 and 2 combined) (MPre = 0.04, SDPre = 

2.83, MPost = 1.99, SDPost = 3.15, Wilcoxon z = -12.02, p < 0.001). Opinion ratings for both 

candidates also shifted significantly in the predicted direction (Table 1). Finally, the 

proportion of videos our participants watched which were selected by our up-next 

recommendation was 56.8% (SD = 27.1). (Nonparametric statistical tests such as the Kruskal-

Wallis H are frequently employed in this study because the ratings of the candidates lie on 

ordinal scales [155]. Means and standard deviations in such instances are reported for 

comparison purposes, although the appropriateness of their use with ordinal data has long 

been debated [156,157]. 
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 Demographic breakdowns of the data obtained on the 11-point voting preference scale 

in Experiment 1 are shown in S5 to S13 Tables. Male/female differences on this scale were 

highly significant (S5 to S7 Tables). Differences by educational attainment and race/ethnicity 

were not consistently significant (S8 to S13 Tables). 

 

Table 1. Experiment 1: Pre and Post opinion ratings of favored and non-favored 

candidates.  

 Favored Candidate Mean 

(SD) 

Non-Favored Candidate Mean 

(SD) 

 

Pre Post Diff Pre Post Diff z†  

Impression 7.07 (1.87) 7.42 (2.35) 0.35 7.01 (1.93) 4.82 (2.45) -2.19 -13.64*** 

Trust 6.18 (2.07) 6.70 (2.52) 0.52 6.22 (2.07) 4.52 (2.39) -1.70 -12.84*** 

Likeability 6.98 (1.85) 7.43 (2.41) 0.45 6.95 (1.96) 4.81 (2.50) -2.14 -14.12*** 

†z-score represents Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing post-minus-pre ratings for the 

favored candidate to the post-minus-pre ratings for the non-favored candidate 

*** p < 0.001  

 

 Although the shift in voting preferences was substantial (VMP = 51.5%) in 

Experiment 1, it is notable that 33.0% of the participants in the two bias groups (Groups 1 

and 2) appeared to detect political bias in the videos they watched. In SEME experiments, 

perception of bias can easily be reduced with masking procedures – for example, by mixing 

one or more search results favoring the non-favored candidate mixed among the more 

frequent and higher-ranking search results biased toward the favored candidate [2]. Could we 

reduce perception of bias in a YouTube environment using a similar mask, and, if so, might 

we still produce a substantial shift in voting preferences? We attempted to answer these 

questions in Experiment 2. 

 

4. Experiment 2: Biased YouTube Ordering with Mask 

4.1 Methods 

4.1.1 Participants 
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After cleaning, our participant sample consisted of 491 eligible US voters recruited 

through the MTurk subject pool. The cleaning procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1, 

and a total of nine participants were removed from the sample during that procedure. The group 

was demographically diverse. See S1 Table for detailed demographic information for 

Experiment 2.  

Regarding YouTube usage: 489 (99.6%) reported that they had used YouTube before 

and 310 (63.1%) reported that they had used YouTube to get information about political or 

ideological topics. Participants reported using YouTube an average of 16.2 (SD =30.2) times 

per week. 

4.1.2 Procedure 

The procedure in Experiment 2, with sessions conducted on December 24, 2021, and 

January 8, 2022, was identical to that of Experiment 1, with one exception: The order of 

videos in the experimental groups had a mask in the 2nd and 3rd positions. Specifically, we 

swapped the usual video in Position 2 with the video from Position 39, and the usual video in 

Position 3 with the video from Position 38 (see Fig 3D). In other words, in the Pro-Morrison 

group, the video order remained the same as it was in Experiment 1 except in the 2nd and 3rd 

order the videos were Pro-Shorten. Similarly for Pro-Shorten group, the videos in the 2nd and 

3rd position were Pro-Morrison. 

4.2 Results 

 In Experiment 1 (no mask), the VMP was 51.5%, and 33.0% of participants in the two 

bias groups showed some awareness of bias in the ordering of the videos. In Experiment 2 

(mask), the VMP was 65.6% (McNemar’s Test X2 = 67.11, p < 0.001), and only 14.6% of 

participants in the two bias groups showed some awareness of bias in the ordering of the 

videos. The VMP in Experiment 2 was 27.4% higher than the VMP in Experiment 1 (z = 

4.23, p < 0.001). The perception of bias in Experiment 2 was 55.8% lower than the 
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perception of bias in Experiment 1 (z = 6.19, p < 0.001). Thus it appears that the 

manipulation can indeed be masked in such a way as to reduce perception of bias (perhaps to 

zero) while still producing a substantial shift in voting preferences. Again, S2 to S4 Tables 

show VMPs broken down by gender, race/ethnicity, and level of educational attainment. For 

those demographic characteristics, we again found consistently significant effects only for 

gender, with females having higher VMPs than males. 

 Voting preferences as measured on the 11-point scale also shifted in the predicted 

direction. Pre-manipulation, we found no significant difference between mean ratings in the 

three groups (MMorrison = -0.08, SD = 2.84; MShorten = -0.15, SD = 2.65; MControl = -0.25, SD = 

2.88; H = 0.27, p = 0.873 NS). Post manipulation, we found a significant difference between 

mean ratings in the three groups (MMorrison = -1.87, SD = 3.23; MShorten = 2.03, SD = 2.88; 

MControl = 0.59, SD = 3.53; H = 95.64; p < 0.001). Participants in Group 1 shifted 1.79 points 

towards the favored candidate (Morrison), and participants in the Group 2 condition shifted 

2.18 points towards the favored candidate (Shorten). In addition, the pre-manipulation mean 

preference for the favored candidate (Groups 1 and 2 combined) was significantly different 

from the post-manipulation mean preference for the favored candidate (Groups 1 and 2 

combined) (MPre = -0.02, SDPre = 2.75; MPost = 1.95, SDPost = 3.07; Wilcoxon z = -9.05, p < 

0.001). Opinion ratings for both candidates also shifted significantly in the predicted direction 

(Table 2). Finally, the proportion of videos our participants watched which were selected by 

our up-next recommendation was 60.7% (SD = 25.6). 

 Demographic breakdowns of the data obtained on the 11-point voting preference scale 

in Experiment 2 are shown in S5 to S13 Tables. Male/female differences on this scale were 

not consistently significant (S5 to S7 Tables). Neither were differences by educational 

attainment or race/ethnicity (S8 to S13 Tables). 
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Table 2. Experiment 2: Pre and Post opinion ratings of favored and non-favored 

candidates  

 Favored Candidate Mean 

(SD) 

Non-Favored Candidate Mean 

(SD) 

 

Pre Post Diff Pre Post Diff z† 

Impression 6.91 (1.78) 7.30 (2.22) 0.39 6.96 (1.80) 4.89 (2.37) -2.07 -9.81*** 

Trust 6.08 (2.01) 6.69 (2.30) 0.61 6.12 (2.03) 4.65 (2.38) -1.47 -9.06*** 

Likeability 6.86 (1.81) 7.49 (2.18) 0.63 6.87 (1.79) 4.99 (2.44) -1.88 -9.91*** 

†z-score represents Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing post-minus-pre ratings for the 

favored candidate to the post-minus-pre ratings for the non-favored candidate 

*** p < 0.001  

 

5. Discussion 

 Our experiments demonstrate that (a) strategic ordering of videos on a YouTube-like 

platform can dramatically shift both the opinions and voting preferences of undecided voters, 

rapidly shifting a substantial portion of them to favor one political candidate (Experiment 1), 

and (b) this manipulation can be masked to reduce perception of bias while still producing 

large, predictable shifts in opinions and voting preferences (Experiment 2). These findings 

are important because, as we have documented in our Introduction, an increasing body of 

evidence demonstrates the power that YouTube itself has to impact the thinking and behavior 

of people worldwide, sometimes in destructive or self-destructive ways. 

 Like search results, search suggestions, answer boxes, and newsfeeds, video 

sequences constructed by YouTube’s recommender algorithm are ephemeral in nature. Once 

again, that means that this form of influence normally leaves no paper trail for authorities to 

trace or, perforce, for researchers to study. Without monitoring systems in place to preserve 

large representative samples of ephemeral content, people will be blind to the ways in which 

they are being impacted by the algorithms of tech companies, and we will in effect be turning 

our democracy, and, to some extent, our own minds over to those companies. Children are 

especially impressionable [32,33,158], and with mobile devices having now become both the 
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babysitter and the companion of choice for children [19,23], it is reasonable to conjecture that 

the new forms of influence that the internet has made possible are impacting our children and 

grandchildren profoundly [20-22,24-27,31]. In our view, laws and regulations will never be 

able to keep pace with rapidly changing technologies, but monitoring systems can. It’s good 

tech battling bad tech, now and in the future. 

 In recent months, our team has preserved more than 21 million online ephemeral 

experiences in all 50 US states through the computers of a politically-balanced group of more 

than 9,000 registered voters, and we are now beginning to preserve content from the mobile 

devices of more than 2,000 children and teens (with the permission of their parents). We are 

also developing ways of analyzing much of this data in real time, and we ultimately will give 

both the authorities and the general public free access to our findings 24 hours a day through 

public dashboards. In our view, in a world in which unprecedented power has been given to 

private companies to impact people’s thinking and behavior, monitoring systems are not 

optional. Without them, we will not only have no idea how they may be influencing us, 

governments that implement laws or regulations to contain the power of these companies will 

have no reliable way of measuring compliance with those laws and regulations. 

Limitations and Future Research 

 Our current procedures do not include any follow up, so we have no way of 

measuring how long the changes our procedures produce in opinions and voting preferences 

will last. Just as the content our participants see is fleeting, so might be the changes we are 

detecting in their opinions and voting preferences. That said, we might actually be 

underestimating the possible power of YME as it might be impacting real users, because we 

are exposing our participants to only a single manipulation. In the months leading up to an 

election, a company such as YouTube might be exposing users to similarly biased content 

repeatedly, and users themselves might choose to view certain videos multiple times, just as 

mass-murderer Brenton Harrison Tarrant did in Australia (see Introduction). If YME is an 
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additive effect, multiple exposures will increase its impact, in which case the shifts we have 

produced in our experiments might be smaller than the shifts occurring in the natural 

environment. In ongoing experiments on what we call the “multiple exposure effect” (MEE), 

we are now measuring the possible additive effects of YME, ABE, SEME, and other new 

forms of influence made possible by the internet. 

 In the real world, bias in YouTube videos might also be similar to bias on other 

platforms, such as the Google search engine, Facebook, Instagram, and TikTok, as well as by 

answers given to users by AIs such as Bard and ChatGPT, in addition to answers given to 

users by personal assistants such as Alexa, the Google Assistant, and Siri. Again, in ongoing 

experiments, we are now measuring the possible additive effects of similarly biased content 

presented to users on different platforms, a phenomenon we called the “multiple platforms 

effect” (MPE). 

 In the real world, undecided voters are subject to many different kinds of influence 

when they are trying to make up their minds; YouTube is only one possible source of 

influence, needless to say, and some people rarely or never use YouTube. In addition, some 

people never use YouTube in a way that gives them information about political candidates or 

issue relevant to elections; in the US, in fact, the most common videos users search for on 

YouTube are BTS and Pewdiepie [159]. Our findings apply only to people who use YouTube 

fairly regularly and who are likely to encounter information relevant to elections.  

 That said, it is important to note here that the kind of influence YouTube can exert is 

especially powerful compared to other common sources of influence that affect people prior 

to elections. Most of those sources – television advertisements, billboards, and even ballot 

harvesting – are inherently competitive and often generate relatively small net effects, if any 

[160]. YouTube, on the other hand, has no effective competitor. Although opposing political 

campaigns can compete in the process of posting new video content to YouTube, only 

YouTube controls the process by which those videos are filtered, ordered, and customized. In 
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other words, if employees, executives, or algorithms at YouTube favor one candidate, the 

opposing candidate has no way of counteracting that favoritism. Similarly, if employees, 

executives, or algorithms at YouTube choose to suppress the content of one candidate, that 

candidate has no way to counteract that suppression. 

 We note that our study and discussion have focused mainly on the potential that the 

YouTube platform has to alter people’s thinking and behavior. In our view YouTube presents 

at least two other major challenges to both researchers and policy makers, and we would be 

remiss in not pointing them out. First, YouTube has been repeatedly called to task in recent 

years for what some people consider to be censorship – removing content, restricting access 

to content, or demoting content on the platform [102,104,106-112]. We discussed this issue 

briefly in our Introduction, referring at one point to a PowerPoint presentation that leaked 

from Google entitled, “The Good Censor” [18]. Second, YouTube is an aggressive 

surveillance tool; Google openly tracks and subsequently models and monetizes the massive 

amount of data it collects about the videos people watch and the comments people post on 

YouTube [161,162]. The information collected about children has been of special concern to 

authorities in recent years [163]. The present study needs to be viewed in this larger context, 

we believe. As a powerful and unprecedented tool of surveillance, censorship, and 

manipulation impacting billions of people worldwide, YouTube needs, in our view, to be 

subjected to close scrutiny by researchers and public policy makers aggressively and without 

delay.  
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scale of voting preference by race/ethnicity. 

 

S13 Table. Experiments 1&2: Mean preference for favored candidate on the 11-point 

scale of voting preference by race/ethnicity. 

 

S14 Table. Experiment 1: Pre and Post opinion ratings of favored and non-favored 

candidates by race/ethnicity. 

 

S15 Table. Experiment 2: Pre and Post opinion ratings of favored and non-favored 

candidates by race/ethnicity. 
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S1 Fig. Before January, 2015, a switch that allowed users to deactivate YouTube’s autoplay 

feature was prominently shown and labeled in the upper-right of screens (on laptop and 

desktop computers). Note that autoplay was always on by default. Compare S2 Fig. 

 

S2 Fig. Beginning in January, 2015, the autoplay switch was moved to a position 

immediately below the video, and its label was removed. It was, as always, on by default. 

Compare S1 Fig. 

 

S3 Fig. In 2019, a 2 min video leaked from Google in which YouTube CEO Susan Wojcicki 

explained to her staff how YouTube’s recommender algorithm was being revised to boost 

certain content and demote other content. The full video can be viewed at 

https://vimeo.com/354354050.  
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Supporting Information 

S1 Text. Candidate Biographies 

 

Scott Morrison: 

Scott Morrison was born in Waverley, New South Wales (AUS) on May 13th, 1968. 

He completed a Bachelor of Science honors degree in applied economic geography at the 

University of New South Wales. Morrison married his high school sweetheart, Jenny Warren, 

in 1990 and has two daughters. After graduating from the University of New South Wales, 

Morrison worked as a national policy and research manager for the Property Council of 

Australia before moving to New Zealand in 1998 to become the director of the Office of 

Tourism and Sport. He left this position a year before the contract schedule and returned to 

Australia in 2000. In 2004, he became the inaugural managing director of Tourism Australia 

until July 2006.  

 

Bill Shorten: 

Bill Shorten was born in Fitzroy, Victoria (AUS) on May 12th, 1967. While 

Shorten was studying at Monash University, he was an active student in the 

university’s politics club. In 1986, Shorten helped establish a group called Network 

and briefly served as a private in the Australian Army Reserve from 1985 to 1986. 

After graduating Monash University with a Bachelors of Arts in 1989 and a Bachelors 

of Law in 1992, Shorten worked as a lawyer for Maurice Blackburn Cashman for 

twenty months. In 1994, he worked as a trainee organizer and later accepted a position 

as a politics national secretary in 2001 and again in 2005. Shorten is currently married 

to Chloe Bryce and has a daughter. 
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S2 Text. Instructions immediately preceding DoodleTube simulation 

Thank you for your answers! 

 

You will now be given an opportunity to learn more about these candidates using our special 

internet video platform called “DoodleTube.” Your goal is to try to clarify your views on the 

topic so you are better able to decide which candidate deserves your vote. 

 

Use DoodleTube as you would normally use YouTube, and please do NOT use any other web 

pages to learn more about either candidate. In other words, please do not leave DoodleTube! 

If you do, that will invalidate your participation in our study. If you would like to conduct 

further research on the topic, go right ahead, but please complete our study first! 

 

You will have a total of 15:00 minutes to view the videos, and the program will automatically 

let you know when the time is up. 

 

Please do NOT close the window after conducting your search. Doing so will make it 

impossible for you to complete your participation in the study. Instead, if you feel you have 

enough information to make a clear choice, you may end your search early by clicking the 

“END” button in the upper-left corner of the DoodleTube page, which will appear after 10:00 

minutes. 

 

PLEASE NOTE: Some web pages might take a while to load, so please be patient. 

 

Click the ‘Continue’ button below. 
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S3 Text. Vote Manipulation Power (VMP) calculation. 

Vote Manipulation Power (VMP) is calculated as follows: 

p’ – p 

 p 

where p is the total number of people who voted for the favored candidate pre-manipulation, 

and p’ is the total number of people who voted for the favored candidate post-manipulation. 

If, pre-manipulation, a group of 100 people is split 50/50 in the votes they give us, and if, 

post-manipulation, a total of 67 people now vote for the favored candidate, the VMP is  

67 – 50  

 50 

or 34%. Because p’ is 17 points larger than p, the win margin is 34 (2 x 17, or 34%), and the 

final vote is 67 to 33, with the favored candidate the winner. So in any group in which the 

vote is split 50/50 pre-manipulation, the VMP is also the win margin. Note that 17 

individuals did not need to shift to produce this win margin. We only needed the net number 

of people voting for the favored candidate to be 67. 
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S1 Table. Experiments 1&2: Demographics 

 

S2 Table. Experiments 1&2: VMPs by gender.  

Condition  n VMP (%) Bias (%) 

E1: No Mask 

 

Male 

Female 

268 

376 

40.6 

58.9 

33.6 

32.4 

 Change (%) - +45.1 -3.6 

 Statistic (z) 

p 

- 

- 

-4.58 

< 0.001 

0.32 

0.749 NS 

E2: Mask 2&3 

 

Male 

Female 

154 

180 

52.6 

77.9 

14.3 

15.0 

 Change (%) - +48.1 +4.9 

 Statistic (z) 

p 

- 

- 

-4.87 

< 0.001 

-0.18 

0.857 NS 

 

 
Experiment 1 

(n = 959) 

Experiment 2 

(n = 491) 

Mean Age (SD) 38.6 (12.0) 36.4 (11.7) 

Gender (%)   

Female 558 (58.2%) 270 (55.0%) 

Male 391 (40.8%) 218 (44.4%) 

Unknown 10 (1.0%) 3 (0.6%) 

Education (%)   

None 2 (0.2%) 0 (0.0%) 

Primary 41 (4.3%) 20 (4.1%) 

Secondary 309 (32.2%) 160 (32.6%) 

Bachelors 428 (44.6%) 224 (45.6%) 

Masters 148 (15.4%) 72 (14.7%) 

Doctorate 31 (3.2%) 15 (3.1%) 

Race/Ethnicity (%)   

White 701 (73.1%) 351 (71.5%) 

Black 102 (10.6%) 55 (11.2%) 

Asian 75 (7.8%) 39 (7.9%) 

Mixed 58 (6.0%) 31 (6.3%) 

Other 22 (2.3%) 15 (3.1%) 
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S3 Table. Experiments 1&2: VMPs by race/ethnicity. 

Condition  n VMP (%) Bias (%) 

E1: No Mask 

 

White 

Non-White 

477 

174 

51.9 

50.5 

34.8 

28.2 

 Change (%) - -2.7 -19.0 

 Statistic (z) 

p 

- 

- 

0.32 

0.749 NS 

-1.58 

0.114 NS 

E2: Mask 2&3 

 

White 

Non-White 

235 

101 

65.5 

65.9 

14.9 

13.9 

 Change (%) - +0.6 -6.7 

 Statistic (z) 

p 

- 

- 

-0.07 

0.944 NS 

0.24 

0.810 NS 

 

 

S4 Table. Experiments 1&2: VMPs by educational attainment.  

Condition  n VMP (%) Bias (%) 

E1: No Mask 

 

≥ Bachelors 

< Bachelors 

413 

238 

48.4 

56.6 

33.7 

31.9 

 Change (%) - +17.0 -5.3 

 Statistic (z) 

p 

- 

- 

-2.02 

< 0.05 

0.47 

0.638 NS 

Experiment 2: Mask 2&3 ≥ Bachelors 

< Bachelors 

224 

112 

63.7 

72.5 

15.6 

12.5 

 Change (%) - +13.8 -19.9 

 Statistic (z) 

p 

- 

- 

-1.61 

0.107 NS 

0.76 

0.447 NS 

 

S5 Table. Experiments 1&2: Mean ratings on the 11-point scale of voting preference for the 

three groups by gender. 

Condition  n  MMorrison (SD) MShorten (SD) MControl (SD) H p 

E1: No Mask Male 391 Pre -0.31 (2.54)  -0.09 (2.79) 0.01 (2.41) 1.099 0.577 NS 

   Post -1.06 (3.30) 1.80 (3.31) 0.32 (3.43) 42.623 < 0.001 

 Female 558 Pre -0.15 (2.90) -0.16 (3.01) 0.12 (3.01) 0.991 0.609 NS 

   Post -2.48 (2.95) 2.35 (2.98) 0.62 (3.58) 152.927 < 0.001 

E2: Mask 2&3 Male 218 Pre -0.44 (2.56) -0.11 (2.74) -0.69 (2.90) 1.49 0.474 NS 

   Post -1.57 (3.06) 1.93 (3.13) 0.31 (3.35) 37.086 < 0.001 

 Female 270 Pre 0.18 (3.04) -0.19 (2.60) 0.04 (2.86) 0.764 0.682 NS 

   Post -2.09 (3.37) 2.09 (2.66) 0.74 (3.66) 56.572 < 0.001 
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S6 Table. Experiments 1&2: Mean ratings on the 11-point scale of voting preference for 

the bias groups (1&2) by gender. 

Condition  n Group 1 Shift Group 2 Shift 

E1: No Mask Male 268 0.75 1.89 

 Female 376 2.33 2.41 

 Change (%) - +210.7 +27.5 

 U - 9860.500 11413.5 

 p - < 0.001 0.371 NS 

E2: Mask 2&3 Male 154 1.13 2.04 

 Female 180 2.27 2.28 

 Change (%) - +100.9 +11.8 

 U - 3466 2859 

 p - 0.089 NS 0.834 NS 

 

 

S7 Table. Experiments 1&2: Mean ratings on the 11-point scale of voting preference for 

the favored candidate by gender. 

Condition  n MPre (SD) MPost (SD) Diff z p 

E1: No Mask Male 268 0.12 (2.67) 1.41 (3.32) 1.29 -5.434 < 0.001 

 Female 376 -0.01 (2.96) 2.41 (2.96) 2.42 -10.896 < 0.001 

 Change (%) - - - +87.6 - - 

 Whitney U - - - 42140.5 - - 

 p - - - < 0.001 - - 

E2: Mask 2&3 Male 154 0.18 (2.65) 1.74 (3.09) 1.56 -5.119 < 0.001 

 Female 180 -0.18 (2.84) 2.09 (3.06) 2.27 -7.447 < 0.001 

 Change (%) - - - +45.5 - - 

 U - - - 12851.5 - - 

 p - - - 0.249 NS - - 

 

 

S8 Table. Experiments 1&2: Mean ratings on the 11-point scale of voting preference for the 

three groups by educational attainment. 

Condition  n  MMorrison (SD) MShorten (SD) MControl (SD) H p 

E1: No Mask ≥ Bachelors 607 Pre -0.30 (2.68)  -0.10 (2.96) 0.04 (2.67) 1.531 0.465 NS 

   Post -1.99 (3.12) 2.18 (3.14) 0.37 (3.47) 131.140 < 0.001 

 < Bachelors 352 Pre -0.09 (2.86) -0.24 (2.80) 0.05 (3.00) 0.694 0.707 NS 

   Post -1.63 (3.31) 2.06 (3.05) 0.61 (3.63) 58.267 < 0.001 

E2: Mask 2&3 ≥ Bachelors 311 Pre -0.05 (2.72) -0.21 (2.69) -0.39 (2.80) 0.780 0.677 NS 

   Post -1.53 (3.33) 1.92 (3.00) 0.29 (3.63) 46.178 < 0.001 

 < Bachelors 180 Pre -0.15 (3.11) -0.04 (2.56) -0.07 (2.99) 0.055 0.973 NS 

   Post -2.59 (2.93) 2.25 (2.65) 0.97 (3.38) 54.058 < 0.001 
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S9 Table. Experiments 1&2: Mean ratings on the 11-point scale of voting preference for 

Groups 1&2 by educational attainment. 

Condition  n Group 1 Shift Group 2 Shift 

E1: No Mask ≥ Bachelors 413 1.69 2.28 

 < Bachelors 238 1.54 2.30 

 Change (%) - -8.9 +0.9 

 U - 12434.5 11413.5 

 p - 0.749 NS 0.998 NS 

E2: Mask 2&3 ≥ Bachelors 224 1.48 2.13 

 < Bachelors 112 2.44 2.29 

 Change (%) - +64.9 +7.5 

 U - 3115 2563.5 

 p - 0.120 NS 0.666 NS 

 

 

S10 Table. Experiments 1&2: Mean preference for favored candidate on the 11-point scale 

of voting preference by educational attainment. 

Condition  n MPre (SD) MPost (SD) Diff z† p 

E1: No Mask ≥ Bachelors 413 0.09 (2.83) 2.09 (3.13) 2.00 -9.836 < 0.001 

 < Bachelors 238 -0.07 (2.83) 1.83 (3.19) 1.90 -6.897 < 0.001 

 Change (%) - - - -5.0 - - 

 U - - - 48484.5 - - 

 P    0.773 NS   

E2: Mask 2&3 ≥ Bachelors 224 -0.07 (2.70) 1.71 (3.18) 1.78 -6.744 < 0.001 

 < Bachelors 112 0.06 (2.86) 2.43 (2.80) 2.37 -6.064 < 0.001 

 Change (%) - - - +33.1 - - 

 U - - - 11331 - - 

 p - - - 0.146 NS - - 

 

 

S11 Table. Experiments 1&2: Mean ratings in the three groups on the 11-point scale of voting 

preference by race/ethnicity. 

Condition  n  MMorrison (SD) MShorten (SD) MControl (SD) H p 

E1: No Mask White 701 Pre -0.30 (2.75)  -0.32 (2.92) -0.05 (2.76) 1.454 0.483 NS 

   Post -1.90 (3.23) 1.98 (3.14) 0.51 (3.52) 133.499 < 0.001 

 Non-White 258 Pre -0.01 (2.75) 0.35 (2.80) 0.29 (2.88) 0.793 0.673 NS 

   Post -1.70 (3.09) 2.61 (2.97) 0.30 (3.57) 56.318 < 0.001 

E2: Mask 2&3 White 351 Pre -0.22 (2.82) 0.06 (2.69) -0.26 (2.86) 0.729 0.695 NS 

   Post -2.15 (3.05) 2.11 (2.93) 0.49 (3.55) 78.349 < 0.001 

 Non-White 140 Pre 0.27 (2.88) -0.59 (2.52) -0.23 (2.98) 2.247 0.325 NS 

   Post -1.19 (3.59) 1.86 (2.79) 0.87 (3.51) 17.583 < 0.001 
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S12 Table. Experiments 1&2: Mean preference shift for Groups 1&2 on the 11-point 

scale of voting preference by race/ethnicity. 

Condition  n Group 1 Shift Group 2 Shift 

E1: No Mask White 477 1.60 2.30 

 Non-White 174 1.69 2.26 

 Change (%) - +5.6 -1.7 

 U - 10594.5 10037 

 p - 0.926 NS 0.953 NS 

E2: Mask 2&3 White 235 1.93 2.05 

 Non-White 101 0.92 1.27 

 Change (%) - -52.3 -38.0 

 U - 3082.5 2563.5 

 p - 0.351 NS 0.858 NS 

 

 

S13 Table. Experiments 1&2: Mean preference for favored candidate on the 11-point scale 

of voting preference by race/ethnicity. 

Condition  n MPre (SD) MPost (SD) Diff z p 

E1: No Mask White 477 -0.01 (2.85) 2.94 (3.19) 2.95 -10.074 < 0.001 

 Non-White 174 0.17 (2.77) 2.14 (3.06) 1.97 -6.609 < 0.001 

 Change (%) - - - -34.2 - - 

 U - - - 41167 - - 

 p - - - 0.875 NS - - 

E2: Mask 2&3 White 235 0.15 (2.76) 2.13 (2.99)  1.98 -7.403 < 0.001 

 Non-White 101 -0.43 (2.71) 1.51 (3.22) 1.94 -5.247 < 0.001 

 Change (%) - - - -2.02 - - 

 U - - - 11422.5 - - 

 p - - - 0.584 NS - - 
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S14 Table. Experiment 1: Pre and Post opinion ratings of favored and non-favored candidates 

by race/ethnicity. 

Ethnicity  Favored Candidate Mean  

(SD) 

Non-Favored Candidate Mean 

(SD) 

 

  Pre Post Diff Pre Post Diff z† 

White Impression 6.97 (1.88) 7.37 (2.39) 0.40 6.95 (1.94) 4.64 (2.41) -2.31 -12.080*** 

 Trust 6.16 (2.12) 6.67 (2.57) 0.51 6.22 (2.12) 4.36 (2.36) -1.86 -11.181*** 

 Likeability 6.91 (1.85) 7.42 (2.47) 0.51 6.96 (1.98) 4.62 (2.49) -2.34 -12.647*** 

Non-White Impression 7.36 (1.85) 7.55 (2.24) 0.19 7.17 (1.91) 5.29 (2.49) -1.88 -6.336*** 

 Trust 6.23 (1.93) 6.80 (2.38) 0.57 6.22 (1.94) 4.97 (2.42) -1.25 -6.324*** 

 Likeability 7.17 (1.84) 7.46 (2.23) 0.29 6.93 (1.90) 5.31 (2.44) -1.62 -6.279*** 
†z-score represents Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing post-minus-pre ratings for the favored 

candidate to the post-minus-pre ratings for the non-favored candidate 

*** p < 0.001  

 

 

S15 Table. Experiment 2: Pre and Post opinion ratings of favored and non-favored candidates 

by race/ethnicity. 

Ethnicity  Favored Candidate Mean 

(SD) 

Non-Favored Candidate Mean 

(SD) 

 

  Pre Post Diff Pre Post Diff z† 

White Impression 6.99 (1.70) 7.43 (2.18) 0.44 6.97 (1.74) 4.89 (2.35) -2.08 -8.233*** 

 Trust 6.26 (1.90) 6.83 (2.24) 0.57 6.17 (1.90) 4.72 (2.39) -1.45 -7.429*** 

 Likeability 6.94 (1.75) 7.67 (2.12) 0.75 6.92 (1.68) 4.98 (2.44) -1.94 -8.549*** 

Non-White Impression 6.73 (1.95) 7.00 (2.20) 0.27 6.94 (1.94) 4.88 (2.43) -2.06 -5.343*** 

 Trust 5.66 (2.20) 6.38 (2.42) 0.72 6.00 (2.31) 4.47 (2.36) -1.53 -5.217*** 

 Likeability 6.68 (1.93) 7.08 (2.27) 0.40 6.75 (2.00) 5.01 (2.45) -1.74 -4.992*** 
†z-score represents Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing post-minus-pre ratings for the favored 

candidate to the post-minus-pre ratings for the non-favored candidate 

*** p < 0.001  
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S1 Fig. Before January, 2015, a switch that allowed users to deactivate YouTube’s autoplay 

feature was prominently shown and labeled in the upper-right of screens (on laptop and desktop 

computers). Note that autoplay was always on by default. Compare S2 Fig. 

 
 

S2 Fig. Beginning in January, 2015, the autoplay switch was moved to a position 

immediately below the video, and its label was removed. It was, as always, on by default. 

Compare S1 Fig. 
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S3 Fig. In 2019, a 2-min video leaked from Google in which YouTube CEO Susan Wojcicki 

explained to her staff how YouTube’s recommender algorithm was being revised to boost 

certain content and demote other content. The full video can be viewed at 

https://vimeo.com/354354050.   
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Abstract 

In recent years, powerful new forms of influence have been discovered that the internet has made 

possible. The Search Engine Manipulation Effect (SEME) was discovered in 2013, and a 

comprehensive report about its effectiveness was published in 2015, with multiple replications 

published since then. SEME research shows that bias in search results can produce large shifts in 

the opinions and voting preferences of undecided voters without their awareness – upwards of 80% 

shifts in some demographic groups. We now introduce another new form of influence: the Opinion 

Matching Effect (OME). Many websites now “help” people form opinions about products, political 

candidates, or political parties by first administering a short quiz and then informing people how 

closely their answers match product characteristics or the views of a candidate or party. But what if 

the matching algorithm is biased? We first present data from real opinion matching websites, 

showing that responding at random to their online quizzes can produce significantly biased 

recommendations. We then describe a randomized, controlled, counterbalanced, double-blind 

experiment that measures the possible impact of this type of matching. A total of 773 politically 

diverse, eligible US voters participated in the experiment. They were asked to form opinions about 

the two candidates in the 2019 election for Prime Minister of Australia (thus assuring that our 

subjects were initially “undecided”). After reading basic information about the candidates, they 

were asked questions about their opinions and voting preferences. Then they were given a short 

quiz about various political issues, after which they were told how closely their views matched 

those of each candidate. Then they were asked those questions again, and we measured changes in 

opinions and voting preferences. Participants were randomly assigned to one of three groups: 

people who were told their answers closely matched the views of Candidate A, Candidate B, or 

both candidates equally. This produced shifts in voting preferences between 51% and 95% in the 

bias groups, with no participants showing any awareness of having been manipulated. In summary, 
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we show not only that OME is a large effect; we also show that biased online questionnaires exist 

that might be shifting people’s opinions without their knowledge. 
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The Opinion Matching Effect (OME):  

A subtle but powerful new form of influence  

that is apparently being used on the internet 

 

1. Introduction 

 As human communities grew in size from small tribes into vast cities and countries, 

leaders have had to develop increasingly effective ways of controlling the thinking and behavior 

of increasingly larger groups of people. By the early 1900s, social engineering began to progress 

from mere art to calculated science, beginning, perhaps, with theories of propaganda advanced 

by Georgy Plekhanov [1] and other early Marxists. The assertion that governments were not only 

responsible for controlling the masses but that they could use systematic, powerful methods to do 

so blossomed in capitalist America with the work of Edward L. Bernays [2], often known as the 

father of public relations. Bernays insisted that experts who master the emerging new techniques 

of control could be even more powerful than the government itself, constituting “an invisible 

government which is the true ruling power of our country” [2]. 

In 1957, journalist Vance Packard published a landmark book called The Hidden Persuaders 

[3], in which he revealed how both companies and politicians had begun working closely with 

social scientists to develop increasingly powerful ways of manipulating consumers and voters, often 

employing methods that left people unaware that they were being manipulated. These methods were 

being developed and tested using controlled experiments; behavioral science was now an essential 

tool of the marketing professional. In 1961, in President Eisenhower’s farewell speech as president, 

he warned not only about the rise of a “military-industrial complex,” he also expressed concern 

about the possible emergence of a “technological elite” that could someday control public policy 
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without people knowing. Such new forces of control could be held in check, said Eisenhower, only 

by “an alert and knowledgeable citizenry” [4]. Has the public been alert, and are we knowledgeable 

about new forms of influence that may have come into being in the decades since Eisenhower’s 

warning? 

The rapid proliferation of internet access over the past two decades has in fact created new 

and especially impactful methods for controlling people’s thinking and behavior, and because 

internet activity is dominated by a small number of worldwide monopolies – mainly Google and 

Meta/Facebook – when these new methods of influence are deployed, there appears to be no way to 

counteract them. If Candidate A posts an attack video online or on television, Candidate B can do 

the same. But if one of the large online platforms uses subtle techniques to support one candidate, 

the opposing candidate has no way to counteract that support.  

Our research team has discovered, studied, and quantified several of these new methods of 

influence over the past decade [5-9]. In the present paper, we introduce a new form of online 

influence we call the Opinion Matching Effect (OME). We first present data showing that the effect 

has likely been deployed to some extent on the internet, and we then present a randomized, 

controlled, counterbalanced, double-blind experiment that demonstrates the potential power of this 

effect to shift opinions and voting preferences. Unlike other effects we have studied, OME is not 

exclusively in the hands of large tech monopolies. We believe, in fact, that it is being used 

competitively, which means – at the moment, anyway – that it does not pose a serious threat to 

democracy or human autonomy. That said, if this technique were to be adopted by a large tech 

monopoly at some point, it would likely have an outsized impact on online users – one that might be 

difficult for competitors to counteract.  
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1.1 Invisible influence 

 A relatively vast scientific literature now exists that examines ways of influencing people 

without their knowledge, and it is beyond the scope of this paper to review that literature in detail. 

We will describe some salient examples, however. 

 The Hidden Persuaders, the book by Vance Packard we mentioned earlier, was first 

published in 1957 and is still in print more than 60 years later. It shocked the American public by 

revealing the surprising extent to which companies and political candidates were collaborating with 

social scientists to develop new, largely invisible, methods for influencing consumers and voters 

[3]. Packard noted, for example, that the slow music that many stores were now broadcasting from 

their ceilings caused people to walk slower and, in so doing, to make more purchases. This 

manipulation produced no awareness on the part of consumers, needless to say. (This technique is 

used to this day, as the reader will likely observe on his or her next visit to a large store [10, 11].) 

Packard described dozens of techniques like this, almost all of which were supported by controlled 

studies performed by social scientists. 

 The recent best-selling books Nudge, by behavioral economists Richard Thaler and Cass 

Sunstein [12], and Sway, by business author Ori Brafman and psychologist Rom Brafman [13], 

summarize more recent studies of this sort, and so do two more recent scholarly books, each entitled 

Invisible Influence [14, 15]. In one of the studies mentioned in these books, researchers showed that 

people more often cleaned their eating environments when the subtle odor of a disinfectant cleaner 

was present than when it was absent [16]. Manipulations of this sort are especially problematic 

because they often lead people to believe that they are thinking independently – that they have made 

up their own mind [17, 18]. Thaler and Sunstein argue that when unseen forces are guiding people’s 

behavior, they have lost their freedom. Because no cages and whips are visible, however, they 

might still feel free and thus not take steps to regain their actual freedom. A number of recent 
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authors have expressed concern about a growing number of invisible manipulations that the internet 

has made possible, applying terms such as “digital nudging” and “hypernudging” to the new 

techniques [19, 20].  

1.2 Recommender systems 

 OME can be considered a special case of recommender systems [21], which have been 

widely studied in recent years. Controlled studies have shown that computer-generated 

recommendations impact purchase preferences even when those recommendations are generated 

randomly [22, 23]. The power of such systems is no secret, and they impact more than just 

purchases. A 2015 study by employees at Netflix concluded, among other things, that the 

company’s recommender algorithm accounted for “about 80% of hours streamed at Netflix” [24]. In 

2018, Neal Mohan, then Chief Product Officer at YouTube, revealed that 70% of the time people 

spend watching videos on YouTube, they are viewing content recommended by YouTube’s 

recommender algorithms [25, cf. 26, 27]. It has been estimated that 35% of Amazon’s online sales 

are driven by Amazon’s recommender algorithms [28, cf. 29]. Public officials have expressed 

particular concern over the company’s practice of ranking Amazon-branded products ahead of 

competitors’ products in the product lists shown to potential buyers – the equivalent of search 

results in a search engine [30, 31]. 

 Sometimes relatively organic and benign online content can shift thinking and behavior. 

Online reviews of consumer products posted by legitimate reviewers – actual users of those 

products who post blogs or YouTube videos, for example – might recommend a product because 

they genuinely like it, and online product reviews have been shown to impact consumer purchases 

[32-35]. Because such reviews are inherently competitive, they pose no great threat to consumers, in 

our view. We are using the term “recommender systems,” however, to refer to algorithmically-

driven content that might influence large numbers of people and that cannot easily be countered 
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either by consumers or competing businesses. When marketers or advertisers are promoting a 

particular product, for example, they might create dozens of apparently objective product review 

websites that just happen to give their own product the highest possible praise [36-38]. 

Manufacturers of products that compete with that product could play the same game, of course, but 

in each case, a true “system” of reviews has been deployed – a far more nefarious form of influence 

than the single blog post composed by someone expressing his or her own views. 

 Early recommender systems – described in the early 1990s – generally relied on two 

different strategies for making recommendations: “Content-based” systems recommended 

content based on the properties of content that a user selected in the past, whereas “collaborative-

based” systems recommended content based on choices that had been made by people who were 

similar to the present user [39]. “Hybrid” systems used both methods [40]. By the mid 2000s, 

such systems were being optimized based on ever-expanding bodies of information being 

collected about users, specifically by making use of “user profiles that contain information about 

users’ tastes, preferences, and needs. The profiling information can be elicited from users 

explicitly, e.g., through questionnaires, or implicitly—learned from their transactional behavior 

over time” [41]. As marketers and leaders knew long before the internet was invented, the more 

you know about people, the easier it is to influence them [2, 42-44]. The internet dramatically 

increased the rate at which information about people could be collected, and that information, in 

turn, has increased the power of recommender systems. 

1.2.1 Voting Advice Applications (VAAs)  

Voting advice applications (VAAs) – also known as “online vote selectors” – are special 

recommender systems that use questionnaires to guide people’s votes and party affiliations. An 

early VAA was simply a paper-and-pencil test called the StemWijzer, used before elections in The 

Netherlands in the late 1980s [45-47]. It asked for participants’ views on various election-related 
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issues, and based on their responses, it matched them with suitable candidates or political parties. In 

the late 2000s, research showed that the German Wahl-O-Mat questionnaire system was effective in 

mobilizing people to vote [48, cf. 49]. VAA methodology has been widely used across Europe to 

impact voters, especially over the past decade or so [46, 50, 51]. According to a 2009 study, 40% of 

voters in the 2006 national election in The Netherlands used online VAAs to guide their votes [52]. 

The study concluded that VAAs “had a modest effect on electoral participation and a substantial 

effect on party choice, especially among undecided voters” [52]. Other studies have demonstrated 

how various aspects of the construction of the questionnaire can impact voters differentially [53-

56].   

A meta-analysis of 22 VAA studies assessing data obtained from more than 70,000 users in 

9 countries concluded that VAAs significantly increased voter turnout, had a significant impact on 

voter choices, and produced modest increases in voter knowledge [57]. Again, mainly in Europe, 

VAAs have apparently impacted millions of voters [55], and researchers continue to study how 

various factors, such as the wording of questions, increase or decrease the impact of a VAA. To our 

knowledge, the scientific literature on VAAs focuses exclusively on legitimate questionnaires that 

were designed to increase voter turnout and improve the quality of voter decisions. We have not 

found published experiments in which researchers used questionnaires dishonestly to try to shift 

votes or opinions, but we did find a blog post on Medium (not peer reviewed) in which the author 

reported testing the fairness of iSideWith.com by completing the website’s quiz with random 

answers [58]. The author concluded that the website gave biased results, but the findings were 

marginal, and the methodology was inadequate, in our view. 

As we proceed, we will address a question that naturally comes to mind when one 

recognizes the power that questionnaires have to impact voters: Could VAA-type online 

instruments be designed to shift votes dishonestly – that is, in a way that is biased toward one 
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candidate or party? If so, could such tools impact voters in such a way that prevents them from 

becoming aware that they have been manipulated?  

In the first part of the present study, we sought to identify websites that might be using 

online questionnaires dishonestly – that is, in ways that make recommendations to users that do not 

accurately reflect their answers to the questionnaire they completed. Do such websites exist? If so, 

do they violate existing laws or regulations, such as deceptive advertising or consumer fraud laws? 

In the second part of the study, we describe an experiment in which an intentionally 

misleading VAA-type questionnaire was deployed in an attempt to shift opinions and voting 

preferences. Specifically, we first asked users some questions and then made recommendations 

while ignoring the user’s responses to the questionnaire. We sought to determine the extent to 

which such a procedure can shift opinions and voting preferences. We also sought to determine 

whether our participants were aware that they were being influenced unfairly. 

2. Ethics Statement 

The federally registered Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the sponsoring institution 

(American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology) approved this study with exempt 

status under HHS rules because (a) the anonymity of participants was preserved and (b) the risk to 

participants was minimal. The IRB is registered with OHRP under number IRB00009303, and the 

Federalwide Assurance number for the IRB FWA00021545 written consent was obtained for all 

investigations as specified in the Procedure section of Investigation 2. 

3. Investigation 1: Bias examination of actual online opinion 

matching websites 

 We began our investigation by using the Brave search engine (to protect our privacy) to 

locate a variety of “online quizzes” (or “online questionnaires”), looking especially for quizzes of a 
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political nature, such as quizzes that purported to match users with particular candidates or political 

parties. We then wrote code (in Python) that simulated a human user – in other words that clicked at 

human speed and that paused after it completed a quiz and submitted its answers [59-61]. Our bots 

took each online quiz repeatedly (generally, 300 times), and recorded the random answers our bots 

supplied (numerical answers to multiple-choice questions) and the recommendations the website 

gave. We did not attempt an exhaustive survey of such quizzes; rather, we examined only enough to 

yield two quizzes that gave us recommendations that were biased at a significance level under 

0.001. To find these two, we had to examine a total of 15 websites. The 13 websites that appeared 

to give us relatively fair results are listed as S1 Text in our Supporting Information, and our Data 

Availability statement explains how readers can access our raw data and the Python scripts we used 

to access website quizzes.  

3.1 Website 1: My Political Personality   

3.1.1 Website 1: Methods 

 The first of the two websites we found which appeared to give biased results was 

https://politicalpersonality.org (S1 Figure), a website maintained by My Political Personality, a non-

profit “voter empowerment group,” which promises to assist users in determining which of four 

political parties – Democrat, Republican, Libertarian, or the Green Party – is the best match for 

their political views. The website does so by having the user complete its “Political Personality 

Test,” a 15-item Likert-scale test. The website includes an informal disclaimer, noting that its 

questionnaire is “just a fun and voluntary personality quiz – not a statement of fact”. S2 and S3 

Figures show website information and its nonpartisan statement. 

 It matches people to a political party – just one – by revealing a user’s “political 

personality,” where each personality has been pre-matched (using a methodology that is not 

described) with a political party. See S4 Figure for an example of the website’s quiz results page. 
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 As we did for all the websites we examine, we began our investigation informally by 

completing the quiz manually a few times, looking for indications that the recommendations made 

after we completed a quiz might be biased – in this case, toward one political party. Again, we 

emphasize that this process was informal and exploratory only. 

 Because this questionnaire seemed suspect, we then customized a Python script (obtained 

from the Selenium WebDriver library, accessible at 

https://www.selenium.dev/documentation/webdriver/), to (a) clear cache and cookies, (b) reopen the 

tab, (c) retake the quiz, and (d) record the results. We repeated this process 300 times. We did so in 

the present instance in two sessions, the first on January 4th and the second on January 15th, 2022. 

3.1.2 Website 1: Results 

 Table 1 shows the frequency with which each of the political parties was recommended to 

the user over the course of the 300 trials. If both the questionnaire and the computation of results 

were completely fair, one would expect all four parties to be recommended approximately 75 times. 

The Republican and Libertarian parties were each recommended the expected number of times 

(approximately), but the Green party was never recommended, and the Democratic party was 

recommended roughly twice the number of expected times. The differences between the four 

frequencies were highly significant (Χ2 = 139.68, df = 3, p < 0.001), and so was the pairwise 

difference between the recommendations made for the Democratic and Republican parties (z = 5.05, 

p < 0.001). 
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Table 1. Investigation 1: Frequencies and percentages from party 

recommendations. 

 

Party Frequency Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Democrat 144 48.0 48.0 

Republican 84 28.0 76.0 

Libertarian 72 24.0 100.0 

Green 0 0 100.0 

Total 300 100.0 - 

 

3.2 Website 2: Pew Research Center 

3.2.1 Website 2: Methods 

 The second quiz we found that led to apparently biased results proved to be surprising. A 

small, independent group calling itself “My Political Personality” posted the quiz described above; 

the names of the website creators were not listed. But the second suspect quiz we found was posted 

by the Pew Research Center, a highly respected nonprofit organization that identifies itself as a 

“nonpartisan fact tank” that values “independence, objectivity, accuracy, rigor, humility, 

transparency and innovation.” Of interest here is their “Political Typology Quiz,” accessible at 

https://pewresearch.org/politics/quiz/political-typology/ (S5 Figure). 

 This quiz consists of 16 multiple choice questions and promises to match the user with one – 

just one – of nine political orientations: Progressive Left, Establishment Liberals, Democratic 

Mainstays, Outsider Left, Stressed Sideliners, Ambivalent Right, Populist Right, Committed 

Conservatives, or Faith and Flag Conservatives. S6 and S7 Figures show examples of actual quiz 

results from this website. 
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 Our procedure for evaluating this quiz was identical to the procedure described for the 

“Political Personality” quiz we described above. The evaluation was conducted in four sessions 

between January 11th and January 15th, 2022. 

3.2.2 Website 2: Results 

 Table 2 shows the frequencies of the political recommendations that were made. If the 

questionnaire had been constructed fairly, and if it had been scored fairly, we might expect it to 

have recommended each of the nine political orientations about 33 times. In fact, the frequencies 

varied from 0 (Progressive Left) to 102 (Ambivalent Right) (Χ2 = 219.60, df = 8, p < 0.001).  

 

Table 2. Investigation 1: Frequency and percentages from typology 

recommendation. 

 

Typology Frequency Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Progressive Left 0 0.0 0.0 

Establishment Liberals 52 17.3 17.3 

Democratic Mainstays 16 5.3 22.7 

Outsider Left 7 2.3 25.0 

Stressed Sideliners 28 9.3 34.3 

Ambivalent Right 102 34.0 68.3 

Populist Right 35 11.7 80.0 

Committed Conservatives 37 12.3 92.3 

Faith and Flag Conservatives 23 7.7 100.0 

Total 300 100.0 - 
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 When we divided the nine categories into the three conventional groupings for political 

leaning – left, middle, and right – we again found apparently biased counts favoring conservatives 

(Table 3). The pairwise left/right difference was highly significant (z = 10.00, p < 0.001).  

Table 3. Investigation 1: Frequency and percentages from categorized 

typology recommendation. 

 

Group Frequency Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Left 75 25.0 25.0 

Moderate 28 9.3 34.3 

Right 197 65.7 100.0 

Total 300 100.0 - 

 

4. Investigation 2: A randomized, controlled OME experiment  

 Given the possibility that biased questionnaires (or biased scoring methods for 

questionnaires) might exist online, we conducted an experiment that allowed us to quantify the 

possible impact that highly biased questionnaire scores might have on people’s opinions and voting 

preferences. We conjectured that scores favoring one political candidate would be able to shift 

voting preferences substantially while having less impact on people’s opinions about the candidate; 

see our Results and Discussion sections for more information about these issues. 

4.1 Methods  

4.1.1 Participants  

 A total of 773 demographically diverse, eligible US voters between ages 18 and 92 

participated in the experiments. The sample was provided by Cloud Research, a company that 

draws subjects from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk subject pool, screening out bots and other suspect 

entities. Demographic characteristics of the sample are delineated in S1 Table. Before cleaning, our 
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sample consisted of 816 individuals. One was removed because that person indicated that their 

English fluency was under 6 on a scale from 1 to 10 (where 1 was labeled “Not fluent” and 10 was 

labeled “Highly fluent”), and 42 were removed because they indicated that their level of familiarity 

with one or both of the two Australian political candidates mentioned in the study was greater than 

3 on a scale from 1 to 10, where 1 was labeled “Not familiar at all” and 10 was labeled “Very 

familiar.” After cleaning, the mean familiarity level for our first candidate, Scott Morrison, was 

1.15 (SD = 0.44), and the mean familiarity level for our second candidate, Bill Shorten, was 1.07 

(0.30). 

4.1.2 Procedure 

 Using a pre-post experimental design developed by Epstein and his collaborators for 

quantifying bias in online manipulations [5-7], participants were randomly assigned (without their 

knowledge) to four different groups as they enrolled in the study on December 8th, 2021, December 

14th, 2021, or January 3rd, 2022. The combination of random assignment and cleaning left us with 

slightly uneven n’s in each group (Table 4).  

 

Table 4. Investigation 2: n of groups. 

 

Group n 

1. 8 questions, high readability 197 

2. 8 questions, low readability 197 

3. 16 questions, high readability 187 

4. 16 questions, low readability 192 

 

 Before beginning the experiment, all participants were given basic information about the 

procedure and about their rights as subjects and then asked for their informed consent to proceed 
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(S2 Text). They were then given basic instructions about how to proceed and then shown short 

paragraphs about the two political candidates running for Prime Minister of Australia in 2019: Scott 

Morrison and Bill Shorten. The order of the names was randomly counterbalanced throughout the 

study. Each paragraph was deliberately bland in tone and approximately 120 words in length (S3 

Text).  Then each participant was asked three opinion questions about each candidate and asked to 

reply on 10-point scales: One question asked how much they liked each candidate, the second asked 

how much they trusted each candidate, and the third asked for their overall impression of each 

candidate (Figure S9 shows the questions and scales). 

 Below those questions, participants were asked to indicate on an 11- point scale (labeled 

from 5 to 0 to 5) which candidate they would likely vote for it they had “to vote today.” Finally, 

they were asked, in a forced-choice question, to indicate which candidate they would likely vote for 

it they had “to vote right now.” 

 Participants were then asked to complete a short questionnaire that would measure their 

political views on a number of subjects, after which they were shown how closely their answers 

matched the views of the political candidates (more about this below). 

 Following the quiz and the scoring, all participants were asked the same eight questions they 

had been asked before the quiz (three opinion questions for each candidate, followed by the 11-

point scale showing voting preference, followed by the forced-choice vote question). 

 Finally, all participants were asked whether anything about the experiment “bothered” them. 

If they responded “yes,” they could then type freely into a text box, expressing their concerns. This 

is where we ultimately looked for indications that participants showed some awareness of bias in 

the content they had been shown (particularly in the quiz or scores they had been shown). We could 

not directly ask them about whether they detected bias, because a leading question of this sort 

would artificially inflate the detection rate [62]. 
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 Participants were then thanked for their participation, given a code they could use to receive 

their payment, and given an email address they could use to withdraw their data from the 

experiment or to address questions to the researchers. 

 The four groups. Figure 1 depicts the 2-by-2 factorial design employed in the study. 

Because recent studies, particularly in the EU, have found that the impact of election-related 

quizzes varies with the structure and content of such quizzes [53-56], we elected to vary both the 

content and length of our quiz. Participants were given either high- or low-readability quizzes, and 

the quizzes were either 8 or 16 questions in length (Fig 1). S4 to S7 Texts show the different quiz 

questions for each of the four groups. S10 Figure shows an example of the website page during the 

quiz-taking process. 

Fig 1. 2-by-2 factorial design showing two levels of quiz readability (low and 

high) and two quiz lengths (8 questions and 16 questions). The n for each of the 

four groups is shown in each box, along with the Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level 

(FKG) of the content. 

 

 Technically, our design could be viewed as having a 3-by-2-by-2 factorial structure, because 

all participants were also randomly assigned to three different candidate bias groups: pro-
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Candidate-1 (Morrison), pro-Candidate 2 (Shorten), or control (neutral, favoring neither candidate). 

However, as we will explain below, our analysis of the data combined the two candidate bias 

groups into one group, and it was only for that group that the 2-by-2 factorial design applied, so it 

would be misleading to characterize our experimental design as having three separate dimensions.  

 Following the quiz, participants were shown an animated loading bar for 5 sec to give the 

impression that their responses were being processed (S11 Figure). Then, participants who had been 

assigned to the pro-Candidate-1 group (Morrison) were informed that 85% of their answers 

matched Morrison’s views and that 25% of their answers matched Shorten’s views (Figure S12); 

participants who had been assigned to the pro-Candidate-2 group (Shorten) were informed that 85% 

of their answers matched Shorten’s views and that 25% of their answers matched Morrison’s views; 

and participants in the control group were informed that 42% of their answers matched the views of 

each candidate (Figure S13). Note that the 85% and 25% values sum to a value over 100% because, 

presumably, there was some overlap in agreement between the two candidates. That said, all three 

of the percentages we used in this experiment were chosen somewhat arbitrarily.  

4.2 Results 

 The main measure of interest in experiments that use a pre-post manipulation design to 

measure changes in voting preferences is vote manipulation power, or VMP – the post-

manipulation increase in the percentage of people choosing to vote for the candidate favored in their 

group [5]. This is calculated by combining the data in the two bias groups. For details about how to 

compute VMP, see S8 Text.  

 In the present experiment, the overall VMP for the four quiz groups combined was 75.5% 

(95% CI, 70.3-80.7%; McNemar’s test, p < 0.001), which is high compared with VMPs found in 

comparable experiments on new forms of manipulation made possible by the internet [5-9]. S2 to 

S5 Tables show VMPs broken down by educational attainment, gender, age, and race/ethnicity. 
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VMPs in the four quiz groups ranged from 50.7% to 95.2% (Table 5), the latter value being the 

highest value our research group has ever found in comparable experiments on online influence. 

The percentage of users who appeared to perceive some degree of bias in the content they were 

shown was also notable in this experiment: not a single participant claimed to observe any bias in 

the content.  

Table 5. Investigation 2: VMP for each of the four groups. 

Group Total n 

Bias 

Groups 

n 

VMP 

(%) 

95% VMP 

Confidence 

Interval 

McNemar’s 

Test X2 
p 

1. 8 questions, 

high readability 
197 129 77.3 67.2 - 87.4 45.455 < 0.001 

2. 8 questions, low 

readability 
197 132 95.2 90.0 - 100.0 58.017 < 0.001 

3. 16 questions, 

high readability 
187 121 50.7 39.1 - 62.3 29.167 < 0.001 

4. 16 questions, 

low readability 
192 128 82.0 72.3 - 91.6 44.463 < 0.001 

Total 773 510 75.5 70.3 - 80.7 182.066 < 0.001 

 Regarding the possible differential impact of the quiz characteristics, the VMPs for the 

four subgroups in the 2-by-2 factorial design (Table 5 and Fig 2) suggest main effects for both 

the quiz length (with the shorter quiz having the greater impact) and readability (with low 

readability having the greater impact), with little or no interaction between these effects. To our 

knowledge, a standard ANOVA cannot be performed on our VMPs because the same VMP 

applies to all members of a group (see S8 Text for the calculation method). VMPs are 

percentages, not means, so no simple measure of individual variability underlies them. We can 

estimate the magnitude and significance of main effects, however, with z-tests, as shown in 

Table 6. Both effects were highly significant, with readability the larger effect. 
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Fig 2. VMPs broken down by quiz characteristics. Pre-post shifts in voting 

preferences as expressed by VMPs suggest that low-readability quizzes produce 

greater shifts toward the favored candidate than high-readability quizzes do, and that 

shorter quizzes produce greater shifts than longer quizzes do. See text for details. 

 

Table 6. Investigation 2: Comparison of VMPs for two levels of quiz length 

and two levels of readability. 

 

Factor Treatment n VMP (%) z p 

Quiz Length 
8 questions 261 86.0 5.213 < 0.001 

16 questions 249 65.2 - - 

Readability 
low 260 88.7 6.347 < 0.001 

high 250 63.5 - - 

 

 

Voting shifts on the 11-point scale (for the two bias groups combined) were also 

relatively large and occurred in the predicted direction (Table 7). Main effects for quiz 

characteristics were marginal, with no evidence of interaction (Table 8 and Fig 3). We found no 

pre-post differences in voting preferences as expressed on the 11-point scale for participants in 

the neutral groups (S6 Table).
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Table 7. Investigation 2: Pre- and post-manipulation votes on 11-point scale (5 to 0 to 5) by quiz group.* 

 Pre-manipulation Post-manipulation     

Quiz Group 

Bias 

Groups; 

Mean (SD) 

Neutral 

Group; 

Mean (SD) 

Bias 

Groups; 

Mean (SD) 

Neutral 

Group; 

Mean (SD) 

Bias 

Groups; 

Mean Shift 

Neutral 

Group; 

Mean Shift 

Cohen’s d† 
Mann-

Whitney U‡ 

1. 8 questions, 

high readability 
0.09 (2.64) 0.47 (2.70) 2.71 (2.30) 0.69 (2.14) 2.62 0.22 1.06 1,801.50*** 

2. 8 questions, 

low readability 
0.02 (2.63) 0.42 (2.49) 2.86 (1.94) 0.40 (2.28) 2.84 -0.02 1.23 1,297.50*** 

3. 16 questions, 

high readability 
0.54 (2.45) 0.02 (2.59) 2.49 (2.13) -0.09 (2.57) 1.95 -0.11 0.85 1,483.50*** 

4. 16 questions, 

low readability 
-0.22 (2.43) -0.16 (2.85) 2.50 (2.54) 0.05 (2.80) 2.72 0.21 1.09 1,415.50*** 

Total 0.10 (2.55) 0.19 (2.66) 2.64 (2.24) 0.27 (2.45) 2.54 0.08 1.06 23,959.50*** 

*Positive means indicate shifts in the direction of the favored candidate after correcting for counterbalancing. 
†Cohen’s d effect sizes were calculated using the means and standard deviations of the pre- and post-manipulation opinion ratings for 

the bias groups combined.  
‡Mann-Whitney U tests were conducted for the score shifts between each bias group and each neutral group. 

*** p < 0.001 
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Table 8. Investigation 2: ANOVA of vote preference score shifts on the 11-

point scale for two factors: quiz length and readability. 

 

Effect Sum of Squares df F p 

Quiz Length 19.045 1 2.858 0.092 NS 

Readability 29.871 1 4.482 < 0.05 

Quiz Length × Readability 9.814 1 1.473 0.226 NS 

 

 

 

Fig 3. Vote preference shifts on the 11-point scale broken down by quiz 

characteristics. Pre-post shifts in voting preferences as expressed on an 11-point 

scale suggest that low-readability quizzes produce greater shifts toward the 

favored candidate than high-readability quizzes do, and that shorter quizzes 

produce greater shifts than longer quizzes do. See text for details. 

 

  

 We also found significant pre-post differences in opinions people expressed about the 

favored candidate (the candidate we identified as a great match to their quiz answers), although 

effect sizes were relatively low (Table 9). In an ANOVA, we found no main effects or 

interactions reflecting differential characteristics of the quizzes (S7 Table). 
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 Of special note, no participants in either of the bias groups reported any awareness of bias in 

the content they viewed in this study, or in the scores they were shown after they completed the 

quiz. 

 

Table 9. Investigation 2: Pre- and post-manipulation opinion ratings of favored candidates 

(for the bias groups combined). 

 

Group Opinion Pre Post Diff 
Cohen’s 

d† 
z‡ 

1. 8 questions, 

high readability 

Impression 7.28 (1.85) 7.88 (1.77) 0.60 0.33 -4.597*** 

Trust 6.44 (1.92) 7.09 (2.03) 0.65 0.33 -5.068*** 

Likeability 7.05 (1.89) 7.53 (1.94) 0.48 0.25 -3.446** 

2. 8 questions, 

low readability 

Impression 7.33 (1.66) 7.98 (1.45) 0.65 0.42 -4.784*** 

Trust 6.31 (1.93) 6.95 (1.97) 0.64 0.33 -5.488*** 

Likeability 7.18 (1.66) 7.69 (1.50) 0.51 0.32 -4.295*** 

3. 16 questions, 

high readability 

Impression 7.02 (1.82) 7.52 (1.79) 0.50 0.28 -4.452*** 

Trust 6.31 (2.20) 6.82 (2.19) 0.51 0.23 -3.792*** 

Likeability 7.07 (1.91) 7.23 (1.97) 0.16 0.08 -1.387 

4. 16 questions, 

low readability 

Impression 7.13 (1.89) 7.68 (1.70) 0.55 0.30 -3.996*** 

Trust 6.18 (1.96) 6.91 (1.90) 0.73 0.38 -5.861*** 

Likeability 7.08 (1.87) 7.57 (1.63) 0.49 0.28 -4.071*** 

Total 

Impression 7.20 (1.75) 7.83 (1.64) 0.63 0.33 -8.873*** 

Trust 6.48 (1.96) 7.03 (1.91) 0.55 0.32 -10.113*** 

Likeability 7.24 (1.80) 7.67 (1.73) 0.43 0.23 -6.629*** 

†Cohen’s d effect sizes were calculated using the means and standard deviations of the pre- and 

post-manipulation opinion ratings for the favored candidate.  
‡z values represent Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing pre- to post-manipulation opinion 

ratings for the favored candidate. 

*** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01 
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5. Discussion  

 In our view, this study produced two quite remarkable results. First, it produced the largest 

shifts in voting preferences (as measured by VMP, which is calculated from answers to a forced-

choice question: “If you had to vote right now, who would you vote for?”) we have ever observed 

after having conducted more than 10 years of studies of this sort [5-9] – shifts between 50.7% and 

95.2%. Second, it is the only online manipulation study we have ever conducted (without the use of 

masking procedures) that apparently produced no awareness of bias by participants. Why would a 

quiz-based manipulation produce such a large impact with so little cost? 

 We think the answer is fairly obvious. A quiz posted to help someone make an informed 

decision provides a service, at least from the point of view of most, if not all, users, which is why 

marketers use quizzes for lead generation, branding, data gathering, and other purposes [63-66]. 

While completing the quiz, the user is not exposed to biased content and has no factual basis for 

suspecting that a manipulation is about to occur. That manipulation occurs only after the quiz is 

completed, when the user is presented with false information about his or her scores. At that point, 

the user has no way to evaluate the accuracy of the score. Bear in mind that people who take 

quizzes to help them make decisions (about political candidates, guitars, vacation spots, or just 

about anything else) almost certainly lack the knowledge they need to make an informed decision; 

that, presumably, is why they are taking the quiz. An online quiz is, in effect, an ideal tool both for 

attracting users who are vulnerable to manipulation and for causing an invisible manipulation to 

occur.  

 Because OME can apparently produce large shifts in opinions and voting preferences 

without user awareness, we wonder why – at least as far as we can tell – researchers have 

consistently evaluated the impact of quizzes based on users’ actual answers and scores. Because it 
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is such a simple matter to ignore those answers and fake those scores, and because the internet is 

awash with quizzes of all sorts, why have researchers not addressed this issue? This raises the 

question we asked in our first investigation (above): Are people – or organizations, or companies, or 

political parties – indeed manipulating users by showing them biased results that are largely or 

entirely independent of their answers? We presented two examples of online quizzes that appear to 

be showing users biased results. One quiz – “My Political Personality” – was posted by a small, 

independent organization of the same name, and the other quiz was posted by the venerable Pew 

Research Center. It is possible that neither group was aware of the bias in its quiz – that the bias 

was entirely accidental and unintentional. Even if we give both organizations the benefit of the 

doubt, however, our findings suggest that these quizzes are still shifting opinions systematically.  

 Our findings also demonstrate how easily online quizzes could be used to shift opinions and 

votes on a massive scale. We have no evidence that online quizzes are being used that way, but it is 

notable here that in the months preceding national elections in the US in 2016 and 2020, a number 

of election-related quizzes were posted on high-traffic websites such as https://WaPo.com and 

https://BuzzFeed.com. Even Tinder, known mainly as a “hookup” website where people swipe left 

or right to indicate whether they are attracted to someone, deployed a “Swipe the Vote” feature in 

March, 2016, to help its 50 million users decide whom to vote for in November [67] (S14 Fig). 

Again, notably, according to https://OpenSecrets.org, in 2016, 89.3% of the political donations from 

Tinder’s parent company at that time (InterActiveCorp) went to just one of the two major political 

parties in the US [68]. Our data suggest that if Tinder had been using its Swipe-the-Vote feature 

dishonestly, it could have shifted – at least temporarily – the voting preferences of between 1.3 and 

2.4 million undecided voters. We base this estimate on the following modest assumptions: (a) that 

several months before the Presidential election, 20% of the users of Tinder were undecided voters 
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(0.2 × 50,000,000 = 10,000,000), (b) that 50% of those undecided voters tried out Tinder’s Swipe-

the-Vote application (0.5 × 10,000,000 = 5,000,000), (c) that before the manipulation, if those 

voters had been asked a forced-choice question about how they planned to vote, they would likely 

have split 50/50 (2,500,000 for each candidate), and (d) that after the manipulation, between 50.7% 

and 95.2% of the voters in one of those groups might have shifted their preference toward the other 

candidate (0.507 × 2,500,000 = 1,267,500; 0.952 × 2,500,000 = 2,380,000).  

 

5.1 Limitations and future research  

 This brings us to two likely limitations of OME. First, we have no evidence that this effect 

leaves a lasting impact on a user’s voting preferences. The impact will vary according to how 

vulnerable someone is to this type of subtle persuasion. It might have a lasting impact on only a 

small proportion of voters – a matter to be explored in future research. The voter most likely to be 

influenced by a biased quiz site is the one who, in a last-minute attempt to get off the fence, takes 

the quiz on Election Day or perhaps the day before. If so, that would greatly limit the impact of the 

quiz.  

 Second, this manipulation – to the extent that it is being used at all – is probably being used 

competitively. Platforms capable of employing new forms of influence such as the Search Engine 

Manipulation Effect (SEME) [5], the Search Suggestion Effect (SSE) [8], and the Targeted 

Messaging Effect (TME) [7] can expose people to similarly biased content hundreds of times before 

an election as people conduct search after search, or as they scroll, over and over again, through 

Twitter feeds (or “X” feeds, if you prefer). People are unlikely, however, to complete similarly 

biased questionnaires repeatedly in the months leading up to an election. Unlike SEME, SSE, and 

the YouTube Manipulation Effect (YME) [9], OME is an inherently competitive manipulation. It is 
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not controlled exclusively by two or three tech monopolies; biased quizzes can be posted by just 

about anyone. In that sense, biased quizzes are more like blogs than they are like search results. 

That said, if any of the Big Tech platforms started using online quizzes to shift opinions or votes, or 

began promoting certain quizzes while suppressing others, they could conceivably shift millions of 

votes with no one able to counteract their actions. 

 Is it legal to shift opinions, purchases, or votes by giving people fake scores on quizzes? We 

have not been able to find any relevant cases in the US, but if OME becomes a popular tool for 

shifting large numbers of votes in elections, it is conceivable that political parties or public officials 

might start searching the law books for relevant laws and regulations. Quizzes used to manipulate 

people online might violate provisions of the Federal Election Commission Act, the Federal Trade 

Commission Act, the Consumer Protection Act, or the Uniform Deceptive Trade Practices Act, as 

well as any number of state laws or regulations. This is a matter for lawyers to research, not social 

scientists. 

 One also might wonder about the quiz itself. Given that our quiz contains no information 

about the candidates, why should different quiz characteristics have any differential impact on the 

outcome of our manipulation? Apparently, a shorter quiz, or a quiz that is more difficult to read, 

makes people somewhat more vulnerable to the manipulation (seeing fake scores that favor one 

candidate or another). One might speculate that people will consider a verbose quiz to be more 

substantive, but shouldn’t they also take a longer quiz more seriously? Our design did not allow us 

to explore such issues, but they might be worth exploring in future studies. Generally speaking, 

longer test instruments have been shown to produce less consistent or honest responses [69], and, 

surprisingly, more verbose test instruments have been shown to produce responses that are more 

consistent and honest [70]. Both findings are consistent with our new findings, but we still find it 
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surprising that different characteristics of our quizzes had any differential effects at all – another 

matter to be explored in future research. 

 One might also be concerned about the method we used to evaluate the fairness of online 

tests – 15 quizzes in all (see Investigation 1). Will random responding necessarily tell you that a 

quiz is biased? We argued that random responding should produce scores that don’t favor any 

particular political party or candidate (or guitar brand, for that matter). We acknowledge, however, 

that a test might be constructed in good faith and without conscious bias that will not survive the 

random-responding test. That said, recall that in our evaluation of the Pew quiz, we were never 

labeled Progressive Left – one of nine possible labels we might have received – even though we 

took the test 300 times. If we make the reasonable assumption that by responding at random, we 

should be labeled Progressive Left 1/9th of the time, then the probability that we are never labeled 

that way after 300 trials is a disturbing 4.5 × 10-16. Of course, the test might have been legitimately 

constructed so that that label is rarely applied, perhaps because Progressive Leftists are near the tail 

end of a normal distribution. But even assuming that random responding should produce that label 

only 1/50th of the time, the probability that we are never labeled that way is still only 0.002. 

 An exploration of how tests should be constructed is beyond the scope of this paper, and it is 

also irrelevant to the central point we are raising, namely that tests can be posted online that can 

easily shift people’s opinions and voting preferences without their knowledge. Because the online 

test-taking experience is normally ephemeral, with no record being kept of the experience, this type 

of manipulation, like SEME and other online effects we have studied, leaves no paper trail for 

authorities to trace. We cannot go back in time to measure the possible impact of Tinder’s Swipe-

the-Vote feature. It might have had very little impact on the 2016 election (especially if it had been 

fair and honest in its scoring), or it might have had a significant impact; unless a whistleblower 
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comes forward or old records are revealed, we will never know. This is why our research team has, 

since 2016, been building increasingly larger and more capable computer networks that preserve 

online ephemeral experiences [71-74]. In 2016, we were able to preserve and later analyze about 

13,000 politically-related searches on the Google, Bing, and Yahoo search engines. As of this 

writing (August 4, 2023), we have in recent months preserved more than 30 million ephemeral 

experiences on multiple platforms, and we are continuing to monitor online content 24 hours a day 

through the computers of a politically-balanced group of more than 10,000 registered voters in all 

50 US states. 

 We also acknowledge that the magnitude of the effect we found in our experiment 

(Investigation 2) might be due in part to the fact that our participants were what some political 

scientists might call “low-information” undecided voters. This is so because we used subjects from 

US to make judgments about political candidates from Australia. High-information undecided 

voters differ from low-information undecided voters in some respects [75], although, to our 

knowledge, there is currently no evidence that low-information undecided voters are more 

vulnerable to online manipulations such as OME. Again, this is an issue that can only be settled by 

further research.  

 We remind the reader that we did not in this investigation attempt to survey the internet to 

try to estimate the number or proportion of websites that might currently be using quizzes unfairly 

to manipulate people’s opinions. Rather we used a simple proof-of-concept procedure: We counted 

the number of websites that used quizzes that we needed to investigate in order to find just two 

websites that appeared to use quizzes unfairly. We found those two websites among the first 15 that 

we examined (13.3%). We have no evidence that this same proportion of quiz-based websites is 

suspect throughout the internet.  
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Supporting information Captions  

S1 Text. Investigation 1: List of relatively fair opinion matching website quizzes. 

S2 Text. Investigation 2: Informed consent. 

S3 Text. Investigation 2: Candidate biographies. 

S4 Text. Group 1: 8 questions, high readability (FKG = 4.5). 

S5 Text. Group 2: 8 questions, low readability (FKG = 10.8). 

S6 Text. Group 3: 16 questions, high readability (FKG = 4.6). 

S7 Text. Group 4: 16 questions, low readability (FKG = 10.8). 

S8 Text. Vote Manipulation Power (VMP) calculation. 

S1 Fig. MyPoliticalPersonality home page. 

S2 Fig. MyPoliticalPersonality website information. 

S3 Fig. MyPoliticalPersonality nonpartisan statement. 

S4 Fig. MyPoliticalPersonality results page: “Social Guardian” (democratic) 

recommendation. 

S5 Fig. Pew Research Center home page. 

S6 Fig. Pew Research Center results page: “Ambivalent Right” recommendation. 

S7 Fig. Pew Research Center results page: “Democratic Mainstays” recommendation. 

S8 Fig. DoodleMatch home page. 

S9 Fig. Investigation 2: Pre- and post-test opinion and voting questions. 

S10 Fig. Investigation 2: 8-question, high readability quiz. 

S11 Fig. Investigation 2: Quiz result calculation bar. 

S12 Fig. DoodleMatch results page: Scott Morrison recommendation. 

S13 Fig. DoodleMatch results page: Neutral group recommendation. 
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S14 Fig. Tinder’s “Swipe the Vote” feature home page from March 23rd, 2016. 

S1 Table. Demographic characteristics in Investigation 2. 

S2 Table. Investigation 2: Demographic analysis by educational attainment. 

S3 Table. Investigation 2: Demographic analysis by gender. 

S4 Table. Investigation 2: Demographic analysis by age. 

S5 Table. Investigation 2: Demographic analysis by race/ethnicity. 

S6 Table. Investigation 2: Pre- and post-quiz mean voting preferences on 11-point scale for 

neutral groups by quiz group. 

S7 Table. Investigation 2: ANOVA of opinion shifts (in the bias groups 

combined) for two factors: quiz length and readability. 
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Supporting information 

S1 Text. Investigation 1: List of relatively fair opinion matching website quizzes 

1. https://www.brainfall.com/which-guitar-are-you/  

2. https://www.buzzfeed.com/shookethbb/what-fast-food-restaurant-are-you  

3. https://www.gotoquiz.com/what_are_the_best_basketball_shoes_for_you  

4. https://www.gotoquiz.com/which_canadian_political_party_should_you_vot  

5. https://www.gotoquiz.com/which_guitar_brand_are_you_1  

6. https://www.isidewith.com/  

7. https://www.laliga.com/en-GB/news/which-laliga-santander-team-should-you-support  

8. https://www.nflteampicker.nfl.com/  

9. https://www.opencampaign.com/quiz  

10. https://www.playbuzz.com/danielr51/which-nba-team-should-you-root-for  

11. https://www.theadvocates.org/quiz/ 

12. https://www.thequiz.com/take-this-60-second-quiz-and-well-tell-you-which-smartphone-

you-should-buy/  

13. https://www.votecompass.cbc.ca/canada  

 

S2 Text. Investigation 2: Informed consent. 

Participant Instructions: 

 Thank you for your interest in our study, which is being conducted by a nonprofit, 

nonpartisan organization called HFE Research. We are interested in how internet research 

might affect the way people view politics. Here is how the study works: 
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 First, we will ask you some basic questions about yourself. Your answers will be 

kept strictly confidential and are being used for research purposes only, so please be 

honest. To protect your privacy, we will not ask you for your last name. 

 Then we will give you some basic information about Australia's candidates for 

Prime Minister. Then we'll ask you a few questions about your views on the candidates. 

After you have answered these questions, we'll give you the opportunity to take a quiz 

that will match up your views on issues with a candidate. 

 The entire process typically takes between 10 and 15 minutes, and most people 

find it to be quite interesting. 

 This study has been reviewed and approved by our organization's Institutional 

Review Board. We do not believe that your participation in this study is risky in any way, 

but if you encounter any problems or have any concerns, we encourage you to email the 

researchers at info@HFEResearch.org. After you have completed the survey you will 

have the option to contact us if for any reason you wish to have your data removed from 

the study. 

 PLEASE NOTE: It is important that you participate fully and honestly in every 

part of the study. That is the only way the study can produce meaningful results. So 

please don't skip anything! 

 To participate in this study you must check the box below to give your consent to 

the following: 

 I am 18 years or older and I understand that my participation is voluntary, that I 

am free to withdraw at any time, that I am providing information anonymously and that 

demographic information collected is confidential and cannot be used to identify me. I 
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agree to allow the data collected to be used for future research projects, and I understand 

that completion and submission of this survey implies my consent to participate in the 

present study: 

I (  ) Do (  ) Do Not give my consent and agree to the above statement. 

 

S3 Text. Investigation 2: Candidate biographies. 

Scott Morrison was born in Waverley, New South Wales (AUS) on May 13th, 

1968. He completed a Bachelor of Science honors degree in applied 

economic geography at the University of New South Wales. Morrison 

married his high school sweetheart, Jenny Warren, in 1990 and has two 

daughters. After graduating from the University of New South Wales, 

Morrison worked as a national policy and research manager for the 

Property Council of Australia before moving to New Zealand in 1998 to 

become the director of the Office of Tourism and Sport. He left this 

position a year before the contract schedule and returned to Australia in 

2000. In 2004, he became the inaugural managing director of Tourism 

Australia until July 2006. 

Bill Shorten was born in Fitzroy, Victoria (AUS) on May 12th, 1967. While 

Shorten was studying at Monash University, he was an active student in 

the university’s politics club. In 1986, Shorten helped establish a group 

called Network and briefly served as a private in the Australian Army 

Reserve from 1985 to 1986. After graduating Monash University with a 

Bachelors of Arts in 1989 and a Bachelors of Law in 1992, Shorten 
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worked as a lawyer for Maurice Blackburn Cashman for twenty months. 

In 1994, he worked as a trainee organizer and later accepted a position as a 

politics national secretary in 2001 and again in 2005. Shorten is currently 

married to Chloe Bryce and has a daughter.  

 

S4 Text. Group 1: 8 questions, high readability (FKG = 4.5). 

1. Should weed be made legal? 

2. Should military spending be raised? 

3. Should the COVID vaccine be mandatory? 

4. Is global warming real? 

5. Should taxes be raised on the super-rich? 

6. Should same-sex marriage be banned? 

7. Should abortion be banned? 

8. Should there be stronger gun control laws? 

 

S5 Text. Group 2: 8 questions, low readability (FKG = 10.8). 

1. Should recreational marijuana be prohibited for everyone in the country? 

2. Should government spending on the military be substantially increased? 

3. Should everyone in the country be required to get the COVID-19 vaccine? 

4. Should the government prioritize global climate change issues? 

5. Should the government raise taxes substantially on wealthy individuals and companies? 

6. Should homosexual marriage be made legal everywhere in the country? 

7. Should voluntary abortion be prohibited under all circumstances? 
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8. Should there be more and harsher gun control laws? 

 

S6 Text. Group 3: 16 questions, high readability (FKG = 4.6). 

1. Should weed be made legal? 

2. Should military spending be raised? 

3. Should the COVID vaccine be required? 

4. Is global warming real? 

5. Should taxes be raised on the super-rich? 

6. Should same-sex marriage be banned? 

7. Should abortion be made illegal? 

8. Should there be more gun control laws? 

9. Should the minimum wage be increased? 

10. Should there be more laws to fight racism? 

11. Should bilingual education be required? 

12. Should porn be banned? 

13. Should the death penalty be abolished? 

14. Should immigration be restricted? 

15. Should nuclear weapons be banned? 

16. Should the government stop trading with China? 

 

S7 Text. Group 4: 16 questions, low readability (FKG = 10.8). 

1. Should recreational marijuana be legalized everywhere in the country for everyone 18 

and over? 
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2. Should government spending on the military be substantially increased? 

3. Should everyone in the country be required to get the COVID-19 vaccine? 

4. Should the government prioritize global climate change and global warming issues? 

5. Should the government increase taxes substantially on extremely wealthy individuals and 

companies? 

6. Should homosexual marriage be made legal for everyone in the country? 

7. Should voluntary abortion be prohibited under all circumstances? 

8. Should there be more and harsher gun control regulations and restrictions? 

9. Should the government substantially increase the minimum wage for all workers?  

10. Should the government make more rules and regulations to combat racism in the 

country? 

11. Should bilingual education be obligatory at all public schools in the country? 

12. Should the production and transmission of pornography be made illegal?  

13. Should capital punishment, which is also known as the death penalty, be made illegal? 

14. Should all types of immigration be made completely illegal to protect domestic jobs and 

security?  

15. Should the manufacture and possession of nuclear weapons be prohibited? 

16. Should the government reduce the volume of trade it does with mainland China? 

 

S8 Text. Vote Manipulation Power (VMP) calculation. 

Vote Manipulation Power (VMP) is calculated as follows: 

p' – p 

  p 
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where p is the total number of people who voted for the favored candidate pre-manipulation, and 

p' is the total number of people who voted for the favored candidate post-manipulation. If, pre-

manipulation, a group of 100 people is split 50/50 in the votes they give us, and if, post-

manipulation, a total of 67 people now vote for the favored candidate, the VMP is  

67 – 50  

   50 

 

or 34%. Because p' is 17 points larger than p, the win margin is 34 (2 × 17, or 34%), and the final 

vote is 67 to 33, with the favored candidate the winner. So in any group in which the vote is split 

50/50 pre-manipulation, the VMP is also the win margin. Note that 17 individuals did not need to 

shift to produce this win margin. We only need the net number of people voting for the favored 

candidate to be 67. 
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S1 Fig. MyPoliticalPersonality home page. 

 

 

 

 

S2 Fig. MyPoliticalPersonality website information. 
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S3 Fig. MyPoliticalPersonality nonpartisan statement. 

 

 

 

 

 

S4 Fig. MyPoliticalPersonality results page: “Social Guardian” (democratic) 

recommendation. 
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S5 Fig. Pew Research Center home page. 
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S6 Fig. Pew Research Center results page: “Ambivalent Right” recommendation. 

 

S7 Fig. Pew Research Center results page: “Democratic Mainstays” recommendation. 
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S8 Fig. DoodleMatch home page. 
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S9 Fig. Investigation 2: Pre- and post-test opinion and voting questions. 
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S10 Fig. Investigation 2: 8-question, high readability quiz. 
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S11 Fig. Investigation 2: Quiz result calculation bar. 
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S12 Fig. DoodleMatch results page: Scott Morrison recommendation. 
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S13 Fig. DoodleMatch results page: Neutral group recommendation. 
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S14 Fig. Tinder’s Swipe-the-Vote feature home page from March 23rd, 2016. 
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S1 Table. Demographic characteristics in Investigation 2 by quiz group. 

 

 Group 1  
(n = 197) 

Group 2  
(n = 197) 

Group 3  
(n = 187) 

Group 4  
(n = 192) 

Mean Age (SD) 37.6 (12.6) 40.2 (13.1) 40.8 (13.1) 40.5 (12.6) 

Gender (%)     

 Male 86 (43.7%) 74 (37.6%) 92 (49.2%) 84 (43.8%) 

 Female  109 (55.3%) 123 (62.4%) 95 (50.8%) 107 (55.7%) 

 Other 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

 Unknown 2 (1.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.5%) 

Political View (%)    

 Conservative 35 (17.8%) 45 (22.8%) 45 (24.1%) 38 (19.8%) 

 Liberal 97 (49.2%) 88 (44.7%) 84 (44.9%) 103 (53.6%) 

 Moderate 57 (28.9%) 54 (27.4%) 52 (27.8%) 45 (23.4%) 

 None 6 (3.0%) 9 (4.6%) 5 (2.7%) 4 (2.1%) 

 Other  2 (1.0%) 1 (0.5%) 1 (0.5%) 2 (1.0%) 

 Unknown 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

Voter Status (%)     

 Decided 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

 Undecided  197 (100%) 197 (100%) 187 (100%) 192 (100%) 

 Unknown 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

Fluency (SD) 9.9 (0.4) 10.0 (0.1) 10.0 (0.1) 10.0 (0.3) 
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S2 Table. Investigation 2: Demographic analysis by educational attainment. 

 

Condition  n VMP (%) Mean Score Shift (SD) 

Bias Groups ≥ Bachelors 328 77.7% 2.53 (2.639) 

 < Bachelors 182 71.6% 2.55 (2.524) 

 Change (%) - -7.9% +0.8% 

 Statistic - z = 1.54 t(508) = -0.09 

 p - = 0.13 NS = 0.46 NS 

 

S3 Table. Investigation 2: Demographic analysis by gender. 

 

Condition  n VMP (%) Mean Score Shift (SD) 

Bias Groups Male 222 74.3% 2.44 (2.470) 

 Female 287 75.7% 2.61 (2.692) 

 Change (%) - +1.8% +7.0% 

 Statistic - z = -0.36 t(507) = -0.76 

 p - = 0.72 NS = 0.22 NS 

 

S4 Table. Investigation 2: Demographic analysis by age. 

 

Condition  n VMP (%) Mean Score Shift (SD) 

Bias Groups ≥ 33 338 67.8% 2.29 (2.547) 

 < 33 172 92.6% 3.03 (2.629) 

 Change (%) - +36.6% +32.3% 

 Statistic - z = -6.21 t(508) = -3.09 

 p - < 0.001 = 0.001 
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S5 Table. Investigation 2: Demographic analysis by race/ethnicity. 

 

Condition  n VMP (%) Mean Score Shift (SD) 

Bias Groups White 400 84.0% 2.62 (2.565) 

 Non-White 110 50.7% 2.25 (2.700) 

 Change (%) - -39.6% -14.1% 

 Statistic - z = 7.33 t(508) = 1.31 

 p - < 0.001 = 0.10 NS 

 

 

S6 Table. Investigation 2: Pre- and post-quiz mean voting preferences on 11-point scale for 

neutral groups by quiz group. 

 

Group 
Neutral 

Groups n 
Pre Post Diff z† p 

1. 8 questions, high 

readability 
68 0.47 (2.70) 0.69 (2.14) 0.22 -1.124 0.261 NS 

2. 8 questions, low 

readability 
65 0.42 (2.49) 0.40 (2.28) -0.02 -0.408 0.683 NS 

3. 16 questions, high 

readability 
66 0.02 (2.59) -0.09 (2.55) -0.11 -1.051 0.293 NS 

4. 16 questions, low 

readability 
64 -0.16 (2.85) 0.05 (2.80) 0.21 -1.467 0.142 NS 

Total 263 0.19 (2.66) 0.27 (2.45) 0.08 -0.642 0.521 NS 

†z values represent Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing pre- and post-manipulation ratings on 

the 11-point scale. 
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S7 Table. Investigation 2: ANOVA of opinion shifts (in the bias groups 

combined) for two factors: quiz length and readability. 

 

Opinion Effect 
Sum of 

Squares 
df F p 

Impression 

Quiz Length 1.344 1 0.607 0.436 NS 

Readability 0.354 1 0.160 0.690 NS 

Quiz Length × Readability 0.012 1 0.005 0.941 NS 

Trust 

Quiz Length 0.114 1 0.062 0.804 NS 

Readability 1.401 1 0.760 0.384 NS 

Quiz Length × Readability 1.679 1 0.911 0.340 NS 

Likeability 

Quiz Length 3.529 1 1.661 0.198 NS 

Readability 4.009 1 1.887 0.170 NS 

Quiz Length × Readability 3.025 1 1.432 0.233 NS 
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The Differential Demographics Effect (DDE): Post Hoc 

Analyses of Multiple Datasets Show the Power of a New and 

Invisible Form of Manipulation Made Possible by the Internet 

 
Robert Epstein, Tara Parsick, Pramukh Shankar, & Vanessa R. Zankich 

American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology 

 

ABSTRACT: Concerns have been raised in recent years about new forms of influence that 

the internet and related technologies have made possible. Some of these forms of influence 

are especially problematic because (a) they are controlled almost exclusively by large 

monopolies, (b) they are difficult or impossible for users to detect, and (c) they often leave 

no paper trail for authorities to trace. Recent studies have demonstrated that when these 

techniques are customized based on personal information about users, their impact 

generally increases. Studies have also shown that the impact of manipulations is greater 

when especially vulnerable demographic groups have been identified and targeted. In the 

present study, post hoc data analysis of several existing datasets is used to introduce and 

quantify yet another possible online form of influence, which we call the “differential 

demographics effect” (DDE). In its simplest form, DDE occurs when the same potentially 

consequential content is sent to a large body of users which contains two subgroups of 

different demographic characteristics. If it is known in advance that (a) each subgroup will 

respond differently to the content, and (b) the subgroups exist in known but different 

proportions within the population, then sending that content to all members of the 

population will produce a predictable margin of difference between the subgroups. Even 

in its simplest form, this type of manipulation can be used to flip the outcome of a close 

election. When the likely impact of content is known for more than two subgroups, again, 

predictable margins can be generated. In both cases, because the same content is sent to all 

members of the population, this manipulation is, for all practical purposes, invisible to both 

users and authorities. 
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The Digital Personalization Effect (DPE):  

How personalization can dramatically increase the impact of biased 

online content 
 

Robert Epstein (re@aibrt.org), Li Yu Tang, Amanda Newland, & Marco Buenaventura 

American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology 

  

 

Abstract 

 

  

Recent studies have identified and quantified a number of new types of influence that the 

internet has made possible. Some appear to be among the most powerful forms of influence 

ever discovered in the behavioral sciences. A study with more than 4,000 participants in 

two countries published in 2015 found, for example, that bias in search results can shift the 

voting preferences of undecided voters by as much as 80% after a single search. A study 

published in PLOS ONE in 2022 found that a single question-and-answer interaction on an 

intelligent personal assistant such as Alexa or Siri can shift the voting preferences of 

undecided voters by more than 40%. Studies of this sort show biased content to users, but 

they have neglected the fact that some tech companies not only show people biased content 

at times, they also personalize content based on a large amount of personal data they have 

collected about users. The present study replicated the findings of a recent report on the 

“targeted messaging effect” (TME), currently in press in PLOS ONE, in which biased 

targeted messages displayed to users in a Twitter/X environment were shown to produce 

significant shifts in voting preferences. In the new study, 546 people were randomly 

assigned to either a pro-Candidate-A or a pro-Candidate-B group. Half of the participants 

in each group were sent biased tweets about the candidates supposedly coming from news 

sources, talk show hosts, and celebrities they trusted; the other half saw the same content, 

but it supposedly came from sources participants did not trust. The shift in voting 

preferences (toward the favored candidate) in the Low-Trust group was 21.8%, whereas 

the shift in the High-Trust group was 71.9% (z = 11.75; p < 0.001). We conclude that 

studies that look at the impact of bias alone, without looking at personalization, may be 

greatly underestimating the potential impact of various new methods of influence. 
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The Ultimate Mind Control Machine: Summary of a Decade of 

Empirical Research on Online Search Engines 
 

Robert Epstein (re@aibrt.org) 

 

American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology 

  

 

Abstract 

 

In 2012, prompted by research that had been conducted in the marketing field, I conjectured 

that the opinions and votes of undecided voters could be shifted to one candidate by 

presenting them with search results biased to favor that candidate – that is, by placing 

search results at or near the top of the list which linked to web pages that made that 

candidate look better than the opposing candidate. In early 2013, I conducted a randomized, 

controlled experiment to test this idea, predicting that I could shift voting preferences by 2 

or 3 percent in the direction of the bias. The actual shift turned out to be 43%, which I 

thought was an error. In a second experiment, the shift was 66%. In 2015, I published a 

series of five experiments on this effect – by then, the "Search Engine Manipulation Effect" 

(SEME) – which (a) confirmed the magnitude of the effect, (b) showed that the 

manipulation could be masked so that users were unaware that they were seeing biased 

search results, and (c) showed that the few people who could detect that bias shifted even 

farther in the direction of the bias. Subsequent SEME research has shown: (a) Strategically-

structured search suggestions shown to users as they type a search term can also shift 

opinions and votes dramatically. (b) Answer boxes displayed above search results which 

share the bias of the search results increase the magnitude of SEME. (c) Biased search 

results can apparently impact the views of people who are undecided about anything at all. 

(d) Repeated exposures to similarly biased search results increase shifts in opinions and 

voting preferences predictably and additively. (e) SEME’s large magnitude seems to be the 

result of a daily regimen of reinforcement for selecting high-ranking routine search results. 

(f) Personalizing biased search results increases the impact of the bias. These and other 

findings – all published or under review – suggest a fundamental flaw in the design of 

search engines: Even without human supervision or intent, they will continuously change 

the thinking and behavior of millions of people every day without their knowledge. 
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America’s “Digital Shield”: How We Are Making Big Tech Companies 

Accountable to the Public by Continually Preserving Tens of Millions of 

Online Ephemeral Experiences – Content That Can Impact Users 

Dramatically and That Is Normally Lost Forever  
 

Robert Epstein (re@aibrt.org) 

 

American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology 

  

 

Abstract 

 

The internet has made it possible for a small number of technology companies to dominate 

the thinking, behavior, and votes of more than 5 billion people worldwide using new 

subliminal techniques. We have discovered and quantified about a dozen of these 

techniques in controlled experiments we have been conducting and publishing since 2013, 

and in 2016, we developed technology that allowed us to preserve search results on 

multiple search engines. Search results, like newsfeeds and video sequences, are types of 

“ephemeral content” that influence thinking and behavior and then disappear, leaving no 

paper trail for authorities to trace. In 2018, 2020, and 2022, we improved and expanded 

our monitoring systems to preserve a wide variety of online content in the days leading up 

to multiple U.S. elections. We build our systems by recruiting real voters around the U.S. 

– in 2016, just 95 voters in 24 states – and, with their permission, installing custom software 

on their computers that allows us to stream the political content they see to our servers, 

where we quickly aggregate and analyze the data. In our small 2016 project, we preserved 

13,000 politically-related searches, and we found substantial political bias on the most 

popular search engine, sufficient to have shifted more than 2.6 million votes in the 

Presidential election that year. In 2022, through the computers of a politically-balanced 

group of 2,742 registered voters, we preserved more than 2.5 million ephemeral 

experiences on multiple platforms, which tended, once again, to be highly biased 

politically. In late 2022, we began to build a permanent, large-scale monitoring system in 

all 50 states – our “Digital Shield” project. As of fall 2023, we have preserved more than 

62 million ephemeral experiences on multiple platforms, with the system growing larger 

each day. This system will make Big Tech companies accountable to the public for the 

foreseeable future, forcing them to constrain their algorithms so that they do not interfere 

with our free-and-fair elections, with the impressionable minds of our children, and with 

human autonomy. To view a public dashboard showing our data collection in real time, 

visit https://AmericasDigitalShield.com. 
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RESEARCH ARTICLE

The Answer Bot Effect (ABE): A powerful new

form of influence made possible by intelligent

personal assistants and search engines

Robert EpsteinID*, Vivian Lee, Roger Mohr, Vanessa R. Zankich

American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology, Vista, California, United States of America

* re@aibrt.org

Abstract

We introduce and quantify a relatively new form of influence: the Answer Bot Effect (ABE).

In a 2015 report in PNAS, researchers demonstrated the power that biased search results

have to shift opinions and voting preferences without people’s knowledge–by up to 80% in

some demographic groups. They labeled this phenomenon the Search Engine Manipulation

Effect (SEME), speculating that its power derives from the high level of trust people have in

algorithmically-generated content. We now describe three experiments with a total of 1,736

US participants conducted to determine to what extent giving users “the answer”–either via

an answer box at the top of a page of search results or via a vocal reply to a question posed

to an intelligent personal assistant (IPA)–might also impact opinions and votes. Participants

were first given basic information about two candidates running for prime minister of Austra-

lia (this, in order to assure that participants were “undecided”), then asked questions about

their voting preferences, then given answers to questions they posed about the candidates–

either with answer boxes or with vocal answers on an Alexa simulator–and then asked

again about their voting preferences. The experiments were controlled, randomized, dou-

ble-blind, and counterbalanced. Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrated that answer boxes can

shift voting preferences by as much as 38.6% and that the appearance of an answer

box can reduce search times and clicks on search results. Experiment 3 demonstrated that

even a single question-and-answer interaction on an IPA can shift voting preferences by

more than 40%. Multiple questions posed to an IPA leading to answers that all have the

same bias can shift voting preferences by more than 65%. Simple masking procedures still

produced large opinion shifts while reducing awareness of bias to close to zero. ABE poses

a serious threat to both democracy and human autonomy because (a) it produces large

shifts in opinions and voting preferences with little or no user awareness, (b) it is an ephem-

eral form of influence that leaves no paper trail, and (c) worldwide, it is controlled almost

exclusively by just four American tech companies. ABE will become a greater threat as peo-

ple increasingly rely on IPAs for answers.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Search results

Multiple studies conducted in recent years have demonstrated the power that search engines

have to alter thinking and behavior by showing people biased search results [1–8, cf. 9–14],

and research has also shown that these shifts can be produced without people’s awareness [2].

Bias in search results is difficult to see, and the few people who can spot it tend to shift their

views even farther in the direction of the bias than people who cannot detect the bias [2, 15].

Search engines also influence people because of the trust people have in computer-gener-

ated output. Most people have no idea how search engines work [16–18] or, for that matter,

how computers or algorithms work [19], and are oblivious to the various roles that humans

play in generating computer output. Humans build the algorithms that computers use, for

example, and those algorithms often produce biased content because of either the intentional

or unconscious bias of the programmers [20–24]. Humans also modify existing programs–

sometimes quite frequently. Recent reports suggest that Google’s ubiquitous search algorithm

is manually adjusted more than 3,000 times a year, and those adjustments change both the

content and the ordering of search results [25, 26]. Employees also deliberately add or delete

content from blacklists and whitelists, which again has the effect of suppressing or boosting

content [27–29]. People try to resist manipulation when they can see the human hand–

authors’ names on news articles, guests on television and radio shows, videos on YouTube,

and so on–but they think less critically when presented with algorithmic output, which they

mistakenly believe to be inherently objective [30–34, cf. 35].

The human hand behind Big Tech companies is also invisible to users in another way. Peo-

ple are often oblivious to the many methods these companies are employing to collect personal

data about them–the equivalent of more than three million pages of information about the

average person who has been using the internet since its early days [36, cf. 37]. Monetizing

that personal information is the bread and butter of Big Tech, which relies on the “surveillance

business model” for nearly all its income [38–40]. Algorithms that match up users and vendors

now direct the flow of hundreds of billions of dollars in purchases each year, but personal

information can be used in other ways as well. As any con artist can tell you, the more you

know about someone, the easier it is to manipulate him or her. Big Tech companies have accu-

mulated massive databases about billions of people worldwide, and they are increasingly show-

ing people personalized output that is optimized to draw clicks or impact a wide variety of

thinking and behavior [15, 41–46, cf. 47, 48].

1.2 Search suggestions

Search results aren’t the only tools a search engine can wield to control people. Recent research

shows that search suggestions–the short lists of words and phrases users are shown as they

type characters into the search bar–can also shift thinking and behavior [15, 49, cf. 50–57].

Because negative (or “low-valence”) words draw far more attention and clicks than neutral or

positive words [58, 59], one of the simplest ways to shift opinions to favor one candidate or

cause is to suppress negative search terms for that candidate or cause. Google might have done

so to support Hillary Clinton’s candidacy in the 2016 Presidential election [49, 60, 61, cf. 62].

1.3 Answer boxes

In 2014, Google began displaying boxes above their search results which contain a single

answer to a person’s query, often accompanied by a link people can click to get more informa-

tion [63]. Can these answers, now called “featured snippets” or “answer boxes,” also impact
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thinking and behavior? This is an important question not only because bias in a featured snip-

pet might enhance the impact of biased search results and biased search suggestions, but also

because an answer box could be considered a simple variant of a wide range of new content

sources. Intelligent personal assistants (IPAs) such as Amazon’s Alexa, Apple’s Siri, Microsoft’s

Cortana, and the Google Assistant (on Android devices and the Google Home device), all pro-

vide just one answer in response to a query. We are, in effect, moving away from search

engines–platforms that provide thousands of possible answers in response to a query–toward

the type of device we have seen portrayed in science fiction movies and television shows. On

the original “Star Trek” episodes, when Captain Kirk wanted information, he didn’t consult a

search engine; he simply said things like, “Computer, who’s the best looking captain in Star

Fleet?” Why would one want a list of thousands of web pages when the computer can give you

a simple answer?

Over time, Google–emulated to some extent by other, less popular search engines–has

introduced several types of answer boxes, among them: a rich answer box (a type of featured

snippet that includes additional information such as a graph, table, image, or interactive tool),

a news stories box, a knowledge box (often information from Wikipedia displayed in the

upper-right-hand corner of the search results page), a box suggesting related searches, and so

on [64, 65]. Our focus, however, is on what Google calls the “featured snippet,” a relatively

small box that is unlabeled and contains a simple answer to a user’s query [66]. On June 23,

2015, when people typed the query, “Who will be the next president?,” into the Google search

bar, a featured snippet appeared reading, in part, “Hillary Clinton is the next President of the

United States. . .. 10 Reasons Why Hillary Clinton Will Be the Next President” [67]. On Octo-

ber 22, 2017, when one of the authors of this paper typed “google play vs spotify” into the Goo-

gle search bar, an answer box appeared immediately below the search bar reading, in part,

“Google Play Music is my top pick after months of research and testing. . .. Google Play Music

is better than Spotify–Business Insider” (S1 Fig). A link was included in the box to the relevant

Business Insider article.

1.4 Answer bots and intelligent personal assistants

1.4.1 An inevitable trend. For simplicity’s sake, we will refer to all electronic devices that

provide simple answers to queries posed by humans as “answer bots” and define the Answer

Bot Effect (ABE) as the extent to which answers provided by answer bots can alter people’s

opinions and behaviors. It is important to measure this effect, we believe, because of what

appears to be an inevitable trend: Worldwide, people are relying less and less on search results

for their answers–just as, in the early 2000s, people began to rely less and less on books for

their answers–and are simply accepting the answers they see in answer boxes or hear on their

IPAs. Before answer boxes were introduced, people who used search engines had no choice

but to click on search results and examine web pages to get their answers. As of 2016, approxi-

mately 43.9% of searches on mobile and desktop devices ended without a click; as of 2020, that

percentage increased to 64.8% [68, 69; cf. 70]. Again, why click on a search result when the

answer is right in front of you?

The shift toward answer bots is indicated by the increase in the number of people using

IPAs. By 2019, there were 157 million smart speakers in American homes [71], and between

2019 and 2021, the number of Americans relying on voice assistants increased by nearly 20%

[72]. Worldwide, more than 600 million smart speakers are expected to be in use by 2024 [72].

The spread of IPAs and answer boxes is not the only reason we need to measure and under-

stand ABE. Children’s toys are increasingly internet-connected, and many of them answer

children’s questions [73]. Hello Barbie has been around since 2015 and has been described as
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the perfect friend that can hold a two-way conversation and impact children’s attitudes about

gender roles [74]. My Friend Cayla, a conversationally interactive toy released the same year

was banned by the German government because of fears that hackers could intercept chil-

dren’s questions and provide disturbing answers [75, 76, cf. 77]. Children are generally more

impressionable than adults [78–80], which is why governments have often put restrictions on

the kind of advertising that is directed toward young audiences [81]. With children’s toys

answering questions–much of the time, with no parents around–both the questions children

ask and the answers the toys provide can be inappropriate and potentially harmful [74, 82, cf.

83–85]. And, like search engines, these toys don’t just facilitate interactions; they also record

them [86–88, cf. 89].

Both adults and children are also now conversing by the millions–sometimes knowingly,

sometimes not–with chatbots, both through their computers and their mobile devices. When

chatbots answer questions or promote viewpoints, they too can shift opinions and behavior

[90, cf. 91]. The number of people currently conversing with chatbots is difficult to estimate,

but it is certainly a large number that is increasing rapidly [92, 93]. When dating website Ash-

ley Madison was hacked in 2015, the hackers learned, among other things, that “20 million

men out of 31 million received bot mail, and about 11 million of them were chatted up by an

automated ‘engager’” [94, cf. 95]. Even though conversational AIs still perform relatively

poorly [96, 97], wishful thinking can keep online suitors talking to chatbots for months [98].

1.4.2 Answer bot accuracy and bias. Do answer boxes, IPAs, conversational toys, and

chatbots give users accurate information, and, if not, how are people affected by inaccurate

answers? The rate of inaccurate responses varies considerably from one IPA to another: about

48% for Cortana, 30% for Siri, 22% for Alexa, and 13% for the Google Assistant, and these

numbers vary from one study to another [99–104, cf. 105]. The level of trust people have for

inaccurate answers also varies [106, cf. 107]. For most IPAs, accuracy is determined by the

quality of the search engine that the assistant draws from; for Siri and the Google Assistant,

that’s the Google search engine [108]. Cortana’s answers are presumably inferior because they

draw from Bing, Microsoft’s search engine [109]. Alexa’s answers can be spotty because Ama-

zon gets them using crowd sourcing [110, 111].

Needless to say, when people are highly reliant on and trusting of sources–as has becoming

increasingly the case with Big Tech answer sources [31, 33, 112, 113]–the impact of inaccurate

information can range from inconvenience to serious harm–or at least serious misconceptions.

In 2018, aMashable reporter asked Amazon’s Alexa to tell him about the vapor trails one often

sees following jets flying at high altitudes. Alexa responded with a baseless conspiracy theory:

“Trails left by aircraft are actually chemical or biological agents deliberately sprayed at high

altitudes for a purpose undisclosed to the general public in clandestine programs directed by

government officials" [114, cf. 115].

False information spoken by a smart speaker is highly ephemeral: You hear it, and then it is

gone, leaving no trace for authorities to examine. Information in answer boxes is also ephem-

eral, but it can at least be preserved with a simple screenshot. Among our favorites: In 2017, in

response to the query, “presidents in the klan,” a Google answer box listed four presidents,

even though no U.S. president has ever been a member of the Ku Klux Klan [116] (S2 Fig). In

2018, when people searched for “California Republicans” or “California Republican Party,”

Google displayed a knowledge panel box listing “Nazism” as the first item under Ideology

[117] (S2 Fig). On August 16, 2016, when one of the authors of this paper queried, “when is

the election?,” a Google answer box correctly showed November 8, 2016, but it also included a

photograph of Hillary Clinton inside the answer box–just Clinton, with none of her competi-

tors (S2 Fig).
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1.5 Answer box studies

Answer boxes have been studied empirically in a number of different ways in recent years. In a

study published in 2017, 12.3% of the 112 million search queries examined produced featured

snippets, and the appearance of snippets reduced user clicks to the first search result from

26.0% to 19.6% [118]. A more recent study found that shorter phrases in a search bar are more

likely to generate featured snippets [65], and featured snippet sources have been found to vary

by location [119]. A 2019 study found significant liberal bias in Google’s news boxes [8]. This

could occur because of bias in Google’s algorithms or simply because left-leaning news stories

are more numerous. Whatever the cause, bias in answer boxes is important because it can

influence the beliefs and opinions of people who are undecided on an issue. Ludolph and col-

leagues [5] showed, for example, that participants who received more comprehensible infor-

mation about vaccinations in a Google knowledge box subsequently proved to be more

knowledgeable, less skeptical, and more critical of online information quality compared with

participants who were given less comprehensive information.

1.6 The current study

In the three experiments described below, we sought to measure the impact that giving people

“the answer” to one or more queries has on the opinions and voting preferences of undecided

voters–an important and ever-changing group of people that has long decided the outcomes of

close elections worldwide [120–122]. Experiments 1 and 2 look at the impact of answer boxes

in a search engine environment, and Experiment 3 looks at the impact of answers provided by

a simulation of the Alexa IPA. All three of the experiments were controlled, randomized, coun-

terbalanced, and double-blind.

2. Experiment 1: Biased answer boxes and similarly biased search

results

In our first experiment, we sought to determine whether a biased answer box (biased to favor

one political candidate) could increase the shift in opinions and voting preferences produced

by search results sharing the same bias. In other words, we asked whether a biased answer

box could increase the magnitude of SEME [2]. We also sought to determine whether the

appearance of an answer box would affect the number of search results people clicked [cf. 118]

and the total time people spent searching.

2.1 Methods

2.1.1 Ethics Statement. The federally registered Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the

sponsoring institution (American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology) approved

this study with exempt status under HHS rules because (a) the anonymity of participants was

preserved and (b) the risk to participants was minimal. The IRB is registered with OHRP

under number IRB00009303, and the Federalwide Assurance number for the IRB is

FWA00021545. Informed written consent was obtained for all three experiments as specified

in the Procedure section of Experiment 1.

2.1.2 Participants. After cleaning, Experiment 1 included 421 eligible voters from 49 US

states whom we had recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) subject pool [123].

The data had been cleaned to remove participants who had reported an English fluency level

below 6 on a 10-point scale, where 1 was labeled “not fluent” and 10 was labeled “highly

fluent.”
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46.3% (n = 195) were male, and 53.7% (n = 226) were female. Participants ranged in age

from 18 to 73 (M = 35.3, median = 33.0, SD = 10.8). 7.4% (n = 31) of the participants identified

themselves as Asian, 7.4% (n = 31) as Black, 5.7% (n = 24) as Mixed, 2.1% (n = 9) as other, and

77.4% (n = 326) as White (total non-White: n = 95, 22.6%). 61.1% (n = 257) reported having

received a bachelor’s degree or higher.

90.5% (n = 381) of the participants said that they had previously searched online for infor-

mation about political candidates, and 92.2% (n = 388) reported that Google was their most

used search engine. Participants reported conducting an average of 13.6 (SD = 20.8) internet

searches per day. 45.6% (n = 192) of the participants identified themselves as liberal, 27.3%

(n = 115) as moderate, 24.5% (n = 103) as conservative, 1.7% (n = 7) as not political, and 1.0%

(n = 4) as other.

2.1.3 Procedure. All procedures were conducted online. Participants were first asked two

screening questions; sessions were terminated if they said they were not eligible to vote in the

US (yes/no question) or if they said they knew a lot about politics in Australia (yes/no ques-

tion). To assure participants’ anonymity (a requirement of the Institutional Review Board of

our sponsoring institution), we did not ask for names or email addresses.

People who passed our screening questions were then asked various demographic questions

and then given instructions about the experimental procedure. At the end of the instructions

page, in compliance with APA and HHS guidelines, participants clicked the continue button

to indicate their informed consent to participate in the study, and were given an email address

they could contact to report any problems or concerns, or, by providing their MTurk ID, to

request that their data be removed from the study. Participants were then asked further ques-

tions about their political leanings and voting behavior, along with how familiar they were

with the two candidates identified in the political opinion portion of the study.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of four groups: Pro-Candidate-A-with-

Answer-Box, Pro-Candidate-B-with-Answer-Box, Pro-Candidate-A-No-Answer-Box, or Pro-

Candidate-B-No-Answer-Box. Our candidates were Julia Gillard and Tony Abbott, actual can-

didates from the 2010 election for prime minister of Australia. We chose this election to assure

that our participants would be “undecided” voters. On a 10-point scale from 1 to 10, where 1

was labeled “not at all” and 10 was labeled “quite familiar,” our participants reported an aver-

age familiarity level of 1.79 [SD = 1.68] for Julia Gillard and 2.33 [2.03] for Tony Abbott.

All of the participants (in each of the four groups) were then shown brief, neutral biogra-

phies about each candidate (approximately 150 words each). Participants were then asked six

questions about their opinions of the candidates, each on a 10-point Likert scale from “Low”

to “High”: whether their overall impression of each candidate was positive or negative, how

likeable they found each candidate, and how much they trusted each candidate. They were

then asked two questions about their voting preferences. First, on a 11-point scale from -5 to

+5, with one candidate’s name at each end of the scale, and with the order of the names coun-

terbalanced from one participant to another, they were asked which candidate they would

most likely vote for if they had to vote today. Finally, they were asked which of the two candi-

dates they would actually vote for today (forced choice).

Participants were then given access to our Google.com simulator, called Kadoodle. They

had up to 15 minutes to conduct research on the candidates by viewing and clicking search

results, which took them to web pages, exactly as the Google search engine does. All partici-

pants had access to five pages of search results, six results per page. All search results were real

(from the 2010 Australian election, obtained from Google.com), and so were the web pages to

which the search results linked. Links in those web pages had been deactivated.

In the two Box groups, the bias in the answer boxes matched the bias in the search results,

with higher-ranking results linking to web pages that made one candidate look better than his
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or her opponent. Prior to the experiment, all web pages had been rated by five independent

judges on an 11-point scale from -5 to +5, with the names of the candidates at each end of the

scale, to determine whether a web page favored one candidate or another. See Epstein and

Robertson [2] for further procedural details.

Box content contained strongly biased language. The pro-Gillard box, for example, con-

tained language such as: “Julia Gillard is the better candidate. Her opponent, Tony Abbott,

uses ‘bad language to criticise her,’ but she ‘has laughed off the comments.’” The pro-Abbott

box contained language such as: “Tony Abbott is the better candidate. Julia Gillard, the oppos-

ing candidate, is ‘clueless about what needs to be done’ to improve education. . .. [Her] ‘Educa-

tion Revolution is a failure.’” Each box contained a link to a web page containing the content

in quotation marks.

When participants chose to exit the search engine or they timed out after 15 minutes, they

were asked the same six opinion questions and two voting-preference questions they had been

asked before they began their research. Finally, participants were asked whether anything

about the search results “bothered” them. If they answered “yes,” participants could type the

details of their concerns in an open-ended box. We used this inquiry to detect whether people

reported seeing any bias in the search results. Participants were not asked about bias directly

because leading questions tend to produce predictable and often invalid answers [124]. To

assess bias we searched the textual responses for words such as “bias,” “skewed,” or “slanted”

to identify people in the bias groups who had apparently noticed the favoritism in the search

results they had been shown.

2.2 Results

The No-Box condition was, in effect, a standard SEME experiment, and it produced shifts in

the direction of the favored candidates consistent with the results of previous SEME experi-

ments [2, 15, 49], and also consistent with the results of other partial or full replications of

SEME [1, 4–8]. It produced a VMP (Vote Manipulation Power, a pre-post shift in the propor-

tion of people voting for the favored candidate) of 44.1% (Table 1), and corresponding shifts

in the three opinions we measured (Table 2) (see S1 Text for details about how VMP is

calculated).

In the No-Box condition, we also looked at the pre-post shift in voting preferences mea-

sured on an 11-point scale (see Methods). For this measure, preferences also shifted signifi-

cantly in the predicted direction, from a mean preference of -0.08 [2.93] for favored

candidates pre-search, to a mean preference of 1.88 [3.96] for favored candidates post-search

(Wilcoxon z = -8.36, p< 0.001, d = 0.56).

The VMP in the Box condition was higher than the VMP in the No-Box condition, but the

VMP increased by only 10.4% (this is a percentage increase, not the additive difference

between the VMPs), and the difference was not statistically significant (Table 1). Mean search

time also decreased (by 5.5%), but that difference was also not significant. The mean number

Table 1. Experiment 1: VMP, search times, and results clicked by condition.

Condition n VMP (%) Mean Search Time (sec) (SD) Mean No. of Results Clicked (SD)

No Box 208 44.1 253.9 (259.5) 4.25 (3.6)

Box 213 48.7 239.9 (236.1) 3.35 (3.6)

Change (%) - +10.4 -5.5 -21.2

Statistic - z = -0.94 t(419) = -0.578 t(419) = -2.558

p - = 0.34 NS = 0.56 NS < 0.05

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268081.t001
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of clicks to search results also decreased, and that difference was highly significant (Table 1, cf.

118). All three opinions (impression, trust, and likeability) shifted significantly in the predicted

direction (Table 2), and so did the voting preferences as expressed on the 11-point scale (MPre-
Search = 0.03,MPostSearch = 1.92, Wilcoxon z = -8.66, p< 0.001, d = 0.55).

When users are shown blatantly biased search results, 20 to 30 percent of users can typically

spot the bias, but that percentage drops to zero when simple masking procedures are employed

[2]. (In the simplest masking procedure, a pro-Candidate-A search result is inserted into posi-

tion 3 or 4 of a list of pro-Candidate-B search results.) In the present experiment, no masking

procedure was employed, and 19.7% of the participants in the No-Box condition reported see-

ing bias in the search results. In the Box condition, more people reported seeing bias (27.2%)

than in the No-Box condition, but the difference between these percentages was not significant

(z = 1.82, p = 0.07 NS).

As we noted earlier, when people can spot such bias, they tend to shift even farther in the

direction of the bias than people who don’t see the bias, presumably because they mistakenly

believe that algorithmic output is especially trustworthy. In our No-Box condition, we found

the same pattern: The VMP for participants who spotted the bias was significantly larger than

the VMP for participants who did not report seeing the bias (VMPBias = 68.8% [n = 41],

VMPNoBias = 39.5% [n = 167], z = 3.37, p< 0.001). In the Box condition, we again found this

pattern (VMPBias = 76.9% [n = 58], VMPNoBias = 40.7% [n = 155], z = 4.71, p< 0.001).

Demographic analyses of data from Experiment 1 –by educational level, gender, age, and

race/ethnicity–are shown in S1–S4 Tables. Demographic effects were relatively small.

3. Experiment 2: Biased answer boxes and unbiased search results

The results of Experiment 1 suggest that a biased answer box can increase the shift in opinions

and voting preferences produced by similarly biased search results, but the increases we found

were small. Could this be a ceiling effect? In other words, were the biased search results mask-

ing the power that biased answer boxes have to change thinking or behavior? To answer this

question, we conducted an experiment in which participants saw either no answer boxes or

biased answer boxes and in which search results were neutral for all groups. This experiment

was controlled, randomized, counterbalanced, and double-blind.

3.1 Methods

3.1.1 Participants. After cleaning, Experiment 2 included 177 eligible US voters from 44

states who had been recruited through the MTurk subject pool. The data had been cleaned to

Table 2. Experiment 1: Pre- and post-search opinion ratings of favored and non-favored candidates.

Favored Candidate Mean (SD) Non-Favored Candidate Mean (SD)

Pre Post Diff Pre Post Diff z†

No Box Impression 7.10 (1.98) 6.90 (2.24) -0.20 7.07 (2.06) 4.42 (2.23) -2.65 -8.66���

Trust 6.33 (2.20) 6.29 (2.51) -0.04 6.31 (2.25) 3.98 (2.25) -2.33 -8.33���

Likeability 6.98 (2.02) 6.84 (2.36) -0.14 6.83 (2.06) 4.25 (2.30) -2.58 -8.90���

Box Impression 7.29 (1.97) 7.25 (2.17) -0.04 7.24 (2.04) 4.38 (2.23) -2.86 -9.35���

Trust 6.31 (2.14) 6.36 (2.46) 0.05 6.27 (2.18) 4.12 (2.27) -2.15 -8.90���

Likeability 7.21 (1.97) 7.03 (2.24) -0.18 7.10 (2.08) 4.34 (2.29) -2.76 -8.50���

†z-score represents Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing post-minus-pre ratings for the favored candidate to the post-minus-pre ratings for the non-favored candidate

���p< 0.001

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268081.t002
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include only participants who had reported an English fluency score of 6 or above on a

10-point scale.

52.0% (n = 92) were male, and 48.0% were female (n = 85). Participants ranged in age from

18 to 67 (M = 34.3, median = 32.0, SD = 10.4). 5.1% (n = 9) of the participants identified them-

selves as Asian, 9.0% (n = 16) as Black, 4.5% (n = 8) as Mixed, 4.0% (n = 7) as other, and 77.4%

(n = 137) as White (total non-White: n = 40, 22.6%). 50.3% (n = 89) reported having received a

bachelor’s degree or higher.

92.1% (n = 163) of the participants said that they had previously searched online for infor-

mation about political candidates, and 94.4% (n = 167) reported that Google was their most

used search engine. Participants reported conducting an average of 18.1 (SD = 34.1) internet

searches per day. 49.2% (n = 87) of the participants identified themselves as liberal, 32.2%

(n = 57) as moderate, 14.1% (n = 25) as conservative, 2.3% (n = 4) as not political, and 2.3%

(n = 4) as other.

3.1.2 Procedure. Participants were randomly assigned to one of three groups: Pro-Candi-

date-A-Box, Pro-Candidate-B-Box, or a control group in which the answer box was not pres-

ent. We used the same candidates and election as we used in Experiment 1, except that search

results were unbiased in all three groups. Specifically, pro-Abbott search results alternated

with pro-Gillard search results. Our participants reported an average familiarity level of 1.68

[1.64] for Julia Gillard and 2.23 [2.06] for Tony Abbott. The experimental procedure itself was

identical in all respects to the procedure in Experiment 1.

3.2 Results

In the No-Box group, the proportions of people voting for each candidate did not change pre-

search to post-search (PreGillard = 0.41, PostGillard = 0.52, z = -1.19, p = 0.23). The VMP itself

could not be computed, because there was no bias condition in this group. Voting preferences

expressed on the 11-point scale shifted from -0.02 [3.24] pre-search to 0.24 [3.30] post-search

(Wilcoxon’s z = -0.60, p = 0.55 NS, d = 0.08), which means that unbiased search results had

almost no effect on votes or voting preferences.

In the Box conditions, however, the VMP was 38.6% (z = -5.50, p< 0.001) (Table 3), and

the voting preference expressed on the 11-point scale shifted from 0.08 [3.06] to 0.97 [3.90]

(Wilcoxon’s z = -3.57, p< 0.001, d = 0.26), which means there was a significant shift toward

the favored candidate. Given that there was no bias in the search results, the shift in voting

preferences was likely due exclusively to the biased answer boxes. Similarly, more people

reported seeing bias in the box condition (12.5%) than in the No-Box condition (0.0%), and

the difference between these percentages was significant (z = -2.20, p< 0.05).

The results in Experiment 2 differ from the results in Experiment 1 in one important

respect: The opinions about the candidates (impression, trust, and likeability) did not change

Table 3. Experiment 2: VMP, search times, and results clicked by condition.

Condition n VMP (%) Mean Search Time (sec) (SD) Mean No. of Results Clicked (SD)

No Box 58 N/A† 228.0 (201.2) 4.00 (3.7)

Box 119 38.6 246.1 (265.9) 3.45 (3.2)

Change (%) - - +7.9 -13.8

Statistic - - t(175) = 0.46 t(175) = -1.01

p - - = 0.65 NS = 0.31 NS

†As noted in the text, since there was no bias in the search results shown in the No-Box condition, VMP could not be

calculated.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268081.t003
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significantly (Table 4). This makes sense, given that (a) the answer boxes gave almost no infor-

mation about the candidates and (b) the search results did not favor either candidate. Differ-

ences in opinions did not emerge even though people spent about the same time viewing

search results in Experiment 1 as they did in Experiment 2 (ME1 = 246.8 s [247.8],ME2 = 240.2

s [246.2], t(596) = 0.30, p = 0.77, d = 0.03), and clicked roughly the same number of search

results in Experiment 1 as they clicked in Experiment 2 (ME1 = 3.80 [3.6],ME2 = 3.63 [3.4], t
(596) = 0.51, p = 0.61, d = 0.05).

We also saw a different pattern in the VMPs of the people in the two box groups who

detected the bias (23 out of 119 people, 19.3%): When people detect bias in search results

(based largely or in part on viewing the web pages to which the search results link), their opin-

ions and voting preferences tend to shift even farther in the direction of the favored candidate

than do the opinions and voting preferences of people who do not detect the bias. In Experi-

ment 2, however, we found the opposite pattern. The VMP for people who reported seeing

bias in the Box groups was 12.5%; whereas the VMP for people who did not report seeing bias

in the Box groups was 44.4% (z = -2.93, p< 0.05). Bear in mind that each user is seeing only

one box; he or she has nothing with which to compare it, and the search results themselves are

unbiased. More light is shed on this matter in Experiment 3 (also see Discussion).

The dramatic shift in voting preferences produced by biased answer boxes alone in Experi-

ment 2 raises a disturbing possibility about the power that IPAs might have to impact thinking

and behavior. Experiment 2 functioned, after all, like an IPA: A single query produced a single

reply (given in the answer box), which appeared above unbiased search results. Could a single

biased answer produced by an IPA produce a large shift in opinions and voting preferences?

And what if multiple questions produced answers that shared the same bias? Could they pro-

duce even larger shifts in opinions and voting preferences? We attempted to answer these

questions in Experiment 3.

Demographic analyses of data from Experiment 2 –by educational level, gender, age, and

race/ethnicity–are shown in S5–S8 Tables. Demographic effects were relatively small.

4. Experiment 3: Assessing the persuasive power of the intelligent

personal assistant (IPA)

4.1 Methods

4.1.1 Participants. After cleaning, our sample for this experiment consisted of 1,138 eligi-

ble voters from 48 US states. They were recruited from the MTurk subject pool. The data had

Table 4. Experiment 2: Pre- and post-search opinion ratings of favored and non-favored candidates.

Pre Post Diff

No Box Impression 7.46 (1.87) 6.34 (2.11) -1.12

Trust 6.29 (2.06) 5.82 (2.22) -0.47

Likeability 7.41 (1.96) 6.47 (2.10) -0.94

Favored Candidate Mean (SD) Non-Favored Candidate Mean (SD)

Pre Post Diff Pre Post Diff z†

Box Impression 7.07 (1.93) 5.93 (2.31) -1.14 7.31 (1.88) 5.55 (2.28) -1.76 -2.06 NS

Trust 6.24 (2.26) 5.60 (2.54) -0.64 6.38 (2.23) 5.17 (2.29) -1.15 -2.18 NS

Likeability 7.03 (2.07) 5.82 (2.34) -1.21 7.20 (1.88) 5.46 (2.31) -1.74 -1.61 NS

†z-score represents Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing post-minus-pre ratings for the favored candidate to the post-minus-pre ratings for the non-favored

candidate. This statistic could not be computed for Group 1 because there was no favored candidate.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268081.t004
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been cleaned to remove participants who had reported an English fluency level below 6 on a

10-point scale.

52.3% (n = 595) were male, 46.7% (n = 531) were female, and 1.1% (n = 12) chose not to

identify their gender. Participants ranged in age from 18 to 89 (M = 41.3, median = 39.0,

SD = 12.9). 8.3% (n = 94) of the participants identified themselves as Asian, 8.1% (n = 92) as

Black, 3.0% (n = 34) as Mixed, 2.3% (n = 26) as other, and 78.4% (n = 892) as White (total

non-White: n = 246, 21.6%). 64.1% (n = 729) reported having received a bachelor’s degree or

higher.

86.6% (n = 986) of the participants reported they had used a virtual assistant like Alexa or

Siri. 48.6% (n = 553) of the participants identified themselves as liberal, 27.2% (n = 310) as

moderate, 21.4% (n = 244) as conservative, 1.7% (n = 19) as not political, and 1.1% (n = 12) as

other.

4.1.2 Procedure. All procedures were run online and were compatible with both desktop

and mobile devices. As in the earlier experiments, participants were first asked screening ques-

tions and demographic questions and then given instructions about the experimental proce-

dure and asked for their consent to participate in the study.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of five different question/answer (Q/A) groups.

Each group was shown the same list of 10 questions, and the order of the questions did not

vary. After a participant clicked a question, Dyslexa–our Amazon Alexa IPA simulator–replied

vocally with an answer (See S2 Text). The number of questions people were required to ask

varied by group, and in two of the groups, the answer to the second question was “masked” in

a manner that we will describe below. A screenshot showing how the questions and Dyslexa

simulator appeared to users is shown in Fig 1. The five groups were as follows:

1. Group 1Q/1A: Participants were required to select just one question.

2. Group 4Q/4A/NM: Participants were required to select four different questions, and none

was masked (NM = “no mask”).

3. Group 4Q/4A/M2: Participants were required to select four different questions, and the

answer to Question 2 was masked (M2 = Question 2 mask).

Fig 1. A screenshot showing what users saw in Experiment 3 when they posed questions to Dyslexa. Different

groups were required to ask 1, 4, or 6 questions. After clicking on a question, it was greyed out, and Dyslexa answered

the question orally. While it was speaking, the circular graphic at the bottom of the phone screen glowed and swirled,

just as similar graphics do on most iPhones.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268081.g001
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4. Group 6Q/6A/NM: Participants were required to select six different questions, and none

was masked.

5. Group 6Q/6A/M2: Participants were required to select six different questions, and the

answer to Question 2 was masked.

Within each of the five groups, participants were randomly assigned to one of three differ-

ent candidate conditions: Pro-Candidate-A, Pro-Candidate-B, or a control group. Our politi-

cal candidates were Scott Morrison (Candidate A) and Bill Shorten (Candidate B), actual

candidates from the 2019 election for prime minister of Australia. We chose this election to

assure that our participants would be “undecided” voters. On a 10-point scale from 1 to 10,

where 1 was labeled “not at all” and 10 was labeled “quite familiar,” our participants reported

an average familiarity level of 1.14 [0.43] for Scott Morrison and 1.05 [0.26] for Bill Shorten.

In the Candidate A condition, the answers were biased in favor of Scott Morrison. For

example, when asked, “Dyslexa, in the Australian election, which candidate favors having a

stronger relationship with the United States?,” Dyslexa replied, “According to recent media

reports, Scott Morrison wants to build a stronger relationship with the United States. His

opponent, Bill Shorten, wants to continue to increase trade with Russia and China.” In the

Candidate B condition, the answers were biased in favor of Bill Shorten. In response to the

same question, the pro-Shorten reply was “According to recent media reports, Bill Shorten

wants to build a stronger relationship with the United States. His opponent, Scott Morrison,

wants to continue to increase trade with Russia and China.” The answers in each bias group

were, in other words, nearly identical; only the names were changed. Mean bias ratings were

obtained from five independent raters for each of the 20 answers on an 11-point scale from -5

(pro-Morrison) to +5 (pro-Shorten). The overall bias for Morrison was -3.3 [0.67], and the

overall bias for Shorten was 3.4 [0.67] (based on absolute value: t(18) = -0.07, p = 0.98 NS).

In two of the five groups (Groups 3 and 5), masks were used for the answers to the second

question each participant asked. This means that in the pro-Morrison group, a pro-Shorten

answer was given in response to the second question asked, and in the pro-Shorten group, a

pro-Morrison answer was given in response to the second question asked. This is a standard

procedure used in SEME experiments [2] to reduce or eliminate the perception that the con-

tent being shown is biased. In SEME experiments, biased search results still produce large

shifts in opinions and voting preferences even when aggressive masks are employed that

completely eliminate the perception of bias. (See the Results and Discussion sections below for

further information about our use of masks.)

In each control group, including Group 1 (1Q/1A), the answer to the first question had a

50/50 chance of supporting either Morrison or Shorten. After that, the bias in the answers

alternated between the two candidates with each question asked. In Groups 2 through 5, we

used an even number of questions (4 or 6) to ensure that each participant received equal expo-

sure to pro-Morrison and pro-Shorten answers.

Participants were allowed to choose their questions from a list of 10. We provided this rela-

tively long list to increase the likelihood that participants would select questions on topics they

cared about. We speculated that allowing people to choose their questions would increase their

interest in the answers they were given. We varied the number of questions people could ask

to see whether we could have a bigger impact on opinions and voting preferences when people

were exposed to a larger number of biased answers. We did not include a two-question group

because we would not have been able to use a mask; a mask in the second position would

almost certainly have eliminated the bias effect.
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Following the demographic questions and instructions, all participants were shown brief,

neutral biographies about each candidate (approximately 120 words each–somewhat shorter

than the biographies used in Experiments 1 and 2 for the 2010 Australian election). (See S3

Text for the biographies employed in Experiment 3.) Participants were then asked six ques-

tions about their candidate preferences (each on a 10-point Likert scale from “Low” to

“High”): whether their overall impression of each candidate was positive or negative, how like-

able they found each candidate, and how much they trusted each candidate. Then–on an

11-point scale from -5 to +5, with the name of each candidate shown at either end of the scale

and with the order of the names counterbalanced from one participant to another–participants

were asked which candidate they would most likely vote for if they had to vote today. Finally,

they were asked which of the two candidates they would actually vote for today (forced choice).

The answers to these two questions had to be consistent; if they weren’t, participants were

asked to answer them again.

Following these opinion questions, participants were given brief instructions about how to

use our IPA, and they then could proceed to ask questions (between one and six questions,

according to their group assignment) and hear Dyslexa’s answers. Our questions covered a

wide range of topics that we thought would be of interest to a US sample (see S2 Text), but we

deliberately avoided including hot-button issues such as abortion. If a participant chose to ask,

“What are the candidates’ positions on abortion?,” and Dylexa replied that Morrison wanted

to protect abortion rights, the possible partisanship of our participants could have driven them

either toward or away fromMorrison–toward if they supported abortion rights, away if they

opposed abortion.

Following the interaction with the IPA, all participants were again asked those six opinion

questions and two voting-preference questions. Finally, participants were asked whether any-

thing “bothered” them about the questions they were shown and the answers they heard while

interacting with our IPA. As in our previous experiments, this is where participants had an

opportunity to express their concerns about content bias or other issues.

4.2 Results

We found significant and substantial shifts in both voting preferences (Table 5) and opinions

(Table 6) in the direction of the favored candidates in all bias groups. We also found significant

shifts in voting preferences in the direction of the favored candidates in all bias groups as

expressed on our 11-point voting-preference scale (Table 7). In contrast, in the control groups

the proportions of people voting for each candidate before the manipulations changed rela-

tively little or not at all following the manipulations (Group 1, 0.0%; Group 2, 6.6%; Group 3,

2.7%; Group 4, 7.1%; Group 5, 6.8%).

The percentage of people in the bias groups who reported seeing biased content was sub-

stantially lower when they received just one answer (Group 1, 4.9%) or when biased content

was masked (Group 3, 5.1%; Group 5, 7.1%) than when people saw multiple biased answers

Table 5. Experiment 3: Pre- and Post-IPA VMPs.

Group No. Group Total n Bias Groups n Bias Groups VMP (%) McNemar Test X2 p
1 1Q/1A 222 142 43.8 24.0 < 0.001

2 4Q/4A/NM 229 153 59.5 35.9 < 0.001

3 4Q/4A/M2 230 156 59.2 33.6 < 0.001

4 6Q/6A/NM 230 145 65.8 44.5 < 0.001

5 6Q/6A/M2 227 154 50.0 36.5 < 0.001

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268081.t005
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without masks (Group 2, 23.5%; Group 4, 40.7%) (Table 8) (MGroups1,3,5 = 5.8%,MGroups2,4 =

31.9%, z = -9.50, p< 0.001).

The present study sheds new light on the role that bias detection plays in shifting opinions

and voting preferences. Previous investigations have shown that the opinions of the few people

who are able to detect bias in search results shift even farther in the direction of the bias than

the opinions of the people who don’t see the bias [2, 15]. This occurs presumably because of

the high trust people have in the filtering and ordering of search results, which people mistak-

enly believe is an objective and impartial process [125, 126]. In the present study, we learned

that bias detection erodes trust when people are interacting with answers provided by answer

boxes (in the absence of biased search results–see Experiment 2) or the vocal answers of an

IPA, where search results are entirely absent (Experiment 3). This difference is likely due to

the daily regimen of operant conditioning that supports the almost blind trust people have in

search results. About 86% of searches are for simple facts, and the correct answers to those

queries reliably turn up in the first or second search result. People are learning, over and over

again, that what is higher in the list of search results is better and truer than what is lower.

When, in a recent experiment, that trust was temporarily broken, the VMP in a SEME proce-

dure was significantly reduced [15].

Table 6. Experiment 3: Pre- and post-IPA opinion ratings of favored and non-favored candidates.

Favored Candidate Mean (SD) Non-Favored Candidate Mean (SD)

Pre Post Diff Pre Post Diff z†

Group 1: 1Q1A Condition Impression 7.13 (1.85) 7.63 (2.00) +0.50 7.10 (1.73) 6.13 (2.18) -0.97 -6.32���

Trust 6.29 (2.20) 6.95 (2.29) +0.66 6.26 (2.11) 5.65 (2.41) -0.61 -6.59���

Likeability 7.15 (1.83) 7.46 (2.00) +0.31 7.18 (1.72) 6.18 (2.23) -1.00 -6.43���

Group 2: Impression 6.76 (1.93) 7.73 (2.23) +0.97 6.89 (1.72) 4.97 (2.04) -1.92 -8.82���

4QNM Condition Trust 5.88 (2.18) 6.97 (2.51) +1.09 6.05 (2.05) 4.80 (2.23) -1.25 -7.80���

Likeability 6.67 (2.01) 7.41 (2.26) +0.74 6.93 (1.84) 5.03 (2.13) -1.90 -7.93���

Group 3: Impression 6.79 (1.92) 7.28 (1.95) +0.49 6.96 (1.72) 6.12 (1.85) -0.84 -5.92���

4QM2 Condition Trust 5.81 (2.12) 6.54 (2.27) +0.73 6.06 (2.07) 5.71 (2.04) -0.35 -7.50���

Likeability 6.81 (1.90) 7.13 (2.12) +0.32 7.04 (1.71) 6.20 (1.99) -0.84 -5.64���

Group 4: Impression 6.87 (1.75) 7.74 (1.94) +0.87 6.72 (1.81) 4.83 (2.00) -1.89 -8.64���

6QNM Condition Trust 5.94 (1.97) 6.90 (2.25) +0.96 5.99 (2.10) 4.58 (2.11) -1.41 -7.87���

Likeability 6.82 (1.87) 7.62 (2.09) +0.80 6.78 (2.02) 4.96 (2.13) -1.82 -8.32���

Group 5: Impression 7.10 (1.65) 7.65 (1.94) +0.55 7.00 (1.87) 5.34 (2.02) -1.66 -7.98���

6QM2 Condition Trust 6.31 (2.00) 7.09 (2.20) +0.78 6.18 (2.07) 5.08 (2.29) -1.10 -7.65���

Likeability 7.05 (1.70) 7.50 (2.00) +0.45 6.93 (1.86) 5.42 (2.12) -1.51 -7.54���

†z-score represents Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing post-minus-pre ratings for the favored candidate to the post-minus-pre ratings for the non-favored candidate.

���p< 0.001

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268081.t006

Table 7. Experiment 3: Pre-IPA vs. Post-IPA voting preferences on 11-point scales.

Group No. Group Pre-IPA Voting Preference on 11-Point Scale (SD) Post-IPA Voting Preference on 11-Point Scale (SD) z p d
1 1Q/1A 0.61 (2.42) 1.70 (2.76) -5.51 < 0.001 0.42

2 4Q/4A/NM -0.01 (2.57) 2.41 (2.64) -8.17 < 0.001 0.93

3 4Q/4A/M2 -0.10 (2.76) 1.38 (2.90) -5.83 < 0.001 0.52

4 6Q/6A/NM 0.21 (2.46) 2.67 (2.28) -8.50 < 0.001 1.04

5 6Q/6A/M2 0.20 (2.60) 2.26 (2.62) -7.99 < 0.001 0.79

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268081.t007
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So when search results are absent, as they are when people are using IPAs, or when search

results are unbiased, as they were in our Experiment 2, people who detect bias do not automat-

ically accept that bias as valid. Accepting that bias as valid seems to occur primarily when peo-

ple are being influenced by biased search results–again, presumably because of that daily

regimen of operant conditioning. That daily regimen of conditioning makes SEME a unique

list effect and an especially powerful form of influence [15].

As we noted earlier, we regard the most important measure of change to be the VMP,

which indicates the increase or decrease in the proportion of people who indicated in response

to a forced-choice question which candidate they would vote for if they had to vote today (see

S1 Text). The VMPs in the five groups in Experiment 3 ranged from 43.8% (Group 1) to 65.8%

(Group 4). These shifts were all quite high–all higher than the 38.6% shift we found in Experi-

ment 2.

In addition, we found that the more questions people asked (without masks, which tend to

lower VMPs), the greater the shift in voting preferences (VMPQ1/A1 = 43.8%, VMPQ4/A4/NM =

59.5%, VMPQ6/A6/NM = 65.8%; Χ2 = 6.59; p< 0.05).

A breakdown of VMP data from Experiment 3 based on whether participants had had pre-

vious experience with IPAs is shown in S9 Table. Previous experience with IPAs did not

appear to impact VMPs in any consistent way.

5. Discussion

Together, the three experiments we have described reveal a dangerous new tool of mass

manipulation–one that is, at this writing, controlled worldwide almost entirely by just four

large American tech companies: Amazon, Apple, Facebook/Meta, and Google. This new tool,

which we call the Answer Bot Effect (ABE), is likely now affecting hundreds of millions of peo-

ple, and with more and more people coming to rely on electronic devices to give them a single

answer to their queries, the number of people affected by ABE will likely swell into the billions

within the next few years. ABE should be of concern to every one of us, but especially to

parents–whose children are being fed algorithmically-generated answers every day on their

computers, mobile phones, tablets, and toys–as well as to public policy makers.

ABE should be of special concern for four reasons: (a) because of the large magnitude of the

effect, (b) because it can impact the vast majority of people without their awareness, (c)

because it is an ephemeral manipulation, leaving no paper trail for authorities to trace, and (d)

Table 8. Experiment 3: VMPs for people who saw Bias vs. VMPs for people who did not see Bias.

Group

No.

Group n No. Ss in Bias Groups Reporting

Bias in IPA Content (%)

No. Ss in Bias Groups Not

Reporting Bias in IPA Content

(%)

VMP for Ss Who

Reported Bias (%)

VMP for Ss Who Did

Not Report Bias (%)

z p

1 1Q/1A 142 7 (4.9) 135 (95.1) 33.3† 44.3 -0.57 = 0.57

NS

2 4Q/4A/

NM

153 36 (23.5) 117 (76.5) 21.7 75.0 -5.78 <

0.001

3 4Q/4A/

M2

156 8 (5.1) 148 (94.9) 300.0† 55.7 14.46 <

0.001

4 6Q/6A/

NM

145 59 (40.7) 86 (59.3) 63.3 67.4 -0.51 = 0.61

NS

5 6Q/6A/

M2

154 11 (7.1) 143 (92.9) 60.0† 49.4 0.68 = 0.50

NS

†The validity of these VMPs is questionable because they are based on a small number of observations. In Groups 1, 3, and 5, respectively, only 7, 8, and 11 people

reported seeing bias in the IPA replies.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268081.t008
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because ABE is inherently non-competitive and impossible to counteract. You can counteract

a billboard or television commercial, but how can you correct the way a tech platform adjusts

its algorithms? Recall that in Experiment 3, a one-question-one-answer interaction on our

Alexa simulator produced a 43.8% shift in voting preferences, with only 4.7% of the partici-

pants reporting any concerns about bias.

Perhaps the reader thinks we are overstating the seriousness of the problem. Although a full

exploration of this issue is beyond the scope of this paper, please consider just two growing

bodies of evidence that bring manipulations like ABE into sharper focus: First, in recent years,

whistleblowers from Google and Facebook/Meta, along with leaks of emails, documents, and

videos from these companies, have shown repeatedly that manipulations like ABE are being

deliberately and strategically used by these companies to influence attitudes, beliefs, purchases,

voting preferences, and public policy itself [25, 28, 29, 43, 48]. In a leak of emails to theWall
Street Journal in 2018, Google employees discuss the possibility of using “ephemeral experi-

ences” to change people’s views about Trump’s 2017 travel ban [25]. A leaked 8-minute video

from Google called “The Selfish Ledger” describes the company’s power to “modify behavior”

at the “species level” in ways that “reflect Google’s values” [127]. In various interviews and the

recent documentary film, “The Social Dilemma,” former Google insider Tristan Harris spoke

about his time working with a large team of Google employees whose job it was to modify “a

billion people’s attention and thoughts every day” [128].

Harris and others have expressed concerns about company policies that are meant to influ-

ence people in specific ways, but ABE, SEME, and other new forms of online influence will

impact thinking and behavior even without a company policy in place. Algorithms left to their

own devices–let’s call this practice “algorithmic neglect”–reflect the biases of the people who

programmed them [20–23], and the algorithms also quickly learn and reflect the foibles of

human users, sometimes magnifying and spreading bigotism, racism, and hatred with fright-

ening rapidity [52, 55, 61, 97, 116, 117]. What’s more, a single rogue employee with the right

password authority or hacking skills can use a large tech platform like Google to impact repu-

tations, businesses, or elections on a large scale without senior management knowing he or she

is doing so [129]. When authorities learned in 2010 that Google’s Street View vehicles had

been vacuuming up personal Wi-Fi data for 3 years in 30 countries [130], Google blamed the

entire operation on a single software engineer, Marius Milner–but they did not fire him, and

he remains at the company today [131].

Second, election monitoring projects that have been conducted since 2016 have so far pre-

served more than 1.5 million politically-related online ephemeral experiences in the weeks pre-

ceding national elections in the US. This is actual content–normally lost forever–being

displayed on the computer screens of thousands of US voters–the real, personalized content

that Big Tech companies are showing politically diverse groups of people as elections

approach. The wealth of unusual data preserved in these projects has revealed strong unilateral

political bias in ephemeral content, sufficient to have shifted millions of votes in national elec-

tions in the US without people’s knowledge [132–134].

The experiments we have described build one upon the other. Experiment 1 showed that

when the content of an answer box shared the bias of the search results beneath it, it increased

the impact that those search results have on thinking and behavior, and it reduced the time

people spent searching and significantly reduced the number of search results people clicked.

Experiment 2 simulated a situation in which the answer box was biased but the search results

were not. The biased answer boxes alone produced a remarkable VMP of 38.6%.

Rounded to the nearest whole number, the VMP in Experiment 2 was 39%. This means

that out of 100 undecided voters–people whose vote would normally split 50/50 without hav-

ing additional information–the votes, on average, of 19.5 people (0.39 x 50) can be shifted by
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biased answer boxes, yielding a vote of roughly 69 to 30, for a win margin among previously

undecided voters of 39% (see S1 Text). In a national election in the US in which 150 million

people vote (159 million voted in the 2020 Presidential election), even if only 10% of the voters

were undecided and depended on computers for trustworthy answers, if the single-answer-

generating algorithms in the days or weeks leading up to Election Day all favored the same

candidate, that could conceivably shift more than 2.9 million votes to that candidate (0.10 x

0.39 x 0.5 x 150,000,000). If the other 90% of the voters were split 50/50, that would give the

favored candidate a win margin of 5.8 million votes (3.8%).

Unfortunately, the real situation we face is probably worse than the case we just described.

At this moment in history, in the US virtually all the single-answer-generating algorithms will

likely be supporting the same national and state candidates [135–137], and six months before

an election, the percentage of undecided voters might be as high as 60%, not 10% [122, 138,

139].

Bear in mind also that in our experiments we are interacting with our participants only

briefly and only once. If undecided voters are subjected to content having the same bias repeat-

edly over a period of weeks or months, their voting preferences will likely shift even farther

than the voting preferences of our participants shifted. Recall that in Experiment 3 the VMP

exceeded 65% when people asked six questions–nearly 50% higher than the VMP we found

when people asked only one question (Table 5).

What’s more, ABE is just one powerful source of influence. When similarly biased content

is delivered in search results, search suggestions, YouTube videos, newsfeeds, targeted mes-

sages, and so on, the net impact of these manipulations is likely additive, and when Big Tech

companies all share the same political bias (or any other type of bias, for that matter), the net

impact of their combined influence is also likely additive. Without regulations, laws, and per-

manent, large-scale monitoring systems to stop them–and none exist at this writing [140]–Big

Tech companies indeed have the power to reengineer humanity “at the species level,” as Goo-

gle’s “Selfish Ledger” video suggests [127]. At the very least, they can easily tilt the outcomes of

close elections worldwide.

In a remarkable and frequently quoted farewell speech delivered by US President Dwight

D. Eisenhower just a few days before John F. Kennedy’s inauguration in January 1961, Eisen-

hower–a military insider–not only warned the American people about a rapidly evolving “mil-

itary-industrial complex,” he also spoke of the danger that someday “public policy could itself

become the captive of a scientific technological elite” [141]. If ABE, SEME, and other new

forms of influence the internet has made possible work anything in the real world like they do

in controlled experiments, it is not unreasonable to speculate that while humanity was being

distracted by online video games, dating websites, and cat memes, Eisenhower’s prediction

came true. The technological elite now exist [142],and, if our analyses are correct, they are now

very much in control.

Supporting information

S1 Fig. Apparent bias in a Google answer box, screenshotted October 22, 2017. The content

of the box clearly favors the Google service.

(TIF)

S2 Fig. Apparent bias in two types of Google answer boxes. (a) In a screenshot preserved in

an article in Search Engline Land on March 5, 2017, four US presidents are incorrectly listed in

a Google answer box as members of the Ku Klux Klan. (b) In a screenshot of a Google knowl-

edge box preserved in an article in VICE on May 31, 2018, Nazism is incorrectly listed as part

of the ideology of the California Republican Party. (c) In a Google answer box captured by the
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first author on August 16, 2016, Hillary Clinton’s photograph is shown in response to the ques-

tion, “when is the election?”.

(TIF)

S1 Text. Vote Manipulation Power (VMP) calculation.
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S2 Text. Experiment 3: Alexa simulator, “Dyslexa,” questions and answers.
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S3 Text. Experiment 3: Candidate biographies.
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Abstract

What kinds of information and alerts might cause internet users to be more cautious about

what they reveal online? We used a 25-item survey to determine whether the strength of

Terms of Service (TOS) warnings and the inclusion of a click requirement affect people’s

willingness to admit to engaging in inappropriate behaviors. A racially and ethnically diverse

group of 1,500 people participated in the study; 98.3% were from the US and India and the

remainder from 18 other countries. Participants were randomly assigned to five different

groups in which warnings and click requirements varied. In the control condition, no warning

was provided. In the four experimental groups, two factors were varied in a 2 × 2 factorial

design: strength of warning and click requirement. We found that strong warnings were

more effective than weak warnings in decreasing personal disclosures and that click

requirements added to the deterrent power of both strong and weak warnings. We also

found that a commonly used TOS warning has no impact on disclosures. Participants in the

control group provided 32.8% more information than participants in the two click require-

ment groups combined and 24.3% more information than participants in the four experimen-

tal groups combined. The pattern according to which people dropped out of the five different

groups sheds further light on the surprising power of the click requirement, as well as on the

importance of tracking attrition in online studies.

1. Introduction

Companies and governments are now collecting vast amounts of personal information online

every day, and more people are becoming aware of how extensively they are being monitored.

Relatively few people, however, are aware of the range of ways in which their private informa-

tion is being used [1]. Some US states require immediate warnings when telephone conversa-

tions are monitored or recorded, presumably to give callers the option of moderating their

speech, and research on cigarette warning labels suggests that salient warnings help some con-

sumers behave more prudently [2]. What kinds of privacy-related warnings might cause inter-

net users to be more cautious about what they reveal online?
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People are becoming increasingly concerned about surveillance driven by new technolo-

gies. The National Security Agency (NSA) is a US intelligence and defense agency that special-

izes in cryptology and information assurance [3]. In 2013, whistleblower Edward Snowden

alerted the American public about the NSA’s pervasive surveillance of US citizens, a move that

resulted in an increase in disapproval of government surveillance, heightened concerns about

technology use, and a reduction in visits to websites that government agencies might be moni-

toring closely [4, 5]. A year after Snowden’s disclosures, the Pew Research Center found that

only 9% of American adults reported thinking that they have a high degree of control over

how their data are being used, and only 6% reported confidence in the privacy and security of

their data [1, 6, 7].

Most parents are also concerned about their children’s online behavior [8], and 61% report

worrying that their teens are disclosing too much personal information online [9]. Meanwhile,

teens are now sharing more information about themselves online than they have in the past,

with only 9% of teen social media users reporting being “very concerned” about third-party

access to their data [10]. In addition, adolescents’ concerns about online privacy are not associ-

ated with actual willingness to disclose, meaning that those who do express privacy concerns

are not necessarily engaging in more privacy-protective behavior [11].

2. Privacy protections, threats, and behavior

2.1 Privacy protections outside the tech industry

Government often steps in to protect consumer data and soothe privacy concerns. Some US

states require “dual consent” in phone calls, meaning that all participants on a call must be

fully aware that the call is being monitored or recorded [12]. The US Federal Trade Commis-

sion (FTC) requires that any information provided by businesses that might affect consumers’

behavior must be accurate [13]. There also exist laws in the US–so-called “Peeping Tom

Laws”–that make it a misdemeanor to spy on or photograph someone in a private place with-

out that person’s consent [14]. These laws also prohibit nonconsensual video surveillance, or

“video voyeurism,” in places where there is a reasonable expectation of privacy (e.g., bath-

rooms, bedrooms, changing rooms, etc.).

The US Privacy Act of 1974 protects records collected by the US government that contain

citizens’ personal identifiers, including names and social security numbers [15]. The Privacy

Act also states that individuals have the right to seek access to and request correction of any

such records about them and prohibits collection and disclosure of such records without the

consent of the individual to whom the records pertain. The US Fair Credit Reporting Act of

1970 holds credit reporting businesses responsible for the accuracy and security of personal

information that is collected about consumers and then shared with third parties [16]. The US

Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999 protects financial nonpublic personal information by requir-

ing financial institutions to clearly and conspicuously explain their privacy practices and to

safeguard any sensitive data they possess [17].

Healthcare records in the US are protected by the Health Insurance Portability and

Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and other privacy laws that require healthcare providers

to acquire patients’ written consent before disclosing their sensitive health information to

other people and organizations [18, 19].

2.2 Privacy constraints on tech companies

The US Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) of 1998 was intended to protect

the personal information of children 12 and under by prohibiting online companies from ask-

ing for any of their personally identifiable information without parental consent [20].
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But technology companies that have emerged worldwide over the past two decades are

largely unregulated, and it is only recently that a few aggressive laws and regulations have been

implemented that attempt to safeguard consumer privacy. The most ambitious law passed so

far is the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which became effec-

tive in 2018. Among other things, the GDPR guarantees, at least in theory, that consumers can

have their personal data erased, can find out how their personal data are being used, and can

shift their data to other platforms [21]. As a practical matter, however, it is not clear that the

GDPR has actually changed pervasive business practices or has benefitted consumers, and

some evidence suggests that because of the regulatory burden the GDPR presents, it has hurt

small companies and startups in Europe while benefitting the Big Tech companies [22]. Mean-

while, several countries outside the EU have implemented similar regulations, and so has the

US state of California [23]. More limited data privacy laws have been enacted by the US states

of Nevada and Maine [24, 25].

Unfortunately, most if not all of the new and upcoming privacy rules give tech companies

free rein when they have the consent of users, and users often have no idea they have given

such consent [26–28]. Few users have ever fully read a Terms of Service (TOS) agreement or

Privacy Policy, and tech companies often find ways around the rules [29–32]. “When you use

our services,” begins Google’s 3,000-word Privacy Policy, “you’re trusting us with your infor-

mation” [33]. A link to that Privacy Policy is embedded in Google’s 1,900-word Terms of Ser-

vice Agreement [34]. Unfortunately, people are agreeing to the terms of both of these

agreements even if they don’t know they are using a Google service, which is the case most of

the time. Millions of websites incorporate Google Analytics, for example, which helps website

owners track visitors to their sites [35]. But Google Analytics is invisible to users. Its presence

on a website, however, allows Google to track everything users do on that website. Users have

inadvertently given their consent when they have unknowingly started using a Google service,

and that makes the GDPR and similar regulations largely ineffectual.

2.3 Other tech threats to privacy

Implied consent is just one of many privacy problems that new technologies pose. Because for-

tunes can be made quickly with newly deployed computer code, most new code is poorly writ-

ten, which often means it is vulnerable to hacking and infiltration [36]. This puts users’

sensitive information, including login credentials, healthcare records, financial records, email

content, and browsing history, at risk. Between March 2016 and March 2017, 1.9 billion user-

names and passwords were exposed by data breaches and traded on black-market forums [37].

In 2010, it was discovered that Google Street View vehicles weren’t just taking pictures of peo-

ple’s homes and businesses; they were also vacuuming up gigabytes of unprotected Wi-Fi data,

including passwords, and they had been doing so in 30 countries for 3 years [38]. The ease of

hacking, along with the fact that it is virtually impossible to erase data from the internet (all of

which is vulnerable to hacking) [39], reminds us that the internet was not designed with secu-

rity in mind.

Privacy is also at risk online because of toothless regulations and laws. COPPA, for example,

supposedly shields children ages 12 and under, but a child of any age can gain full access to a

pornography website simply by clicking a button reading “I am over 18.” One survey found

that 7.5 million of Facebook’s users were under age 13, demonstrating how difficult it can be

for sites to verify the ages of their users [40, 41]. COPPA also fails to protect young people over

age 12, leaving a large gap in the protection of America’s youth.

Because corporations are driven by profit, their privacy policies tend to undermine user pri-

vacy rather than protect it, and they often use design features–or “dark patterns” [42]–to
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frustrate, confuse, or coerce users into participation [43–45]–a practice called “malicious inter-

face design” [46]. Privacy policies are not only excessively lengthy (the average American

would need to set aside almost 250 hours to properly read all the digital contracts they accept

while using online services), they are also often written in language that is difficult to under-

stand [47–49]. This is the case even for policies regarding sensitive health information [50].

2.4 Privacy-protective behavior

One would think that people concerned about privacy would make an effort to protect it, but

this is often not the case. The gap between the concern people express about privacy and their

actual privacy-protective behavior is called “the privacy paradox” [51]. Even people who

express the highest degree of concern sometimes knowingly disclose personal information

online [52, 53, cf. 54], and even those who are technically skilled or confident in their ability to

protect their own privacy often fail to protect their privacy [55, 56]. Most users are simply

unwilling to invest the time and energy required to assure the protection of their personal

information, and, generally speaking, people’s privacy concerns are easily overridden by the

various ways in which they benefit by disclosing information [28, 57–59, cf. 60]. For example,

simple benefits such as monetary discounts or rewards tend to increase disclosure [61–64]. Pri-

vacy concerns are also overridden by perceived control; because people believe that they are

powerless against data collection, they often fail to take steps to protect their privacy [65,

cf. 66].

The risk/reward model may be only partially relevant to the privacy paradox, however.

Because of the rapid and highly interactive way in which users interact with computers and

mobile devices, they often don’t have time to make decisions about the information they are

asked to disclose [67]. They are simply reacting mindlessly to queries, clicking on buttons or

boxes, or pressing the Enter key without giving much thought to what they are doing [68].

2.5 Predictors of privacy behavior

Age and personality traits can be predictive of disclosure. Younger adults are more likely to

disclose personal information than older adults [69, cf. 70]; more extroverted people and those

who report low self-control are more likely to disclose intimate information online [71]; and

those who rank higher in openness, lower in conscientiousness, and lower in agreeableness are

more likely to disclose more information online [72]. Privacy awareness and confidence in

one’s own ability to mitigate privacy concerns can predict privacy decisions [56]. Situational

factors also significantly impact people’s privacy decisions. For example, the tendency to dis-

close is higher in large rooms than in smaller ones [73], and familiar environments where peo-

ple are likely to feel a greater sense of protection may lead to higher trust and higher disclosure

[74]. Disclosure is also higher when requests for information are indirect, rather than direct,

and when website interfaces are unprofessional, rather than neutral or professional [75]. Peo-

ple are also more likely to pay for more privacy (for example, by shopping at a different web-

site) when a privacy warning is too salient [76]. The perceived sensitivity of the information

requested is another predictor of privacy behavior [77], and because different types of informa-

tion, such as location, health status, and browsing history, are valued differently by different

people, one cannot expect privacy behaviors to be consistent across situations [78]. After being

told that other people have revealed certain types of information, people are more likely to

reveal similar information themselves [79], and a similar phenomenon has even been observed

when people interact with an avatar; people reveal more information to an avatar after it has

shared information about itself [80]. Self-disclosure activates the brain’s reward system, per-

haps demonstrating its intrinsic value [81].
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2.6 Methods for influencing privacy concerns and behavior

Privacy concerns and privacy-protective behavior can each be impacted in various ways.

Although rewards can increase disclosure, some studies have demonstrated that the offer of a

reward for disclosing private information can increase privacy concerns [82], especially when

the sensitivity of the information requested is high [83]. Including a privacy policy on a website

has been shown to increase trust, which is associated with a decrease in disclosure concerns

and increased willingness to disclose personal information [84–86]. When a privacy policy is

presented as a formal, legalistic agreement, however, trust can deteriorate [87]. Some studies

highlight the significance of certain policy features; to increase privacy-protective behaviors,

information relevant to privacy decision making must be salient, easily accessible, complete,

and threatening [76, 82, 88, cf. 89].

Timing is also important. When people are reminded about privacy at the moment they

must make a decision, previously dormant privacy concerns might be awakened, leading to

more privacy-protective behavior [90, 91]. This might occur because when users cannot easily

bring risks to mind, they mistakenly perceive risk to be low [92].

Certain design features can be used to “push” users to make certain privacy decisions.

Nudges–subtle attempts to influence people’s decisions without force [93]–have been used to

improve privacy outcomes without limiting users’ choices [94]. For example, presentation

nudges are used to provide necessary contextual clues to reduce the user’s cognitive load and

convey the appropriate level of risk in order to mitigate biases and heuristics relevant to pri-

vacy decision-making [94]. Nudges can draw users’ attention to privacy links and decrease the

posting of personal information to public audiences online [95, 96, cf. 97], and nudges that

inform users about how they can mitigate privacy risks are more effective at increasing pri-

vacy-protective behavior than nudges that rely purely on fear [98]. Priming–exposure to rele-

vant stimuli that influences the response to subsequent stimuli, regardless of awareness [99]–

has also been used to deter the disclosure of personal information [100]. Framing–the way an

outcome or situation is presented to an audience [101]–is another feature that influences peo-

ple’s privacy-related decisions [102, 103].

These days, it is increasingly common to see a privacy-related pop-up box–or “cookie con-

sent banner”–whenever one visits a new website. Sometimes the banner informs users that by

proceeding onto the website, they are allowing the website owner or its agents to install a vari-

ety of unspecified tracking software on their computers; there is no way to opt out of this

option. This is referred to as a browsewrap agreement [104]. At other times, the banner lets

people click buttons that allow them to limit the tracking to what the website owner considers

to be “essential” (which is generally undefined); this is referred to as a clickwrap or click-

through agreement. Although clickwrap agreements might have been meant to increase user

awareness of privacy threats [105], these banners are often structured in a way that encourages

people to surrender their privacy [106]. For example, buttons reading “Join” or “I agree” are

often visually more prominent than alternative buttons [68]–a dark pattern that has been

shown to increase user acceptance [107]. Whether clickwrap agreements affect people’s ten-

dencies to disclose sensitive information is unknown.

In the present study, we sought to determine the extent to which click requirements and

privacy warnings would cause people to withhold sensitive personal information. It employed

a randomized, controlled, 2 × 2 factorial design with a diverse sample of participants. Our

design also included a control group–people who were not shown privacy warnings and who

were not required to click on a clickwrap agreement.
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3. Methods

The federally registered Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the sponsoring institution (Amer-

ican Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology) approved this study with exempt status

under HHS rules because (a) the anonymity of participants was preserved and (b) the risk to

participants was minimal. The IRB also exempted this study from informed consent require-

ments (relevant HHS Federal Regulations: 45 CFR 46.101(b)(2), 45 CFR 46.116(d), 45 CFR

46.117(c)(2), and 45 CFR 46.111). The IRB is registered with OHRP under number

IRB00009303, and the Federalwide Assurance number for the IRB is FWA00021545.

3.1 Participants

Our participants were recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) website, which has

been used by social scientists in a variety of research since 2005 [108]. In all, 1,622 people were

randomly assigned to each of 5 groups. Because people take different amounts of time to com-

plete their sessions, we ended up with unequal numbers of people in each group: 306 in Group

1, 307 in Group 2, 327 in Group 3, 314 in Group 4, and 368 in Group 5. After separating the

participants in each group who either dropped out of the study after providing demographic

information (by closing the browser tab) or who quit the study after seeing the questionnaire

(by clicking on an “end session” button), we were left with 304 in Group 1 (2 drops or quits),

304 in Group 2 (3 drops or quits), 304 in Group 3 (23 drops or quits), 305 in Group 4 (9 drops

or quits), and 333 in Group 5 (35 drops or quits). Finally, to get an even number of people in

each of the groups, we used SPSS’s “Random sample of cases” feature to select random samples

of 300 people from each group. Our analysis therefore focused on five groups with 300 people

in each. We were also able to preserve some information about 72 other people who dropped

out of the study before completing it. The dropouts proved to be important in our analysis of

the data (see below).

Participants ranged in age from 18 to 82 (M = 32.63 [SD = 10.78]). 853 (56.9%) identified

themselves as male, 642 (42.8%) as female, and 4 (0.3%) as Other; gender was not reported for

1 (0.1%) of our participants. 1,215 (81.0%) of our participants were from the US, 259 (17.3%)

were from India, and 26 (1.7%) were from 18 other countries. 949 (63.3%) of our participants

identified themselves as White and 551 (36.7%) as Non-White in the following categories: 354

(23.6%) as Asian, 91 (6.1%) as Black, 49 (3.3%) as Hispanic, 20 (1.3%) as American Indian, and

37 (2.5%) as Other.

Level of education also varied over a wide range: no high school degree: 6 (0.4%); completed

high school: 409 (27.3%); associate’s or 2-year degree: 244 (16.3%); bachelor’s degree: 642

(42.8%); master’s degree: 178 (11.9%); doctoral degree: 21 (1.4%). On a 10-point scale, where

10 was the highest degree of fluency, participants rated their English fluency as high (M = 9.63

[0.86]).

The 72 dropouts were similar to the 1,500 participants who completed the experiment in

age [t(1570) = -1.627, p = 0.104, d = 0.19], gender (z = 0.68, p = 0.497), education (z = 0.66, p =
0.509), and race/ethnicity (z = 0.53, p = 0.603).

3.2 Procedure

Participants were directed from the MTurk site to our own web page where they were first

asked basic demographic questions. In order to protect the identities of our participants (a

requirement of the exempt status granted by the institutional review board of our sponsoring

institution), participants were not asked for their full names or email addresses.

They were then instructed to complete a 25-item survey in which they were asked to indi-

cate whether they had engaged in a number of illegal, immoral, or socially controversial
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activities within the past three years–activities such as driving recklessly, watching pornogra-

phy, smoking marijuana, harming oneself, cursing God, and so on. Participants could respond

by clicking “Yes,” “No,” “Maybe,” “Can’t remember,” or “Click here to end your session.” Par-

ticipants could also terminate their session by closing their browser tab. The number of possi-

ble transgressions participants admitted to committing (by clicking “Yes” to items in our

survey) served as our dependent variable. The 25 items on the questionnaire were selected

from among 100 items we had studied in pilot procedures. We chose the 25 items that were

most impacted by our warnings (indicated by the difference between the number of admis-

sions in Groups 1 and 5, see Fig 1). After completing the questionnaire, participants were

taken to a debriefing page and thanked for their participation.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of five different groups in which warnings of

various sorts were displayed above the questionnaire (see S1 to S5 Figs to view the screens).

Warnings stated how data might be used, and in some groups participants were required to

click a link to confirm they had understood the warning they were shown. In the control con-

dition, no warning accompanied the questionnaire. In the other four groups, two independent

variables were varied in a between-subjects, 2 × 2 factorial design: strength of warning and

click requirement (Fig 1).

The weak warning included standard internet language telling the participants that they

must comply with a Terms of Service (TOS) agreement: “Please note: By using this website

you agree to our Terms of Service” [109] (see S2 and S3 Figs). The strong warning included a

brief paragraph reminding participants that their answers and IP addresses were being

recorded and that their information might be shared with others, as follows (see S4 and

S5 Figs):

PLEASE READ: By using this website you agree to our Terms of Service [109]. Specifically,

you give us your consent to record and store your survey answer along with identifying

information such as your IP address, as well as to share this information as required or per-

mitted by law with authorized individuals, companies, organizations, or government

agencies.

Fig 1. Experimental design. Participants in the control group (Group 1) were not shown a warning above the

questionnaire. Participants in the other four groups were presented two levels of warning and two click conditions

(click or no click required) in a 2 × 2 factorial design as shown in the figure.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263097.g001
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In both warning conditions, participants could click a link to access a lengthy, detailed TOS

agreement that contained two links to a lengthy, detailed privacy policy [110] (3,591 words in

total). Both documents were modeled after corresponding Google documents. The number of

people who clicked these links and the total time they kept these documents open were

recorded. Participants in the click groups were required to click on the phrase “Please click

here” to acknowledge that they had read and agreed to the TOS.

4. Results

4.1 Analysis of variance

A two-way ANOVA of results in the four experimental groups (2, 3, 4, and 5) revealed main

effects for both of our independent variables: warning strength (Mstrong = 8.32 [5.31], Mweak =

9.06 [5.35], p< 0.05) and click requirement (Mclick = 8.12 [5.32], Mnon-click = 9.26 [5.30], p<
0.001). We also found a statistically significant interaction between these variables: F(1, 1196)

= 8.674, p< 0.01 (Fig 2).

Fig 2. Graphical results of two-way ANOVA. It shows click level (no click or click) versus mean scores (mean

number of “yes” responses). The thin line shows data for the weak warning condition, and the thick line shows data for

the strong warning condition.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263097.g002
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4.2 Control group versus experimental groups

We also found a significant difference between the mean score of the control group (Group 1,

no warnings) and the mean score of the four experimental groups combined (Groups 2, 3, 4,

and 5) (M1 = 10.80 [5.13], M2-5 = 8.69 [5.34], t(1,498) = 6.16, p< 0.001, d = 0.40). Pairwise

comparisons between the mean score of the control group (Group 1) and the mean scores of

three of the four experimental groups (Groups 3, 4, and 5) also produced significant differ-

ences (M3 = 8.05 [0.31], t(598) = 6.46, p< 0.001, d = 0.76; M4 = 8.43 [5.27], t(598) = 5.57,

p< 0.001, d = 0.46; M5 = 8.20 [5.35], t(598) = 6.08, p< 0.001, d = 0.50). It is notable that the

difference in the mean scores between the control group and Group 2 –people receiving the

internet’s common TOS warning with no click requirement–was not significant (M2 = 10.08

[5.21]), t(598) = 1.70, p = 0.09, d = 0.14). Where G signifies Group, we can summarize this pat-

tern of results as follows:

G1 ¼ G2 < G3 ¼ G4 ¼ G5

This pattern shows that when we looked at the amount of sensitive personal information

people disclosed, either a strong warning or a click requirement suppressed disclosure signifi-

cantly. Overall, participants provided 32.8% more information when they had no privacy

warning (Group 1) than when they had a click requirement (Groups 3 and 5 combined,

M = 8.13[5.32]), and participants provided 24.3% more information when they had no privacy

warning (Group 1) than when they had either a click requirement or a warning (Groups 2, 3,

4, and 5 combined, M = 8.69[5.34]).

4.3 Demographic differences

We found a marked difference between disclosures by US participants (Groups 2, 3, 4, and 5

combined, N = 920, M = 9.93 [5.01]) and disclosures by participants from India (Groups 2, 3,

4, and 5 combined, N = 257, M = 4.31 [4.07]) (see Discussion). We also found significant dif-

ferences in disclosures by gender (Mmale = 9.80 [5.22], Mfemale = 8.21 [5.42], t(1493) = 5.76,

p< 0.001), d = 0.30, race/ethnicity (MWhite = 10.34 [4.95], MBlack = 8.87 [4.93], MHispanic =

10.61 [4.92], MAsian = 6.00 [5.16], MAmIndian = 7.95 [6.15], MOther = 6.51 [5.72], F(5, 1494) =

41.42, p< 0.001), and education (Mnone = 7.83 [5.19], Mhighschool = 10.72 [5.03], Massociates =

9.93 [5.43], Mbachelors = 8.44 [5.34], Mmasters = 6.88 [4.88], Mdoctorate = 8.14 [5.48], F(5, 1494) =

17.79, p< 0.001), as well as an effect for age (r = -.22, p< 0.001).

4.4 Impact and characteristics of dropouts

The power of the click requirement is revealed further when one looks at the pattern according

to which people either dropped out of the experiment before completing it by closing their

browser tab or by clicking a button we provided which read, “If you have decided not to com-

plete the survey, please click here to end your session” (Fig 3, Table 1). (Henceforward, we will

refer to both categories combined under one label: “dropouts.”).

The attrition rate in the control group (0.007) was significantly lower than the attrition rate

in the experimental groups combined (0.053, z = 3.57, p< 0.001) (Table 1). We also found a

significant difference in attrition rates across the five groups individually (χ2[4, N = 1,622] =

48.35, p< 0.001). Pairwise comparisons of attrition rates revealed another interesting pattern:

G1 ¼ G2 ¼ G4 < G3 ¼ G5

In other words, the click requirement (present in Groups 3 and 5 only) affected attrition

significantly.
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4.5 Terms of service warning

Of the 1,200 people who were prompted to view the TOS agreement, only 88 (7.3%) did so,

and only 17 (19.3% of those who viewed the TOS agreement) clicked through to the privacy

policy. The average amount of time these people kept these documents open was 22.9 seconds,

roughly enough time to read 91 words (2.5% of the total) [111].

5. Conclusions

Our results support four conclusions: (1) The commonly-used TOS warning has no deterrent

effect and is functionally the same as no warning at all. (2) A strong, more explicit, warning

has some deterrent effect. (3) A click requirement increases the effectiveness of both weak and

strong warnings, and it can also cause people to close a web page. (4) Given that most, or per-

haps nearly all, internet users are exposed either to no warnings regarding the possible fate of

Fig 3. Pattern of dropouts. Written warnings alone drove only a few people away from the study. An added click

requirement increased the total number of dropouts substantially (black bars).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263097.g003

Table 1. Comparison of dropouts by group number.

Group No. Total Dropouts Attrition Rate Comparison Group z-score p value

Group 1 2 0.007 Group 2 0.04 0.653

Group 2 3 0.010 Group 4 1.71 0.087

Group 3 23 0.070 Group 5 1.18 0.238

Group 4 9 0.029 Group 3 2.42 < 0.05

Group 5 35 0.095 − − −
Groups 2 thru 5 70 0.053 Group 1 3.57 < 0.001

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263097.t001
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the information they are providing (our Group 1), or are exposed at most to some mention of

a Terms of Service agreement (our Group 2), our results suggest that internet users may cur-

rently be disclosing at least 32.8% (our Groups 3 and 5) more personal information than they

otherwise would if they were more effectively warned about the risks involved.

6. Discussion

6.1 Insights on attrition

Although we detected only 72 people who left our study before completing it, these people are

in some respects the most interesting and revealing in the study. They are interesting from the

perspective of experimental design because most studies never track such people. In our early

pilot experiments, neither did we, and that sometimes gave us misleading results. When we

had a 100-item questionnaire, we sometimes found no effects, presumably because of large

attrition rates. With a short questionnaire, we found clear effects among the people who com-

pleted the survey, and we also found a clear pattern of attrition associated with the different

groups.

The dropout pattern is also interesting in what it might be telling us about how the internet

is segmenting societies worldwide. In Dave Egger’s 2013 book, The Circle (subsequently made

into a movie starring Emma Watson and Tom Hanks), surveillance by a Google-like company

has become so pervasive and extreme that some people are going to great lengths to go “off-

grid” [112]. The main character, Mae Holland–a rising star at the company–loves the surveil-

lance, but her ex-boyfriend does not. To escape the invasive electronics, he moves to a cabin in

the woods, at which point Mae asks her huge cadre of online followers to find him. Minutes

later, camera-carrying drones surround his home, at which point he jumps into his pickup and

drives straight off a bridge to his death. In other words, he went off-grid by literally going off-

grid.

Our dropouts might be giving us a glimpse of yet another aspect of a dark electronic future.

They are still connected, but they apparently don’t like divulging sensitive personal informa-

tion. Completely absent from our study is a much larger group of people who are already dis-

connected–who have quit social media platforms or perhaps never even got hooked. In age,

race, gender, and education, our dropouts looked just like the people who completed our

study, but we suspect they differed markedly in personality characteristics. Did our dropouts

have higher perceived self-efficacy than our finishers [113–115]? Were our finishers more

extroverted and open, less conscientious, or perhaps even more exhibitionistic [72, 116, 117]

than our dropouts? The billions of people who post messages, photos, and videos of themselves

on social media platforms every day hardly seem shy, although some might be sharing their

lives online as a response to social pressure [118–120].

The internet might be dividing the world’s population into two distinct groups: people we

might call “LoudMouths,” who compete each day for attention and followers, and people we

might call “ZipMouths,” who are largely absent from the space that has become increasingly

dominant in our lives: Cyberspace. With more and more social science research moving online

[121, 122, cf. 123], are important studies drawing erroneous conclusions because of how the

internet is segmenting societies? Are we basing our research conclusions on samples that

exclude certain personality types? And with major news outlets routinely basing news stories

on social media trends [124] and many people turning to social media to get the latest news

[125, 126, cf. 127], are Zipmouths losing their ability to influence social policy–perhaps even to

influence the outcomes of elections?

What if this trend continues? Although it is clearly in the interest of online entities to

extract as much personal data from users as possible, authorities are gradually forcing web
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hosts to inform users about the risks associated with using their web pages. We see this trend

in the increasing number of pop-ups warning us about cookies and other invasions of privacy,

some of which now include a click requirement [128]. This practice might cause some people

to close a web page and others to divulge less information. Over time, however, such practices

will also drive more people off-grid–and, potentially, outside the bounds of a functioning

society.

6.2 The power of the click requirement

Warnings–along, of course, with all the fake news, trolling, and bullying–might drive some

people off the internet because of their official, legalistic appearance and content. They create

the impression that the user is entering into a binding legal contract. A growing body of law in

the US suggests, however, that the appearance of a TOS warning alone is not legally binding,

but when a user clicks his or her assent to such a warning, courts have ruled that the agreement

is binding [27, 39, 104]. The legalistic language in our strong warning might have been essen-

tial to its impact [see 87]. That issue should be explored in future research.

Our findings on dropouts also suggest that in studies in which attrition can have a system-

atic effect on study outcomes, it is essential that attrition be closely tracked. Recall that in some

of our pilot experiments (when we used a 100-item questionnaire), we sometimes failed to find

effects, almost certainly because we failed to track dropouts.

How effective various types of warnings are in discouraging personal disclosures online is a

complex issue. It depends not only on the nature of the warning but also on the value users

perceive in divulging such information. In the highly exhibitionistic environments of Face-

book, Reddit, and Instagram, photos and disclosures–the more extreme, the better–bring com-

ments, likes, and followers, all of which increase people’s social capital, thus increasing their

tendency to use social media and disclose more online [117, 129–131]. Disclosing personal

information also allows platforms like Google and Facebook to target ads more precisely. For

some people, those ads turn the internet into their personal shopper; for others, they are

reminders of privacy lost. When we contemplate the power of warnings and click require-

ments, we also need to think about the rewards associated with the behaviors we are trying to

suppress [132]. In many cases and for many people, attempts to suppress disclosures are little

more than annoyances [32].

Why a click requirement had such a large impact in our experiment is unclear, but we sus-

pect that this is an attentional phenomena. A click box is a graphical element that draws atten-

tion, especially when a click is required in order for a user to proceed. Graphical elements that

draw attention on a computer screen have been shown to have a greater impact on user behav-

ior than more subtle graphical elements [133, 134, cf. 135, 136], and that finding is consistent

with a long history of research on attention in various contexts [2, 137, 138]. Because required

clicks near a warning message also suggest legal liability (which is, as we noted, supported by

emerging case law), it is also possible that users who encounter a click requirement are more

likely to fear the associated warnings. Our Groups 3 (click requirement with weak warning)

and 5 (click requirement with strong warning) begin to shed some light on such issues, but fur-

ther research, including eye-tracking studies, must be conducted to learn precisely why the

click requirement is so powerful.

6.3 Limitations and concerns

The validity of the present study is limited by its sample–a group of people recruited from

Amazon’s MTurk subject pool. Most were from the US (81.0%), but a sizeable group was from

India (17.3%). Further research on warnings and click requirements should reach out to
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different samples, especially in cultures and countries outside the US [139]. As noted earlier,

we found significant and, sometimes, surprisingly large differences in disclosure rates by dif-

ferent demographic groups. Participants from the US, for example, disclosed more than twice

as many sensitive activities (M = 9.93 [5.01]) as participants from India did (M = 4.31 [4.07]).

That difference could be explained by cultural differences that have been studied by anthropol-

ogists and other social scientists [140, 141]. Our study was not structured in a way, however,

that allows for meaningful comparisons to be made between different cultures.

Future research on factors affecting online disclosures should also look specifically at (a)

types of disclosure that are actually common online, such as information about people’s per-

sonal lives, along with photos and videos, and (b) how context and environment impact disclo-

sures. Disclosure is the norm, for example, on one’s Facebook or Instagram pages, but it often

occurs without people’s knowledge when they use Google’s search engine or Gmail. Warnings

and click requirements will almost certainly have to take on very different forms to be effective

in the wide range of environments that people now inhabit online, and privacy-promoting

techniques that work well with one demographic group might work poorly with another.

Disclosures are also now the norm when people are interacting with personal assistants

such as Apple’s Siri, Microsoft’s Cortana, Amazon’s Alexa, and the Google Assistant (standard

on Android devices). It is not at all clear how, query by query and device by device, we can

meaningfully warn people about the fact that they are disclosing personal information, possi-

bly to their detriment. An increasing body of evidence also indicates that these and other per-

sonal assistants constantly record whatever they are hearing [142–144]. Again, how can we

meaningfully warn people about invisible surveillance that never stops?

The growing internet of things is rapidly complicating the disclosure problem. In 2014, for

example, Google bought Nest Labs [145]. Several years later, it was revealed that Google had

installed microphones into the Nest Guard alarm system without disclosing this to users [146].

When the company was called out, it could hardly deny the existence of the microphones, but

it claimed it had not yet activated them (then why install them?) [147].

There is good news and bad news here. The good news is that click requirements seem to

be surprisingly powerful in discouraging people from disclosing personal information. The

bad news is that corporate surveillance is so pervasive and aggressive and so thoroughly

embedded into the online environment that no attempts to discourage personal disclosure are

likely to make much difference. We join with other scholars and scientists in calling upon our

leaders to make the surveillance business model–a fundamentally deceptive model that was

invented by Google and that is now being imitated by thousands of businesses worldwide

[148]–illegal [148–152].
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S1 Fig. Group 1 screen (partial view).

(TIF)

S2 Fig. Group 2 screen (partial view).

(TIF)

S3 Fig. Group 3 screen (partial view).

(TIF)

S4 Fig. Group 4 screen (partial view).

(TIF)
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S5 Fig. Group 5 screen (partial view).

(TIF)
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Abstract

The internet has made possible a number of powerful new forms of influence, some of

which are invisible to users and leave no paper trails, which makes them especially problem-

atic. Some of these effects are also controlled almost exclusively by a small number of multi-

national tech monopolies, which means that, for all practical purposes, these effects cannot

be counteracted. In this paper, we introduce and quantify an effect we call the Targeted

Messaging Effect (TME)–the differential impact of sending a consequential message, such

as a link to a damning news story about a political candidate, to members of just one demo-

graphic group, such as a group of undecided voters. A targeted message of this sort might

be difficult to detect, and, if it had a significant impact on recipients, it could undermine the

integrity of the free-and-fair election. We quantify TME in a series of four randomized, con-

trolled, counterbalanced, double-blind experiments with a total of 2,133 eligible US voters.

Participants were first given basic information about two candidates who ran for prime minis-

ter of Australia in 2019 (this, to assure that our participants were “undecided”). Then they

were instructed to search a set of informational tweets on a Twitter simulator to determine

which candidate was stronger on a given issue; on balance, these tweets favored neither

candidate. In some conditions, however, tweets were occasionally interrupted by targeted

messages (TMs)–news alerts from Twitter itself–with some alerts saying that one of the can-

didates had just been charged with a crime or had been nominated for a prestigious award.

In TM groups, opinions shifted significantly toward the candidate favored by the TMs, and

voting preferences shifted by as much as 87%, with only 2.1% of participants in the TM

groups aware that they had been viewing biased content.

1. Introduction

Research conducted over the past decade has identified a number of new forms of influence

that the internet has made possible. Some of these are among the largest effects ever discovered

in the behavioral sciences, and they are of special concern because they can impact people
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without their awareness, because they often leave no paper trails for authorities to trace, and

because they are largely controlled by unregulated monopolies [1–3]. Epstein and Robertson

showed, for example, that search results that are biased to favor one candidate could shift the

voting preferences of undecided voters by as much as 80% after just a single search experience

on a Google-like search engine [1], and this effect has since been replicated partially or in full

multiple times [4–11]. They also showed that this effect, called the “search engine manipula-

tion effect” (SEME), can easily be masked so that users are unaware that they are viewing

biased search results.

In the present paper, we describe and quantify yet another new form of online influence–

the Targeted Messaging Effect (TME)–which has all of the most troubling characteristics of

SEME and other recently identified forms of online influence [10–14]: it is a large effect; it can

influence people without their awareness; it leaves no paper trail; and it is largely controlled

worldwide by three unregulated monopolies–Facebook/Meta, Google, and Twitter.

Before we say more about TME per se, we will attempt to put our research on this topic into

a larger context. Research on influence over human decision making has been conducted for

over a century in multiple fields: business, psychology, sociology, political science, economics,

and so on. In political science, for example, Paul F. Lazarsfeld’s classic studies in the 1940s and

1950s demonstrated the important role that “political predispositions” played in determining

how people reacted to various forms of social influence, and, ultimately, in helping to deter-

mine how people voted [15–17]. Political scientists have also shown how voters are influenced

by a wide range of factors, among them being the positive or negative connotation of a political

message and the presence of a political candidate in media–newspaper coverage and television

ads, for example [18–20]. Recent investigations show how voters are influenced by social

media content, the online presence of a political candidate, and the perceived personability of

a political candidate across different platforms [21–24].

Economists and business experts have developed numerous models to try to understand and

predict consumer behavior [25,26]; once again, recent efforts have focused on how search

engines, social media platforms, YouTube “influencers” and other new forms of influence made

possible by the internet and other new technologies are impacting consumer choices [27,28].

Psychologists have been trying to understand decision making in broad terms applicable, per-

haps, to all aspects of life, and they have been especially interested in recent decades in identify-

ing extremely subtle forms of influence that are largely invisible to those affected [29–31].

We believe that SEME, TME, the Answer Bot Effect (ABE) [11], the Search Suggestion

Effect (SSE) [12], and other new forms of influence that our research group has been studying

over the past decade are fundamentally different than most forms of influence researchers

have been studying over the years. Most forms of influence are inherently competitive: bill-

boards, social media campaigns, television commercials, and print and online advertisements,

for example. Even most of the shady forms of influence one sometimes reads about in head-

lines or novels are inherently competitive: ballot stuffing, the rigging of voting machines, vote

buying, and so on [32,33]. Competitive forms of influence usually have little net effect for the

simple reason that both (or all) sides can employ them. One manipulation might overpower

the others when one side has more resources, but resources can shift over time.

The internet was envisioned by its founders to be a great leveler, giving every individual

equal voice and giving small companies the ability to compete with giants [34,35], but it

quickly evolved into an array of “walled gardens” [36,37] dominated by huge monopolies, each

of which quickly gaining virtually exclusive control over specific forms of influence. Outside

the Republic of China, Google (through its search engine and its property YouTube) controls

access to most information, and Meta (through its properties Facebook, Instagram, and What-

sApp) guides the majority of online social interactions. TikTok has also become popular,
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accruing over 2 billion first-time downloads since its release in 2016, and it has even become a

platform for “forming political coalitions” among young users [38–40]. Although far smaller

than Google and Facebook, Twitter dominates the influential world of microblogging, espe-

cially in the United States [41,42].

The current walled-garden structure of the internet is highly problematic from an influence

perspective. It means that if one of the large platforms favors one candidate, party, cause, or

company, it can change people’s thinking and behavior on a massive scale without people’s

awareness, without leaving a paper trail for authorities to trace, and without anyone having the

means to counteract the manipulation. To be specific, if Google’s search algorithm boosted

content in search results that favored Candidate A, unless systems were in place to capture

such content–all of which is ephemeral–no one would ever know that this bias existed, even

though, in a national election, it could conceivably shift the voting preferences of millions of

undecided voters [1–3,10–14]. Even more disturbing, no one could counteract such bias. To

put this another way, although two opposing campaign groups might battle each other to try

to boost their visibility in search results or in YouTube sequences, no campaign organization
has the means to counteract an action taken by or a policy implemented by the platform itself–by

an executive, a rogue employee, an unattended algorithm, or some combination thereof. The

problem worsens when these monopolies favor the same candidate or cause; patterns of cam-

paign donations documented by organizations such as OpenSecrets.org in recent years suggest

that major tech companies might in fact be politically aligned [43–45].

TME itself was presaged in a widely-read New Republic article by Harvard legal scholar Jona-

than Zittrain [46]. As he noted, on Election Day in the US in 2010, Facebook sent go-vote

reminders to 61 million Facebook users and, based on a nationwide analysis of voting records,

subsequently concluded that its go-vote prompt had caused about 340,000 more people to vote

than otherwise would have [47]. The prompt successfully nudged 0.57% of Facebook’s sample of

eligible voters. That might not sound like much, but that proportion could easily swing a close

election. Recall that Donald Trump won the Electoral College vote in 2016 because of a com-

bined vote margin of only 79,646 votes in three US states [48]. If Mark Zuckerberg, CEO of Face-

book, had elected to send vote reminders exclusively to supporters of Hillary Clinton on Election

Day in 2016, that might have boosted the Clinton vote nationwide by more than 450,000; that

number is based on a simple extrapolation from Facebook’s 2010 vote manipulation [49].

Zittrain’s concerns were legitimate, but, for four reasons, we believe that “digital

gerrymandering” is an inappropriate label for this type of manipulation. First, gerrymandering–

the relatively permanent redrawing of voting districts–and targeted messaging–the sending of

consequential messages to only a subset of a larger group–have at best only one superficial char-

acteristic in common: they each divide up a population in a way that serves the needs of an

empowered group. But gerrymandering is a visible and relatively permanent manipulation–so

visible and heavy handed that it is often challenged in court [50]. TMs sent to a subgroup online,

however, are ephemeral. They impact people and then disappear. They are stored nowhere and

cannot be reconstructed, which is why authorities cannot trace them. This is true of company-

generated messages on Google’s home page, on YouTube (owned by Google), on Twitter, on

Facebook and Instagram (owned by Meta), and other popular platforms. On YouTube, no rec-

ords are kept of the sequences of videos shown to users, nor of that top video in the list, which is

the “up-next” video that plays automatically unless the user selects a different video. On Twitter,

company-generated tweets show only in the list you see when you first sign on; you can’t look at

the tweets they showed you the last time you signed on.

And even though TMs can have a large impact on people’s opinions and votes (see below),

virtually no one is aware that these messages are sent to some people and not others; without a

large passive monitoring system in place that captures ephemeral content [51–53], no one can
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be certain that the manipulation even took place. Although some ephemeral political content

was indeed being captured in the weeks leading up to the 2016 Presidential election [2,51], no

one, to our knowledge, was tracking targeted messages sent by Facebook. Did Mr. Zuckerberg

send out that go-vote reminder to Clinton supporters on Election Day? Unless he or a whistle-

blower comes forward to inform us, we will never know.

Other forms of online influence exist, of course, such as the influence exerted by thousands

of bots launched by a secret organization in Russia to interfere with elections in the US [53–

55], or micro-targeted ads posted by the now defunct company Cambridge Analytica in 2016

[56]. But manipulations like these–although occurring on our high-tech internet–are actually

traditional in nature and are not, generally speaking, a threat to democracy. If Russian hackers

launch a large number of anti-Biden bots, Biden’s party or another group of hackers could, in

theory, launch its own bots to counter the Russian bots. This type of influence is very much

like the influence exerted by billboards and television commercials: It is both visible and com-

petitive [57], and as long as one has the resources, one can counteract it. Internet pioneers

such as Tim Berners-Lee envisioned a future internet in which many thousands of relatively

small entities would compete with each other for the attention of users [58], just as thousands

of news media organizations have competed for people’s attention for a century or more.

Unfortunately, as Berners-Lee himself has lamented in recent years, as the internet mush-

roomed in size, it became dominated (outside of mainland China) by “one search engine, one

big social network, [and] one Twitter for microblogging” [59].

The dominance of such monopolies has put radically new and powerful means of influence

into the hands of a small number of executives. For example, if Facebook–either through its

main social media platform (S1 Fig) or through its subsidiary, Instagram (S2 Fig)–occasionally

sends its users reminders to vote or reminders to register to vote, how would we know if these

messages were being sent to all of its users or just to the members of one political party? The

same could be said of Twitter, which currently inserts company-originated messages after

every five or six tweets in people’s Twitter feeds, and of Google, which has been praised for

including large “go-vote” messages on its home page on election days (S3-S5 Figs) [49,60]. If

messages of this sort were being targeted to certain groups, unless a whistleblower came for-

ward or a large-scale monitoring system was in place, we would not know, and, as we have

noted, we would have no way to counter the manipulation.

Second, the term “digital gerrymander” already has a legitimate meaning in the social sci-

ences. It refers to the use of computers to calculate optimal boundaries for voting districts

[61,62]. Typically, this means boundaries that will virtually guarantee that one political party

always wins. Computer modeling could also be used, of course, to guarantee maximum fair-
ness in political redistricting, but that would rarely serve the interests of the people in power,

and they are usually the people in charge of redistricting [63].

Third, the use of TMs for political purposes is just the tip of a very large iceberg. One

immensely large class of TMs–targeted advertisements–impacts the purchases of millions of

people every day. Nearly all of Facebook’s income comes from the fees companies pay to send

their advertising content to targeted groups–people who appear, based on their Facebook pro-

file and their most recent Facebook postings–to be highly likely to buy specific products from

those companies. Because–at least in theory–any company can pay for that kind of advertising,

it is inherently competitive and therefore no threat to consumers. But what if Facebook–in

other words, the advertising platform–decided to ban certain ads or advertisers, or, more omi-

nously, to throttle one company’s ads so that they often failed to reach the targeted audience?

Again, without independent passive monitoring systems in place to capture the ephemeral

content that actually reaches users, the manipulation of ads by platforms like Facebook and

Amazon would be impossible to detect [2,51, cf. 64, 65].
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Fourth, targeted messaging–especially the messaging controlled by the large tech platforms

themselves–can, in theory, influence almost any kind of thinking or behavior, not just political

thinking or purchases. Targeted messages were certainly in wide use long before the internet

was invented. Consequential messages have been delivered to specific groups of people on cig-

arette packs, condom boxes, pill containers–even on flimsy pieces of plastic used by cleaning

companies to protect freshly cleaned clothes–and research has demonstrated the effectiveness

of such messages, especially with certain populations [66,67]. The particular power that biased

online messages have to alter thinking and behavior has also been demonstrated [68–70]. This

is why we have set about trying to understand and quantify some aspects of the broader mech-

anism: Specifically, what happens when consequential messages are sent to one group and not

another? How far apart can one push the groups? Will salient, high-contrast messages–that is,

messages that stand out from a background–have a larger impact than subtle, low-contrast

messages? Will the impact of a message increase if it is displayed multiple times? Can a single

TM have a significant effect on people’s opinions and voting preferences? Do TMs on different

platforms have comparable effects?

We will answer these questions in the experiments described herein. All four experiments

employed procedures that were randomized, controlled, and double-blind, with all substantive

content (such as the names and biographies of political candidates) counterbalanced to elimi-

nate possible order effects.

2. Experiment 1: The impact of five low-contrast, verified, targeted

messages on opinions and voting preferences

In our first experiment, we used a simulated Twitter feed to determine whether low-contrast,

verified, targeted tweets could be used to shift the opinions and voting preferences of unde-

cided voters. The appearance of these tweets closely matched that of the TMs the Twitter com-

pany currently sends to its users: (a) Our 5 TMs had a white background, just as our 30

organic tweets did. (b) The brief headline before the textual content read “Breaking News” in a

black font. (c) The blue checkmark (signifying that Twitter had somehow “verified” the source

of the tweet) was present on each TM, just as it is, at this writing, on all Twitter TMs (Fig 1). In

order to assure that our participants would be “undecided,” we asked our US participants to

express their views about two political candidates who ran for prime minister of Australia in

2019 [cf. 1].

2.1 Methods

2.1.1 Ethics statement. The federally registered Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the

sponsoring institution (American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology) approved

this study with exempt status under HHS rules because (a) the anonymity of participants was

preserved and (b) the risk to participants was minimal. The IRB is registered with OHRP

under number IRB00009303, and the Federalwide Assurance number for the IRB is

FWA00021545. Informed written consent was obtained for all four experiments as specified in

the Procedure section of Experiment 1.

2.1.2 Participants. After cleaning, our participant sample for this experiment consisted of

533 eligible US voters recruited through the Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) subject pool

[71]. To avoid the growing problem with bots on MTurk, all participants were first screened

and confirmed to be human by Cloud Research, a market research company. During the

cleaning process, we removed participants who reported an English fluency level below 6 on a

10-point scale, where 1 was labeled “Not fluent” and 10 was labeled “Highly fluent.” We also

removed participants who had reported a level of familiarity exceeding 3 on a 10-point scale
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with respect to either of the two political candidates referred to in the experiment, where 1 was

labeled “Not familiar at all” and 10 was labeled “Very familiar.”

Our participants were demographically diverse in gender, age, race, and ethnicity, level of

education completed, employment, income, and political leaning. See S1 Table for detailed

demographic information for Experiments 1 through 4. The mean familiarity level for our first

Fig 1. A screenshot showing an image of the first and second tweets in the Twitter feed employed in Experiment

1. The first tweet was a targeted message coming presumably from the Twitter company itself, in this case containing

positive information about Bill Shorten. It would thus have been shown to study participants in the Pro-Shorten bias

group. Its format was low-contrast (white background, with a black “Breaking News” headline) and included a blue

checkmark, signifying verification. The second tweet in the image was an organic tweet sent by a fictitious user.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0284495.g001
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candidate, Scott Morrison, was 1.13, and the mean familiarity level for our second candidate,

Bill Shorten, was 1.05.

2.1.3 Procedure. Each session began with two screening questions. Participants could

continue only if they said they were eligible to vote in the US and said no to the question, “Do

you know a lot about politics in Australia?” They were then given basic instructions about the

experiment, given information about how they could contact the experimenters with any ques-

tions or concerns they might have, and asked, in accordance with HHS rules, for their consent

to participate. Participants were then asked a series of demographic questions, including ques-

tions about their political leanings, and then asked, on 10-point scales from “Not familiar at

all” to “Very familiar,” how familiar they were with each of two Australian political candidates:

Scott Morrison and Bill Shorten, as we noted above.

Participants were then given a short paragraph about each candidate (see S1 Text in Sup-

porting Information for the full paragraphs), each about 120 words in length. Participants

were next asked three opinion questions about each candidate: one regarding their overall

impression of the candidate, one regarding how likeable they found the candidate, and one

regarding how much they trusted the candidate. They were then asked, on an 11-point scale

with values ranging from 5 to 0 to 5, which candidate they would be likely to vote for if they

“had to vote today.” Finally, they were asked which candidate they would vote for if they “had

to vote right now” (forced choice).

Participants were now given a task to complete: They would be given an opportunity to

scroll through a series of tweets in order to gather information to help them decide which of

the two candidates “will do a better job of protecting Australia from foreign threats.” They

were instructed to scroll through “all the tweets” before making up their minds. See S2 Text for

the complete instructions.

On the next screen, participants saw a mobile-phone image displaying a series of tweets

(Fig 1). They could scroll through the Twitter feed either by dragging the scroll indicator on

the scroll bar (right side of image) up or down, or by rotating the wheel on their mouse. For

each participant, the maximum distance they scrolled downward through the Twitter feed was

recorded as a percentage of the total distance.

Participants had been randomly assigned to one of three groups: Pro-Shorten, Pro-Morri-

son, or Control. People in all three groups had access to the same randomized sequence of 30

tweets authored by 30 different fictitious people; all the tweets were composed by the experi-

menters. Five of the tweets portrayed Bill Shorten in a positive light as a protector of Australia;

five portrayed Scott Morrison in this same light; and the other 20 tweets simply commented

on various ways of protecting Australia without referring to the candidates. All contained the

hashtag #protectAustralia.

For participants in the Pro-Shorten and Pro-Morrison groups, 5 more tweets were added to

the original sequence of 30 tweets, so users in these two “bias groups” had access to 35 tweets

in all. In the context of this experiment, the five additional tweets should be considered TMs.

These were messages presumably coming not from Twitter users but from the Twitter com-

pany itself. In real Twitter feeds, we estimate that the Twitter company typically inserts its own

tweets roughly 20% of the time. Sometimes these messages are advertisements; sometimes they

include links to breaking news stories; and, close to Election Day, they might include remind-

ers to vote or to register to vote (see S6 and S7 Figs).

In the two bias groups, the TMs appeared in positions 2, 7, 12, 25, and 31 in the sequence of

35 tweets available in their Twitter feeds. The ordering and positions of the TMs were not var-

ied. The only difference between the content seen by members of the Control group and mem-

bers of the two bias groups was that people in the latter groups saw the five TMs, whereas

people in the Control group did not. In addition, the only difference between the TMs seen by
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members of the Pro-Morrison bias group and members of the Pro-Shorten bias group was

that people in the former group saw TMs favoring Morrison, whereas people in the latter

group saw those same TMs with the names switched, so that they now favored Shorten.

For example, in the Pro-Morrison group, participants saw either strongly negative messages

about Shorten such as “Bill Shorten charged with driving under the influence while vacation-

ing in Adelaide,” or strongly positive messages about Morrison, such as “Scott Morrison

awarded an honorary doctorate from the University of Melbourne, in recognition for his

humanitarian efforts during the Australian wildfires.” As noted above, the TMs were identical

in the pro-Shorten group, except that the candidate’s name was changed to his opponent’s

name (see S3 Text for a complete list of TMs).

The Continue button in the lower-right corner of the web page was inactive for the first 30

seconds of the Twitter session, thus encouraging participants to spend some time reading

tweets. If they clicked on the button before it was active, a message was displayed reading,

“You have spent too little time reading this page. Please read more.” Also to encourage reading,

a message appeared at the top of the page above the mobile phone image reading, “Scroll

through the tweets below. You will need to spend some time viewing the tweets before you can

continue to the next page.” A maximum of 5 minutes was allowed for examining the tweets in

the Twitter feed.

On the surface, it might not be obvious how sending different tweets to people in different

groups qualifies as targeted messaging. That we are indeed targeting our messages should be

clearer if one imagines combining all of our participants into one large group. Now imagine

that we divide the group up into three subgroups, perhaps based on certain demographic char-

acteristics (such as income, gender, or political leaning). We now target the members of two of

those subgroups with tweets favoring, say, one political candidate; we send no such tweets to

the third subgroup. This is how targeted messaging works on any platform, and the message

can contain almost any content: a prompt to vote or to register to vote, a reminder to buy

one’s loved one a gift on Valentine’s Day, or an advertisement for throat lozenges. The message

is targeted as long as it is deliberately being sent to one group and not another, and one knows

the targeting has been effective if one can detect predictable changes in the behavior of the tar-

geted group.

Following the Twitter experience, participants were again asked a series of questions. The

first question was related to the task that had been assigned earlier. “Based on your Twitter

search, which candidate, if either, do you think will do a better job of protecting Australia

from foreign threats?” (11-point scale from 5 to 0 to 5). Following the “task” question, partici-

pants were again asked the six opinion questions and the two voting questions they had been

asked before they saw the Twitter feed (see above).

Next, participants were asked whether any of the content they had seen in the Twitter feed

“bothered” them in any way. They could reply yes or no, and then they could explain their

answer by typing freely in a text box. This is a conservative way of determining whether people

perceived any bias in the content they had seen–especially bias in the TMs that had been

shown to people in the two bias groups. We could not ask people directly about their aware-

ness of bias because leading questions of that sort often produce misleading answers [72].

The session concluded with general information about the goals of the research and about

how people could withdraw their data from the study if they wished to do so. No participants

chose to withdraw their data from any of the four experiments in the present study.
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2.2 Results

Although participants were instructed to examine all the tweets in the Twitter feed (35 in the

two bias groups, 30 in the control group), 29.0% of them did not comply, scrolling less than

the full distance. Rather than discarding people with low scroll scores, we chose, for compari-

son purposes, to divide the sample into two groups: Low Compliance (maximum scroll

values� 50%) and High Compliance (maximum scroll values> 50%).

We call the shift in voting preferences “Vote Manipulation Power,” or VMP, which is the

post-manipulation increase of people in the bias groups (expressed as a percentage increase)

who said they would vote for the favored candidate [1]. For details about how VMP is calcu-

lated, see S4 Text. In the High Compliance group in Experiment 1, the VMP–the shift in voting

preferences toward the favored candidate–was 87.0%, which is larger than any VMPs our team

has ever found in SEME experiments [1]. A shift this large can, in theory, turn a 50/50 split

among undecided voters into more than a 90/10 split (see S4 Text). The shift in the Low Com-

pliance group–although smaller–was still substantial (Table 1).

In the High Compliance group, answers to all six opinion questions shifted significantly in

the direction predicted by the bias; in the Low Compliance group, answers to five of those six

questions shifted significantly in that direction (Table 2), with the opinions shifting farther in

the High Compliance group. Finally, the voting preferences as expressed on the 11-point opin-

ion scale also shifted significantly and substantially in the predicted direction (see Table 3,

where the data have been corrected for counterbalancing and candidate so that larger positive

values indicate greater preference for the favored candidate).

In the bias groups, only seven participants (out of 336, 2.1%) expressed concerns about pos-

sible bias in the content of the tweets; whereas 113 of these individuals (33.6%) commented

specifically on the damaging (but never the positive) information in the biased TMs. Com-

ments such as, “Read that Bill Shorten spent tax payer money, arrested for DUI and had an

affair” and “Scott Morrison displayed a lot of bad judgment in his personal life (affairs, DUI

arrests, etc.), which made me feel he was untrustworthy,” were common. People’s focus on the

negative content in the TMs is addressed in Experiment 4 below, as well as in our Discussion

section.

As we noted, Twitter’s TMs look almost exactly like the organic tweets of Twitter users. The

main feature that consistently distinguishes the company’s TMs from most organic tweets is

that their TMs all include the prestigious blue checkmark. In Experiment 2, we attempted to

replicate our findings from Experiment 1 while omitting the blue checkmarks from our TMs.

3. Experiment 2: The impact of five low-contrast, non-verified

targeted messages on opinions and voting preferences

3.1 Methods

3.1.1 Participants. After cleaning, our participant sample for this experiment consisted of

a new group of 532 eligible US voters recruited through the MTurk subject pool, screened

once again by Cloud Research (see above). The cleaning procedure was identical to that of

Table 1. Experiment 1: VMPs by compliance level.

Compliance

Level

Max

Scroll

Total n Bias Groups n Bias Groups

Scroll %

Mean (SD)

VMP (%) McNemar’s Test X2 p

High > 50 434 287 93.5 (12.9) 87.0 103.14 < 0.001

Low � 50 66 49 34.6 (11.3) 59.3 14.22 < 0.001

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0284495.t001
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Experiment 1. Once again, the group was demographically diverse. See S1 Table for details

about demographic characteristics. The mean familiarity level for our first candidate, Scott

Morrison, was 1.10, and the mean familiarity level for our second candidate, Bill Shorten, was

1.04.

3.1.2 Procedure. The procedure in Experiment 2 was identical to that of Experiment 1,

with one exception: The blue checkmark was absent on our TMs (Fig 2). Since that feature

consistently distinguishes Twitter’s TMs from most organic tweets, we sought to determine

whether the absence of this feature might reduce the impact of TMs on opinions and voting

preferences.

3.2 Results

As expected, although the vote shifts were still quite large in both the Low and High Compli-

ance groups, VMP values dropped substantially when the blue checks were absent (Table 4)

(VMPExpt1High = 87.0, VMPExpt2High = 61.7, z = 8.58, p< 0.001).

Once again, opinions shifted in the predicted directions in all groups (Table 5), and so did

mean voting preferences as expressed on the 11-point scale (Table 6). Even without the blue

checkmarks on the TMs, participants also appeared to pay as much attention to them in Exper-

iment 2 as in Experiment 1, with only 9 out of the 370 people in the bias groups (1.6%) raising

concerns about possible bias in the content, and 115 of those people (31.1%) specifically men-

tioning the negative (but not the positive) things being said about the candidates in the TMs.

The higher VMPs in Experiment 1 suggest that blue checkmarks add credibility to the content

of the TMs, but the checkmarks do not seem to reduce the level of attention people are paying

to them–or at least to the TMs with negative content.

Could substantially boosting the salience of TMs in a Twitter feed increase their impact on

people’s opinions and voting preferences? We explore this question in Experiment 3.

Table 2. Experiment 1: Pre- and post-manipulation opinion ratings of candidates.

Compliance

Level

Favored Candidate Mean (SD) Non-Favored Candidate Mean (SD)

Pre Post Diff Pre Post Diff z†

High Impression 7.06 (1.79) 7.74 (1.98) 0.68 7.04 (1.79) 3.94 (2.03) -3.10 -12.8***
Trust 6.18 (1.98) 7.08 (2.06) 0.90 6.11 (1.92) 3.73 (2.16) -2.38 -12.5***
Likeability 7.07 (1.80) 7.51 (2.00) 0.44 6.93 (1.80) 4.17 (2.24) -2.76 -12.0***

Low Impression 7.10 (2.03) 7.55 (2.25) 0.45 7.02 (2.17) 4.02 (2.20) -3.00 -5.06***
Trust 5.76 (2.33) 6.63 (2.72) 0.87 5.53 (2.36) 3.53 (2.20) -2.00 -4.81***
Likeability 7.31 (1.84) 7.27 (2.18) -0.04 7.08 (2.06) 4.04 (1.95) -3.04 -4.89***

†z values represent Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing post-minus-pre ratings for the favored candidate to the post-minus-pre ratings for the non-favored candidate.

***p< 0.001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0284495.t002

Table 3. Experiment 1: Pre- and post-manipulation mean voting preferences on 11-point scale (corrected so that positive values indicate preference for the favored

candidate).

Compliance

Level

Bias Groups n Pre Voting Preference on 11-Point Scale (SD) Post Voting Preference on 11-Point Scale (SD) Mean

Difference

z p

High 287 -0.20 (2.77) 2.64 (2.43) 2.84 -12.07 < 0.001

Low 49 -0.04 (2.32) 2.73 (2.46) 2.77 -5.29 < 0.001

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0284495.t003
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4. Experiment 3: Impact of high-contrast, verified targeted

messages on opinions and voting preferences

4.1 Methods

4.1.1 Participants. After cleaning, our participant sample for this experiment consisted of

a new group of 539 eligible US voters recruited through the MTurk subject pool, again

Fig 2. A screenshot showing an image of the second and third tweets in the Twitter feed employed in Experiment

3. The second tweet (top tweet in the image above) was a targeted message coming presumably from the Twitter

company itself, in this case containing negative information about Scott Morrison. It would thus have been shown to

study participants in the Pro-Shorten bias group. Its format was high-contrast (blue background, with a red “Tweeter

Alert” headline).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0284495.g002
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screened by Cloud Research (see above). The cleaning procedure was identical to that of

Experiment 1. Once again, the group was demographically diverse. See S1 Table for details

about demographic characteristics. The mean familiarity level for our first candidate, Scott

Morrison, was 1.14, and the mean familiarity level for our second candidate, Bill Shorten, was

1.04.

4.1.2 Procedure. In Experiment 3 we deliberately altered the appearance of our TMs so

that they would stand out. Specifically, we gave them blue backgrounds (instead of the usual

white), and the message content was preceded by the words “Tweeter Alert” in a red font (Fig

2). The TMs also included Twitter’s iconic blue checkmarks. In all other respects, the proce-

dure in Experiment 3 was identical to the procedure in Experiment 1.

4.2 Results

Because, generally speaking, increasing the salience of stimuli increases the attention they

attract [73], one might expect that increasing the salience of the TMs would have increased

their impact. The VMPs in Experiment 3, however, were significantly lower than the VMPs in

Experiment 1, (Table 7) (VMPExpt1High = 87.0, VMPExpt3High = 81.1, z = 2.15, p< 0.05). Shifts

in opinions (with one exception in the Low Compliance group) and voting preference as

expressed on the 11-point scale also moved in the direction predicted by bias in the TMs

(Tables 8 and 9), but, again, those shifts were lower than the ones we found in Experiment 1.

Once again, comments focused largely on the negative TMs– 98 out of 313 people in the

bias groups (31.3%) mentioned negative TMs, compared to only 1 person who mentioned pos-

itive TMs and only 6 people (1.9%) who commented on possible bias in the tweets.

The findings from Experiments 1, 2, and 3 suggest that Twitter displays its TMs the way it

does–in a manner that makes them difficult to distinguish from organic user tweets–to maxi-

mize their impact on users.

Table 4. Experiment 2: VMPs by compliance level.

Compliance

Level

Total n Bias Groups n Bias Groups

Scroll %

Mean (SD)

VMP (%) McNemar’s Test X2 p

High 447 322 94.5 (12.3) 61.7 97.20 < 0.001

Low 61 48 34.1 (10.1) 44.4 10.29 < 0.01

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0284495.t004

Table 5. Experiment 2: Pre- and post-manipulation opinion ratings of candidates.

Compliance

Level

Favored Candidate Mean (SD) Non-Favored Candidate Mean (SD)

Pre Post Diff Pre Post Diff z†

High Impression 7.05 (1.76) 7.63 (1.86) 0.58 7.00 (1.74) 3.90 (1.97) -3.10 -13.7***
Trust 6.04 (2.04) 6.94 (2.05) 0.90 5.94 (2.00) 3.57 (1.94) -2.37 -13.5***
Likeability 6.95 (1.82) 7.39 (1.83) 0.44 6.91 (1.70) 4.02 (1.97) -2.89 -13.6***

Low Impression 7.38 (1.54) 7.52 (1.89) 0.14 7.40 (1.75) 4.17 (2.22) -3.23 -4.76***
Trust 6.40 (1.83) 6.73 (2.24) 0.33 6.54 (1.89) 3.88 (2.30) -2.66 -4.54***
Likeability 7.13 (1.41) 7.23 (1.75) 0.10 7.17 (1.59) 4.38 (2.64) -2.79 -4.35***

†z values represent Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing post-minus-pre ratings for the favored candidate to the post-minus-pre ratings for the non-favored candidate.

***p< 0.001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0284495.t005
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This leaves us with (at least) two intriguing questions: To what extent can a single TM shift

opinions and voting preferences, if at all? And how much more impactful might a single nega-
tive TM be than a single positive TM? We address these questions in Experiment 4.

5. Experiment 4: Impact of a single low-contrast, verified targeted

message on opinions and voting preferences

5.1 Methods

5.1.1 Participants. After cleaning, our participant sample for this experiment consisted of

a new group of 529 eligible US voters recruited through the MTurk subject pool and screened

by Cloud Research. The cleaning procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1. Once again,

the group was demographically diverse. See S1 Table for details about demographic

characteristics.

5.1.2 Procedure. The procedure in Experiment 4 was identical to that of Experiment 1,

except that only one TM appeared in the Twitter feed. It appeared in position 2 for each bias

group, and the blue checkmark was present in the TM.

Given the obvious preoccupation that participants had with negative TM content in Experi-

ments 1 through 3, in Experiment 4 we looked at how positive and negative TMs impacted

participants in the bias groups. Because people saw only one TM in this experiment, it was well

suited for comparing the impact of positive and negative TMs. In the Pro-Morrison group, the

TM could either be a pro-Morrison tweet (content: “Scott Morrison awarded an honorary doc-

torate from the University of Melbourne, in recognition for his humanitarian efforts during

the Australian wildfires”) or an anti-Shorten tweet (content: “Bill Shorten charged with driving

under the influence while vacationing in Adelaide”). In the Pro-Shorten group, the TM could

either be a pro-Shorten tweet (content: “Bill Shorten has been nominated for The Innovation

in Politics Award, which recognizes creative politicians who have the courage to break new

ground to find innovative solutions for today’s challenges”) or an anti-Morrison tweet (con-

tent: “Scott Morrison caught spending taxpayer money on lush vacation in Mexico”); again,

one or the other appeared at random.

5.2 Results

At first glance, the pattern of VMPs we found in Experiment 4 looks surprising (Table 10). In

Experiments 1 to 3, the VMPs in the High Compliance groups were always substantially larger

than the VMPs in the Low Compliance group. In Experiment 4 we found the opposite pattern,

Table 6. Experiment 2: Pre- and post-manipulation mean voting preferences on 11-point scale (corrected so that positive values indicate preference for the favored

candidate).

Compliance

Level

Bias

Groups n
Pre Voting Preference on 11-Point Scale (SD) Post Voting Preference on 11-Point Scale (SD) Mean

Difference

z p

High 322 0.20 (2.61) 2.64 (2.39) 2.44 -12.56 < 0.001

Low 48 0.12 (2.66) 2.06 (2.62) 1.94 -3.68 < 0.001

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0284495.t006

Table 7. Experiment 3: VMPs by compliance level.

Compliance

Level

Total n Bias Groups n Bias Groups Scroll % Mean (SD) VMP (%) McNemar’s Test X2 p

High 446 287 95.3 (11.0) 81.1 114.29 < 0.001

Low 55 44 34.3 (9.6) 40.7 8.06 < 0.01

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0284495.t007
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most likely because people in the Low Compliance group saw, on average, only 36.2% of the

tweets following the TM in position 2, whereas people in the High Compliance group saw, on

average, 97.4% of the tweets following that TM. Exposure to a large number of relatively bland

tweets following a biased TM apparently dilutes the power of that TM. Finally, once again,

very few people claimed that they saw any bias in the Twitter feed we showed them; only 3 out

of the 399 people in the bias groups (0.75%) expressed concerns about possible bias in the con-

tent, and 76 of those people (19.0%) specifically mentioned the negative (but not the positive)

things being said about the candidates in the TMs.

Breaking down the impact of positive TMs versus negative TMs on the VMPs in Experi-

ment 4 confirms the enormous power that negative content has to alter people’s thinking

(Table 11). The positive TMs had virtually no impact on VMPs in either the Low Compliance

or High Compliance groups. The negative TMs, on the other hand, had a relatively large

impact on High Compliance participants (VMP = 51.2%) and shifted all of the 17 Low Com-

pliance participants (VMP = 100.0%). Only one of the 399 people in the bias groups expressed

any concerns about possible bias in the tweets (0.003%), whereas 76 of these individuals

(19.0%) specifically singled out the negative content of the single TM (regarding the candi-

date’s DUI conviction) as a reason for not supporting him. No participants mentioned the

contents of the positive version of the TM (regarding the candidate receiving The Innovation

in Politics Award) in their typed comments. The possibility of bias was mentioned somewhat

more frequently in comments in Experiments 1 through 3, presumably because people in the

bias groups in those experiments saw as many as five TMs that shared the same bias; in Experi-

ment 4, people saw only one TM.

Most opinion shifts in the bias groups in Experiment 4 occurred in the predicted direction

(Table 12), but they were smaller than the shifts found in the earlier experiments, presumably

because participants had less information on which to base their opinions. Changes in voting

Table 8. Experiment 3: Pre- and post-manipulation opinion ratings of candidates.

Compliance

Level

Favored Candidate Mean (SD) Non-Favored Candidate Mean (SD)

Pre Post Diff Pre Post Diff z†

High Impression 6.92 (1.61) 5.61 (2.77) -1.31 6.92 (1.71) 3.29 (2.11) -3.63 -10.0***
Trust 5.93 (1.84) 6.91 (2.19) 0.98 5.97 (1.92) 3.19 (1.91) -2.78 -12.7***
Likeability 6.79 (1.73) 7.43 (1.95) 0.64 6.74 (1.78) 3.65 (1.93) -3.09 -13.3***

Low Impression 7.75 (1.78) 5.48 (3.02) -2.27 7.32 (1.88) 3.60 (2.53) -3.72 -2.15***
Trust 6.75 (1.92) 7.43 (2.22) 0.68 5.93 (2.27) 3.45 (2.28) -2.48 -4.55***
Likeability 7.55 (1.76) 7.84 (2.13) 0.29 7.39 (2.18) 4.09 (2.26) -3.30 -4.82***

†z values represent Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing post-minus-pre ratings for the favored candidate to the post-minus-pre ratings for the non-favored candidate.

***p< 0.001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0284495.t008

Table 9. Experiment 3: Pre- and post-manipulation mean voting preferences on 11-point scale (corrected so that positive values indicate preference for the favored

candidate).

Compliance

Level

Bias

Groups n
Pre Mean Voting Preferences on 11-Point Scale

(SD)

Post Mean Voting Preferences on 11-Point Scale

(SD)

Mean Difference z p

High 287 0.03 (2.64) 2.95 (2.06) 2.92 -12.63 <

0.001

Low 44 0.95 (3.00) 2.77 (2.51) 1.82 -3.86 <

0.001

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0284495.t009
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preferences as expressed on the 11-point scale also occurred in the predicted direction, but,

again, they were smaller than in the previous experiments (Tables 13 and 14).

Experiment 4 suggests that a single biased TM in a Twitter feed can impact people’s deci-

sion making, at least as it pertains to political candidates running for office.

6. Discussion

Recent news about the Twitter company is relevant to our research findings. According to an

August 23rd, 2022, investigative story in the Washington Post [74], “an explosive whistleblower

complaint” from Peter Zatko, former head of security at Twitter–an 84-page document filed

simultaneously with the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Federal Trade Commis-

sion, and the Department of Justice [75]–Twitter had lax security that allowed false content to

be posted easily by hackers, bots, foreign powers, and company employees. Regarding employ-

ees, the Post reported that “about half of Twitter’s roughly 7,000 full-time employees had wide

access to the company’s internal software and that access was not closely monitored, giving

them the ability to tap into sensitive data and alter how the service worked.” According to

Zatko, Twitter algorithms also determined what content gets suppressed or “amplified” [76].

Given Elon Musk’s purchase of the company in October, 2022 [77] and his subsequent fir-

ing of most of Twitter’s employees, Zatko’s concerns about the security of the company’s oper-

ations might understate the nature of the problems that might be emerging in a new and

relatively unstable version of the company. Given the apparent power that tweets–especially

tweets containing negative content–can have on opinions and voting preferences–we believe

that Twitter’s operations should be examined closely not only by Twitter’s corporate leaders,

but also by government officials and public policy makers in countries worldwide. Twitter cur-

rently has 480 million daily users, and it serves as an official platform for world leaders, gov-

ernment agencies, news services, and thousands of companies and organizations; even Pope

Francis has a Twitter account. All those Twitter feeds are vulnerable to hacking and hijacking,

according to Zatko’s complaint, which contains examples of such interference.

Our experiments suggest that TME is a remarkably large effect, especially when Twitter

itself sends people sensational tweets that have certain visual properties (Experiment 1): tweets

with white backgrounds (matching the backgrounds of organic tweets), a brief headline (such

as “Breaking News”), and Twitter’s trademark blue checkmark. Experiment 1 yielded a VMP

of 87%, with only 2.1% of the participants in the two bias groups expressing any concerns

Table 10. Experiment 4: VMPs by compliance level.

Compliance

Level

Total n Bias Groups n Bias Groups

Scroll %

Mean (SD)

VMP (%) McNemar’s Test X2 p

High 445 356 97.4 (8.5) 32.4 31.54 < 0.001

Low 50 43 36.2 (11.2) 40.0 6.40 < 0.05

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0284495.t010

Table 11. Experiment 4: VMPs by type of TM (positive or negative).

Type of TM Compliance

Level

Bias Groups n VMP (%) McNemar’s Test X2 p

Negative High 178 51.2 31.72 < 0.001

Low 17 100.0 6.00 < 0.05

Positive High 178 15.6 4.08 < 0.05

Low 26 14.3 1.00 0.32 NS

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0284495.t011
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about possible bias in the Twitter feed we showed them. That VMP shift means that in a group

of 1,000 undecided voters–split, by definition, 500/500 before exposure to a biased Twitter

feed–after viewing that feed, the split will now be 65/935, which means that interacting with

the Twitter feed changed a win margin of 0% to a win margin of 87% among vulnerable voters.

That shift could occur, in theory, with nearly 98% of the people in such a group having no idea

they were manipulated.

On its face, a shift that big might seem impossible. In the real world, certainly, people are

being influenced by many sources of information, not just by Twitter, and we currently have

no reason to believe that Twitter’s content is systematically biased to support just one candi-

date or political party. But our experiments show the potential that Twitter feeds have to shift

opinions and votes. Twitter is a private company that is not accountable to the public, and no

laws or regulations exist at this writing that would in any way restrict Twitter’s ability to send

highly biased content to users. Indeed, some people have claimed that Twitter’s content

already shows significant political bias at times [cf. 76]. Trump supporters cried foul, for exam-

ple, when Twitter permanently shut down the President’s Twitter account just after the Janu-

ary 6, 2021 insurrection in Washington, D.C. [78], and objections were raised when Twitter

Table 12. Experiment 4: Pre- and post-manipulation opinion ratings of candidates.

Favored Candidate

Mean (SD)

Non-Favored Candidate Mean

(SD)

Compliance Pre Post Diff Pre Post Diff z†

Negative TM

High Impression 7.03 (1.92) 7.13 (1.92) -0.10 7.11 (1.93) 5.39 (2.20) 1.72 -7.91***
Trust 6.05 (1.80) 6.51 (2.01) -0.46 6.19 (1.88) 5.03 (2.25) 1.16 -7.38***
Likeability 6.72 (1.89) 6.94 (1.86) -0.22 7.04 (1.86) 5.53 (2.13) 1.51 -7.99***

Low Impression 6.53 (1.62) 6.65 (1.93) 0.12 7.06 (1.85) 4.65 (1.90) -2.41 -3.08**
Trust 6.18 (2.27) 6.29 (1.40) 0.11 6.18 (2.19) 4.59 (2.29) -1.59 -2.34*
Likeability 6.88 (1.80) 6.47 (1.97) -0.41 7.12 (1.62) 5.18 (2.53) -1.94 -1.79 NS

Positive TM

High Impression 7.31 (1.84) 7.26 (1.85) 0.05 7.17 (1.92) 7.05 (1.86) 0.12 -0.77 NS

Trust 6.30 (1.95) 6.56 (1.97) -0.26 6.22 (2.07) 6.39 (2.02) -0.17 -0.85 NS

Likeability 7.19 (1.87) 7.18 (1.93) 0.01 7.01 (1.91) 6.98 (1.88) 0.03 -0.59 NS

Low Impression 7.00 (2.21) 7.19 (2.32) 0.19 7.12 (1.93) 7.38 (1.92) 0.26 -0.29 NS

Trust 6.04 (2.39) 6.23 (2.76) 0.19 6.12 (2.16) 6.50 (2.25) 0.38 -0.18 NS

Likeability 6.85 (2.43) 6.81 (2.28) -0.04 7.27 (1.93) 7.15 (1.87) -0.12 -0.21 NS

†z values represent Wilcoxon signed ranks test comparing post-minus-pre ratings for the favored candidate to the post-minus-pre ratings for the non- favored

candidate.

* p< 0.05

** p< 0.01

***p< 0.001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0284495.t012

Table 13. Experiment 4: Negative TM Pre- and post-manipulation mean voting preferences on 11-point scale (corrected so that positive values indicate preference

for the favored candidate).

Compliance

Level

n Pre Voting Preference on 11-Point Scale (SD) Post Voting Preference on 11-Point Scale (SD) Mean Difference z p

High 178 -0.11 (2.85) 1.31 (2.88) 1.42 -6.42 < 0.001

Low 17 -0.47 (2.76) 1.41 (2.50) 0.64 -2.60 < 0.01

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0284495.t013
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apparently suppressed news stories related to content found on Hunter Biden’s laptop com-

puter in October 2020 [79]. In this case, some of the facts about the laptop originally reported

by the New York Post on October 14, 2020 were subsequently confirmed by both the New York
Times and the Washington Post [80, cf. 81]. That Twitter content might show political bias

should surprise no one given that, according to OpenSecrets.org, more than 96% of donations

from Twitter and its employees in recent years have gone to one political party [43].

No experiments can show that a source of influence like TME is actually being used. Since

2016, however, our team has been building increasingly larger and more sophisticated systems

that capture the ephemeral content being shown to users by Google, YouTube, Bing, Yahoo,

and other companies [51,52,82]. In 2020, we preserved and analyzed more than 1.5 million

online ephemeral experiences that would normally have been lost [52]. In 2022, we preserved

more than 2.4 million online ephemeral experiences related to the US midterm elections,

including, this time around, content from Twitter which we are currently analyzing.

We acknowledge that if, at some point, we detect political or other bias in Twitter feeds

being displayed to certain groups, that will still tell us nothing about the origin of such bias.

Bias in ephemeral content can be programmed deliberately [83], generated by unconscious

bias on the part of programmers [84], or generated by user behavior [85]. No matter what the

original of such bias, given the apparent power it has to shift opinions and voting preferences,

we believe that if large-scale bias is ultimately found to exist in actual Twitter feeds, this is an

issue that Twitter executives and government officials will need to examine. Otherwise,

extreme bias–especially bias targeted toward certain groups–could easily undermine the integ-

rity of the free-and-fair election. Moreover, if monitoring systems are not in place to preserve

ephemeral content such as Twitter feeds, democracy might be undermined without the elec-

torate knowing. Based on Mr. Zatko’s recent revelations [74,75], along with documented cases

in which Twitter content has been hacked by bad actors [86,87], it now appears that extreme

bias in Twitter content can be introduced fairly easily by agents of foreign powers, by aggres-

sive Twitter employees, or even by mischievous teenagers [74,75].

6.1 Limitations and future research

We have restricted ourselves in this report to TME as it might impact users of Twitter, but tar-

geted messages can also be sent to users of Google and other search engines (S3 and S5 Figs),

to users of Instagram and Facebook (S1 and S2 Figs), and even to users of personal assistants

such as Siri and Alexa [4]. On platforms such as Google, the home page of which is viewed

more than 500 million times a day in the US, we are especially concerned about targeted mes-

sages that remind people to vote or to register to vote in an election (S3 and S5 Figs). If such

reminders were sent mainly or exclusively to members of one political party, they could pre-

sumably have a substantial partisan effect on voter turnout. We currently have research under-

way to help us understand and quantify the impact that TME might have on Google and other

online platforms.

We are also concerned about the possibility that a number of major US tech companies all

appear at the moment to share a similar political bias [88], and we are currently studying the

Table 14. Experiment 4: Positive TM pre- and post-manipulation mean voting preferences on 11-point scale (corrected so that positive values indicate preference

for the favored candidate).

Compliance

Level

n Pre Voting Preference on 11-Point Scale (SD) Post Voting Preference on 11-Point Scale (SD) Mean Difference z p

High 178 0.21 (2.77) 0.74 (2.78) 0.53 -2.58 = 0.01

Low 26 0.58 (2.86) 0.65 (3.03) 0.07 -0.20 = 0.84

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0284495.t014
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impact of exposing people to similar or dissimilar bias experienced on more than one plat-

form–research on what we call the Multiple Platform Effect (MPE). We have also expanded

our research program to look at how new sources of influence made possible by the internet

are affecting children.

Our findings in the present study should not be overinterpreted. We have shown, with a

sample of 2,133 eligible US voters that biased, targeted tweets can shift opinions and voting

preferences in predictable ways with only a small percentage of people showing any awareness

that they have been manipulated. The effect proved to be especially large when the content of

such tweets was derogatory (content that linguists might call “low-valence and high-arousal”

[89]. But our participants were not real voters in the middle of real elections. Rather, they were

US research subjects who had indicated that they were unfamiliar with two candidates who

ran for Prime Minister of Australia in 2019. SEME has been shown to impact real voters in a

real election [1], but TME has not yet been tested that way.

In a real election people are being subjected to dozens, if not hundreds of different sources

of influence that might affect their voting decisions. Other sources of impact could presumably

override the impact of biased tweets, and yet there are still, we believe, three reasons why we

should be concerned about TME in general and corporation-generated biased tweets in partic-

ular. As we noted in our introduction, the bias in TMs is almost always invisible to people,

which leads people, mistakenly, to believe that they have made up their own minds. Second,

TMs are ephemeral, so unless permanent monitoring systems are in place, we will never know

for sure how or even whether TMs are being used to affect people’s opinions and decisions.

And third, TMs generated by large online monopolies are inherently noncompetitive; when

Twitter, Facebook, or Google deploys biased TMs favoring one candidate, the opposing candi-

date has no way to counteract them. In other words, online TMs are a uniquely powerful new

form of influence.
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